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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the treatment of aposteriori and 
apriori uncertainties in power system planning and operation. 
Aposteriori uncertainty is treated by power system state 
estimators. A survey of existing techniques and their limitations is 
described. A method is presented that improves the speed of weighted 
least squares state estimation by modifying the structure of injection 
measurements to give a very sparse information matrix, the matrix to be 
inverted. Used with fast decoupling, this approach yields a very fast 
on-line state estimator, capable of handling all types of measurements. 
Bad data detection and identification techniques are reviewed 
and an improvement based on "mathematical" bad data removal is presented. 
The inclusion of h.v.d.c. links into a.c. state estimation is 
considered. Decoupling and geographic partitioning of the multi 
a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator are shown to cause little degradation 
in the estimates, and a method of accurately representing commutation 
overlap angle is outlined. 
Availability analysis in state estimator operation and design 
is considered, and applied to optimal meter placement design. 
The feasibility of hierarchical central-electrical, local-dynamic 
hydroturbine and canal state estimation, based on a linearized Kalman 
filter, is investigated. 
Apriori uncertainty in long-term future planning studies involving 
expected nodal generation and loads can be included in stochastic load-
flows. A method is presented which enables the stochastic loadflow, 
which handles only gaussian statistics, to handle non-gaussian 
probability distributions via gaussian sum approximations. R.v.d.c. 
links are also included in a.c. stochastic loadflows, using both 
correlated and uncorrelated data. 
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1. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The proliferation of computerised power system control centres 
which monitor large sets of measurements by remote data acquisition 
from around the power system is in response to the need for fast, 
accurate control and restorative procedures. Control centre design 
is becoming extremely complicated; on-line programs are now available 
which give updated security analysis, economic dispatch and fault 
analysis. These programs guide the operator in the choice of 
restorative action, maximize the security and economy of generation, 
and minimize damage and down time caused by a fault. All programs rely 
on having a clean data base available within the computer from which 
they can derive decisions. The data base within the computer is 
regularly updated by new measurement "snapshot" scans of the power 
system every few minutes. This measurement data updating procedure is 
intended to continue, on-line, indefinitely without failure. Each 
snapshot scan may contain 1000 or more individual measurements, and it 
is likely that, at some time, the raw measurement data arriving at the 
system control centre may contain bad data; metering errors that result 
from excessive drift or failure, or failure of communication equipment 
within the data acquisition system. The presence of such errors in the 
data base may produce the ~qrong control or alarm action (Schweppe at a.~ •• 
1970; Schweppe and Handschin, 1974; Handschin and Bongers, 1975). 
State estimation algorithms have been proposed for use in power 
systems to buffer the data base of the control centre from raw 
2. 
measurement errors (see Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.2 The static state estimator as a buffer. 
(Schweppe and Handschin, 1974.) 
For the purpose of state estimation, states are taken to be the 
voltage magnitude and phase angle at nodes around the power system, 
together with any transformer taps or line parameters that may need 
estimating. Measurements may include real and reactive injected 
power, real and reactive line-flow power, current flow and nodal 
voltage magnitudes, as well as isolator and circuit breaker status 
information (see Figure 1.3). 
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~ 
Processing a redundant set of measurement data allows bad data detection 
and identification schemes to be included in the state estimator 
algorithm, to locate and remove any faulty measurement data or circuit 
disconnect status information (see Figure 1.4) . (Schweppe and Handschin, 
1974) • 
6. 
The concept of state estimation was first used by Gauss 
(1777-1855) to process data on the orbits of planetary bodies. 
Since the late 1950s~ with the beginning of aerospace exploration, 
state estimators have became more sophisticated in order to dynamically 
·monitor noisy measurement data from outer space. The "small-scale" 
nature of the aerospace problem has allowed complex state estimation 
techniques to be used. The power system's application, on the other 
hand, produces an extremely large scale problem. Some power systems 
may contain 500 busbars or more. Fortunately, however, power systems 
usually are weakly intercoupled and as a result most matrix manipulation 
in power system problems involves sparse matrices. Sparsity techniques 
can be used to handle these matrices, storing only their non-zero values 
and location addresses. Sparsity techniques, and the quantum leap in 
computing speed and power of commercial computers over the last decade, 
have made power system state estimation a reality (Sugarmann, 1980). 
However only the simple, static state estimation algorithms which 
process the current measurement snapshot, taking no account of any 
dynamics, have achieved any success in the power system's applications. 
The problem of regularly producing reliable power system state estimates 
from noisy on-line data acquisition system measurements is not trivial 
(Brown and Sirisena, 1981). The "noise" usually is measurement accuracy 
noise, but occaSionally this metering noise will contain bad data. The 
state estimation algorithm required to process these measurements mu~t 
do so rapidly, detecting an~ identifying any bad data present before the 
next scan of mepsurements arrives to be processed. 
Power system state estimation was first seriously suggested 
twelve years ago by Schweppe et ale (1970), and since then a large body 
of work has been published on various aspects of the topic (Schweppe and 
Hands chin , 1974; Ariatti, 1976; Dy Liacco, 1978). However the emphasis 
7. 
in most early papers on state estimation was concerned with generating 
minimum variance, optimally filtered estimates from the noisy measurement 
data available. Only recently has there been an awareness that the 
maintenance of a "reliable" data base, free from bad data (errors which 
are not necessarily measurement-accuracy noise), which can rapidly 
change with the changing state of the power system and allow the 
identification of any bad data before the next measurement scan, is as 
important as the generation of optimally filtered estimates. More 
important, however, is to consider the characteristics of the power 
system to which the proposed state estimator is to be applied. The 
characteristics of the New Zealand electricity system, the power system 
of concern in this study, can be summarized as follows: 
A computerized data acquisition system control centre has been 
installed in the North Island of New Zealand, at Whakamaru,; and 
in the South Island of New Zealand, at Islington, another centre 
is nearing completion. Both monitor large a.c. power systems. 
The North and South Island a.c. power systems are linked by an 
h.v.d.c. submarine cable. Over half of the electricity 
generated in the South Island is rectified, either at Tiwai 
Point Aluminium Smelter or at Benmore, for transmission to the 
North Island. 
Monitoring equipment of varying vintages may be present in the data 
acquisition system. This is a result of the data acquisition 
system being "added to" over the years. Hence the accuracy and 
availability of monitoring equipment may vary quite markedly. 
Some regional area-control centres, such as Twizel, have local 
computers that monitor water levels and the flow in hydro canals 
feeding hydraulic turbines, as well as the measurements on the 
electrical systems. 
8, 
As a result of the above considerations, the specifications for 
building a state estimation algorithm(s) applicable to the New Zealand 
power system would be as follows: 
(i) The state estimator should rapidly process all measurement data 
available, regardless of its type, accuracy and availability, 
and thus maintain a reliable data base, free from bad data. 
The presence of the h,v.d,c. link must also be modelled in 
the state estimator, 
(ii) Any optimal meter placement design should include measurement 
availability aspects. Optimal meter placement design involves 
the selection of the "best" set of measurements to acquire 
from the power system, with regard to their individual cost, 
placement and type, in order to get the best coverage for the 
data acquisition system capital resource available. 
(iii) Establish whether "local area" power system state estimators 
which include hydro canal as well as hydro turbine dynamics 
are feasible in a real time sense. 
The areas of research carried out in this study have been in 
response to the above three factors, The material is presented in self-
contained chapters. Only brief discussions on computational details 
will appear in the text. This is because the use of efficient, sparsely 
orientated programming of storage and solution has been extensively 
studied and any further advances are unlikely to dramatically reduce 
computation times. The use of such procedures is now "standard" power 
systems programming practice. 
Chapter 2 reviews advances and concepts in the state estimation 
of power systems. The necessary mathematical background to understand 
Weighted Least Squares (W.L.S.) state estimation is presented. 
9. 
W.L.S. state estimation is the technique originally advocated by 
Schweppe et al. (1970) and generates minimum variance estimates. 
Reasons for choosing the W.L.S. state estimation method are also 
outlined. 
Chapter 3 investigates ways of reducing the speed limitations 
of W.L.S. state estimation when processing injection measurements. 
When injection measurements are included in the W.L.S. state estimation, 
the density of non-zero elements in the "information" matrix, the matrix 
to be reduced in the solution by sparsity techniques, rise dramatically. 
As a result the solution time increases. By "creating" pseudo line-flow 
measurements from the injection measurements the density of non-zero 
elements in the information matrix remains constant. A technique is 
outlined which retains the optimality of W.L.S., after the pseudo line-
flow creation, yet has significant speed advantages over conventional 
W.L.S. state estimation when processing moderate density injection 
measurement sets. 
Another speed limiting factor of W.L.S. state estimation is that 
all matrix quantiles require recalculation at each iteration. Many 
authors have suggested P-8, Q-v decoupling and fast decoupling 
techniques to overcome these speed limitations by reducing the number 
of non-zero matrix elements requiring re-evaluation and/or to make 
these values constant. Chapter 4 summarizes the suggested decoupling 
techniques and investigates their performance by theoretically 
evaluating their convergence-eigenvalues and comparing the analytic 
results with practical test simulations. The aim of the tests and 
analysis is to identify stable decoupled and fast decoupled state 
estimation schemes whose convergence and accuracy are unaffected by 
the transmission line R/X ratio of the test a.c. system or by the 
relative values of the real and reactive power variance weightings. 
10. 
Chapter 5 discusses and tests a modified W.L.S. algorithm that 
is extremely fast yet generates near optimal estimates, Pseudo line~ 
flow creation, from injection measurement data, is included in a fast 
decoupled W.L.S. state estimation algorithm selected from the tests 
carried out in Chapter 4, 
In Chapter 6, methods for detecting and identifying bad data in 
on-line state estimation are reviewed, A major limitation of most bad 
data detection and identification schemes is that they require a large 
amount of computation, usually involving the removal of suspect 
measurements, recalculation and re-ordering of all matrices within the 
state estimation, and re-estimation to check whether the measurement 
data is indeed corrupt. This removal process is usually repeated until 
the bad data is located, A technique which mathematically removes the 
presence of suspect bad data is presented. The technique is identical 
to the physical removal of suspect bad data, however as re-ordering or 
re-ca1culation of gain matrix quanti1es are necessary and rapid 
detection and identification, essential for maintaining the integrity 
of the on-line data-base, follows. Where measurement redundancies are 
such that removal of suspect bad data would cause a loss of 
observabi1ity, "replacement" of the suspect bad data by previous scan 
measurement can be used to aid the identification process. 
Chapter 7 considers the inclusion of h.v.d.c. links into a,c. 
power systems state estimation. Measurement equations that describe 
h.v.d.c. link conditions in and around the convertor terminals are 
presented. A method of geographical decoupling of the h.v.d.c. link 
into separate convertor terminal blocks is also considered and the 
inclusion of h.v.d.c. links into fast p-e, Q-v decoupled a.c. power 
system state estimators is discussed and tested. 
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In Chapter 8, a more exact representation for the h.v.d.c. 
link is proposed and tested. This model includes the effect of the 
commutation overlap angle after the firing of the convertor. It is 
also shown that the approximate h.v.d.c. link representation, 
discussed in Chapter 7, can be modified to generate exact h.v.d.c. 
link model estimates if the residuals in the "approximate" algorithm 
are made exact. 
The use of availability data in the design and operation of 
state estimators is considered in Chapter 9. Most optimal meter 
placement design techniques that have been advocated assume that the 
measurements present at commissioning will always be present. 
However all measurements have a possibility of failure at some stage 
and thus membership of the measurement set is dynamic. A technique 
is advocated to include the effect that likely failure has on the 
observability of the state estimator measurement set in the optimal 
meter placement design process. Application of availability analysis 
to large scale systems is shown to be straightforward and for most 
purposes does not require the use of a computer. The suggested, 
availability based optimal meter placement design technique augments 
optimal meter placement design techniques which optimize the bad data 
detection capability. 
Chapter 10 considers the problem of locally estimating the 
states of a hydro turbine and canal structure. A dynamic state 
estimation algorithm based on a linearized Kalman filter is used to 
monitor the behaviour of the canal and hydro turbine, and this state 
estimator is co-ordinated to a higher level, static state estimator 
which is estimating the states of the power system in a hierarchical 
manner. 
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All of the preceding discussion has applied to state estimation. 
However, with little or no modification the state estimation algorithm 
used to account for "aposteriori", past or present measurement data 
uncertainties, can be made to perform a stochastic load flow and account 
for apriori or future prediction uncertainties. In long-term planning 
or design of new transmission lines, a large number of deterministic 
load flows may be required to test the effect that different generation-
load levels at nodes around the system during future operation will have 
on the loading of the proposed new transmission line. Stochastic load 
flows process the expected generation or load data at each bus together 
with its Gaussian variance or spread, to give the expected power flow, 
and its spread or variance, down each transmission line. Thus the 
long-term, expected maximum power flow, required during the design for 
circuit breaker ratings, can be found. One stochastic load flow can 
replace the large number of conventional load flows required in the 
planning of a new transmission line (Dopazo et ai., 1975). The concepts 
of the stochastic load flow and the probabilistic load flow are 
summarized in Chapter 11. Probabilistic load flows can process any 
type of nodal probability distribution - Gaussian, discrete or binomial, 
while the stochastic load flow handles only Gaussian probability 
distribution statistics (Borkowska, 1973; Allan and Al-Shakarchi, 1976). 
A technique for representing non-Gaussian probability 
distributions in the st'ochastic load flow, by means of Gaussian sum 
approximations, is discussed in Chapter 12. Thus the stochastic load 
flow, which is easily made from an existing state estimation algorithm, 
can be made to perform probabilistic load flows; accurately modelling 
the available nodal data. 
Chapter 13 discusses the inclusion of an h.v.d.c. link into a.c. 
stochastic load flow studies. The representation of the h.v.d.c. link 
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follows from Chapter 7. Multi a.c. h.v.d.c. stochastic load flows can 
be used in long-term planning or in the design of a new h.v.d.c. link 
or a new transmission line in the vicinity of an existing h.v.d.c. link. 
Both uncorrelated and correlated load flow data are included in the 
study. 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF ,TRANSMISSION LINE MODELLING AND 
WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES STATE ESTIMATION CONCEPTS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the mathematical principles of power system 
analysis are reviewed. The rr-equivalent lumped parameter model for 
a transmission line is presented, and equations relating to the 
measurement of active and reactive line flow and nodal power are 
defined. A derivation of the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm 
for use in power systems analysis is also presented. Other possible 
state estimation methods which also have been advocated are reviewed 
and reasons why W.L.S. state estimation has been chosen are given. 
2.2 TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL AND POWER SYSTEM MEASUREMENT EQUATIONS 
The lumped parameter rr-equivalent circuit for a transmission 
line connecting two busbars i and j is shown in Figure 2.1. 
For a transmission line, Y .. represents the transfer impedance lJ 
and Y .. the shunt susceptance 
II 
Y .. "" lJ R •. lJ 
Y .. "" y .. II JJ 
1 
+ jX .. lJ (2.1) 
= - j (B\ShJ (2.2) 
Le. 
1. 
+ 
I;jt Bisw'2 ) 
B .. 
1.J 
:Figure 2. 1 'IT-equivalent m<.tidel of a transmission line. 
V. Le. J J 
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For an off-nominal tap transformer the elements defined above 
are modified by the tap position. If the tap position, T, is given 
in per cent, off-nominal, then 
a .. =: 1 + O.OlT 1J (2.3) 
and 
Y .. == a .. Y .. 1J t 1J 1J 
(2.4) 
Y •. == (a: . - a .. ) Y .. 11t 1J 1J 1J (2.5) 
Y .. 
JJ t 
(l 
- a . .) Y .• 1J 1J (2.6) 
A suitable state vector to describe conditions on the power system is 
where N is the number of busbars in the power system, and 
v. L. 8. is the nd.dal voltage at each node i. ]. 1 
In terms of the 2N -1 system states, the relationships between 
measurements and states can be written (As chmoneit, 1975): 
Nodal voltage magnitude measurement, vi 
v. = V. 
1 1 
Active power line-flow measurement, p .. 1.J 
p .. 1.J 
where c .. 1J 
G •. v.2 + c .. 1J 1 1.J 
- v. v. (G .. cos (8. - 8.) + B., sin(8. - 8,) 1. J 1.J 1 J 1.J 1. J 
Reactive pmver line-flow measurement, Qij 
where d .. 1J 
2 B .. v. + d .. 1.1 1 1J 
v v (- G1.'J' si~(81.' - 8.) + B,. cos(8, - e.» i j J 1J 1 J 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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Active injected power measurement, P. 
1. 
P .. = 
1. 
L: p .. 
j da} 1.J 
Reactive injected power measurement, Qi 
Q. = l: Q •. 
1. jda} 1.J 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
where {a} is the set of transmission lines connected to bus i, 
G .. is the transmission line admittance between nodes i and j , 
1.J 
B •. is the transmission line susceptance between nodes i and j, 
1.J 
and 
B. h is the transmission line shunt susceptance between nodes 
1.S 
i and j. 
B .. 
1.1. 
B. h 
=B +~ ij 2 (2.13) 
Thus any measurement made on the power system can be described by one 
of the above equations. 
2.3 MEASUREMENT NOISE 
Consider a measurement, zp' made with metering equipment having 
an accuracy, np (Schweppe and Handschin, 1974). 
z = h (x, L, p) + n p p - - - p (2.14) 
where L is a vector representing the network structure, the manner 
in which the network is connected together to form a 
single line diagram, and 
E is a vector representing the network parameters. 
When m measurements are made simultaneously, the measurement set 
can be written as; (Schweppe and Handschin, 1974): 
z = h (x, ~, E) + n (2.15) 
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where n is a random vector representing measurement errors, parameter 
errors, structural errors, uncertainty due to communication link failure 
and transients. Parameter errors are caused by an insufficient 
knowledge of G ..• B .. and/or B. h' Tables of line parameters are 
~J ~J ~s 
usually only accurate to within a few percent, Parameter values can be 
included as states within the ~tate estimator, and estimated (Debs, 1974; 
Clements and Ringlee, 1974; Allam and Laughton, 1974). Structural 
errors result from faulty circuit breaker or isolator switch status 
information being telemetered to the systems control centre. This can 
result in the computer constructing a faulty single line diagram of the 
network topology (Sasson et al., 1973; Couch and Morrison, 1974; Kato 
and Hammerlund, 1977). Lines or circuit elements may be assumed to be 
connected when in practice they are not, or vice-versa. Structural 
errors and communication link failure cause very large errors but 
rarely occur. 
The measurement noise vector, n in (2.15), is modelled as a 
normally distributed random vector. 
n ~ N (0, R) 
- --
(2.16) 
with zero mean; having no bias component, and a diagonal variance matrix 
R: 
R (2.17) 
Any bias effects present can be removed by subtracting the bias, 
bp ' from the measurement, zp' Modelling the random measurement noise 
by a normal distribution appears to be satisfactory for most cases 
(Discussion, Dopazo et al., 1970). 
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2.4 WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES STATIC STATE ESTIMATION 
Weighted Least Squares (W.L.S.) state estimation was the first 
technique to be advocated for the state estimation of power systems 
(Snhweppe et al., 1970). Although W.L.S. state estimation is not the 
only method to be applied to the power system problem, it is the most 
general, in terms of the range of measurement data that it can handle. 
When measurements are non-linearly related to the state of the 
power system, the W.L.S. criterion is to minimize (Schweppe and 
Handschin, 1974): 
-1 R (z - h(x» 
........ - ........... 
(2.18) 
Differentiating (2.18) with respect to x leads to the following 
optimality condition: 
dJ 
dx 
A 
x=x 
(2.19) 
where x is defined to be the value of x which minimizes (2.18), and 
~(~) is the Jacobian matrix, 
ah(x) 
- -
a (~) of order (mxn) (2.20) 
Linearization with a Taylor series expansion of h(x) about X., 
-1. 
the i th iterated value, gives 
h(i) ~ h(x.) + H(x.) (i - x.) + .... 
- - - -1. - -1. - -1. 
(2.21) 
and substitution into (2_.19L assuming H(x.) = H(x), gives 
- -1. - -
(~T (x. ) R-1H(x.» ~~i+l ::: HT (x. ) ~-l (~ - h(x.» (2.22) 
-1. - --1. -1. - -l. 
where Li~i+l A (2.23) .- x x.-
-1. 
That is, ~~i+l ~ ~i+l - x .. -1. 
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"'-The optimal, minimum variance estimate for ~, ?!, is found by 
iteratively solving (2.22) until convergence. Because the R.H.S. of 
(2.22) is identical with the R.H.S. of (2.19), the L.H.S. of (2.22), 
i.e. the information matrix 
(2.24) 
acts only as a gain matrice influencing convergence and not the final 
estimate (Schweppe at al., 1970). 
The measurement system is considered redundant when more 
measurements are present than states, m > 2N - 1, and all states are 
observable. When as many measurements as states are present, m = 2N - 1, 
and provided the states are observable, equation (2.22) degenerates to 
the load flow equation 
(2.25) 
where 6.z = z - h(x.) 
- - --1. 
(2.26) 
When sufficient measurement redundancy is present, filtering of 
the estimates occurs and detection and identification of bad data 
becomes possible. Bad data detection and identification techniques 
are discussed in Chapter 5. 
2.5 OTHER METHODS OF STATE ESTIMATION 
Other possible methods of state estimation include the following. 
2.5.1 Dynamic tracking state estimators 
The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) state estimation 
algorithm is the first and only attempt to implement a dynamic Kalman-Bucy 
Filter on a large scale power system (Larson at al., 1970; Debs and 
Larson, 1970; Debs and Litzenberger, 1971; Debs and Litzenberger, 1975). 
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The method developed by Debs et al. uses a diagonalized co-variance 
matrix to reduce the computational burden and has been commissioned 
and tested on the B.P.A. power system, sequentially processing the 
measurement data. Since the B.P.A. dynamic state estimation algorithm 
is not optimal, it requires regular recalculation of the KalmQn gain 
matrices. Other dynamic state estimation algorithms have been proposed 
but remain untried on large scale power systems (Banerjee and Rajamani) 
1977; Mahalanabis et al., 1978). Bad data detection and identification 
properties of dynamic state estimators are not well defined. 
2.5.2 Transformation-based state estimators 
These state estimation algorithms include the American Electric 
Power (A.E.P.) "line-only" algorithm and the Johnsson current 
transformation algorithm (Dopazo et al., 1972; Dopazo et al., 1976; 
Johnsson, 1973). Transformational methods for state estimation will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. However it is sufficient to say 
that the measurement transformations are performed on the non-linear 
measurement equations (2.9) - (2.12), which result in new equations which 
are state independent. As a result the Jacobian elements in the 
transformed state estimator are constant and do not require re-evaluation. 
In the case of the A.E.P. "line-only" algorithm, apart from monitoring 
a reference voltage, only real and reactive line-flow measurements are 
processed, giving the matrices a sparse, admittance matrix-like 
structure. As a result the A.E.P. state estimator is extremely rapid-
(Dopazo et al., 1972). The Johnsson "current" transformation state 
estimator is not restricted in the type of measurements it can process; 
however it does require the monitoring of real and reactive measurement 
pairs (Johnsson, 1973). A disadvantage of transformational algorithms 
is that they do not generate optimal solutions (Hands chin and Schweppe, 
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1974). Bad data detection and identification properties may be 
complicated by the transformation. 
2.5.3 Linear programming - state estimation 
Irving (1978) advocated using linear programming for processing 
state estimation data, particularly when the measurements are affected 
by gross bad data. However the method has limited application because 
sparsity and decoupling cannot be easily included to reduce the 
computation required by the linear programming (Brameller et al., 1979). 
2.5.4 Sequential state estimation 
Measurements are processed one at a time in sequential state 
estimation. This reduces the computational storage burden of state 
estimation. The B.P.A. algorithm proposed by Debs and Larson (1970) 
is a cyclic dynamic state estimator, as is the scheme proposed by 
Banerjee and Rajamani (1977). Lu and Rao (1978) propose a sequential 
method which uses the Square Root Information Filter (S.R.I.F.) approach 
together with Householder Transformations to perform estimation and 
detection of bad data, a function normally carried out by W.L.S. 
2.6 COMPARISON OF OTHER METHODS OF STATE ESTIMATION WITH W.L.S. 
W.L.S. state estimation was chosen for further study in this 
thesis because: 
(1) W.L.S. state estimations can handle all measurement types; 
voltage magnitude, real and reactive power flow and injections 
as well as current measurements and zero injection pseudo-
measurements (Schweppe et al., 1970; Aschmoneit, 1975). 
(2) W.L.S. generates· optimal; minimum variance estimates. Thus 
the properties of the estimator are well defined, particularly 
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during bad data detection and identification (Schweppe and 
Handschin, 1974). 
(3) Dynamic state estimation of large scale power systems requires 
Kalman gain matrices to be diagonalised, etc. (Debs and Larson, 
1970). 
(4) W.L.S. state estimation has been vigorously tested and numerous 
techniques of P-8, Q-v decoupling and fast decoupling have been 
suggested to improve its performance (Schweppe and Handschin, 
1974) • 
2.7 CONCLUSION 
The mathematical foundations underlying W.L.S. state estimation 
have been reviewed and the properties of W.L.S. compared with other 
methods. W.L.S. state estimation will be the subject of further study 
in this thesis, to improve both its performance and speed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FAST, OPTIMAL STATE ESTIMATION WITH 
PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION FROM INJECTION MEASUREMENTS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The two main state estimation techniques advocated for Power 
Systems are the Schweppe et al. (1970) Weighted Least Squares (W.L.S.) 
and the American Electric Power (A.E.P.) "line-only" transformation 
(Dopazo et al., 1972). 
W.L.S. produces optimal minimum variance estimates from combined 
"line flow-injection" measurement sets. The form of the algorithm is, 
from Chapter 2, 
(3.1) 
Transformation techniques act on a measurement set ~, to produce a state 
invariant linear estimator (Hands chin and Schweppe, 1974), i.e. 
z' ~ (~, x) = M • x + E (3.2) 
where E is the "noise" vector associated with the measurement, 
M is a matrix linearly relating the transformed measurements, 
z' to states ~, and 
~ is a non-linear transformation. 
Non-linear transformations cannot produce matrices that are state 
independent, The A.E,P. transformation produces optimal estimates only 
when all lines have similar parameters. The A.E.P. algorithm, in 
addition to a voltage reference, processes only line-flow measurements. 
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This gives an estimator of the form (Dopazo et al., 1972): 
= BT D (v - A E) 
-m -g-g 
T This algorithm has the same form as W.L.S., but ~ and ~ ~ ~ are 
(3.3) 
constant matrices with the same structure as the admittance matrix 
of the Power System. The admittance matrix structure is very sparse 
and the resulting A.E.P. algorithm is extremely fast. Basic W.L.S. 
in comparison is very slow. Speed disadvantages result from: 
(1) The Jacobian matrices in (3.1) require repeat evaluation at 
each iteration. Fast decoupling the Jacobian matrix overcomes 
this limitation. 
(2) Use of injection measurements in the estimator degrades sparsity. 
Injection measurements produce large numbers of off-diagonal terms 
in H(x.). Formation of the L.H.S. of (3.1) results in "secondary 
- -1. 
fill-in" effects as the off diagonal terms in H(x.) mesh together. 
- -1. 
Typically a fourfold .degradation in sparsity can result when all 
injection measurements are used. This disadvantages the speed of 
W.L.S. and fast decoupled W.L.S. over the A.E.P. "line-only" 
algorithm. 
The inclusion of injection measurements in power system state 
estimation is of great importance from an economic point of view. 
More than 40% of the injection measurements possible on a power system 
may be considered to be zero (Mafaakher et al., 1979). These are zero-
injection pseudomeasurements that do not require monitoring, having both 
a high availability and high accuracy. Injection measurements also 
enhance filtering of the estimates. The inability of the A.E.P. 
algorithm to include injection measurements is its major disadvantage, 
and a number of "modifications" were proposed to overcome this 
limitation. These include: 
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(1) Extending the A.E.P. "line-only" formulation to include injection 
pairs (Dopazo at al., 1976; Van Meeteren at al., 1975; Stad1in, 
1976; Ionescu and Radu. 1974). Complicated expressions result 
and the admittance-like sparsity of the original algorithm is 
lost as summation terms appear. 
(2) Augmenting the A.E.P. algorithm by "equality-constrained" 
minimizations (Ionescu and Radu, 1974; Srinvasan, 1976). 
Injections are used as constraints. Complexity and loss of 
sparsity result. Srinvasan's (1976) method, with only 10 
out of 80 possible injection measurements present, increases 
the C.P.D. time from 0.6 seconds to 0.67 seconds. or 10%. 
Methods (1) and (2) increase complexity and decrease sparsity. 
Fast state estimation will only result when a small percentage of 
injection measurements are included. Injection measurements also must 
be included as pairs, each pair having the same variance. The following 
methods do not decrease sparsity or require injection measurement pairs 
to be monitored, i.e. 
(3) Pseudo line-flow measurements are created from injection measure-
ments if at least (m-l) line flows are measured at the same node 
(Srinvasan and Robichaud, 1974). The requirement of measuring at 
least all but one of the line flows at the same node where the 
injection is monitored seems to limit the application of this 
method. 
(4) Methods of transformation other than the A.E.P. algorithm. 
Johnsson (1973) proposes a current transformation that includes 
line-flow and injection measurement pairs. Duran (1977) evolves 
a Linear Complex Model that can incorporate line and injection 
. -
pairs with the possibility of different weightings. The 
inclusion of injection measurements by both methods, however, 
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involves summations and decreased sparsity. 
In this chapter, techniques to enhance the sparsity of "line-flow 
injection" measurement sets by creating pseudo line flows from injection 
measurements or by modifying the structure of the information matrix, 
are outlined. The techniques proposed do not require the monitoring of 
measurement pairs, have "admittance-like" sparsity and when used with 
W.L.S., optimal estimates can result. These methods are equally 
applicable to W.L.S. or to the A.E.P. "line-only" algorithm. In this 
chapter only the methods of application to W.L.S. are investigated. 
In sections 3.2 and 3.3, four methods are outlined which give the 
information matrix "admittance-like" sparsity and in sections 3.4 - 3.6 
the properties of the estimates and the rate of convergence of the 
proposed schemes are analytically evaluated, and tested in section 3.7. 
The method which shows the most promise is selected and a two stage 
state estimation algorithm using this method is outlined in sections 
3.8 -3.9 which generate rapid, optimal W.L.S.-like state estimates, 
and is tested in section 3.10. 
3.2 CREATION OF PSEUDO LINE-FLOWS FROM INJECTION MEASUREMENTS 
Consider zp., a measurement of the active or reactive power 
~ 
injected at node i 
(3.4) 
This injected power must also equal the sum of the power flowing through 
the transmission lines. (j,~, ... k), connected to bus i, i.e. 
-
hex) 
- Pi 
= hex) + hex) + oeo + hex) 
- Pij - Pi~ - Pik (3.5) 
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Pseudo line-flow measurements may be created from the injection 
measurement, z , 
Pi 
in at least two different ways. 
3.2.1 Method 1 
z ::: Z (h(x) hex) ) 
Pij Pi - Pi - Pij 
z :::: Z (h(x) hex) ) 
Pi,Q, p. -P - Pi,Q, .~ i 
(3.6) 
. . 
Z ::: Z (h(~ h(~ ) 
Pik Pi Pi Pik 
3.2.2 Method 2 
x 
h(~~)p .. 
z == z ~J p .. Pi hex) ~J 
- Pi 
hex) 
x 
- Pi,Q, (3.7) z == z 
Pi,Q, Pi hex) 
- Pi 
These pseudo line-flow measurements created by either method 1 
or 2, are related to the power system states, by 
z hex) +n Pij - Pij z Pij 
z ::: hex) +n (3.8) 
Pi,Q, - Pi,Q, z Pi,Q, 
z :::: hex) +n 
Pik - Pik z Pik 
The creation of pseudo line flows has expanded the measurement 
set. Each injection measurement is replaced by q. pseudo line-flows, 
~ 
where q. is the number of connected lines to bus i. Pseudo line-flow 
1. 
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creation increases the dimensionality of m to mY, where 
m' = m - N. -+ 
1. 
Ni 
L: 
i=l 
idN.} 
1. 
(3.9) 
where N. is the number of injection measurements and {N.} is the set 
1. 1. 
of injection measurements. ,. The optimal estimate x is now found by 
iteratively solving 
(3.10) 
where 
~LF ~F ~(~)LF !!LF(~) 
"""" ........... _---
........... _ ..... _---_ ...... _ ........... 
Z. ~ R hex) 8h(x) /a(x) 
1.J z .. - Z •• - z.. -
1.J 1.J 1.J 
Z = 
, R = R h (x) = hex) H (x) = 8h(x) /a (x) 
-a zi.R, -a zi.R, -a - - zi.R, -a - - zi.R, 
hex) 
- zik 
ah(x) /8(x) 
- z -ik 
LF refers to the subset of any line-flow measurements present. 
In matrix notation method 1, (3.6) becomes: 
z = z' - h (xk ) -+ h (xk ) 
-a - -a - -p -
(3.11) 
where 
~LF hLF(~) HLF(~) 
--..,.,."""""""" ...... 
"""" ............... _-------
z . h (x) ah(x) /a (x) 
1. z. - z. -
1. 1. 
Z' = z. h (x) == h (x) H (x) = 8h(x) /8 (x) 1. z. - z. 
-p - 1. -p - 1. 
'" -@ 
, 
z. h (x) ah(x) /a (x) 
1. z. - z. -
1. 1. 
"""""""""""''''''''''''''''= -"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''-''''''''---
and H (x) = ah(x)/ax 
-p - -p - -
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And in matrix notation method 2, (3.7) becomes 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
3.3 MODIFICATIONS TO THE INFORMATION MATRIX TO GIVE SPARSE STRUCTURES 
Methods 1 and 2 are pseudo line-flow creations applied to the 
injection measurement set. Modifications can be made solely to the 
information matrix, on the L.H.S. of equation (2.22), to give the 
necessary sparse, "line-flow"-like non-zero structure from mixed 
"line-flow and injection" measurement sets. 
3.3.1 Method 3 
Compute g(~). ~, ga(~) and ~a for the injection line-flow 
measurement mix. The L.H.S. of (3.10) can be combined with the R.H.S. 
of the W.L.S. state estimator algorithm (2.21) to give 
(3.14) 
Admittance matrix sparsity in the information matrix results. 
3.3.2 Method 4 
Compute all the matrices involved in the W.L.S. state estimation 
algorithm, given by (2.22). After forming the information matrix, apply 
a sparsity operator that sets elements to zero which do not correspond 
to non-zero admittance matrix locations 
if Y .. of 0 
~J 
otherwise 
(3.15) 
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"Admittance-like" sparsity of the information matrix follows. 
3.4 OPTIMALITY OF THE ESTIMATES OBTAINED FROM PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION 
OR FROM MODIFICATIONS TO THE INFORMATION MATRIX 
Provided the noise in the created pseudo line-flow measurements 
is taken to have the same variance as the noise in the original injection 
measurement, i.e. 
(J 
z p .. 
~J 
= 
the W.L.S. estimates using pseudo line-flow creation via method 1 
are identical to the W.L.S. estimates obtained using injection 
(3.16) 
measurements, Z 
-Pi 
A proof is given in Appendix A1. The estimate 
properties of pseudo line-flow creation using method 2 are more complex 
and "biased" to the value of the states (see Appendix A2). 
Methods 3 and 4, which only modify the values and structure of 
the information matrix, yield optimal solutions since the R.H.S. of 
(3.9) and (3.10) are identical to the R.H.S. of the W.L.S. state 
estimation algorithm, (2.22). This is because the information matrix 
acts only as a gain matrix, influencing the convergence and not the 
final estimate. Optimal W.L.S. type estimation results (Schweppe et 
ai., 1970). 
3.5 CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES OF W.L.S. WITH AND WITHOUT PSEUDO LINE-FLOW 
CREATION OR MODIFICATION TO THE INFORMATION MATRIX 
Consider the general form of state estimation: 
(3.17) 
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All state estimation algorithms have this form. Depending on the 
nature of the algorithm, !:(~k) and ~(~) may be constant or state 
dependent matrices. It is shown in Appendix A3 that the rate of 
convergence depends on the eigenvalues of 
where ~(~) is the Jacobian matrix 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Using (3.18), a convergence analysis for W.L.S. state estimation 
with and without pseudo line-flow creation is given in Appendix A4. 
W.L.S. state estimation without pseudo line-flow creation is known to 
have a very fast convergence, usually taking only 3-4 iterations to 
converge to within 0.00001 p.u. In the "linearized" analysis in 
Appendix A4, zero eigenvalues were predicted (i.e., one-step 
convergence). However the non-linear nature of the W.L.S. state 
estimation algorithm means that, in practice, a few "extra" iterations 
are required. 
3.5.1 Method (1) 
When pseudo line-flow creation via method 1 is used, convergence 
depends on the eigenvalues of 
(3.20) 
"1 (T( _1 )-l(T( - ( ) Fast convergence Wl.. 1 occur when H xk) R H (x. ) H x) R ~p ~k) ry.~. -a - -a -a -K -a k a - - -
. L R 
The amount of degradation in convergence when pseudo line-flow creation 
via method (1) is used will depend on how different H (x) is from H (x). 
-p - -a -
This difference will depend on the ratio of the number of line-flow 
measurements, p, present to the number of pseudo line-flow measurements 
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created, k. When a large number of line-flow measurements are present 
and only a small number of injection measurements are available, the 
ratio p:k will be large and H (x) ~ H(x). When no injection measurements 
-a - -. -
are available, H (x) ... H (x) and IVtypica1", fast, WeL.S.-like convergence 
-p - -:a -
. 
results. When a large number of injection measurements, and very few' 
line-flow·measurements are present, the differences between H (x) and 
-a -
H (x) will become large and convergence will degenerate as the ratio p:k 
-p -
becomes small. Convergence may also depend on whether the line-flow 
measurement base is observable before the pseudo line-flows are added 
via method (1). 
3.5.2 Method (2) 
When pseudo line-flow creation via method (2) is used, 
convergence, from Appendix A4, depends on the eigenvalues of a very 
complex expression (see Appendix A4). Fast convergence will occur when 
these eigenvalues tend ~ O. However the eigenvalues are complicated 
and depend on the measurements, :' as well as on the state of the system. 
Simulation is needed to find' out more about the convergence properties 
of method (2). 
3.5.3 Method (3) 
When the information matrix of the W.L.S. state estimator 
algorithm is computed using method (3), convergence~ from Appendix A4, 
depends on the eigenvalues of 
The two terms within the brackets are computed using the 
Jacobian's H(x) and H (x). Most of the non-zero elements within 
- - -a -
HT(x) R-1H (x) are only slightly different from the same non-zero 
-a - -a -a -
T -1 . elemen~ in ~ (~) R ~(~). As a result when these two information 
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matrices are subtracted, all non-zero elements not common to both 
IH (v) ~nd HT(~) R-IH(~) ~Mll ~Q~~~n . h diff ~   A"_ . present J.n t e erence, 
-a - - - - -
while the non-zero elements 'corresponding to non-zero admittance matrix 
elements will become small when the' two information matrices are 
subtracted. The structure of the difference 
is shown in Figure 3.1. Because of the non-zero element value structure, 
and from (3.13), factors which improve the convergence of method (1) 
should also improve the convergence of method (3). 
x X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
x - denote. srnollnon-zero term (at odmittor.c.e matri1. 
LOCO+ions) 
x -deflotes lorge non-z.ero term CCl.)5ed by Se.ccndo.ry 
fill in. 
Figure 3.1 Structure of the difference matrix for method (3), 
3.5.4 Method (4) 
When the information matrix of the W.L.S. state estimation 
algorithm is modified using method (4), convergence, from App,endix A4, 
depends on the eigenvalues of: 
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(3.22) 
When the difference is computed using the information matrices within 
the brackets~ the only non-zero elements that will remain are those 
off-diagonal elements which do not correspond to admittance matrix type 
locations and which are caus~d by the 2nd order meshing fill-in of the 
unmodified information matrix. The structure of the difference matrix, 
is shown in Figure 3.2. This difference matrix has zero diagonal 
values and large non-zero off-diagonal values, and as a result 
convergence will probably be poor. 
o o x 
o 
o o o 
o 
x o o 
X-denotes lorge nen-z.e.ro term COl)Sed 
fill in. 
(3.23) 
Figure 3.2 Structure of the "difference" matrix for method (4). 
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3 .6 METHODS OF IMPROVING TIm CONVERGENCE OF W. L. s. WHEN PSEUDO 
LINE-FLOW CREATION AND INFORMATION MATRIX MODIFICATIONS ARE USED 
Pseudo line-flows created~ and information matrix modifications, 
can be de-senSitized by variance conditio.ning until they have little 
effect on convergence. That is~ for method (1), the convergence 
eigenvalue components become equal, when 
(3.24) 
Variance conditioning occurs when 
". (3.25 ) 
where m > 1. 
When m»l, W.L.S. convergence with pseudo line-flow creation, 
and modification to the information matrix, depend entirely on the 
line-flow measurements, ~LF. Convergence in 3-4 iterations occurs to 
within 0.0001 p.u. However, desensitizing the pseudo line-flows, or 
modifying the information matrix by variance conditioning, produces 
sub-optimal estimates. The W.L.S. estimates that result from using 
variance conditioned pseudo line-flows or modified information matrices 
are the same as the W.L.S. estimates that result from using variance 
conditioned injection measurements, Z • Information has been discarded 
-Pi 
in order to obtain faster convergence. The effect this has on the 
quality of the estimates will later be investigated by carrying out a 
series of simulations. 
3.7 TEST RESULTS 
The performance of botn small and large scale systems was 
investigated The 5 bus 7 ~ine system from Stagg and El-Abiad (1968), 
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shown in Figure 3@3, was used to test the effect of variance 
conditioning different measurement sets having different levels of 
redundancy and different p:k ratios. 
1 
2 
Figure 3.3 
3 4 
5 
5 bus a.c. test system. 
(Stagg and El-Abiad, 1968.) 
In all tests, unless otherwise stated 1n tables, etc., the injection and 
line-flow measurements are assumed to have the same variance, crz =crz i LF 
and the pseudo line-flows and modified information matrices are variance 
conditioned to Rz I = (mcrz )2q. where q. is the number of lines attached ij i ~ ~ 
to node i where the injection is measured. It was originally felt that 
since q. pseudo line-flow measurements were being created from each 
~ 
injection measurement, at node i, and used as q. independent measurements 
~ 
in the state estimator, then to preserve the information content of the 
original injection measurement, the variance of each pseudo line-flow 
should be at least q. times the variance of the original injection 
~ 
measurement. It was later realized that the first method advocated for 
pseudo line-flow creation, was in fact optimal and variance conditioning 
The performance of variance 
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conditioned pseudo line-flow creation is shown in Table 3.1. When 
variance conditioning, Rzij > (3crzi )qi' is used, state estimation 
involving pseudo line-flow creation converges in three iterations to 
within 0.0001 p. u. Altering the number of voltage measurements present, 
or the ratio of p:k, by altering the number of line-flow measurements 
present, has little effect on convergence provided the line-flow 
measurement base is observable. When an unobservable line-flow 
measurement base is used, convergence degrades slightly and a higher 
level of variance conditioning, (40'Zi}2qi is required, for method (1)~ 
while method (2) requires variance conditioning to (30 a }2qi or more 
zi 
before the method will converge. Generally method (1) requires less 
variance conditioning than method (2) to converge. However method (2) 
did converge for extreme p:k ratios, 2:5, when 2vi +2Pij +2Qij +2Pi +2Qi 
are used to monitor the 5 bus test system. For this case the line-flow 
measurement base is unobservable and method (1) failed to converge. 
This test case is an extreme example, however, that is unlikely to be 
encountered in a practical situation. 
When method (3) is used to compute the information matrix, 
variance conditioning of R > (100' }qi must be used for convergence to 
a zi 
within 0.00001 p.u. in four iterations (see Table 3.2). Altering the 
number of voltage measurement percent or the ratio of p:k, by altering 
the number of line-flow measurements present, .only has a slight effect 
on convergence, provided the line-flow measurement base is observable. 
When an unobservable line~flow measurement base was used, method (3) 
diverges, even when an extremely high level of variance conditioning, 
(300' )qi' was used. 
zi 
Using method (4) to modify the information matrix proved very 
unstable. Variance conditioning of Ra~(30az.}qi was needed for 
J. 
convergence. When only a small proportion of the total possible number 
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Table 3.1 Effect of different measurement configurations (p:k ratio) 
on ,the performance of W.t.S. with pseudo line-flow creationo 
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of voltage measurements possible were present, method (4) diverged 
whether the line-flow measurement base was observable or not (see 
Table 3.2). 
Tests were also carried out on a 29 bus system which contains 
37 transmission lines, and forms the 220 kV system of the South Island 
of New Zealand. The performance of the state estimator at tracking 
five measurement cycles from a near flat start was investigated with 
different levels of variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation or 
information matrix modification. These results are compared with the 
performance of conven~ional W.L.S. with and without variance condition-
ing. The results are shown in Table 3.3. Two different measurement 
systems were used in the tests; the first contained 62% of all possible 
injection measurements while the second contained all possible injection 
measurements. Execution times shown in Table 3.3 include time spent 
reading data, building up pointers and initialization as well as the 
time required to track the five measurement cycles. The program was 
run on a Burroughs B6700 computer operating on a time-shared basis. 
Execution times would improve dramatically if the program was run on a 
dedicated machine or on a more powerful computer. The time per 
iteration to track the 213 measurements and 57 states is 2 seconds for 
W.L.S with pseudo line-flow creation via method (1) and variance 
conditioning, and 2.5 seconds for conventional W.L.S. Variance 
conditioning merely reduces the total number of iterations from 16 
to 11. When all injection measurements are included, the time per 
iteration to track the 235 measurements and 57 states is still 2 seconds 
while the time per iteration for conventional W.L.S. is about 7 seconds. 
When all injection measurements are present, W.L.S, with variance 
conditioned pseudo line-flow creation via method (1), is four times as 
fast as conventional W.L.S. without variance conditioning. 
Table 3.2 Effect of different measurement configurations (p:k ratio) 
on the performance of W.L.S. with measurement modifications. 
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Table 3.3 Large scale performance of W.L.S. with and without pseudo line-flow creation and measurement modification. 
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Pseudo line-flow creation using method (2) and variance 
conditioning had a similar speed improvement as method (1) over 
conventional W.L.S., with and without variance conditioning, when 
all 62% of all possible injection measurements were present. However 
. 
method (2) is "not applicable when zero injection pseudo measurements 
are included in the state estimator. This is because some of the 
measurements, ~, are now zero and no information can be obtained about 
the likely magnitude of the pseudo line-flows using method (2). 
The use of method (3) to compute the information matrix in 
the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm converged for high levels of 
variance conditioning, both with and without the zero injection 
pseudomeasurements present. Method (4) proved unstable for all test 
cases shown in Table 3.3. 
3.7.1 Discussion of results and selection of the best method for 
further testing 
Clearly, from Tables 3.1 - 3.3, the best method for reducing the 
number of non-zero terms in the information matrix is the pseudo line-
flow creation method (1). Simulation has shown this method to have the 
best convergence properties and thus require the least variance 
conditioning to achieve fast convergence in 3-4 iterations, for both 
observable and unobservable line-flow measurement bases. Method (1) 
can also handle zero injection pseudomeasurements, which is a distinct 
advantage over method (2). The expansion of injection measurements by 
pseudo line-flow creation, now taken to mean method (1) in the following 
sections, can preserve the minimum variance, unbiased optimality of 
W.L.S. The expanded Jacobian, ga(~)' has a line-flow type structure 
T -1 
and when squared to form the information matrix, ga(~k)~a ~a(~)' an 
"admittance-like" sparsity results. The information matrix now has a 
44. 
similar structure to the BT DB matrix on the L.H.S. of the A.E.P. 
algorithm, given by (3.3), yet results from a mixed "line-flow 
injection" measurement set. 
3.7.2 Reasons for the dramatic speed improvement \vhen pseudo 
·line-flow creation is used 
Increasing the number of injection measurements in the "line-flow 
injection" measurement mix from 63% to 100% caused a 2~ fold increase 
in the execution time of conventional W.L.S. state estimation. The 
number of multiply-add operations, M-A, to be performed in the 
factorization of a symmetric matrix is given by (Aschmoneit et al., 
1977) 
m' 
M-A = L: 
i=l 
(3.26) 
where m' is the dimension of the information matrix (number of states), 
and r. is the number of terms to the right of the diagonal of the 
~ 
factorized ith row. This relationship is linear with system size, 
and second order with matrix density. As the number of injection 
measurements present increases, the density of the conventional W.L.S. 
information matrix increases and the factorization time increases by 
the square of the relative density increase. Figure 3.4 shows the 
non-zero element density for the 29 bus test system when all injection 
measurements are present. Including injection measurements by pseudo 
line-flow creation expands the Jacobian matrix from H(x) to H (x). 
-a -
This increase in dimensionality does not affect the size or density 
of the information matrix. Figure 3.5 shows the non-zero element 
density when all line-flow measurements are present. The non-zero 
structure is the same when all injection measurements are handled by 
-
pseudo line-flow creation. Aschmoneit et ala (1977) proposed a method 
to handle zero injections as equality constraints and thus increases 
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estimate accuracy while avoiding second order fill-in effects in the 
information matrix. Only a 10% improvement in speed was noted when 
61% of all possible injections were handled by equality constrained 
W.L.S. state estimation, while above a 50% speed improvement was noted 
when W.L.S. with pseudo line-flow'creation and variance conditioning 
was used to process 63% of all possible injection measurements present. 
3.8 FURTHER REFINEMENTS TO METHOD (1) WHICH DO NOT DEGRADE OPTIMALITY 
Equation (3.19) implies that for (HT(x) R- 1 H (x»)-l 
-a - -aL -a - ~ 
-1 
R H (x) 
-aL -a -
If no variance conditioning is used on the R.H.S. of (3.10), the 
estimate will be given by 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
This estimate will be optimal, even though the L.H.S. of the 
equation has been "variance-conditioned". The L.H.S. of the W.L.S. 
equation contains only gain matrices that affect convergence, not the 
optimality of the solution. By satisfying (3.27), zero eigenvalues and 
convergence in 3-4 iterations should be obtained. However (3.27) would 
need recomputing at each iteration, and although R is a diagonal 
-aR 
matrix, R would be full (mxm). It is not feasible to use (3.27); 
-aL 
instead use 
(3.29 ) 
since Rand R are positive definite, 
-aL -aR 
Figure 3.4 
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Information matrix when 29 (P. +Q.) injection measurements 
~ ~ 
are present. 
Figure 3,5 
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Informa tion matrix ~vhen 74 (P. + Q.) line-flow measurements 
~ ~ 
are: present, 
-1 
R 
-a 
.L 
IIH (x) II 
-a -
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IIH (x) II 
-p -
This relationship will be satisfied, for line-flow and voltage 
measurements, when R = R and for injection measurements when 
-aL -aR 
This is because II H ex) II ~ q-. II H (x) II for each inj ection 
. -p - 1. -a-
measurement expansion; from 
IIH (x)11 ~ q. IIH (x)ll, 
-p - 1. -a-
equation (3.11), and noting that 
oh(x) lox 
- Z. 
1. 
= oh(x) lox + oh(x) lox + ... + oh(x) lox 
- Zij - - zi~ - - zik -
Thus convergence of W.L.S. with pseudo line-flow creation can be 
improved if each injection measurement expansion is also made to satisfy 
(3.30) by setting R = R Iq. Because (3.30) is an approximation to 
aL aR 1.. 
(3.27), a combination of variance conditioning the pseudo line-flows 
to a level Ra = map and then setting Ra 
R zi L 
to get fast convergence in 3-4 iterations. 
3.9 TWO STAGE OPTIMAL W.L.S. ESTIMATION WITH PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION 
The technique outlined in section 3.8 involves variance-
conditioning the pseudo line-flows to obtain a fast W.L.S.-like 
convergence. Estimates, however, are suboptimal because less confidence 
is given to the injection measurements. However, when identifying bad 
data or dispatching or billing applications, optimal estimates may be 
necessary. A two-stage W.L.S. state estimation technique based on 
pseudo line-flow creation can generate optimal estimates (see Fig. 3.6). 
In the first stage the pseudo line-flows are variance conditioned to 
obtain fast convergence to a suboptimal solution in three iterations. 
49. 
Sub .optimal estimah 
Stag; 2. 
Optimal estimate 
Figure 3.6 Optimal estimation using two-stage W.L.S. with 
pseudo line-flow creation. 
This solution point is close to the optimal solution that results 
when no various conditioning is used. After convergence, all variance 
conditioning on the R.li.S. of (3.28) is removed and a further iteration, 
or iterations, are carried out until sufficiently accurate optimal 
estimates are obtained. 
3. 10 TESTING THE REFINEMENTS TO METHOD ( 1) 
3.10.1 Performance of methods of improving convergence without 
degrading optimality 
In section 3.8 it was proposed that variance conditioning the 
L.li.S. of equation (3.28) differently to the R.li.S., for pseudo 
line-flow creation, by setting R = p~a-/q. should improve convergence. 
-~ K ~ 
When crR = cr optimal estimates should result. p is a number that is z. " 
a J. 
used to tune the convergence of the estimator without affecting R 
-~ 
and thus without affecting the optimality of the estimates. The choice 
of P is arbitrary. "Good choices" of p differ from different test 
systems but can easily be found by simulation. Table 3.4 shows the 
convergence properties of the pseudo line-flow creation fDr the 5 bus 
so. 
Table 3.4 Effect of altering ~aL and ~aR by different 
amounts when variance conditioning pseudo 
line-flows (p:k) = 14.14: present. 
VARIANCE CONDITIONING CONVERGENC!: 
(PSEUDO LINE FLOWS) 
R R TOL <0.001 p.u. TOL <0.00001 p.u. -aL "aR 
(1) Optimal estimation 
a2 a2 >35 iterations >35 iterations 
:&. z. 
l. 1. 
2- a2 Diverge Diverge a .q:l,. z. Z. 
l. l. 
2. a2 Diverge Diverge (30' ) .qi z. :&. 
.1. l. 
(0.30' ) 2q. 0 2 6 iterations 14 iterations 
:. l. :. 
1. l. 
2. a2- Diverge Oiverge (O.la~L) 'Ii z. 
l. l. 
0'1 /q. a 1 7 iterations 19 iterations 
:. l. z. 
l. 1. 
(0.4a
z
.)2/Qi a2 9 iterations >25 iterations z . 
.1. . l. 
(0.80' )2/Q:l,. a2 8 iterations >25 iterations 
:. 2:. 
1- .1. 
(1.20a )""i./q . a2 IS iterations 14 iterations 
z. 1. Z • 
.1. 1. (1.25a ) 2/q . 0'2 6 iterations 12 iterations 
z. l. Z. 
1- l. 
(1.30a )2/q . a1 6 iterations 1.3 iterations 
:. 1. :/:. 
l. 1. 
(1. Soa ) 2/q . a2- 8 iterations lS iterations 
:. J. z. 
1. 1. 
(2) Variance conditioning + refinement 
)1./q . ) 2. 5 iterations 11 iterations 
1. 
(3) Variance conditioning only 
(a ) 2. • q. (a )2.. q , 5 iterations 8 iterations 
z. 1. Z. J. 
1. l. 
(3a ) :z. (3a ) 2. 4 iterations 7 iterations 
z. z. 
1. l. 
(:3a ) 2. .q. (3Cf!,,) 2. q , :3 iterations 4 iterations %i 1. r, 1, 
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test system when Rand R are not equal. 
-~ -~ 
When R 
-~ "'" R -~ 
the $tate estimator does not converge within 35 iterations. However, 
if the pseudo line-flow creation is tuned with p between 1.2 and 1.3, 
and R = 0 Z optimal estimates can be generated in six iterations 
-~. 2: i 
to within 0.001 p.u. A combination of variance conditioning, 
R "" (mer ) z, and use 
-~ 2: i 
of the refinement R = pR /q., can be used 
-~ -~ ~ 
to improve convergence further. Acceleration factors may also be used 
to improve convergence. Figure 3.7 shows the state estimator has 
monotonic convergence when p "" 1.25 and R 
-~ 
.. 0 
Z. 
:1. 
Acceleration 
factors, a, that have the form a(x'+1 - x.), where a> 1, can be applied -:1. -:1. 
after the second iteration of the state estimator. Convergence results 
are shown in Table 3.5. Simple forms of a do not significantly improve 
convergence, and more complicated acceleration schemes may be required 
(Rao and Tripathy, 1978). 
Xl (in I 
p.o.) 
"011 
Hl& 
,·os 
-r-+-t-----II--+"'I --+1--1-1 --t---t-I --+1 - I I Iii 1 I I I I 
~ S G 1 9. 10 11 12 13 14 lS 16 11 18 19 20 
No. of Iterations 
Figure 3.7 Convergence characteristic when R =(1.250z )2/qi and R =0. 2. 
-aL i -aR :1. 
Table 3.5 
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Effect of acceleration factors on convergence of 
pseudo line-flow creation when Ra., "" (1. 250'... ) I q 
. - L .<01 i 
and !~ ""O'Z1. 
ACCELERATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE 
(l <0.001 p.ll. <0.0001 p.ll. <0.00001 p. u. 
1. 6 it.erations 9 iterations 12 iterations 
1.05 6 iterations 9 iterations 12 iterations 
1.10 6 iterations a iterations 11 iterations 
1.15 6 iterations S iterations 10 iterations 
1.20 6 iterations 10 iterations 12 iterations 
1.25 9 iterations 11 iterations >12 iterations 
2.00 >12 iterations >12 iterations >12 iterations 
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3.10.2 Fast, optimal two stage W.L.S. state estimation with pseudo 
line-flow creation 
Test results in section 3.10.1 showed that optimal state 
estimation requires at least six iterations to converge to within 0.001 
p.u. for the 5 bus test system. The concept of two stage optimal state 
estimation was outlined in section 3.9. Measurements to the state 
estimator are corrupted by nominal measurement noise <30,. During the 
~ 
first stage, variance conditioning is used to achieve rapid cony~rgence 
= (mO )2 and R =p R /q.. When the p:k ratio of the 
zi -aL -~ ~ 
with m> 3 in R 
-~ 
measurement system is 14:14, the first stage converges in three 
iterations to within 0.001 p.u., and after m is reset to unity the 
second stage converges in three iterations to the optimal solution to 
within 0.0001 p.u. This performance is better than the optimal 
estimation technique advocated in section 3.8. When the p:k ratio of 
the measurement system is 7:14 the first stage takes four iterations 
to converge to within 0.001 p.u. and after m is reset to unity, the 
second stage takes five iterations to converge to within 0.0001 p.u. 
of the optimal solution. 
The two stage optimal state estimator with pseudo line-flow 
creation was tested on the 235 measurement/57 state system outlined in 
section 3.7. The p:k ratio of the system is 74:74. Measurements were 
corrupted by normal measurement noise <30., During the first stageJ 
~ 
variance conditioning of m"" 10 was used to ensure that the state 
estimator converged in three iterations to within 0.001 p.u. m was 
then reset to unity and the second stage converged in five iterations 
to within 0.0001 p.u. of the optimal solution (and one iteration to 
within 0.001 p.u. of the optimal solution). Conventional optimal W.L.S. 
requires four iterations to converge to within 0.0001 p.u. of the 
optimal solution, with a time per iteration of 7 seconds. Total 
54. 
execution time is hence 28 seconds. Two stage, optimal W.L.S. with 
variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation took eight iterations, 
at 2 seconds per iteration, for a total execution time of 16 seconds. 
This is nearly twice as fast as conventional W.L.S. 
All tests carried out have assumed that cr = cr ,i.e., all 
z. z .. 
1 1J 
measurements have the same uncertainty. Sometimes injection measurements 
may be more accurate than the line-flow measurements, especially when 
zero injection pseudo measurements are used. When cr 
Z. 
1 
m = 100, the first stage of the state estimator converges in three 
iterations <0.001. m is then reset to unity and a further seven 
iterations are required to converge to within 0.0001 p.u. of the 
and 
optimal solution. Total execution time was 20 seconds, nearly a third 
faster than conventional W.L.S. 
3.10.3 Effect of variance conditioning on estimate accuracy when 
measurement noise is present 
3.10.3.1 Nominal measurement noise (~3~ 
Variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation degrades state 
estimator optimality because less regard is taken of the injection 
measurement data. The degradation that occurs in the estimates for 
different metering patterns, p:k ratios, and level of variance 
conditioning is shown in Table 3.6. The amount of degradation in 
estimate accuracy in the presence of nominal measurement noise clearly 
depends on the proportion of measurements in the state estimator that 
are not variance conditioned, i.e. on the p:k ratio and on the number 
of voltage measurements present. For p:k ratios greater or equal to 
1:1, variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation does no~ affect 
estimate quality, from an on-line tracking point of view where 0.001 
p.u. is a sufficiently accurate tolerance to maintain a reliable data 
.. ~ 
Q1 
VI 
Q2 
'112 
Q3 
V3 
Q4 
'114 
Qs 
'lis 
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Table 3.6 Estimate degradatiQn due to variance conditioning ~n 
the p~e$ence of no~~y ~easure~ents C<3cr} (in P,u.}. 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ESTIMATES WITH a, , .:1 "" 
.l.J 
) 2 and a, .• 2 "" 
.l.J 
-
5'11' + 14Pij + 14Qij Iv + 14P, j + 14Q. , Iv + 7P .. + 7Qi' Iv + 7P .. + 7Qij l. l.J .l.J J .l.J 
+SPi + SQi _ + 2Pi + 2Qi + !iP, + SQ. + !iP. + SQ. :1. 1. :1. l. 
p:k "" 14:14 p:k ... 14:1 pgk "" 1:14 p:k "" 1:14 
OBSERVABLE LINE OBSERVABLE LINE OBSERVABLE LINE UNOBSERVABLE 
FLOW BASE FLOW BASE FLOW BASE LINE FLOW BASE 
0.0 0.0 0 .. 0 0.0 
0.00103 0.00095 0.00523 0.00637 
"0.00004 0.00016 0.000:31 0.00036 
0.00095 0.00080 0.00350 0.00627 
-0.00048 -0.00061 0.00046 0.00064 
0.00137 0.00114 0.00663 0.00766 
-0.00094 -0.00093 0.00013 0.00038 
0.00134, .0.00111 0.00646 0.00753 
-0.00014 0.00048 0.00111 0.00066 
0.00063 0.00121 0.00584 0.00617 
5 bus test system used • 
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base, free from bad data. If more accurate estimates are required, the 
two stage optimal W.L.S. technique with pseudo line-flow creation can 
be used instead. In all cases shown in Table 3.6, the maximum. error 
caused by the variance condi tion1ng is much less than the measurement 
accuracy of 0.01 p.u. 
3.10.3.2 Bad data (>30i ) present 
For a variance conditioned state estimator, bad data in line-flow 
measurements will be "seen" when the error in the measurement exceeds 
3a • 
zLF 
Errors in the injection measurements will not "appear" as bad 
data in the variance-conditioned pseudo line-flows until the size of the 
error exceeds 3a 'where (J '- '!DC' When this occurs, the error can 
Zij Zij zi 
be detected and identified. Injection measurement error lying becween 
30 and 3ma will go undetected until the variance conditioning is 
zi zi 
removed or reduced. Errors lying within this range will not affect the 
quality of the variance conditioned state estimates. However, during 
detection and identification of bad data, the two stage optimal 
estimation 41goritbm should be used. Removal of all variance condition-
ing during the second stage allows all the information present to be 
brought to bear in identifying bad data. Removal of variance condition-
ing is also important in generating accurate estimates for economic 
dispatch, etc. Injection measurement meter faults caUSing bad data 
lying within the range 30 to 3ma may accumulate after a variance 
zi zi 
conditioned on-line state estimator bas been operating for some time. 
Failure to periodically check and remove these errors, using the two 
stage optimal estimator, means that when significant bad data appears, 
requiring two stage optimal estimation and the removal of variance 
conditioning, all accumulated_faulty meters producing errors within 
30 to 3ma now appear as bad data and complicate the identification 
,zi ,zi 
process. 
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Table 3.7 Deeeceion and modificaeion of bad daea when variance condieioned 
pseudo line-flow creaeion is used. 
VlICIIftD IIIUIUAU ftICIft'ID IU!SUIUAtS 2 STM:B M.COUlJlII 
IoII:ICIIt'ID 1II1DCW.S V111CH1'ID IIIlC1JAU WIlD HlAlUItIIt!lIf WEll !tUSIIR£!IDT "IUCIITI!D IU!SlIlUALS 
WHIM KIASUUJIIII'r IMU HUSUItEKD'f IIOISI <30' AIID lAD IIOrss <30' AIIO lAD HEASUJU!:U!IT liOlSE <30' 
IIOISI clG raslllf IIOUI <30' PIISDT D.\TA or ZOcr DI DAD or 20cJ UI AlII) lAD DATA or 20IJ 
ftlQrrm'IIIIDUAL AD '1AaUIICB AID '1A1tWCI . '2 .... • '4' "4' "4' '2 .... All) '4' UI "4' 'Z-4' '4· 
LOCAnOl CDfIOrnolfUtG COIIDlnOllDG VAaIAIICI CCIIIIDmOIUlC "AIlUIfCZ COIIDtTIOIIDIC Oft ltElATtOII 01' Za4 S'1'N3 
(rV> fI .t-(1.25cr )~ fI .t_<6<J ).1 fl1S·&·(1.150·1~' fI '1_(6cr ) a VIlH fl1S '.(1.Z5aaL).I lS &1 1j a1 Ij &1 
"I -G. 1130 -G. 1189 -4 • .5744 ..... 6536 -4.5491 
"z -1.1794 -1.1%33 -'.0211 -';Ul. -5.0115 V, -G.6139 -G.5U' ..... .5454 -5.4191 -4.6W 
•• 0.1' ... V. 0.3494 0.4396 16.3835 lC 16.4801 lC 16.30" • 
'15 2.1531 Z.l864 -1.7336 -1.8614 -1.7700 
'1-2 0.5016 0.6969 0.6116 1.D49 -o.31'Z 
'1-' -0.1111 0.0117 -G. 2671 -2.1199 - 0.211.5 
'2-, 1.8761 2.0501 1.7214 -G.9395 2.7627 
'2-5 . 0.1771 0.3330 -G. 1454 -0.6829 -0.1355 
,~ -0.1549 1.0526 3.020% 0.5595 3.6044 
'4-1 0.4589 0.0175 -G.08" 3.1098 -0.9951 
'5-4 -1.5361 -1 • .3506 -0.1143 -'.080% -0.1969 
I.D.' ... '2-4 0.&595 0.2.981 19.68Z1 ,. 16.5666 ,. 40.1931 It 
'4-3 2.114' 1.0116 -1.1307 1 • .5053 -1.531.2 
'4-5 0.1927 0.0047 -0.6361 1.7499 -1.1.58' 
'2-1- 0.7739 0.'197 0.7669 0.1633 1.6702 
'1-1 1.mO 1.027' 1.3798 3.1313 O.860Z 
'3-1 0.2823 0.1109 0.4'76 3.0483 -0.5575 
's--z 1.1844 1.0353 2.1455 2.0919 1.6592 
Qt-z 0.8263 0.921' 1.2.932 1.4216 If,;ll16 
Qt-3 1.1226 0.9595 1.!l457 1.3413 1.6432 
QZ- 1 0.1435 -0.0118 0.S437 0.3398 0.695' 
QZ-5 0.0601 0.7'86 0.5&54 0.8035 0.8304 
Q]-4 -0.4676 -0.7933 -0.3026 -0 • .5327 -0.1594 
Q4-Z -0.3783 -0.0551 -0.2622 -0.2654 -0.3495 
Q5-4 0.4341 0.1269 0.8095 0.6409 0.S020 
Q3-2 -1.0318 -0.7744 -0.9414 -G. 9468 ·0.1012 
'13- 1 0.0086 0.1890 0.2210 0.1249 0.2175 
QZ-4 1.1515 1.0607 1.4654 1.4065 t.S679 
Q4-) -1.4114 -1.0162- -1.3738 -1.1699 -1.!l120 
Q~-s 0.1494 0.4458 0.167] 0.J919 0.1645 
QZ- l -0.6691 -0.9104 -0.3280 -0 • .5982 -0.1457 
QS- 2 0.3992 0.1560 t.2119 1.0881 t.0996 
't 0.!)133 0.2533 0.'J188 0.0133 0.6145 
'2 0.l414 0.1385 0.3667 t .1125 2.5657 
'1 0.9961 0.3051 3.9588 1.108\ 3.05Z4 
•• 1) ....... 
'4 1.!1'97 0.1044 10.3897 " 3.5048 4.1817 " 
" 
0.&742 0.1343 0.8329 0.l464 11.1.717 
Q, 0.6095 0.1383 0.1024 0.0088 0.a350 
QZ 0.1919 0.2466 0.0464 0.0608 0.0505 
Q3 0.4438 0.0137 0.0696 0.06'7 0.0141 
Q4 1.1.3413 0.2:102 0.4185 o.un O.l?59 
Q, 0.':1810 o.21l07 0.3892 0.1197 0.1330 
-
J(x' t""C 
J9.M9 26.91 1187.86 ~99. 28 ?08.69 
of bad data on the weighted residuals of variance 
conditioned pseudo line-flow creation in W.LeS. is shown in Table 3.1. 
A weighted residual is defined as 
rW - (z. - hi(x»)/o. 
k - k i 
(3.31) 
When nominal measurement noise <30 is present, all weighted residuals 
are less than 3 and the value of J(~) is less than 40. When nominal 
measurement noise <30 + multiple bad data, size 200, is present in P2-4' 
P4 and v4 and when m=1.25, the J(~) test detects the presence of bad 
data, (J(~»887), and the Ew test identifies the location of the bad 
data since rW at PZ- 4 ' P4 and v4 is much greater than elsewhere. 
However when m=6 and the same multiple bad data is present, J(~) still 
detects bad data, (J(~»699), but the Ew test only identifies bad data 
at v4 and PZ- 4 . This is to be expected since bad data of size 200z .' 
k 
when used in variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation with m=6, 
appears to be only of size rW= (ZO/6) or 3.3. However, if after the 
detection of bad data using the J(~) test, the two stage estimation is 
invoked, and m is reset to 1.25 for the second stage and the state 
estimator allowed only ONE further iteration, all bad data is easily 
identified. 
3.11 CONCLUSIONS 
Four methods of modifying the structure of the information matrix 
of W.L.S. to have an admittance-like sparsity have been presented and 
tested. A pseudo line-flow creation technique, which can generate 
optimal estimates at the expense of convergence, gave the best 
performance. Variance condittoning these pseudo line-flows results in 
convergence in three iterations to within 0.001 p.u. but optimality is lost. 
59, 
However the degradation in the accuracy of the estimates is less than 
0,0015 p.u, for a 5 bus test system when a similar number of line-flow 
measurements and pseudomeasurements, corrupted by nominal measurement 
noise <30, are present. This accuracy is sufficient for most on-line 
tracking state estimators where the emphasis is on maintaining a 
reliable data base, free from bad data (Koenig and O'Malley, 1972). 
The fast nature of the pseudo line creation technique, particularly 
when applied to high density injection measurement systems means that 
estimation is completed in a quarter to a third of the time taken by 
conventional W.L.S. The data base can be updated more regularly. 
Pseudo line-flow creation makes fast state estimation more economical 
because all zero injection pseudomeasurements, which cost nothing to 
monitor and are highly accurate and highly available, can be included 
in algorithms. Optimal estimates may be required, either for tracking, 
economic dispatch, billing, or for detection and identification of bad 
data. These can easily be generated by a two stage pseudo creation 
technique where the variance conditioning is removed during the second 
stage, after convergence of the first stage to a close sUboptimal 
solution. Convergence to the optimal solution, close by, follows. 
This technique can generate optimal estimates to an accuracy of 0,0001 
p.u. at nearly twice the speed of conventional W.L.S., in high density 
injection measurement mixes. It can be used in on-line tracking but if 
inaccuracies caused by variance conditioning are tolerable, then sub-
optimal estimation involving the first part of the stage can be used 
to give even better speed advantages over conventional W.L.S. 
Recently a pseudo creation technique has been advocated by 
Aboyles and Molina (1979). This method involves further transformations 
to "linearize" the pseudomeasurement and, make it suitable for use in the 
A.E.P. "line-only" algorithm. Aboyles and Molina do not show the 
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technique to be optimal. 
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CHAPTER 4 
REVIEW AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF 
DECOUPLED AND FAST DECOUPLED STATE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Scheweppe Weighted Least Squares state estimation algorithm 
has the advantage of generating optimal minimum variance estimates 
from mixed "line-flow injection" measurement sets. However, speed 
disadvantages result from (Schweppe and Handschin, 1974) the following: 
(1) the gain matrices require repeat evaluation at every iteration; 
and 
(2) the use of injection measurements in the state estimator 
degrades the sparsity of the information matrix. 
As a result, modifications to the form of the W~L.S. algorithm have been 
proposed. The information matrix on the L.H.S. can be bandwidth limited 
to reduce storage, or tuned to provide a better rate of convergence. 
Constant gain matrices can be used whereby the information matrix 
remains at its initial value. p-e, Q-v decoupling can also be used to 
reduce the number of non-zero elements in the gain matrix by a factor of 
two. In general, for most operating conditions, the active power is 
highly dependent only on the voltage phase angle at nodes throughout 
the power system while the reactive power is closely coupled only with 
the voltage magnitudes. Cross coupling effects are small and their 
presence in the information matrix can be neglected. Schweppe et al. 
(1970) first suggested using p-e, Q-v decoupling in state estimation 
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and a similar technique was later advocated by Uemura (1972) and Couch 
et al. (1974). Couch et al. (1975) advocated decoupling the Jacobian 
matrix on both sides of the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm and 
using constant gain matrices. Couch (1976) also advocated a 
transformation scheme to remove the voltage dependence of the reactive 
power expressions in the Jacobian by division by the voltage magnitude 
at the node at which the measurement occurred. Aschmoneit (1976) later 
implemented a modal fast decoupled state estimation scheme based on 
Couch's method. Because P-8, Q-v decoupling is involved on both sides 
of the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm, equation (2.22), the modal-
decoupling technique generates suboptimal estimates. Horisberger et al. 
(1976) and Masiello and Horton (1977) advocate P-8, Q-v decoupling 
schemes that only affect the information matrix. As a result, these 
algorithm-decoupled schemes' generate optimal estimates. Garcia et ale 
(1978) suggested an algorithm decoupled scheme which affects the 
matrices on both sides of the W.L.S. algorithm. Singh et al. (1976) 
and Singh et al. (1978) advocated a completely decomposed p-8, Q-v 
decoupled state estimator whereby the p-8 partition of the state 
estimator is iterated to convergence, treating v as a parameter and then 
the Q-v partition is iterated, treating Q as a constant until convergence. 
Wognar (1977), Bermundez and Brameller (1978), Mafaakher et al. (1979), 
Bermundez (1977), RaO and Tripathy (1978), Tripathy et al. (1979), 
Van Meeteren et al. (1978) and Van Meeteren (1979) have advocated using 
fast decoupling to make the Jacobian completely state independent, and 
dependent only on the line parameters of the power system. 
In this chapter the convergence properties of decoupled and fast 
decoupled state estimation are established from both simulation and 
analytical calculation under conditions where the ratio of the 
resistance to reactance', (R/X) ratio, is varied and where the weightings 
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(R :R ) given to the real and reactive power measurements is also 
-p -q 
varied. From these tests and calculations, stable decoupling or 
fast decoupling schemes are identified. 
4.2 P-8, Q-v PARTITIONING 
The measurement vector ~ can be partitioned into real power 
line-flow and injection measurements, Z , and voltage magnitudes 
-p 
and reactive line-flow and injection measurements, Z • 
-q 
where 
Z [:: J 
Z = h (x) + n 
-p -p - -p 
Z == h (x) + n 
-q -q - -q 
hex) -- [~p (~) ] 
h (x) 
-q -
and 
n - [::J 
The Jacobian matrix non-zero terms, for ~(~), are shown in 
Table 7.1. The partitioned Jacobian is: 
ah (x) 
-p - ah (x) 
-E -
a~(~) d8 dV 
H(x) - -dX == 
dh (x) 
-g - dh (x) -g -
d8 dV 
- -
where x == (8, :!) 
-
(4.1 ) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
In terms of the real and reactive partitioned components, the 
W.L.S. state estimation algor~thm given by (2.22) becomes: 
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T T T T d~p(£> _ld~p(l£) d!!q(~) _ld!!q(~)l d!!p(~) dh (x) ah (x) dh (x) 
- _ - _ - - - R-1 -p - +--=9...:.:: R- 1 -q -
ae ~p ae + ae ~q a~: ae -p av ae -q av 
/J.v 
ah (x) ah (x) T 
-E - -E - -1 
- h (e,v) R z 
ae av -p Q -p -p - -
- -
ah (X) ah (X) (4.5) 
-9. - -9 - Q, -1 - h (e,v) R z ae av -q -q -q - -
where R E{n n T} 
-p -p -p 
(4.6) 
and R = E{n n T} 
-q -q -q 
4.3 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR STATE ESTIMATION 
Convergence analysis can be employed to establish the convergence 
properties of W.L.S. type state estimation. In this chapter the 
convergence analysis outlined in section 3.5 will be used to highlight 
the likely convergence properties of state estimator algorithms. 
Consider the convergence properties of exact W.L.S. state 
estimation. According to the analysis in section 3.5, exact W.L.S. 
state estimation has zero convergence eigenvalues, i.e, 
As a result convergence is rapid, theoretically occurring in 
one step according to. the "liI!earized" analysis. In practice, thEL~sEate 
estimator is not linear and takes in 3-4 iterations to converge within 
0.00001 p.u. First iteration values, however, are accurate to within 
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0.002 p.u. Thus the first iteration brings the estimate quite close to 
the true solution from a flat start. Note also that the convergence 
analysis neglects higher order terms. As a result, convergence is 
strongly influenced by the degree of "linearity" of the measurement 
set equations arid the resulting Jacobian elements. The influence of 
measurement "linearity" on the rate of convergence is present because 
the derivation of the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm involves a 
Taylor series linearization about the solution point. The more linear 
the measurement set equations and Jacobian elements, the less number of 
iterations will be required for convergence. Couch (1976) proposes a 
transformation to "linearize" the reactive power measurement equations 
and partial derivatives, and remove their dependence on the nodal 
voltage magnitudes, as seen in Table 4.1. Each reactive power 
measurement is divided by the nodal voltage magnitude at the point of 
measurement. Thus 
Qij _ 
= - B .. v. + v.(- G .. sin(8. -8.) + B .. cos(8. -8,» 
v . 11 1 J 1J 1 J 1J 1 J 
Q.' = 
1 
1 
= 
and thus the Jacobian elements become 
dQ . . ' 
~=- B .. dV. 11 
1 
dQ, .' 
~= 
- G •. sin (8, -8.) + B, . dV. 1J 1 J 1J 
J 
dQ.' 
1 2: B .. --::::: -dV. jda} 11 1 
dQ.' 
and 1 2: (- G .. sin(8. - e.) + -- '" dVj jE{a} 1J 1 J 
cos (8. -8,) 
1 J 
B. , cos(6. -8.) 
1J 1 J 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Table 4.1 Non-zero Jacobian partial derivatives 
MEASUREMENT 
V. 
1 
P .. lJ 
p .. J:1. 
Qij 
Q .. Jl 
P. 1 
P. 
J 
Qi 
Qj 
o 
-d .. lJ 
d .. 
:1.J 
-c ij 
c .. lJ 
- I: d .. 
jE:{ex} lJ 
d .. lJ 
- I: c .. 
jE{ex} lJ 
c .. lJ 
V. 
1 
2V.z· G •. - C •• 1:1.1 lJ 
-C •. lJ 
- 2 V.2 B .. + d .. 1 11 :1.J 
d .. lJ 
2V 2 I: G - I: 
i. { } ii jE{ex} JE ex 
-c .. lJ 
- 2 V.2 I: B .. + I: 
:1. jE {ex} :1.:1. jE {ex} 
d, . 
:1.J 
c .. lJ 
d .. 
:1.J 
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As a result of the transformation, gain matrices are used in 
the state estimator whose values are insensitive to variations in the 
power system -voltage operating point. The Jacobian terms given by 
(4.10) and (4.12) depend on the voltage angle difference (e, - e,), 
~ J 
However, B" cos (e, - e .) »G., sin (e. - e .), and cos ('e. - e .) is 
~J ~ J ~J ~ . J ~ J 
rather insensitive to changes in (e. - e.) <200 , 
~ J 
More recently, Reichert and Sullivan (1977) advocated using 
a "voltage squared" transformation to linearize the reactive power 
Jacobian elements and measurement equations. However its advantages 
have not been clearly established. 
Linearization of the measurement set aids convergence by 
making the linearized convergence analysis results (which for W.L.S., 
predicts one step convergence) more applicable, 
4,4 SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE p-e, Q-v DECOUPLED AND FAST DECOUPLED SCHEMES 
Different possibilities of p-e, Q-v decoupling or fast decoupling 
and their convergent properties, are summarized, 
4,4.1 Algorithm p-e, Q-v decoupling 
4.4.1.1 Horisberger et al. (1976) advocated decoupling the Jacobian 
matrix, ~(~,~) only in the computation of the information matrix on the 
L.H.S. of (2.22). Thus the information matrix in (2.22) becomes 
dh T (e, v) oh (e,v) 
-p -- 0 R- 1 -p - - 0 de 
-p 0 de 
dh T (e,v) dh (e,v) 
0 -9, -- 0 R- 1 0 -9, - -dV -q dV 
T 
ah (e, v) dh (e, v) 
R- 1 -p - - -p - - 0 de 
-p de 
= 
;.. 
dh T (e,v) dh (e,v) 
0 -q -- R- 1 -9, - -dV -q dV 
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which results in two state estimator equations 
which: 
(4.11) 
(1.1.1) can be solved simultaneously 
(1.1.2) solved sequentially 
(1.1.3) solved simultaneously with constant gain matrices on the L.R.S. 
of (4.11) 
(1.1.4) solved sequentially with constant gain matrices on the L.R.S. 
of (4.11). This was the form suggested by Rorisberger et al. 
(1976) • 
Alternatively, the equations can be decomposed and the p-8 partition of 
the state estimator iterated for ~, treating v as a constant. Then the 
Q-v partition can be iterated, treating 8 as a constant until convergence 
with: 
(1.1.5) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. of (4.11) updated at each 
iteration, or 
(1.1.6) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. constant at their initial 
values. 
The six different P-8, Q-v decoupling possibilities are shown in Table 
4.2. Note that (1.1.1) - (1.1.4) are algorithm decoupled and guarantee 
exact optimal W.L.S. solutions. The sequential processes are exact, 
in the sense that each sub P-0, Q-v sub estimator is exact, and on 
convergence the sequential realization gives the exact solution. 
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Table 4.2 Different Horisberger type P-8, Q-v decoupling possibilities and their conyergence~ 
HOlISIEltGEI. TYPE P-li. Q-v DEOOUPLUIC SQlEKES 
1.1.1 Simultaaeous formulation 
~ T -1 T T I~J-I (! -~(~Ir" !l)lllv_v {~ll!p ~ll)A!k+l- (~Il' ~21 J 
-' l e-e" E T -I T T I!J-1 [! - !!(~k' ~lt)]] Iv-v (~22!q ~22)A~k+l- (!!12 • ~22J 
e-ek k 
1.1.2 SequeDtial formulation 
It T -I C!!ll!' !!ll)ll~k+l· T (~ll' T !!Zl J I!)-l 
G T -I (!!Z2!q ~22)A~k+1· T (~12' T !!221 (!]-1 
1.1.3 Simultaaeous update with constaut gain matrice5 
rr( T T) (!J-1 A!k+1 • ~~II' ~21 {(!!1~ !;1 !!ll») Ie -0' 
vO.1 
o p.u. 
( T -I h »)\ . A rr(h T bTl (!l-l (!!22!q -22 Ii -0' "~k+I· L-12' -22 Ivoa1 o p.u. 
1.1.4 Sequential update with CODStant gaiD .. trices 
1.1.5 Decogpos.d decoupliDg 
1.1.6 Decomposed decoupliDg with CODstaut gala .. tric.s 
I! -~(!tI!o»]Ie-e 
. v"'Vo 
(& - h(i, vk))l\ "---eA 
- - - - ~I-
v .... k 
For !k+l 
For ~k+1 
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The decomposed algorithms are not exact and do not give exact solutions. 
The convergence properties of the Horisberger type decoupling 
schemes can also be found using an analysis similar to that carried out 
in section 3.5 and Appendix A3, Thus for the simultaneous update 
Horisberger type algorithm, (1,1,1), the convergence eigenvalues are 
those of the matrix 
o J~Th~~_loJ~ - -11 -21 -p - -11 
R-1h )-1 h T h T 0 R-1 h 
-q -22 -12 -22 - -q -21 
which simplifies to 
~1~ 
~2J (4,12) 
T -1 -1 T 1 (h R h) (h R-, h ) 
- -22 -q -22 -12 -p -12 
(4.13) 
where ~ll ::: d~p(~k'~k)/d~k (4.14 ) 
~12 ::: d~p(~k'~k)/d~k (4,15 ) 
~21 ::: d~q(~k'~k)/d~k (4,16 ) 
and h22 ::: d~q(~k'~k)/d~k (4.17) 
Convergence depends on the relative values of ~11' ~12' ~21 and 
~22 as well as on ~p and ~q' Tests carried out on the 5 bus test 
system, shown in Figure 3.3, show that the convergence is not stable, 
with the rate of convergence varying when the R/X ratio of the test 
system is altered or when the ratio R:R is varied (see Figure 4.1), 
-p -q 
The variation of convergence with the R/X ratio of the power 
system can be explained as follows. When the R/X ratio is small, «1, 
G .. « B .. 
~J ~J 
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and as a result the value of ll12 «hIl and h21 «h22 , since the terms 
for ,!tIl or 1122 involve expressions 
(- G" sin (e, 
~J ~ 
e,) + B .. cos (e, - e.») 
J ~J ~ J 
whereas terms for ~12 or h21 have expressions 
(G .. cos (e, 
~J ~ 
e.) + B .. sin (e. - e.») 
J ~J ~ J 
as can be seen from Table 4.1. Thus for small R/X ratios, the 
decoupling assumption of neglecting off diagonal element effects h12 and 
h21 on the L.R.S., or the L.R.S. and R.R.S. of the W.L.S. state estimator 
equation have little effect. 
The theoretical convergence properties for Rorisberger et ale 
simultaneous update with constant gain matrices on the L.R.S., (1.1.3), 
is shown in Table 4.2, where 
T T 
~Il ~Il k=O 0 
(4.18) 
T T 
~12 == ~12 0 k=O (4.19) 
T ~2~lk_O !!21 0 (4.20) 
T T 
~22 ~22 k=O 0 (4.21) 
Convergence for "simultaneous update Rorisberger-type" p-e, Q-v 
decoupling with constant gain matrices is more unstable than without 
the use of constant gain matrices. The convergence eigenvalues show 
convergence depends on the R/X ratio of the test system and on the ratio 
of R !R . 
-p -q These dependencies were verified by simulation (see Figure 
4.2). Convergence is so unstayle that integer overflow occurs in the 
Burroughs B6700 48-bit word length after five or six iterations. 
1'20 
HO 
1'00 
0·90 
0'80 
0·60 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
, R/x". 1:10 
I 
I , 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 4.1 Horisberger type decoupling (1.1.1). 
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Horisberger type decoupling: unified with constant gain.(1.1.3), 
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Consider the sequential P-8, Q-v decoupled Horisberger-type 
algorithm summarized in (1.1.2). From (1.1.2) the eigenvalues 
determining the convergence, given by (4.11), are found, firstly 
for the p-8 iteration 
~p(~k'~k) and ~q(~k'~k) can be expressed in terms of their partial 
derivatives 
Since the constant term in (4.23) does not influence the 
convergence, 
and thus the p-8 iteration becomes 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
8 
-k+1 
T -1 
= ~k + (~1l ~p - -p -11 -k -12 -k (4.25) o J ~ -h 8 - h v~ 
-1 
which simplifies to 
T 
-1 
-1 
8 = 5 - (~1l R ~1l) _k+1 . _ 
-p 
T 
-1 
-1 T 
- (~1l R ~1l) [~1l 
-p 
T 
-1 [~1l R 
-p 
R- 1 h 
-p _ -12 
~1l 
T 
R z -h 8 -h v 
-q -=-q -21 -k -22-k 
T _1 ~21]J + ~21 ~q ~k 
_1 
+ ~21 ~q b22] ~k (4.26) 
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Now analyse the Q-v iteration, 
~-l J~ J R 0 z - h (6 9 v ) h T -p - -p -p -k+l -k -2B 0 R- I z - h (8 ,v) (4.27) - -q -q -q -k+l -k 
, 
~p(~k+l' ~k) and ~q(~k+l'~k) can be expressed in terms of their partial 
derivatives 
~p(~k+1' ~k) + ~11 ~k+1 + ~12 ~k 
~q(~k+l' ~k) + ~21 ~k+1 + ~22 ~k 
and thus the Q-v iteration becomes 
which simplifies to 
T R-1 ~1 T R-1 T -1 
- (~22 ~22) [~12 ~ll + ~22 ~q 
-q -p 
T -1 
-1 T -1 T -1 
- (~22 ~q ~22) [~12 R z + h R 
-p -p -22-q 
Substitution of (4.26) into (4.31) gives 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
- Ell ~k+1 
- !:!21 ~k+1 
- !!12 ~~ 
- ~22 ~kJ 
(4.30) 
~21 \2.k+1 (4.31) 
z 1] 
-q 
(4.32) 
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Thus convergence for the sequentially P-8, Q-v decoupled 
Horisberger algorithm depends on the eigenvalues of the matrix: 
(4.33) 
where a bracket with a prefix "a" denotes that the Jacobian elements 
within are evaluated at (~k' ~k) while a prefix "1" denotes that the 
Jacobian elements within are evaluated at (~k' ~k+1)' These expressions 
for the eigenvalues are also summarized in Table 4,2. 
Convergence depends on the R/X ratio of the power system and on 
the relative values of Rand R. The eigenvalue expressions all 
-p -q 
contain terms similar to 
[I - T -1 -1 T -1 T -1 !!22)] (~22 ~q !!22) (~12 R !!12 + ~22 R 
-p -q (4.34) 
[- -1 -1 -r -1 !!12)] - (!!22 R !!22) (!!12 R 
-q -p 
When the system R/X ratio is low, with ~p '" ~q' ~12 «~22' expression 
(4.34) tends to zero. Thus better convergence is expected for test 
systems having a low R/X ratio. Simulations verify this analysis, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. Altering the ratio of R:R causes the state 
-p -q 
estimation algorithm to diverge. 
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The theoretical convergence properties for sequential P-8, Q-v 
Horisberger type decoupling with constant gain matrix are shown in Table 
4.2. Again terms appear in the eigenvalue expressions determining the 
convergence of (1.1.4) which are similar to 
if ~22 :::! ~22 ' 
o 
Thus sequential P-8, Q-v Horisberger type decoupling with 
(4.35) 
constant gain matrices has similar convergent properties to (1.1.2). 
Better convergence occurs at low R/X ratios, and convergence depends on 
the ratio of R :R. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.4. 
-p -q 
Consider the decomposed P-8, Q-v Horisberger-type decoupled 
algorithm given by (1.1.5), The eigenvalues determining convergence 
can be found, firstly, for the P-8 sub estimator. v is treated as a 
parameter in h (8,v). 
-p - -
derivatives, i.e. 
= ~1~' 
~p(~k' ~k)' treating ~k as a parameter 
~q(~k' :!k)' treating ~k as a parameter 
Thus (4.36) becomes: 
-1 
T -1 ~T TJ R -1 -p ~k+1 ~k + (~1l R ~ll) !!ll' ~21 
-p 
0 
-
(4.36) 
-+ ~11 ~k (4.37) 
-+ ~21 ~k (4.38) 
~k 0 z -~1l 
-p 
-1 (4.39) 
R z - h ~k 
-q -q -21 
-'" 
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which simplifies to 
(h T -1 -I T _1 T -1 ~A ~k+1 = l5 - (!!ll ~p !!ll) [!!ll ~p !!ll + !!21 ~q ~21)J ~k 
+ (!!li ~~1 ~ll)-l(~li ~~l ~p + ~2i ~~l ~q) 12 (4.40) 
Similarly for the Q-v sub estimator, ~k is treated as a parameter 
in 
:::: T T-p ~ u~_1 ~12' ~22 Q (4.41) 
!!p(~k' ~k) and !!q(~k' ~k) can be expressed in terms of their partial 
derivatives, i.e. 
~p(~k' ~k)' treating ~k as a parameter ~ ~12 ~k (4.42) 
~q(~k' ~k)' treating ~k as a parameter ~ ~22 ~k (4.43) 
Thus (4.41) becomes 
~_1 1 ~ ~ R 0 z - h v -p =1 -p -12-k o R z - h v - -q -q -22-k (4,44 ) 
which simplifies to 
(~ - T -1 -1 T -1 T -1 Q ~k+1 :::: (~22 R !:22) [!: 12 R !:12 + !:22 ~q !:2Z] ~k 
-q -p 
T -1 -1 T -1 T 
-1 ] + (~22 R ~22) <!:!1Z R z + ~22 R z) 
-q -p -p 
-q -q 3 
(4.45) 
/\ 
The eigenvalues for convergence of the e sub estimator are k+1 
given by 
(4.46) 
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A 
and the eigenvalues for convergence of the vk+1 sub estimator are given 
by 
(4.47) 
These expressions are also summarized in Table 4.2. A bracket with a 
prefix "2" indicates that the Jacobian elements within are evaluated 
at (~o'~k) while a prefix "3" denotes that the Jacobian elements within 
are evaluated at (~k'~). 
Convergence depends on the R/X ratio of the power system and on 
the relative values of Rand R. When the system R/X ratio is low 
-p -q 
and ~p ~~q' expressions (4.46) and (4.47) tend to zero since ~12«~22' 
~21«~11. Better convergence is expected for test systems having a low 
R/X ratio. Test simulations highlight this trend, as shown in Figure 
4.5. The convergence is very unstable. 
The theoretical convergence properties for decomposed P-8, Q-v 
Horisberger-type decoupling with constant gain matrices are shown in 
Table 4.2. Terms appearing in the eigenvalue convergence expression 
for (1. 1. 6) tend to zero when!:ll ~ ~11' ~22 = ~22' ~p ~ ~q' and when 
o 0 
the R/X ratio of the test system is low so that ~12«~22 and ~21«~11' 
Thus convergence is best at low R/X ratios, and varies with the ratio 
of R/X and of R to R , as shown in Figure 4.6. Convergence is 
-p -q 
extremely unstable. 
4.4.1.2 Masiello and Horton advocate decoupling the information 
matrix by setting the off-diagonal submatrices to zero, i.e. 
o 
ah (8,v) 
-1 -q - -
!3:'t a8' o 
ahT(8,v) ah (8,v) ahT(8,v) ah (8,v) 
-p - - R- 1 -p - - + -q - - R -1 -9 - -
v -p v v -q v 
(4.48) 
I 
I 
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which results in the two state estimator equations 
which 
(1.2.1) can be 
(1.2.2) solved 
(1.2.3) solved 
L.R.S. 
(1.2.4) solved 
L.R.S. 
~(~k'~k)] I 
! =vk 
~ = ek 
v =v 
- k 
e = e 
- -k 
solved simultaneously 
sequentially 
simultaneously with constant gain matrices on the 
of (4.49) 
sequentially with constant gain matrices on the 
of (4.49). 
(4.49) 
Alternatively the equation can be decomposed and the p-e portion 
of the state estimator iterated, for ~, treating v as a constant. Then 
the g-! partition can be iterated, treating e as a constant until 
convergence with 
(1.2.5) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. of (4.49) updated at each 
iteration, or 
(1.2.6) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. constant at their initial 
values. 
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The six different P-8, Q-v decoupling possibilities are 
shown in Table 4.3, (1.2.1) - (1.2.4) are algorithm decoupled, 
guaranteeing exact optimal W.L,S. solutions. 
The convergence-eigenvalue properties for (1.2.1) - (1.2.6) 
can also be found using a similar analysis to that used to find the 
eigenvalues for (1.1.1) - (1.1,6). The resulting convergence eigenvalue 
expressions for the Masiello and Horton decoupling are shown in Table 
4.3. 
When simultaneous-update P-8, Q-v Masiello and Horton-type 
decoupling is used the convergence, as expressed by (1.2.1), depends 
on the ratio of R to R and on the test system R/X ratio. Tests show 
-p -q 
the convergence to be slightly dependent on the R/X ratio (Figure 4.7) 
and the convergence is unstable. When constant gain matrices are used 
and the Masiello and Horton-type decoupling simultaneously updated, 
the convergence as expressed by (1.2.3) depends on the ratio of R to 
-p 
R and on the test system R/X ratio. Simulations show that the 
-q 
.. convergence improves slightly as the R/X ratio of the test power system 
is decreased (see Figure 4.8). Convergence however is still slow, but 
stable. 
Sequential update p-8, Q-v Masiello and Horton decoupling 
convergence eigenvalue properties are given by (1.2.2). Convergence 
is dependent, both on the R/X ratio of the test power system and on the 
relative values of Rand R. The eigenvalue expression for (1.2,2) 
-p -q 
contains terms similar to 
(4.50) 
Clearly when the R/X ratio is_small, ~12«~11 and ~21«~22' and the term 
given by (4.50) tends to zero, thus improving the convergence. 
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Table 4.3 Different Hasiello and Horton type P-6, Q-v decoupUng poss:ibi;lities and their convergence. 
MASIEllO AND HORTON TYPE p-6, Q-v DECOUPLlNG SQmu:s 
2.1 Simultaneous formulation 
1.2.2 Sequential formulation 
r: T 8-1 T R- I T T If I) ~~ll -p !.!ll + !.!21 -q !.!21)L~"+1 • [~ll' !.!21 ) 
r: T -I T -I T T I!t) ~!.!12 !p !!12 + !.!22 !q !.!22):·::"+1 - [!.! 12 , !!221 
1.2.3 Simultaneous update with constant gain matrices 
1.2.4 Sequential formulation with constant gain matrices 
!!21 )]16 -0 t~k+1 
o vOe1 
o p.u. 
!!22 ») la -0 A::k+1 • 
° vO·l 
o p.u. 
i.2.S Decoaposed decoupling 
1.2.6 Deco~.ed decoupling with constant .ain aatrices 
!!21 ») la -0 A!k+l· ~~{l'!!ll) 
o vO.1 
° p.u. 
!!22 )1
1 
a -0 ~k+I - Q!!f2' !!i2) 
o vO.1 
I!!:-I) [! - !!(~k'!k))] !vav 
Ie-a! 
If I) I! - !!(!k+l'!k»] Iv""''' 
a-sk+1 
CONVERGENT "".,VAlU ... EXPRESSIONS 
T -I T -I -I T -I T -I ] (~ll~p· !.!Il + !.!21~q !.!21) (~l1~p !.!12 + !.!21~q !.!22) 
- - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - -
o 
I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I-
T -I T -I -I T -I T -I 
1- (!.!12!p !.!I2 + !'!22!q h22) (!.!12~p hIl + !.!22~q !.!21) I 
~ I 
[
! - (!.!l; !;1!!1l + !!2; !;I!!21 )-1(!!l~!!:;I!!l1 + !!2;~lh21) I -(~lT1 !!:;1!!1l + !!2; !~1!!21 )-1 (!!?1!!:;1!!12 +!.!2TI!!:~1!!22) J 
0000 10000 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
_ (h T R-1h +b T R-1h )-l(h TR- l h +hTR-lh ) I 1_(h T R-1h +h T R-Ih )-I(hTR-lh +hTR-lh ) 
-12 -p -12 -22 -q -22 -12-p -II -22-q -21 - -12 -p -12 -22 -q -22 -12-p -12 -22-q -22 0000 I 0000 
For ~k+l [~) 
For !k+l I~J 
For ~k+1 
thus eigenvalues are zero and the algorithm 
ha. a atable. rapid convergence 
thus eigenvalues are zero and the algorithm 
bas a atable, rapid convergence 
o p.u. 
__________________________________________________________ ~-----L------------------------------------------___________________________________________ __ 
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Simulation shows that convergence only improves slightly as the R/X 
ratio of the test power system was decreased (see Figure 4.9). 
Convergence is very dependent on the ratio of R to R. For extreme 
-p -q 
ratios of R to R , the algorithm given by (1.2.2) converges to the 
-p -q 
wrong solution. When constant gain matrices are used on the L.H.S. of 
the sequentially decoupled algorithm, the eigenvalue convergence 
properties are expressed by (1.2.4). Simulation shows the convergence 
to be only slightly dependent on the R/X ratio, but very dependent on 
the relative values of R to R. Extreme values of R to R can cause 
-p -q -p -q 
divergence (see Figure 4.10). 
The theoretical convergence properties for "decomposed" p-e, Q-v 
Masiello and Horton-type decoupling is shown in (1.2.5) of Table 4.3 to 
have zero eigenvalues. Convergence is thus rapid, invariant to changes 
in the R/X ratio of the power system and to changes in the relative 
values of Rand R. Simulations carried out verify this analysis (see 
-p -q 
Figure 4.11). When constant gain matrices are used in the "decomposed" 
P-8, Q-v Masiello and Horton-decoupled algorithm, the convergence 
properties change, as shown by the eigenvalue expression in (1.2.6). 
If ~11 ~ ~11' ~12 ~ ~12' ~21 ~ ~21 and ~22 1 ~22' convergence will 
o 0 0 0 
depend on the R/X ratio and on the relative values of R to R . 
-p -q 
Simulation shows the algorithm to be unstable and the convergence to 
be dependent, both on the ratio of R:R and on the R/X ratio of the 
-p -q 
test power system (see Figure 4.12). 
4.4.2 Modal P-8, Q-v decoupling 
4.4.2.1. Garcia et al. 1978) decouple the information matrix on the 
L.H.S. of (2.22) in the same manner as Masiello and Horton, i.e. 
equation (4.48). The R.H.S. of (2.22) is decoupled in the following 
manner: 
lI,(ifI p.uJ 
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T dh (8,v) 
-1 
-E - - 0 R 0 z - h (8.v) d8 
-p -p -p - -
- T (4.51) dh (8,v) 
0 -g - - -1 Z - h (8,v) 0 R dV -q 
-q -q - -
which results in two state estimator equations 
(4.52) 
[~q - ~q(~k'~k)] I 
V=V 
- k 
~ = 8k 
which 
(1.3.1) can be solved simultaneously 
(1.3.2) solved sequentially 
(1.3.3) solved simultaneously with constant gain matrices on the 
L.H.S. of (4.52) 
(1.3.4) solved sequentially with constant gain matrices on the L.H.S. 
of (4.52). 
Alternatively the equations can be decomposed and the ~-~ partition of 
the state estimator iterated for ~, treating v as a constant. Then the 
Q-v portion can be iterated, treating 8 as a constant until convergence 
with 
(1.3.5) the gain matrices on the L.H.S. of (4.52) updated at each 
iteration, or 
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Table 4.4 Different Garcia et al. type p-e, Q-v decoupling poss~bilities and their. convergence p~operti~s. 
CAltCIA &T AL. TYPE p-S. Q-v DEOOUPLlNC SCHDfES 
1.3.1 Simultaneous formulation 
[z - h (&k,Vkllll _ 
-p -p - ~ v-vk 
S-Il ... 
[z - h (i)k'\'k)]ll 
-q -q - - J v-v a.a~ 
1,3.2 Sequential fOrDUlation 
1.3.3 Si.ultaneous update with constant gaIn matrices 
1.3.4 Sequential update with constant gain .. trices 
1.3.5 Deco.poaed decoupling 
(z - h (6".v »)1
1 -p -p - -0 ~ V"" a_6° k 
(z - h (e. v l )11 
-q -q- -II. ~v-v Jt 
a .. 6 
1.3.6 Dec~ed decoupling with constant gain 
t -1 t -1 I r.: T -1 U!!u .. ~ll + !!21 R !!21)) v -I A~"+l - '~1l ! 
o -p ° 0 -q ° aO~p.u. p 
° . 
[z - h (6 ... v )]lIV~ 
-p -p - .. -0 J -. 
e-e0 It 
t -I T _1 r.: T -I 
(!!12 !p ~12 + !!22 .. ~22 )llv -1 A~k+1" ~22 a 
° ° 0 -q 0 60-oP.\I, -q 
° 
(!q - !!q (!. ,:,,>I] IV~" 
6-8 
CONVERCENT EIGEhVALUE EXPRESSIONS 
I T -I T -I -1 T -I I I !. - (~ll!p ~ll + ~21!q ~21l ~ll!p ~ll I - T -I T -I -1 T -I 1 (~11!p ~11 + ~21!q ~21) ~11 ~p ~12 I 
: - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
I I -I T -I )-1 T -I I I _ (h T R-
I h T -I h )-1 T R- I h i 
- (h R _h12 + h R _h22 h a h + h R h 
-12 -p -22 -q -22 -q -21 I -12 -p -12 -22 -q -22 -22 -q -22; 
I .J 
For ~k+l 
( T -I T -1 -1 T-I [! -!!u !p !!u + ~21 !q ~21) tlll!p !!lll 
o 0 ° ° 
POl' ~k+1 T -I T -I -1 T-I [! - (~12 !p !!12 + ~22 !n h22 ) b R b22] 
o ° 0" - ° -22 -q -
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(1.3.6) the gain matrices on the L,R.S, constant at their initial values, 
The six different P~8> Q~v decoupling possibilities are shown in Table 
4,4. All are modal decoupled and converge to near optimal solutions. 
The convergent properties of the eigenvalues of (1.3.1) - (1.3.6) 
can also be found using a similar analysis to that used for finding the 
convergence eigenvalue for (1.1.1) - (1.1.6). The convergence eigenvalue 
expressions for Garcia et al. modal P-8, Q-v decoupling are shown in 
Table 4.4. 
When simultaneous update P-8, Q-v Garcia et al. type decoupling 
is used, the convergence given by (1.3.1) depends on the ratio of R 
-p 
R and on the test system R/X ratio. 
-q Convergence is best at low R/X 
_1 -1 
ratios. When X»R and R ~R ,h11 »h21 and (1.3.1) tends -+ O. -p -q - -
T _1 
This is because the significance of the ~21 ~q ~21 term and the 
to 
T R- 1 h 1 h T R- 1 h h T. -1 h ~12 _p -12 term disappears in re ation to -11 _p -11 and -22 ~q -22 
terms. Note also that Garcia et al.'s P-8, Q-v decoupling technique is 
a modal decoupling technique which produces sub-optimal estimates. The 
estimate changes drastically when R »R (see Figure 4 .13) • When 
-p -q 
constant gain matrices are used in Garcia et al.-type simultaneous 
update decoupling, the convergence properties, as expressed by (1.3.3), 
depend on the ratio of R to R and on the test system R/X ratio. 
-p -q 
Convergence profiles are shown in Figure 4.14. The tests show that 
convergence improves slightly as. the R/X ratio is decreased. 
Sequential update P-8, Q-v Garcia et al. decoupling covergent-
eigenvalue expressions are shown in (1.3.2). Convergence is both 
dependent on the R/X ratio of the test system and on the relative values 
of Rand R. The eigenvalue expressions for (1.3.2) contain terms 
-p -q 
similar to 
(4.53) 
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When the test system R/X ratio is low, ~21«~11 and ~12«~22 and the 
eigenvalue expressions tend to zero. However the term 
(4.54) 
ddes not disappear, and the convergence properties may not improve 
as the test system R/X ratio is decreased. Figure 4.15 shows that 
convergence depends only slightly on the R/X ratio of the test system. 
Convergence, however, is slow. When constant gain matrices are used 
with the sequentially decoupled modal algorithm, the eigenvalue-
properties are expressed by (1.3.4). Simulation shows convergence to 
be rapid and only slightly dependent on the R/X ratio of the power 
-1 -1 
system and very dependent on the relative value of Rand R (see 
-p -q 
Figure 4.16). For extreme ratios of R:R the modally decoupled 
-p -q 
algorithm given by (1.3.4) converges to a different solution. 
The theoretical convergence properties for "decomposed" p-e, Q-v 
Garcia et al.-type decoupling is shown in (1.3.5). Clearly when the R/X 
of the test system is low, h11»~21 and h22»h12 , the eigenvalue 
expressions tend to zero and the convergence properties improve. 
This is verified by the prcfile in Figure 4.17. Since Garcia et al.'s 
decomposed decoupling is modally decoupled, convergence and the solution 
-1 -1 point depend upon the relative values of R to R (see Figure 4.17). 
-p -q 
When constant gain matrices are used in the decomposed p-e, Q-v Garcia 
et al.-type decoupled algorithm, the convergence properties change and 
are given by the eigenvalue-expression in (1.3.6). Convergence still 
slightly improves with decreasing R/X test system ratio and still 
-1 -1 depends on the relative value of Rand R (see Figure 4.18). For 
-p -q 
-1 -1 
extreme ratios of R to R the modally decoupled algorithm converges 
-p -q 
to a different solution. 
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4.4.4.2 Couch et ale (1974) decouples the Jacobian matrix, 
!!(~~~), on both sides of (2.22). Couch's suggested algorithm has a 
L.R.S. as given by Rorisberger eta al., (4.10), and' the R.R.S. as given 
by Garcia et al., (4.51). As a result the decoupling technique is 
. 
modally d~coupled and if it converges, will converge to the same 
suboptimal solution as Garcia et al.'s P-8, Q-v decoupled algorithm. 
Two state estimator equations result from Couch et al.-type modal 
decoupling 
(4.55) 
(
dhT1 ( 8 ,v ») 
= -q -k -k R,l [z' _ hi (8 ,v )] I 
d~ -q -q -q -k -k 
v =vk 
8 = 8k 
which: 
(1.4.1) can be solved simultaneously 
(1.4.2) solved sequentially 
(1.4.3) solved simultaneously with constant gain matrices on the 
L.R.S. of (4.55) 
(1.4.4) solved sequentially with constant gain matrices on the 
L.R.S. of (4.55). 
Alternatively the equations can be decomposed and the p-8 portion of the 
state estimator iterated for ~, treating v as a constant. 
, 
Then the g-~ 
portion can be iterated, treating 8 as a constant until convergence with 
(1.4.5) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. of (4.55) updated at each 
iteration, or 
(1.4.6) the gain matrices on the L.R.S. constant at their initial 
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values. 
The six different P-8, Q-v decoupling possibilities are shown in Table 
4.5. All are modal decoupled and thus converge to suboptimal estimates. 
The convergent properties of the eigenvalues of (1.3.1) - (1.3.6) can be 
found using a similar analysis to that used to find the convergence 
eigenvalues for (1.1.1) - (1.1.6). The convergene eigenvalues for Couch 
et al.-type modal P-8, Q-v decoupli~g are shown in Table 4.5. 
When simultaneous update P-8, Q-v Couch et al. decoupling is 
used, the convergence, given by (1.4.1), depends on the R!X ratio of the 
power system. This is because ~U»~'~:2 and ~;2»~~2 at low R!X ratios, 
and as a result the eigenvalue expression, (1.4.1), tends to zero, thus 
improving the convergence properties ,(see Figure 4.19). Convergence is 
-1 -1 invariant to changes in the relative values of Rand R (see Figure 
-p -q 
4.19). This can be explained by the fact that when the R/X ratios of 
all lines within the test system are identical, say equal to a, then 
from Appendix AS, 
~11 ~ a ~21 (4.56) 
and 
~22 ~ a ~12 (4.57) 
and thus the eigenvalue expression given by (1.4.1) becomes: 
o - 1. (h T R- 1 h )-I(h T R- 1 h ) 
a-II -p -11 -11 -p -11 
(4.58) 
o 
0 1 - -
a 
= (4.59) 
1 0 - -
a 
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Table 4.5 Different Couch et ai. type P-8. Q-v decoupling possibilities and their conyergep.ce propel;"tie$, 
COUCH ET AL. TYPE p-6, Q-v DECOUPLING SCHEMES 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ' 
1.4.1 Simultaneous formulation 
~ T -1 'f R- I ~~ll!p ~ll )t.!k+1 - ~ll -p 
Gh,T -I ~i2)t.:!k+1 _ h,T R- I R 
-22 -q -22 -q 
...... 
1.4.2 Sequential formulation 
1.4.3 Simultaneous update with constant gain matrices 
[z - h (6k '''k)]1, -p -p - - I v-v 
--I &-6~ 
p:'-h'(6 ",»):1 
-q -q -k+l'-k IJ I v.vk e-sk+1 
1.4.4 Sequential update with constant gain matrices 
1.4.5 Decomposed decoupling 
-r 
-p -p - - • [z - h (6k , Vk)]J', v v 
a_ak 
k 
_ r~h'·T .. -1 [. h' (a v )]1 
L:22!q !q - -q -k+l' -k J I "-vk le-6k+1 
1.4.6 Decomposed decoupling with constant gain matrices 
• Denotes Couch et al. transformation is used. 
CONVERGENT EIG~~VALUE EXPRESSIONS 
[-
T -I -1 r -I . 0 
- (~l1!p ~ll) (!!u !p !!21) I 
- - - - -,- - - - - -
I 
T. -I h') -1 (h T R- I ~12) 0 J (~22 !q -22 -22 -q 
(h T R- I h )-1 (h T R- 1 h ) 
-llo -p -11
0 
-11 -p -11 l- ~ (~,;~ ~, ~,;~) -~(~~;. ~;, -~I~) 
(h T R -1 h ) -1 (h T a-I h' ) ] 
- -11
0 
-p -11
0 
-11 -p -21 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
! - (h T, a-I h' )-I(h T, R- I ~22) 
-220 -q -220 -22 -q 
Por ~k+l (01 
Por ~k+l (~I 
For !It+l [! -
Por Yk+l [! -
thua eigenvalues are zero and tbe algoritba 
haa a rapid, stable convergence 
thus eigenvalues are zero and tbe algoritba 
baa a rapid. stable convergence 
(h T a-I -1 T a-I hu) 2) hu ) (hu 
-110 -p 0 -p 
(h T. a-I h • )-1 (h T. a-I h22) 1 
-22
0 
-q -22 -22 -q 
0 3 
l 
I 
I 
I 
..J 
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vJhich is invariant to changes in the ratio of Rand R, Where R/X 
~p -q 
ratios of lines differ: 
and 
where a. is the smallest R/X ratio in the test power system. 
m1.n 
Thus the convergence is bounded by: 
0 1 
a 
min 
1 
- a 
min 0 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
When constant gain matrices are used on Couch et al.-type simultaneous 
update decoupling, the convergence properties are given by (1.4.3). 
Convergence now depends on the R/X ratio of the test system and on the 
relative weightings R- 1 and R- 1 • 
-p -q Convergence will only be invariant 
of the weightings R- 1 and R- 1 if 
-p -q ~ll !::! ~ll and ~~2 !::! o 0 
Convergence 
profiles are shown in Figure 4.20. 
Sequential update p-e, Q-v Couch et al. decoupling convergence 
eigenvalue-expressions are given by (1.4.2). Convergence is both 
dependent on the R/X ratio of the test system and on the relative values 
R~l -1 of and R When R/X ratio of the test system is small 
-p -q 
and (4.62) 
~ll .::. a ~12 
1 
and thus the convergence eigenvalue expression in (1.4.2) tends to --2 I 
a -
1 
and -I. Thus as the R/X ratio decreases. the eigenvalue expression 
a-
(1.4.2) gradually tends to zero and convergence improves. Again, from 
(1.4.2), convergence tends to be invariant of the relative weightings 
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-1 
of R 
-p 
-1 
to R 
-q This is because the convergence is bounded by a . , m~n 
the smallest R/X ratio in the test power system. Convergence profiles 
are shown in Figure 4.21. When constant gain matrices are used in the 
sequentially decoupled modal algorithm, the eigenvalue properties are 
expressed by (1.4.4). Simulation shows convergence to be heavily 
dependent on the R/X ratio of the test system and very dependent on the 
relative values of ~;l and ~~1 if hu
O 
f. hu and ~220 ~ ~2'2 (see Figure 
4.22). For large R/X ratios divergence occurs. 
The theoretical convergence properties for "decomposed P-8, Q-v 
Couch et al.-type decoupling", origina;Lly proposed by Singh et a;L., are 
shown in (1.4.5) as having zero eigenvalues, the same convergence 
properties as exact W.L.S. Convergence is thus rapid and invariant of 
both the R/X ratio of the test power system and of the relative 
-1 -1 
weightings, Rand R . Simulations verify this analysis (see Figure 
-p -q 
4.23). When constant gain matrices are used in the Couch et al. 
decomposed decoupled algorithm, the convergence properties change, as 
shown by (1.4.6). If!;ll f. ~ll and ~~2 f. ~22' convergence will become 
o 0 
dependent on both the R/X ratio of the test system and on the relative 
-1 -1 
values of Rand R (see Figure 4.24). Convergence is definitely 
-p -q 
dependent on the R/X ratio of the power system. 
4.4.3 Other fast decoupled schemes 
The Jacobian matrix in (2.22) was decoupled on both sides of the 
state estimator algorithm by setting: 
dh (8,v) dh (8,v) 
-p - -
"" 
0 and -9 - - 0 (4.63) dV de 
and leaving the expressions for 
dh (8, v) dh (8, v) 
-E - - and -9, - -d8 dV 
-
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unchanged. Reichert and Sullivan (1977) suggest using approximate 
coefficients to simplify dh (e,V)/de and 
-p - - - dh (e,V)/dV by assuming -q - - -
G .. :::: G .. :::: 0, cos(e, -e.) ~ 1 and since. -e.) ~ (e, -8,) 
1.1. 1.J 1. J 1. J 1. J 
and thus, from (2.9) and (2.10); 
and 
c .. 
1.J 
d .. 
1.J 
V. v. B,. (e, - e,) 
1. J 1.J 1. J 
v. v. B" 1. J 1.J 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
can be used to represent dh (e,v)/ae and dh (8,V)/dV in the Jacobian on 
-p - - - -q - - -
both sides of (2.22). However these Jacobian non-zero partial 
derivatives still have to be updated at each iteration. 
The decoupling process can further be extended to fast decouple 
the Jacobian matrix on both sides of (2.22) in a manner similar to Stott 
and Alsac's (1974) fast decoupled loadflow. Bermundez (1977), Bermundez 
and Brameller (1978), Wognar (1977), Rao and Tripathy (1978), Tripathy 
et al. (1979), Van Meeteren et ale (1978) and Van Meeteren (1979) have 
all advocated methods for fast decoupling the Jacobian matrix. 
Since· their properties are similar, Bermundez and Brameller's method 
of fast decoupling the Jacobian will be outlined. 
Bermundez and Brameller (1978) use Couch's transformation, 
outlined in section 4.3, to linearize the reactive power measurement 
equations. Thus 
Z I :::: h ' (x) + n ' 
-q -q - -q (4.67) 
where 
z h (x) =~ I =-.9. h~ (x) q - and z n q- v q - v qm v m 'm m m m (4.68) 
where v is the magnitude of the nodal voltage at the node, m, at which 
m 
the measurement, z ' , is being made. 
q,Y'I 
Since v ~ 1. 0 p. u. 
m 
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R I R 
_q :o!_q (4.69) 
Bermundez and Brameller then fast decouple by assuming 
cos(8, - 8.) :o! 0 
~ J 
~ 100 (4.70) 
G" sin(8, -8.) « B" cos(8, -8.) 
~J ~ J ~J ~ J 
and the components of the Jacobian matrix become state independent. 
Table 4.1 becomes Table 4.6. Note that G" is approximated to zero 
~J 
in the calculation of the active power partial derivatives. This is 
shown to improve convergence substantially. The fast decoupled 
technique is a modal scheme and as such produces suboptimal estimates. 
In summary, the algorithm is: 
(
ah T ah J 
-=:E.. - 1 -=:E.. 
a8 ~p a8 ~~k+ 1 
- -
~ T (~) -1 R 
-q 
[~p - ~p (~k'~k)] I 
v =vk 
8 = 8 k 
[':q' _~ql (8k+1 ,vk )] I 
v =vk 
8 =: 8k+1 
where ah la8 and 
-p - ab lav -q - are the modified Jacobian elements 
(4.71) 
corresponding to a~p(~k'~k)/a~ and The scheme is: 
(1.5.1) solved sequentially, as advocated by Bermundez and Brameller. 
or alternatively 
(1.5.2) the equations can be decomposed and the ~-~ portion of the 
state estimator iterated for ~, treating v as a constant. 
Then the g-~ portion_can be iterated, treating 8 as a 
constant until convergence. 
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Table 4.6 Non-zero Jacobian partial derivatives for 
Bermundez and Brameller's fast ,decoupling 
MEASUREMENT 
V; 0 
1. 
P .. B .. 
1.J 1.J 
p .. B .. 
J1. 1.J 
Qij 0 
Qji 0 
p. - E 
1. jdcd 
p. -B .. 
J 1.J 
Qi 0 
Qj 0 
B .. 
1.J 
a 
av. 
1. 
1 
0 
0 
B .. 
1.1. 
-B .. 
1.J 
0 
0 
- E B .. 
jE: {cd 1.1. 
-B .. 
1.J 
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The two different possibilities are summarized in Table 4.7. The 
convergence eigenvalues for Bermundez and Brameller type modal fast 
decoupling are also shown in Table 4.7. When sequential modal fast 
decoupling is used, the convergence given by (1.5.1) depends on the 
-1 -1 R/X ratio of the power system and on the ratio of R to R . 
-p -q 
However, extensive simulation shows the convergence to be invariant 
_1 -1 
of either the R/X ratio of the test system or the ratio of R to R 
-p -q 
(see Figure 4.25). Note that the expression, ~11 and ~22' in (1.5.1) 
has been linearized and is now state independent. This linearization, 
by using Couch's transformation and fast decoupling, appears to have 
stabilized the convergence of Bermundez and Brameller's fast decoupled 
scheme. 
The theoretical convergence properties of decomposed Bermundez 
and Brameller-type modal fast decoupling is shown in (1.5.2). It 
appears that convergence will depend on the R/X ratio of the test system 
-1 
and on the relative values of R 
-p 
-1 
to R . 
-q However simulation shows, in 
Figure 4.26, that the convergence is invariant with the R/X ratio of the 
test system and is invariant of the ratio of R- 1 to R- 1 • 
-p -q 
Note also that the theoretical convergence analysis for Bermundez 
and Brameller fast decoupling gives the same result or "form" as that 
for Couch et al.'s sequential decoupling. The only difference is that 
in Bermundez and Brameller Y s case a h is used instead of h. Thus it 
, 
would appear the two have similar properties, due to having similar 
algorithm structures, although simulation has shown this is not the 
case. What is different between the two methods of state estimation, 
which cannot be accounted for in the analysis, is that the measurement 
equations and Jacobian elemen!s in Bermundez and Brameller's case have 
been linearized by fast decoupling and by use of Couch et al.'s 
transformation. 
Table 4.7 Different Bermundez and Brameller type P-8, Q-v decoupling 
possibilities and their convergence. 
BERMUNDEZ AND BREMELLER p-s, Q-v DECOUPLlNG SCHEMES CONVERGENT EIGENVALUE EXPRESSIONS 
1.5.1 Sequential formulation 
-1 _1-
- 1 -I I - T -1- -I - T -I - T -I - -1 !(~ll~p ~11)]~~k+l .. h 11 R I z - h (Sk' v k)] [! - (~ll~p ~ll) (~!l~p ~ll)] I - [(~ll R ~u) ] 
- -p -p -p - - 0 I -p 
v"'Vk I 
a-Bk - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- T -1- I -I h T -I , I -T -I -, -1 -T, -I -T -1-
- I 
-
_ T _1- - T -I' I I 1(~22~~ ~22) 1 (-22~~ ~21) 1 [! - (~22~q ~22) [(~22~~ ~21) - (~22~~ ~21) [(~22~q ~22)J~::k+l a ~22~q [='1 -~q(~Hl'::k)J I I I 
v-v 
- T -1- -I - T -I (~1~~;1~1l)~1(l~1~~;1~12) oj] k I a-eHI - (~Il!p ~11)0 (~IJ!p ~12)OJ I 
- 1 -1- - T -I ~Hl - -I - T [(~lI!p ~H) I'l~k+l .. hUR Iz -h (Sk'V )]\ For I -1 R- I R- I ~ll) J - -p -p -p - -0 I - (~11 ~U) (~ll 
v-v -p -p 2 
0 
6=6k 
- 1 -1- ahTR-llz' -~q' (~'~k»)1 For v I (h 1, R,I h ' )-1 <i~l"R-J ~;2) I [(~22!q ~22) I'l~Hl -HI 1 -
-22-'1 -'I -22 -'I -22 -22 -'I 3 
v-vk 
e e 
1·02 
101 
--- :.&-_'" 
RIX"/:IO 
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Figure 4.25 Bermundez and Brameller fast decoupling (1.5.1). 
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Figure 4.26 Bermundez and Brameller fast decoupling: 
decomposed (1.5.2). 
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4.5 ASSUMPTIONS INHERENT IN THE METHODS OF DECOUPLING PRESENTED 
The significance of the departureoof the p-e, Q-v decoupling 
algorithm forms, presented in section 4.4 from exact W.L.S., depends 
on how well the following inherent assumption, made in the derivation 
of these algorithms, holds. The L.H.S. of Masiello and Horton and 
Garcia et al.-type decoupling algorithms will agree closely with the 
L.H. S. of the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm if, in practice, 
T R- 1 !:!ll + 
T -1 
!:!21 » 
T -1 
!:!12 + 
T -1 
!:!22 hll !:!21 R !:!1l R !:!21 R 
-p -q -p -q 
and (4.72) 
T R- 1 T -1 !:!22 » 
T -1 T -1 ~12 !:!12 + !!22 R !:!12 R !:!ll + !:!22 R !:!21 
-p 
-t -p -q 
The L.H.S. and R.H.S. of Horisberger et al. and the R.H.S. of Garcia 
et al., and subsequently Bermundez and Brameller, will closely agree 
with the L.H.S. and R.H.S., and the R.H.S. respectively of the W.L.S. 
algorithm, if 
!:!1l » ~21 
and ~22 » !:!12 (4.73) 
and R ~ R 
-p -q 
Thus the decoupling assumes that the relative weightings, given to the 
real and reactive measurements, are of a similar order of magnitude 
and the R/X ratio of the power system is small so that (4.73) holds. 
Fast decoupled expressions like Bermundez and Brameller also rely on 
the nodal voltages, v, being approximately 1 p.u. and on the angle 
difference, (e. -e.), being. approximately zero. 
1 J 
llO. 
4.6 ACCURACY OF THE P-8, Q-v DECOUPLING SCHEMES 
In section 4.4 it was noted that the P-8, Q-v decoupling schemes 
given by (1. 1.1) - (1.1.4) and (1. 2 .1) - (1. 2.4) converge to the same 
optimal solution as that given by W.L.S. The remaining schemes converge 
to suboptimal estimates •. In this section the accuracy of these sub-
optimal algorithms, with and without nominal measurement noise <3a 
present, will be considered. The suboptimal estimates, presented in 
Table 4.8, result from the convergence of stable P-8, Q-v algorithm 
decoupled schemes when all voltage magnitude and real and reactive 
injection and line-flow power measurements taken around the 5-bus test 
system are present. Decoup1ing schemes not shown in Table 4.8 are 
unstable and do not, in fact, converge. Exact estimates are given by 
the convergence of Horisberger et ale sequential decoupling (1.1.2) 
and Masiello and Horton sequential decoupling (1.2.2). Algorithm type 
P-8, Q-v decoup1ing (Couch et al., Garcia et al., and Bermundez and 
Brame1ler) causes only a slight loss of optimality in the estimates. 
-1 The degree of suboptimality proves independent of the ratio of R to 
-p 
-1 R and only slightly dependent on the R/X ratio of the test system. 
-q 
Decomposed P-8, Q-v decoupling causes a marked loss of optimality, 
however, and excludes its implementation, with the possible exception of 
the Garcia et ala decomposed decoupling techniq~e, (1.4.5) or (1.4.6), 
when processing only "injection and voltage" measurements sets. The 
Results in Table 4.8 show a degradation in the optimality of the 
decomposed estimates when line-flow measurements are included in the 
decomposed estimator, as noted by Singh et al. 
Note that loss of optimality for the algorithm-decoupled schemes 
depends on how well the decoupling assumptions outlined in section 4.5 
are satisfied. This is because, for the optimal schemes where decoupling 
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Table 4.8 Accuracy of stable suboptimal estimation sche~es~ 
I 
1 ,-- I 
SlB0PTlHAL 
! i 
EXACT SEQUENTIAL METHODS SEQUESTIAL ["lflED . SUBOP'fUIAL DECOMPOSll} DECOUPLlSG 
------ I I COllCH I: , , i I , MASIELLO AND HORTON HORISBERGER GARCIA ET AL. COUCH BER.'1Lt>m:z A:"lJ HASIELLO AND GARCIA ET AL. COUCH CDUrn ET AL. BER.'!UNOEZ :1.."0 
(CONST. GAIN) ET AL. (CONST. GAIN) ET AL. BRA.'!ELLlR I I::T AL. I I 
HORTON (CONST. GAIN) ET AL. (CONST. GAIN) BRAMELLER 
(1.2.4) (1.1.2) (1.3.4) (1.4.2) (1.5.1) i (1.4.1) i I (1.2.5) (1.3.6) (1.4.5) (1.4.6) ! (1.5.3) I 
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only affects the information matrix on the L.R.S df , the 
condition for a minimum is giv:cn by 
(4.74) 
whereas for the suboptimal, algorithm decoupled schemes this minimum 
is observed to be 
(4.75) 
Clearly the distance between the true minimum and the suboptimal 
minimum depends on how closely ~T(g) resembles ~T(~) and on how closely 
~'(~) and z' are to ~(~) and z. 
4.7 CONCLUSION 
Numerous P~8. Q-v decoupling techniques have been suggested in 
the literature to be applied to power system state estimation in order 
to reduce the computational burden associated with W.L.S. No attempt 
has been made, however, to analyse the convergence and degree of 
optimality of these possible decoupling schemes and test their 
performance using a standard problem. Most P-8, Q-v decoupling 
techniques assume that the R/X ratio of the test power system is small 
and that the relative weighting, or variance, of the real and reactive 
power and voltage measurements are similar. However, in practice. the 
data acquisition system serving the state estimator may have evolved 
over a number of years and have monitoring equipment of varying accu~acy 
present. It is also likely that the R/X ratio of transmission line 
within the power system will vary. and thus it is important to establish 
how the proposed P-8. Q-v decoupling schemes fat:,e under conditions. 
I 
Simulations showed some of the possible decoupling schemes to be 
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while others diverged as the R/X ratio of the test power system and the 
-1 -1 
relative values of Rand R were varied. Tests also indicate that 
-p -q 
the most suitable method for implementation in power systems is the 
fast P-8, Q-v decoupled-type decoupling technique proposed by Bermundez 
and Brameller (1978). The "inherent" stability of this decoupling 
method appears to result from the "linearization" of the reactive power 
measurement equations and their Jacobian elements by applying Couch's 
(1976) transformation. The fast decoupling is also carried out in a 
manner akin to Stott's fast decoupled load flow and the resulting 
algorithm, having constant matrices that do not require updating, has 
-1 
a stable convergence, unaffected by either changes in the ratio of R 
-p 
-1 to R or the R/X ratio of the test system. Although the technique is 
-q . 
suboptimal, the loss of optimality is insignificant, being typically 
<0.001. p.u. 
The method of examining the eigenvalue expressions determining 
convergence has been shown to be very useful for establishing dependence 
in the different structured P-8, Q-v decoupled state estimation schemes. 
The method, however, cannot differentiate subtleties within each 
structure caused by differences in linearity of the measurement set. 
Bermundez and BrammeIer's fast decoupled state estimation 
technique (1.5.1) has the same structure as Couch et al. 's (1974) method 
of decoupling (1.4.2). Yet without going into the actual Jacobian 
elemental values, the eigenvalue-convergence property method would 
predict similar convergent properties for both schemes. Eigenvalue 
based convergence analysis can highlight decoupling schemes whose 
convergence is very dependent on either the R- 1 to R- 1 ratio for the 
-p -q 
Rix ratio of the power system, eliminating the need for simulation in 
such cases. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FAST DECOUPLED STATE ESTIMATION WITH 
PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION FROM INJECTION MEASUREMENTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 3 the A.E.P. "line-only" algorithm was compared with 
the more versatile W.L.S. algorithm. W.L.S. was found to be very slow, 
with speed disadvantages resulting from the following: 
(1) The use of injection measurements in the state estimator 
degrades sparsity. This problem can be overcome by using the 
pseudo line-flow creation technique outlined in Chapter 3 to 
provide a sparse, "admittance-like" information matrix structure. 
(2) The Jacobian matrices in the state estimator require repeat 
evaluation at each iteration. In Chapter 4, decoupling and fast 
decoupling schemes were reviewed and "stable" methods identified. 
Fast decoupling the Jacobian matrix along the lines of Bermundez 
and Brameller (1978) produces constant Jacobian matrices containing 
only half the original, non-zero values. While estimates are 
suboptimal, in practice they are very close to the true solution. 
If optimality is required, the fast decoupling techniques of 
Horisberger et al. (1976) or Masiello and Horton (1977) can be 
used to give'constant gain matrices in the information matrix, 
and retain optimality. 
In this chapter the pseudo l~ne-flow creation technique is applied to 
Bermundez and Brameller's fast decoupled state estimator. The resulting 
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constant gain algorithm has the same st'ructure and properties as the 
A.E.P. "line-only"algorithm (see Table 5.1). 
Table 5.1 Comparison of ·W.L.S. and A.E.P. "line-onlyl' method 
when pseudo line-flow creation is used. 
LINEAR NON-LINEAR 
(no repeat evaluation of (repeat evaluation of 
gain matrices) gain matrices) 
Sparse "admittance matrix" (i) A.E.P. W.L.S. with injections 
like information {iiI l\.E.P. with injections handled by pseudo line 
Hatrix structure handled by pseudo line flow flow creation. 
creation. 
(iii) Fast Decoupled W.L.S. 
with injections handled by 
Pseudo line flow creation. 
Variable Information (i) A.E.P. with injections W.L.S. 
matrix structure. Depends handled by other methods. 
on the /I of injections. (ii) Fast Decoupled W.L.S. 
5.2 PERFORMANCE OF FAST DECOUPLED W.L.S. STATE ESTIMATION 
WITH PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION 
The performance of fast decoupled W.L.S. state estimation 
with variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creation is summarised 
in Table 5.2. The five bus test system used in Section 3.7 was used 
in the tests. Fast decoupling assumes the power system R/X ratio to be 
small; however convergence is only slightly affected as the R/X ratio is 
varied. Convergence is affected by the p:k ratio of the measurement 
system. Estimates in the table resulting from fast decoupled W,L.S. 
with variance conditioned pseudo line-flows closely agree with the 
load flow estimates. 
The performance of the fast decoupled variance conditioned pseudo 
line-flow W.L.S. state estimation scheme was also investigated using 
Irvings' (1978) 30 bus -40 line test system. Two hundred and fifty 
measurements- and 59 states were present. The R/X 'ratio of the lines 
'lable 5.2 Performance of fast decoupled W.L.S. with pseudo line-flow creation (measurement noise-free). 
SYSTEH 
R!X RATIO 
PSEUDO LINE 
FLOI~ VARIANCE 
CONDITIONING 
HEASUREHENT 
CONFIGURATION 
(ro:k) 
FAST DECOUPLED W.L.S. WITH VARIANCE CONDITIONED PSEUDO LINE FLOW CREATION 
1:4 1:4 1:4 1:4 1:10 1:3 
5vi 5vi 5vi 5vi 5vi 5vi 
14Pij+14Qij 14Pij+14Qij 14Pij+14Qij 7Pij+7Qij 14Pij+14Qij 14Pij+14Qij 
LOAD FLOW ESTIP~TES (THAT 
PROVIDE INITIAL S.E. DATA) 
1:4 
NONE 
USED 
1:10 
NONE 
USED 
1;3 
NONE 
USED 
5Pi +5Qi 5Pi +5Qi 5Pi +SQi 5Pi +SQi 5P i +5Qi 5Pi +SQi --------------------+--~~~--_r--~~~--~--~--~--r_--~~~~----=-~~_+--~~~--_r------_+------~-------
tlO. OF 
I'I'ERP.T-
IONS TO 
C0:NERGE 
< 0.001 p.u. 
< 0.0001 p.u. 
< O.OOOOlp.u. 
13v + 13<& 
9v + 101Q 
Sv + 6El 
Bv + BS 6v + 6$ 11v + 11$ 6v + 6~ Sv + Be 
6v + 6$ 5v + 5a Bv + 99 5v + 5~ 6v + 6~ 
4v + 4$. 4v + 3$ 5v + 6~ 4v + 46 4v + 49 
._.~I~~== __ ~-======-====~==-=====--~=-===---=-~-==-==-==---p-----------~-----------+------------r--------r--------t--------
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-0.06451 -0.06451 -0.06451 -0.06451 -0.16189 -0.04880 -0.06434 -0.16175 -0.04695 
-0.116613 -0.11669 -0.11669 -0.11669 -0.30208 -0.08716 -0.11665 -0.30165 -0.06714 
-0.12430 -0.12430 -0.12431 -0.12431 -0.32137 -0.09294 -0.12426 -0.32114 -0109292 
ESTIMATE -0.14352 -0.14353 -0.14353 -0.14355 -0.31171 -0.10726 -0.14350 -0.37147 -0.10726 
1.06001 1.06000 1.05999 1.05999 1.05953 L060 1.060 1.060 
1.04688 1.04684 1.04682 1.04684 1.04647 1.04691 1.047 1.047 1.047 
1.02024 1.02027 1.02028 1.02023 0.96517 1.02397 1.020 0.989 1.024 
1.01997 1.01999 1.02000 1.01995 0.98775 1.02331 1.020 0.967 1.023 
1.01385 J,..01387 1.01388 1.01397 0.97861 1.01763 1.014 0.976 1.016 
5 bus test system used. 
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within the test varied from 1:2.5 to 1:12. Table 5.3 summarises 
the test results. A speed advantage of more than 2:1 occurs when 
variance conditioned pseudo line-flow creations are used to represent 
injection measurements in fast decoupled W.L.S. and when all injection 
measurements possible are prese~t. Bermundez and Brameller (1978) 
repo~t that when 10% of all possible injection measurements are added to 
a "line-onlylt set, the time per iterations to execute their fast 
decoupling technique increases by 58%. Without pseudo line-flow 
creation to handle injection measurements, Bermundez and Brameller's 
technique, like all P-8 Q-v decoupling techniques, suffers from the 
increased information matrix density effect outlined in Section 3.7, 
as injection measurements are added. 
5.3 CONCLUSION 
Pseudo line-flow creation can be included in the Fast P-8, Q-v 
Decoupled W.L.S. to make an extremely fast state estimator, particularly 
when significan~ numbers of injection meas~rement are included. Fast 
decoupled W.L.S. with pseudo line-flow creation is similar to the A.E.P. 
"line-only" algorithm. Both have sparse constant gain matrices. Yet 
fast decoupled W.L.S. with pseudo line-flow creation can handle 
injection measurements without lOSing sparsity. The pseudo line-flow 
creation technique outlined could also be applied to the A.E.P. method 
to preserve sparsity when handling injection measurement mixes. 
Table 5.3 
[ -
30 bus test system performance of fast decoupled W.L.S. with pseudo line~flow creation. 
250 measurements/59 states : 30v. + SOP .. + SOQ .. + 30P. + 3Q. 
1. 1.) 1.) 1- 1. 
W.L.S. WITH INJECTION FAST DECOUPLED W.L.S. WITH FAST DECOUPLED W.L.S. WITH 
MEASUREMENTS WITH VARIANCE VARIANCE CONDITIONED INJECTION VARIANCE CONDITIONED PSEUDO 
CONDITIONING 2; (lOa ) 2 l>1EASUREMENTS 0 2"- (lOa ) 2 LINE FLOW CREATION of;. "" (lOa) 2 0' .• ;;; 1J Z. ij - Zi z 1. 
-.. .- .~- ...... 
-
4 iterations <0.00001 p.u. 128+12v <0.00001 p.u. 12~+12v <0.00001 p.u. 
CONVERGENCE 3 iterations <0.0001 p.u. 7lH7v <0.0001 p.u. 119+7v <0.0001 p.u. 
3 iterations <0.001 p.u. 59+5v <0.001 p.u. 5~+5v <0.001 p.u. 
TIME PER 9.6 seconds per iteration 5.6 seconds per ITERATION ~+v iteration 2.3 seconds per $+v iteration 
---
. _. -_. .-- ' . . 
-
- .-
Time per iteration figures also include a SIDdl1 % of the time spent reading pointers in. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FAST IDENTIFICATION OF BAD DATA IN POWER SYSTEM 
TRACKING STATE ESTIMATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
State estimators are used to provide a reliable data base, free 
from bad data that can be used for dispatching, monitoring or control 
on the power system. Bad data detection, identification and treatment 
of the bad data points after identification are an important aspect of 
the "on-line" state estimator. Garcia et al. (1979) note that a 
monitoring system of 500 measurements or more, each measurement having a 
0.1 per cent probability of bad data occurrence, implies an average of 
one gross error will occur for every state estimator run. It becomes 
important to detect efficiently, identify and suppress the bad data. 
Simple techniques that do this are outlined in this paper. These bad 
data detection and identification techniques do not involve 
re-calculation of gain matrices in the state estimator equation. The 
performance of the suggested technique is evaluated on a test system 
having varying degrees of observability when single and multiple bad 
data are present. 
Bad data suppression based on the use of non-quadratic criteria 
(Merrill and Schweppe, 1971) is not investigated. Such suppression 
techniques may generate many local minima. Potential difficulties can 
also arise when constant gain-matrices are used in state estimators 
having bad data suppression facilities. 
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6.2 BAD DATA DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION 
After each measurement scan the estimates from an "on-line" 
state estimator are checked for bad data (Handschin et al., 1975; 
Schweppe et al., 1970; Schweppe and Handschin, 1974). 
6.2.1 J(~) test - evaluate the scalar quantity: 
_ h(x»T R- 1 
M 
J = (~ (~ - hex»~ = L: 
- - - L=1 
where r. = z. - h. (x) 
~ ~ ~ -
6.2.2 Weighted residual test, r 
-w 
where rex) 
- ... 
z - hex) 
6.2.3 Normalised residual test, EN 
r = 
-N 
where B(~) = diag L: (x) 
-r -
L: (x) is the residual co-variance matrix, 
-r -
L: (x) = W(x) rex) 
-r -
and ~(~) is the residual sensitivity matrix, 
(r. /0 .)2 
~ ~ 
where L: (x) is the estimation co-variance matrix, 
-x -
L: (x) 
-x -
/ 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
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Handschin et ai, (1975) found the EN test to be more effective than 
the r test in all cases. The r test also identifies single bad data 
-w -w 
points and is more effective than the J(x) when single bad data is 
present, However, the J(~) test was found to be sometimes better 
than the EN test when mUltiple interacting or non-interacting bad data 
is present, Appendix A.6 outlines an example that contains multiple 
interacting bad data, Handschin et ai, (1975) recommend using either 
the "J(~) test and the Ew test" or the "J(~) test and the EN test" 
for detection. Detection occurs if either test of a pair fails. 
Identification simply involves removing suspect measurements and 
re-estimating, Using the ordered residual search, suspect measurements 
are arranged in order of their decreasing weighted residuals r 
-w 
or normalised residuals EN' A measurement or a block of measurements 
max having the largest residuals r is removed first, If only 
-w 
one bad data point is present, r N
max identifies the bad data location. 
The removal and re-estimation procedure must be repeated until the bad 
data is identified, 
Removal of suspect measurements and re-estimation during the 
identification of bad data involves re-evaluating all matrices in the 
W,L,S. state estimation algorithm. Merlin and Broussolle (1977) 
advocated using the Sherman-Morrisson formulae to "update" the matrices 
involved in the calculation of the residual error co-variance, L (x), 
-r -
given by equation (6,7), 
Updating L (x) takes less time than the complete re-evaluation 
-r -
of L (x) during the identification. Sparse matrix inversion techniques 
-r -
(Broussolle, 1977) were also used to calculate the error co-variance 
matrix, L (x), used in the calculation of L (x). 
-x - -r -
An identification method that does not require the re-evaluation 
of matrices each time a suspect measurement is removed has recently been 
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suggested by Duran (1977). He advocates a Linear Complex Model as the 
basis for state estimation. "Surrogate" measurements can then be used 
to represent the removal of suspect measurements. No re-triangularization 
of gain matrices is necessary. However transformations are required to 
express the non-linear measurements, shown in equation (2.15), in linear 
complex form. If estimate optimality is to be retained, state-dependent 
transformations that require re-evaluation at each iteration must be 
used. 
For fast detection and identification of bad data, the "J(x) +r " 
- -w 
test pair should be used rather than the EN and ~r(~) pair. In addition 
a mathematical "removal" technique, outlined below, can be used to remove 
the effect of suspect bad data. The mathematical "removal" does not 
reduce the dimension of matrices in the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm 
and thus no re-ordering and re-evaluation of lists and pointers is 
necessary. The mathematical removal technique is precisely equivalent 
to physical removal of suspect bad data (see Appendix A.7). The 
technique simply involves setting 
at each iteration, k, (6 • 10) 
bad 
at the suspect bad data location z. in the R.H.S. of equation (2.22). 
~ 
This is equivalent to replacing 
z .bad replace) h. (xk) 
~ ~ -
and updating the relationship at each iteration, k. 
No notice is now taken of the suspect measurement, z bad when 
i ' 
computing state estimates. During bad data identification, only 
constant gain matrices on the left-hand side of equation (2.22) are 
required. The mathematical I1removal" technique does not affect the gain 
matrices and so nore-triangularization of the left-hand side of equation 
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(2.22) is necessary when identifying bad data. After identification of 
the bad data, the relationship given by equation (6.10) can be enforced 
at the bad data locations until the faulty measurements are repaired or 
recommissioned. Re-ordering of lists due to a change in the dimension 
of equation (2.22), caused by a change in the number of measurements 
present in the state estimator, is no longer necessary. 
In some circumstances "removal" of suspect bad data may cause 
loss of observability to the state estimator. In these "marginal-
observability" situations "replacement" of suspect bad data by a pseudo-
measurement must be used instead. Simple techniques based on information 
from the previous scan can be used. Methods include replacing 
bad replace 
Z, 
~ 
. bad replace 
z. 
~ 
Z. 
~ . 
prev~ous 
h. (x . ) 
~ -prev~ous 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
where z. is the measurement of z., taken at the previous scan; ~previous ~ 
and Z . is the estimate resulting~from processing measurements, 
-prev~ous 
at the previous scan. Provided the power system is not rapidly changing, 
between measurement scans, simple "replacement" methods can be used to 
identify bad data. 
Garcia et al. (1979) proposed a technique to "replace" bad data 
after identification. The normalised residual test, EN' is used to 
identify the bad data by "removal" of suspect bad data. The bad data 
Z bad is then "replaced" by a pseudomeasurement, Z .new, where 
i ~ 
and 
Z new 
i 
~ .. = 
~~ 
cr, 2 = 
~ 
bad 2 bad _ z .estimate ) 
= z; - cr. /~ .. (z. 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
(6.l3) 
0: (x» .. 
-r - ~~-
(6.14 ) 
R .. (6.15) 
-~~ 
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Only "replacement" of bad data is necessary when "removal" would cause 
a loss of observability to the state estimates, Garcia et al.'s (1979) 
technique also involves evaluating L (x) .. ' 
-r - 1.1. 
6.3 TEST RESULTS 
The 5 bus-7 line test system shown in Figure 3.3, taken from 
stagg and EI-Abiad (1968), is used in the tests. Each state estimator 
run comprises two measurement scans. Measurements are initially formed 
by perturbing load flow results by normal measurement noise «30i ). 
These measurements are then processed to generate state estimates, x l' 
-s 
Estimates are then modified to represent the state of the system at the 
next scan, x 2' 
-s 
The modification reflects random power system 
dynamics, which causes states to change between successive measurement 
scans, and is made by adding a fraction, a~, of a uniformly-distributed 
random number ~, where 1~1<3. Measurements for the second scan are 
formed by computing ~(~s2)' "noise free" measurements similar to a load 
flow, and then adding uniformly-distributed noise <3 0i' Adding 
measurement noise »3 o. to selected measurements in h. (x ·2) simulates 
1. 1. -s 
the effects of bad data. The noisy measurements are then processed to 
generate state estimates for the second scan, x 2' J(x 2) and rare 
-s -s -w 
also evaluated. 
Two different measurement sets were used for the tests: 
(1) A "strong", highly redundant set where all measurements possible 
are used, i.e. 
5 voltage magnitudes 
14 real and reactive line flows 
5 real and reactive injections. 
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(2) A ''weaker'', moderately redundant set containing: 
1 voltage magnitude 
7 real and reactive line flows 
5 real and reactive injections. 
6.3.1 Verificat.ion of the "mathematical removal li technique for handling 
suspect bad data. 
Measurement system 1 was used with bad data, size ZOa, present in 
,-
the measurement of PZ-4 and P4 . After estima~ion, with the bad data 
present, zBAD - hp . (~) was set to zero and the state estimator further Pi 1. 
iterated. The resulting estimates, together with the estimates that 
result when PZ- 4 and P4 are "physically" removed and re-estimq.tion occurs, 
are shown in Table 6.1. Both estimates are the same. Moreover, no 
degradation in convergence occurs when the "mathematical removal" 
technique is used. 
6.3.2 Performance of bad data handling techniques. 
The performance of the bad data handling techniques outlined in 
equations (6.10), (6.11) and (6.12) is compared for different random 
rates of change in states between successive measurement scans; a=0.005 
and a =0.001 are used. The resulting change in states, a~, between 
successive measurement scans is shown in Table 6.2. Changes in power 
of 0.400 MW p.u. and 0.080 MVAR p.u. for a =0.005 and 0.001 occur as a 
result of these changes in state, 
During the second measurement scan, gross errors of 20a are 
present in the measurement of P2- 4 and P4 for measurement system 1, 
and a gross error of lOa is present in the measurement of Pi for 
measurement system 2. The pe~formance of the bad data handling 
techniques after detection is shown in Table 6.3. The estimates shown 
Table 6.1 
15 • 
1 
V1 
°2 
"'2 
°3 
1"3 
154 
"4 
Os 
'/5 
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Comparison between estimates ~ter mathematic~l 
and physical bad data removal~ 
(MATHEl-1ATIC.U, BAD DATA} (PHYSICAL BAD DATA) 
0.0 0.0 
1.0634366 1.0634376 
-0.0479648 -0.0479654 
1.0584563 1.0594560 
-0.0699121 -0.0699095 
1.0322575 1.0322613 
-0.0903039 -0.0903015 
1.0404151 1.0404186 
-0.1030138 -0.1030123 
1.0232142 1.0232169 
Table 6.2 Change in power system states between 
successive ~asurement scans, 
(:)c2-x1 ) p.u. (X2-X1 )P.u. 
a=O.OOS a=O.OOl 
M t -0.0019230 -0.0003846 
b.'/1 -0.0038852 -0.0007767 
M2 -0.0019339 -0.0004849 
b.V2 0.0042091 0.0008459 
M3 0.0149348 0.0025870 
6,V3 -0.0006046 -0.0001430 
M4 -0.0024196 -0.0004839 
b.V4 0.0082540 0.0016508 
Ms -0.0014271 -0.0002855 
6,V
s -0.0022981 -0.0004596 
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Table 6.3 Comparison of bad data handling methods for different 
measurement configurations and power system dynamics. 
ESTIMATE .WITH ESTIMATE AFTER BAD ESTIMATE AFTER BAD ESTIMATE AFTER BAD 
BAD DATA DATA MATHEMATICALLY DATA "REPLACED" BY DATA "REPLACED" BY 
PRESENT "REMOVED" (CORRECT z. hi (!PREVIOUS.) 
:!.pREVIOUS 
(1) Strong measurement system (1) wit~ a-O.005 and gross error, 'lOa in 
15 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VI 1.0630431 1.0634376 1.0622756 1.0622039 
02 -0.0479772 -0. 0479654· -0.0479249 -0.0479226 
V2 1.0580639 1.'0584560 1.0573297 1.057:2600 
03 -0.0705549 -0.0699095 -0.0663190 -0.0661394 
V3 1.0316780 1.0322613 1.0324818 1.0324808 
154 -0.0901422 -0.0963015 .. 0.0848748 -0.0845675 
V4 1.0401343 1.0404186 1.0412518 1.0413027 
05 -0.1041128 ' -0.1030123 -0.1044441 -0.1045583 
Vs 1.0224013 1.0232169 1.0214844 1.0213677 
(2) Strong measurement system (1) with a-O.OOl and gross error, lOa in 
15 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VI 1.0663031 1.0664932 1.0663841 1.0663153 
15 2 -0.0475651 -0.0475731 -0.0475674 -0.0475649 
V2 1.0548521 1.0550385 1.0549304 1.0548632 
15 3 .. 0.0823287 -0.0817139 -0.0813661 -0.0811875 
V3 1.0323129 1.0326864 1.0327120 1.0327117 
15,+ -0.0897058 -0.0899181 -0.0893919 -0.0890847 
V4 1.0337063 1.0337831. 1.0338705 1. 0339140 
°5 -0.1044693 -0.1034149 -0.1035536 -0.1036666 
Vs 1.0244041 1.0250002 1.0248382 1.0247247 
(3) Weaker measurement system (2) with 0=0.005 and gross error, 100' in 
15 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VI 1.0750636 1.0746617 1.0747397 1.0747364 
02, .. 0.0477421 -0.0468178 -0.0469973 -0.0469897 
V2 1.069772:2 1.0696642 1.0696851 1.0696842 
153 -0.0712176 -0.0698055 -0.0700796 -0.0700680 
V3 1.0422372 1.0422605 1.0422558 1.0422560 
15 4 -0.0922471 -0.0908488 -0.0911203 -0.0911089 
V4 1.0509841 1.0510042 1.0510001 1.0510003 
05 -0.1056707 -0.1046309 -0.1048328 -0.1048243 
Vs 1.0347522 1.0346861 1.0346861 1.0346854 
(4) Weaker measurement system (2) with a=0.001 and gross error, lOa in 
01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VI 1.0781.306 1.0777848 1.0778034 1.0778010 
02 -0.0473404 -0 :0464107 -0.0464618 -0.0464542 
V2 1.0663078 1.0662537 1.0662567 1.0662562 
153 -0.0832762 -0.0818510 -0.0819295 -0.0819177 
V:i 1.0426901 1.0427664 1.0427622 1.0427629 
04 -0.0918766 -0.0904643 -0.0905419 -0.0905303 
V4 1.0445033 1.0443766 1.0443726 1.0443732 
15 5 -0.1060929 -0.1050417 -0.1050994 -0.1050908 
Vs 1.0365508 1.0365237 1.0365253 1.0365250 
bi REPLACEMENT IS 
OF BAD DATA. 
I 
m 
measurements 
remain 
if replacement 
q -.:t 
128. 
m ~ no. of measurements 
q = level of variance conditioning 
cr = standard deviation. 
"REMOVAL U 
OF BAD DATA. 
I ( m-k) 
measurements 
remain 
q :0<0 
Figure 6.1 Effect of variance conditioned 
bad data "replacement" techniques. 
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result after removal or replacement of the bad data points by the 
methods outlined in equations (6.10), (6.11) and (6.12). 
When redundancy permits, the "mathematical removal" given 
by equation (6.10) will give the best results. The "replacement" 
BAD techniques that substitute zi . or h.(x . ) for z. 
. prev~ous ~ -prev~ous ~ 
work well provided the rate of change in states between measurement 
scans is low (e.g. a =0.001). "Replacement" of bad data in the strong 
system undergoing a high rate of change in power system states, between 
measurement scans (a=0.005), degrades the estimates more than the 
presence of the bad data, whereas the "weaker" measurement system 
has less resistance to distortion caused by bad data and the 
"replacement" techniques give better estimates than "no removal of 
bad data" for both a=0.005 and a=O.OOl. 
6.3.3 Effect of modifying the variance when treating bad data. 
In Section 6.3.2 "replacement" techniques where 
z 
i 
BAD 
z· ~PREVIOUS 
left the variance of 
or h. (x . ) 
~ -prev~ous 
or "no removal of bad data" 
BAD 
z . unchanged. 
~ 
However, the variance can be 
increased at the suspect bad data point to desensitize the error caused 
by pseudomeasurement "replacement" of, or "leaving-in", the bad data. 
Variance ° is increased to qat. where q>l. Pseudomeasurement 
z~ ~ 
.1-
replacement with variance conditioning is an intermediate stage between 
replacement and removal, as shown in Figure 6.1. In the limit, as q~ 
"variance conditioned" bad data "replacement" becomes "removal". 
Variance conditioned "replacement" of bad data is useful in situations 
where the measurement system has insufficient measurements to allow 
removal and the power system states are changing rapidly between 
measurement scans. Tests are carried out on measurement system 1. 
During the second scan, gross errors of 200 are present in the 
l30, 
measurement of P2- 4 and P4 . Table 6.4 shows the effect of variance 
conditioning the bad data location (q=1+q=6) when either pseudo-
"replacement" techniques are used to treat the bad data or when the 
bad data is left, a=0.005. Desensitizing the bad data location gives 
improved estimates when the bad data is left and when pseudomeasurement 
replacement is used. This can be seen from the estimates and location 
of weighted residuals exceeding 3, shown in Table 6.4. 
6.3.4 Performance of bad data "replacement" techniques under 
conditions where "removal" cannot be attempted. 
Mathematical "removal" of bad data cannot be attempted where a 
removal would cause loss of observability to the remaining measurements. 
Replacement techniques must be used instead, or the bad data left 
untreated. Measurement system 1 becomes unobservable on "removal". 
when gross bad data of size 20q appears in the measurement of P2- 4 , P4 , 
P3- 4 , P4- 2 , PS- 4 ' P4- 3 and P4- S ' during the second measurement scan. 
Measurement system 2 becomes unobservable, on "removal" of bad data, when 
bad data of size lOa appears in the measurement of PI and P I- 2 , during 
measurement scan 2. Estimates are evaluated under these conditions, 
for a =O.OOS and 0.001 when bad data replacement, using equations (6,11) 
and (6,12), is used, The estimates that result when the bad data is 
untreated are also shown. In all these tests no "variance conditioning" 
of the suspect bad data location is used. The estimates, and size and 
location of weighted residuals that exceed 3, that result, are shown in 
Tables 6.S and 6,6. When a strong measurement system is used, under-
going a rapid rate of change in power system states between measurement 
scans, the best policy is not to replace the bad data at all. However 
when a \<leak measurement system is used and/or a moderate rate of change 
in power system states between measurement scans is present, pseudo-
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Table 6.4 Comparison of variance conditioned bad data handling 
iUl:'eplac:ell;lent" methods w:hen, rqe~u~ureme~t SY$telIl 1 is used~ 
(Bad is present ~n the measurement of PZ-4, and P4 o) 
(1) ElIIt.l..mAtll aft-lIr bild dat.a varillllc:llll cofldi tion~d but. not. rllplaclld (~:!IU:fIIMnt sY:!Item 11 
III 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'It 1.0630431 1.0631407 1.0633125 1.0634032 1.0634376 
112 -<1.0479772 -<1.0479647 -<1.0479635 -0.0479663 -0.0479654 
'12 1.0580639 1.0582145 l.OS833S1 l.O584227 l.0584S60 
113 -<1.0705549 -0.0695923 -<I.06972S6 -<1.0698514 -<1.0699095 
'13 l.0316788 1.0321491 l.0323222 1.0322491 1.0322613 
114 -0.0901422 -<1.0895611 -<1.0887981 -<1.0901881 -<1.0903015 
V" 1.0401343 1.0404557 1.0406507 1.0404258 1.0404186 05 -<1.0104112 -0.1034501 -<1.1033675 -<1.1030656 -<1.1030123 
'IS l.O224013 1.0227981 1.0227526 1.0231604 1.0232169 
20.7238 lO.5302 6.9164 3.4441 
1l.5600 7.7914 5.6087 
3.8959" 
3.3750" 
(2) Estimate after bad data replaced. with 2:1 , and. vlltianc:e cond.itioned (l!IIIo1UlurelMInt. 
Syst.em 11 ]ilE'IIV1OUlS 
01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'11 1.0622756 1.0628101 1.0631174 1.0633490 
02 -<1.0479249 -<1.0479433 -<1.0479539 -<1.0479638 
'12 1.0573297 1.0578494 1.0581472 1.0583711 SAME 
oa -<I.0663l90 -<1.0678946 -<I.068S848 -0.009'5253 AS 
'13 1.0324818 1.0324048 1.0323,;)22 1.0322801 AI!CM: 
0,+ -<1.0848748 -<1.0873342 -<1.0887981 -<1.0898878 IN (ll 
V" 1.0412598 1.0408827 l.0406507 1.0404814 Os -<1.1044441 -<1.1037231 -<1 • .1.033675 -<1.1031060 
'IS 1.0214842 .1.0223039 l.0227526 1.0230899 
li'2_3 4.1932" 3.2256" 
"3-4 7.4655" 4.3144" -
li'4_2 3.1138" 
"2-4 13.6804 
li'4_3 5 • .3l61'" 
li'2 3.4356* 
1>4 16.9707 13.6251 lO.2049 5.5173 
li'5 4.0807'" 
(31 E:!It.l..mAte after bad. data replaced with hi (x , ) and variance conditioned (measurement 
syst.em 1) -prev10us 
01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'11 1.0622039 1.0627688 1.0630961 
Q2 -<1.0479226 -0.0479419 -{).0479532 
Vz 1.0572600 1.0578093 1.0S87265 
03 -<1.0661394 -0.067772S -0.0688219 
'13 1.0324808 1.0324107 1.0323352 
.s" -0.0845675 -0.0871459 -<1.0887020 
'It, 1.0413027 1.0409111 1.0406649 
Os -0 • .1.045583 -0.1037765 -<1.1033939 
'IS 1.021:1673 1.0222404 1.0227208 
4 • .3035" 3.:3006" 
7.9224" 4.5408* 3.3500" 
3.2994" 
4.5503 
5.7687" 
).0637" 
3.5888" 
18.2793 14.6285 10.9493 
4.3060· 
- indicates r <3d at'the measurement locat.ion 
" indicates ~asurement has no bad data although r >3 
w 
0.0 
1.0633435 
-{).0479370 
1.05836S1 SAME 
-<1.0696079 AS , 
1.0322812 AI!CM: 
-<1.0898615 IN (ll 
1.0404852 
-<1.1031130 
1.0230812 
5.9175 
13Z. 
Table 6.5 Comparison of bad data handling "replac.ement" methods when 
measurement system 1: would be Unobservable if iI~emova,lil of 
bad data was attempted. (Bad data, size ZOcr, is present on 
(1) 
01 
VI 
'02 
V2 
03 
V3 
04 
V,+ 
05 
Vs 
'0 
"2-3 
P 3-4 
P4-2 
P5-4 
P2-4 
P4-3 
P4- 1 
P4 
PI 
P:z 
P3 
(2) 
15 1 
VI 
15 2 
Vz 
53 
V3 
15 4 
V4 
Os 
'15 
the measurement of PZ-4' P4 , P3- 4 , P4- 2, PS- 4 ' P4- 3 and P4_S o) 
ESTlk1ATE WJ:TH... 
BAD DATA 
PRESENT 
Strong measurement 
0.0 
1.0622516 
-0.0480283 
1.0572744 
-0.0683251 
1.0317044 
-0.0880276 
1.0401224 
-0.1038928 
1.0216959 
3.0300-.1" 
23.9431 
17.9742 
:21.3748 
22.0873 
16.1069 
18.6069 
10.1504 
Strong measurement 
0.0 
1.0658526 
-0.0476701 
1.0543425 
-0.0799595 
1.0326964 
-0.0874579 
1.0340336 
-0.1053061 
1.0236368 
3.1495* 
23.8888 
17.8905 
21.8951 
22.1751 
16.1311 
18.0832 
9.6843 
ESTIMATE AFTER BAD 'E:STlMATE AFTER BAD 
DATA "REPLACED" BY DA'.tA "REPLACED" BY 
ZipREVIOUS 
system (1) with CI/"O.005 
0.0 0.0 
1.0611037 1.0610991 
-0.0470752 -0.0470835 
1.0565328 1.0565249 
-0.0683867 -0.0683265 
1.0304395 1.0304579 
-0.0809174 -0.0809148 
1.0413492 1.041.3467 
-0.1016455 -0.1016614 
1.0214230 1.0214106 
10.7616 10.8144 
5.6223 6.0844 
4.4906 
6.2676 
12.5685 10.5599 
4.3654 4.5669 
3 • .2358* 3.2460'" 
3.5983* 3.6443* 
22.2032* 21.9828* 
system (1) with a=O.OOl 
0.0 0.0 
1.0663331 1.0663207 
-0.0474571 -0.0474612 
1.0549248 1.0549099 
-0.0816792 -0.0816223 
1.0325308 1.0325395 
-0.0885524 -0.0895532 
1.0340928 1.0340808 
-0.1038829 -0.1039000 
1.0246904 1.0246711 
4.0513. 
4.3179 ." 4.0991* 
indicates r <30 at the measurement location 
rl indicates measurement is not actually bad data although r >3 
w 
TRUE VALUE 
'OF .! 
0.0 
1.0634376 
-0.0479654 
1.0584566 
-0.0699053 
1.0322613 
-0.0903015 
1.0404180 
-0.103012.3 
1.0232169 
0.0 
1.0664932 
-0.0475731 
1:0550385 
-0.0817139 
1.0326864 
-0.0999181 
1.0337851 
-0.1034149 
1.0250022 
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Table 6.6 Comparison of bad data handling "replacement" methods 
when measurement system 2 would be unobservable if 
"removal" of bad data was attempted. (Bad data, 
size 20a, is present in the measurement of PI and Pl - 2 .) 
ESTIMATE WITH 
BAD DATA 
PRESENT 
ESTIMATE AFTER BAD 
DATA "REPLACED" BY 
~PREVIOUS 
ESTIMATE AFTER BAD 
DATA "REPLACED" BY 
hi (~PREVIOUS) 
TRUE VALUE 
of X. 
-
(1) Weak, measurement: system (2) with a=0.005 
01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Vl 1.0763455 1.0752686 1.0752550 1.0746617 
02 -0.0527031 -0.0490044 -0.0489587 -0.0468!l78 
V2 1.0695470 1.0695989 1.0696000 1.0696642 
03 -0.0753930 -0.0717693 -0.0717257 -0.0698055 
V3 1.0422657 1.0422727 1.0422731 1.0422605 
04 -0.0964856 -0.0928351 -0.0927911 -0.0908488 
V4 1.0509977 1.0510109 1.0510110 1.0510042 
05 -0.1107460 -0.1068850 -0.1068382 -0.1046309 
Vs 1.0345195 1.0345966 1.0345977 1.0346861 
r >30 
w 
Pl - 2 0.27000 
Pl - 3 3.58839* 
PI 7.77108' 
(2) Weak, measurement system (2) with a=O.OOl 
01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Vl 1.0795574 1.0780148 1.0780009 1.0777848 
02 -0.0522862 -0.0471793 -0.0471337. -0.0464107 
V2 1.0662437 1.0662488 1.0662488 1.0662537 
03 -0.0874071 -0.0825288 -0.0824854 -0.0818510 
V3 1.0428450 1.0427938 1.0427928 1. 0427614 
04 -0.0960684 -0.0911502 -0.0911064 -0.0904643 
Vl1 1.0444923 1.0444019 1.04440.1,1 1.0443766 
05 -0.1111334 -0.1058305 -0.1057831 -0.1050417 
Vs 1.0364838 1.0365171 1.0365173 1. 0365237 
r >3cr 
w 
0.26008 
3.60897* 
7.76931 
- indicates R ,3cr at the measurement location 
'I< indicates m~asurement is not actually bad data although r >3 
w 
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measurement replacement of bad data gives the best suppression and 
identification results. 
6.4 CONCLUSION 
Simple methods that allow rapid detection, identification and 
treatment of both-single and multiple bad data have been suggested and 
investigated. The use of the "J(::~) + r " test is preferred for 
-w 
detection and identification of bad data. A mathematical "removal" 
technique that deletes the effect of suspect bad data, without the 
need to re-order lists or re-evaluate gain matrices, as with the 
"physical" removal of suspect bad data, has been presented. This 
technique is simple and fast, and generates estimates that are identical 
to estimates obtained after the physical removal of bad data. 
Mathematical removal should be used whenever observabi1ity permits. 
Measurement observabi1ity is simply evaluated by using the "tracing" 
techniques of Clements and Wollenberg (1975) and, more recently, 
Masiello and Horton (1977). Where measurement "removal" causes loss 
of observabi1ity to the remaining measurements, pseudomeasurement 
"replacement" of suspect bad data must be used instead. Two simple 
BAD techniques were outlined, either to replace z. by z· or 
1 lprevious 
h.Cx . ). When a high rate of change in power system states 
1 -prevlous 
between successive measurement scans is present, "variance conditioning" 
the pseudomeasurement "replacement" from 0z to q0z (q>1) is necessary 
i i 
to avoid degradation in the estimates. The rate of change in power 
system states between measurement scans can be evaluated by summing the 
N 
N 
Z 
i=1 
z 
vi 
present 
N 
N 
Z 
i=1 
z 
v· 1 . prevlous (6 • 16) 
l3S. 
previous and present voltage measurements and finding the difference. 
When this difference exceeds a threshold level, variance conditioned 
pseudo "replacement" is used. Replacement of suspect bad data by 
h.(x . ) is preferred to z· • Only x . need be ~ -prev~ous ~previous -prev~ous 
stored, not z. . Statistically, due to the filtering of the 
. -~previous 
state estimator, h.Cx . ) will be closer to h.(x ) 
1 -prev~ous ~ -true previous 
h Af t t BAD. d d h t an z. . er measuremen ,z. 1S remove an t e ~r~i~s ~ 
measurement set becomes marginally unobservable; h.(xk . ) can 
~ - prev~ous 
be used with successive values of ~, to give observability, until 
measurement z. is restored. 
~ 
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CHAPTER 7 
INCLUSION OF H.V.D.C. LIID(S INTO A.C. POWER SYSTEM STATE ESTIMATION 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
A large amount of work has been published on a.c. power system 
state estimation (As chmoneit, 1975; Schweppe et al., 1970; Schweppe and 
Handschin, 1974). However no attempt has been made to include h.v.d.c. 
links into state estimation. H.v.d.c. links have been incorporated into 
load flow calculations by Stott and Arrillaga (Stott, 1971; Arrillaga and 
Bodger, 1977; Arrillaga et al., 1978; Arrillaga et al., 1980). The same 
basic representation used in the load flow (see Figure 7.1) can be used 
to incorporate h.v.d.c. links into a.c. power system state estimation. 
The model is completely general, not being restricted to any mode of 
h.v.d.c. operation. 
The extension of a.c. power system state estimation to include 
h.v.d.c. links is becoming increasingly important. New h.v.d.c. links 
are being commissioned all the time. By the end of 1980, 16000 MW 
will be capable of being transmitted by h.v.d.c. schemes in thirteen 
different countries (EI-Amin et al., 1979). The bulk transfer of power 
is not the sale benefit that results from the introduction of h.v.d.c. 
links. The performance of connected a.c. systems during voltage dips, 
loss of transmission capacity and loss of Var compensation, can be 
enhanced by the presence of h.v.d.c. links. The interconnected h.v.d.c. 
link helps control the change_of frequency, improve dynamic stability, 
damp the connected a.c. systems, and provide tie-line power control 
(El-Amin et al., 1979). 
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In this chapter a model or state space for the h.v.d.c. link 
is selected which is stable, but is not a minimal "number of states" 
realization. The resulting multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator 
,algorithm, based on this model, is tested and evaluated. A method 
for geographically partitioning the h.v.d.c. link to allow estimation 
within the separate a.c. systems is presented and tested, and methods 
of fast decoupling the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator are 
outlined and their performances evaluated. 
7.2 H.V.D.C. LINK MODEL 
7.2.1 Selection of a suitable h.v.d.c. link state space 
The selection of a suitable h.v.d.c. link state space is of 
the utmost importance from the standpoint of speed and accuracy of the 
estimation process. Arrillaga et ale (1980) use a non-minimal set of 
variables in defining the state vector in the h.v.d.c. load flow 
formulation. All variables which are influenced by control action are 
retained in the model. In theorY,four independent variables are 
sufficient to model an h.v.d.c. link, operating under balanced 
conditions from a known terminal voltage source. However if such a 
minimum number of variables are used then the control specifications 
must be translated into equations in terms of these variables. 
, 
These equations will often contain complex non-linearities. 
The same argument applies to the inclusion of h.v.d.c. links into 
a.c. power system state estimation. 
Consider firstly a non-minimal realization. A suitable set of 
s tate variables that des cribe condi tions on ·the h. v • d. c, link, shown in 
Figure 7.1, are: 
FIlTER 
CAPACITAHCEI 
A.r: SYSTEM 
~.v.~.c. = 
1::111 
TAP CIlAHGING 
T2AlISFORMER 
138 • 
. ~ , I 1 2' V ~_, a , coso, 
III - wuIll III 
~ ,I'S 6,V~_,a ,coso n - y,un n 
d.t. LINE RESiSTANCE 
I d.c. 
1 :.an 
TAP CHANGING 
TRANSfORMER 
Figure 7.1 Hev.d.c. link and equivalent circuit. 
filTER 
,TIAPACITANa:. 
A.c' SYSTEM 
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These are in addition to the a.c. terminal voltages, V and V , 
m n 
which are already part of the a.c. state space. The 11 states are not 
independent because they are related by the following six equations 
that are derived from a consideration of rectifier and inverter 
operation (Kimbark, 1971). For the rectifier: 
sl 0 1 1_2 - amKI1dc (7.1) 
s2 0 = V - a K1V cosl/l dm m m m (7.2) 
s3 0 = Vd - a K1cosa - K2X 1d m m m m c (7.3) 
and for the inverter: 
s4 0 = 15
_
6 - anKI I dc (7.4) 
s5 0 = V - a K1V cosl/l dn n n n (7.5) 
s6 o = V - a K1cosO + K2X 1d dn n n n c (7.6) 
When used with the non-minimal h.v.d.c. link state space, the 
six equations (7.1) - (7.6), together with 
(7.7) 
are treated as pseudomeasurements. An alternative approach, which has 
not been explored, is to treat the pseudomeasurements as equality 
constraints, along the lines of Aschmoneitet ala (1977). However the 
pseudomeasurement equations (7.1) - (7.7) are valid only when the overlap 
angle, u, of the convertor is less than 60°. Under some fault conditions 
b h 600. u may ecome greater t an Treating equations (7.1) - (7.7) as 
pseudomeasurements allows modification of their "variance" weightings 
within the state estimator. Provided suitable logic can detect when a 
fault occurs, the variance of-equations (7.1) - (7.7) can be increased 
and the effect of possible inaccuracies suppressed. Alternatively, a 
sufficiently large variance can initially be allotted to pseudo-
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measurements (7.1) - (7.7), to encompass possible "inaccuracies" when 
faults occur. 
7.2.2 H.v.d.c. link measurement equations. 
Twenty-fjv~ different measurements that describe conditions 
around the rectifier and inverter terminals are possible. These are 
in addition to the a.c. terminal measurements of V , P and Q (V, 
m m m n 
P and Q ): 
n n 
Z 
-h.v.d.c. 
= [Qfm'Pl-2'Ql-2.1111-2'Em'P2-3'Q2-3.1112-3.am'cos~m'Pdm.Vdm·ldC] 
Qfn,PS-6,QS-6,11IS-6,En,P4_S,Q4_S,1114_S,an,cosOn,Pdn'Vdn ' 
The h.v.d.c. link measurement equations for the rectifier side 
of the link are: 
-V 2 
m 
Qfm = X
fm 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
However, since 11_2 has a phase angle arbitrarily defined to be zero, 
1 1_2 l. 0, then 
P l - 2 = I3v 11_2 coslj!m m (7.10) 
Similarly, 
Ql-2 = I3v 11_2 m1 
(7.11) 
= I3v I sinlj! m 1-2 m (7.12) 
1 [a'B 2 V2 2 + 2a 2 B 11_2 V sin$m r E m m m + 11_2 m m m = 
m 
a
2 :a 2 
m m 
(7.13) 
P2- 3 = 
13 1
1
_
2 V coslj! m m (7.14 ) 
.'< 
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P2- 3 = 13 II 2 V cosl/J 
- m m 
(7.14 ) 
13 ~1:2 + 2 B V sin~m ] Q2-3 am 11_2 m m = a 2 B 2 
m m 
(7.15) 
12_3 = 
1
1
_
2 
a 
(7.16) 
m 
Pdm = Idc Vdm (7.17) 
For a derivation of equations (7.13) -(7.16), see Appendix A.8. 
Identical equations can be derived for the inverter side of the h.v.d.c. 
link by replacing prefixes m by n, 1-2 by 5-6, 2-3 by 4-5 and cosu by 
m 
COSC
n
. Idc remains unchanged. Many different types of h.v.d.c. link 
measurements are possible and little sparsity results. Non-zero partial 
derivative. Jacobian elements for the measurement equations and 
pseudomeasurements are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. 
The measurement equations for the h.v.d.c. link have been derived 
on the assumption that sinusoidal waveforms exist at all "a.c." nodes of 
the link. This assumption does not hold at nodes (2) and (5) for the 
link shown in Figure 7.1. Distorted waveforms of voltage and current 
result from the convertor switching. However the measurement equations 
(7.13) - (7.16) can be used, provided their "variance" is increased to 
account for inaccuracy in the equations that result from the sinusoidal 
assumptions. Filters at the terminal buses (1) and (6), in Figure 7.1, 
ensure near-sinusoidal waveforms exist. Thus all other equations, 
(7.8) -(7.12) and (7.17), correctly model h.v.d.c. link operations. 
Measurement equations that describe a.c. terminal injected active 
and reactive power must be m09ified to include the h.v.d.c. link, 
Le. +P ~.v.d.c. = 
(7.18) 
) 
Table 7.1 
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Pseudomeasurement non-zero Jacobian terms for the rectifier 
side 
as1/aa
m 
:= -K1 Idc 
aS1/aId~ = -K1 am 
as2/avm := -a K1 cost/J m m 
ClS2/Clt/Jm = am K1 V sint/J m m 
ClS 2/Clam = -K V cost/J 1 m m 
aszlClV dm = 1 
ClS 3/aVm = -K a cosa 1 m m 
aS3/aam = -K V cosa 1 m m 
a8 3/avdm = 1 
~ 
a8 3/dcosam := -K V a 1 m m 
a8 3/aIdc = K2 Xm 
~ 
Jacobian partial derivatives for the inverter side are identical in 
form and are found by replacing m by n, 1-2 by 5-6, 2-3 by 4-5 and 
cosa
m 
by coso
n
, Equation 84 above, however, becomes -K2Xm rather 
than K2Xm" 
Non-zero Jacobian elements for the remaining pseudomeasurement. S7' 
are 
Table 7.2 
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Jacobian elements for the h,v,d,c, link .me$.surEmjent equations. 
ah (x) 
Jacobian elements are defined am H(x) m ~ 
- - a!!. 
For the rectifier side of the h.v.d.c. link, non zero Jacobian terms are,-
3V 
(1) Rfm 3Qfm/W .. = 
.. 
"fill 
(2) 1'1-2 aPI_2/avlll m 13 11_2 CO"' .. 
31'1_/311_2=13 V .. cos, .. 
01'1_2/3 , .. m -13 V 11 _2 sin,,,, III 
(3) QI-2 aQ1_2/av .. m 13 11 _2 sin, .. 
3Ql_2/aI1_2 m 13 V .in, m m 
3Ql_2/aljlm = 13 Vm 11 _2 coslPm 
(4) 1
1
_
2 311_2/dI1_2 » 1 
(E 2)"" 
4 2 
+ 2& 213 11 2 (5) E aE lav = _m __ (2V a 13 sin.pm) 
.. m m 2(& 28 2) m m .. m m -
m .. 
(E 2)-Is 
2a 2 13 V sin.p) aE .. /aI1_2 
III (21
1
_
2 
+ 
= 2( .. 28 2) .. .... .. 
iii m 
(E 2)"" 
2 3E~/al/lm m m (211 V .. cosljlm) 
2(a 28 2) .. 
B .. 11_2 
.. .. 
(E 2)-'> 
3E laa = III 
.. III 2(a 2B 2) 
III .. 
[" '" '.,' " I a B (4a V B +4a B 11 2V sinljl )-2a B (a V B +1 +2a' B I V sinljl ) m m m m m m m - m m m m In m m 1-2 m m 1-2 m m 4 4 a B .. .. 
(6) 1'2-3 3P2_i3V .. m 13 11 _2 c:os", .. 
aP2_idIl_2= 13 V .. cos"'m 
aP2_lal/l lll = -13 V .. 11 _2 sin1/> .. 
(7) Q,-. aQ2_3laVm = 13 1 1_2 sin"'m 
3Q2_ioI1_2 = 13 Vm sin"'m 
3Q2_ldl/lrn = 13 V m 1 1_2 coslJl In 
(8) dI 2_idI l_2 
1 , 1
2
_
3 = -a 
m 
dI 2_3Ia"m = 
-1
1
_
2 
-2-
a 
m 
(9) a aa Ida = 1 
III m m 
(10) coso 3cOSCl 13cosa = 1 
m m m 
-
(U) Va.. av a../av a.. = 1 
( 12) Idc aId/dIdc = 1 
(13) Pdc aPd/ovdc = Idc 
ap de/d! de ~ V de 
+ Q ~.v.d.c. 
L: 
jE.:{cd 
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V 2 
Q ~ + r::;3 V I . ," mj - X
fm 
y5 m 1-2 sln~m 0.19) 
7.2.3 Effect of approximation error present in the h.v.d.c. link model 
The h.v.d.c. link model, described by convertor relationships 
sl - s7,is an approximate h.v.d.c. link model. No account is taken of 
the commutation overlap angle, u, in the convertor switching. In the 
derivation of equations (7.1), (7.2), (7.4) and (7.5) a simplifying 
assumption made by Kimbark (1971) is used. This assumption is that, 
for the rectifier side, 
(cosa + coso ) 
m m cos\jJ = ----~--------~ 
m 2 
(7 .20) 
Commutation from one valve to the next is assumed instantaneous 
and the inductance of the power system is assumed to be zero. This 
approximation is valid when the overlap angle u = O. At u = 300 the 
maximum approximation error is 1.1% while at u = 600 the maximum error 
is 4.3% (Kimbark, 1971). 
Using the non-minimal 11 h.v.d.c. state space outlined in 
Section 7.2.1 - gives the most accurate realization because the 
approximation error occurs only explicitly four times, in equations 
(7.1), (7.2), (7.4) and (7.5). The non-zero structure of the h.v.d.c. 
Jacobian for the minimum approximation error h.v.d.c. link realization 
is shown in Figure 7.2. Seventy-eight non-zero Jacobian elements are 
present when all h.v.d.c. link measurements possible are monitored. 
7.2.4 "Minimal-state" h.v.d.c. link state vector realization 
A minimal state h.v.d.c. link realization is possible, with four 
h.v.d.c. link states, in addition to terminal a.c. states V and V , 
m n 
when the state vector chosen is 
x 
-h.v.d.c. 
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~ ~ 
'It-20Qm vdm ¥nf~..ldi~Qn' V~ Vn '1on 
P,-z ' 
Q,..,2 
I,-t 
Em 
Pa·, 
Q2-.:i 
I~.! 
Q m 
CoPm 
Vdm 
Idm 
Pdm 
F'sueno {O 
Measurement. ~ 
P~HD 
Q,Sm(; 
IS-<io 
En 
p ... ·S 
~4--5 
I4-S 
an 
<:os-" 
Vel., 
IJn 
Psuen:i~ 
/v'Ieel15U1"e a 
, 0 
D< XIX 
IX XIX 
Ix I 
Ix Ix XIX 
X I IX X 
X IX X X 
X IX 
X 
IX 
Ix 
!X 
XIX. 
IX IX X IX 
X ~XlX 
I 
I 
rxl 
! 
X 
X 
X 
IX 
IX IX X 
IXl X X 
IX i 
I~ X' i)< X 
I IX IX X 
I :XlX XlX I 
I IXlX 
! IXI 
i I X 
I . i i iX 
IX X 
iXlx xl 
Xl IX X X 
'XI . I X,Xlx X 
X: !Xl 
., Denotes measurement equation contains 
no approximation error. 
Figure 7.2 H.v.d.c. Jacobian structure 
for minimal error realization 
(7~non-zero elements). 
\ 
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Measurement equations are shown in Table 7.3 and derived in 
Appendix A.9. All convertor pseudomeasurement relationships have been 
treated as exact expressions, and "eliminated" by row reduction to 
reduce the size of the h.v.d.c. link state space by seven states. 
However, equations ( .. 7.1), .(7.2), (7.4) and (7 .• 5) contain approximation 
error, and in the "elimination" process this error has smeared all but 
two of the measurement equations. In the derivation of some of the 
measurement equations the approximation error may have "combinedil from 
three or four sources containing the error. 
Figure 7.3 shows the non-zero structure of the h.v.d.c. Jacobian 
for the minimal state realization. One hundred and thirty-eight non-zero 
elements are present when all h.v.d.c. link measurements possible are 
monitored. 
7.2.5 COmparison of minimal approximation error and minimal state 
h.v.d.c. link state vector realizations 
No advantages can be gained from using the minimal state 
realization. The "minimal state" state space produces nearly twice 
as many non-zero Jacobian elements as the "minimum error" realization 
and most of these elements will be tainted with approximation error 
effects. 
The complicated smearing of all but two "minimal state" 
measurement equations by approximation error makes the "minimal state" 
state estimator potentially unreliable. Minimal state measurement 
equations are also complex and highly non-linear wh~n compared with 
the "minimal approximation errorll realization. As a result, since the 
state estimation algorithm is derived using a Taylor series 
linearization, the llminimal state" realization is likely to have poor 
convergence as well as poor accuracy. The minimal approximation error 
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Table 7.3 Measurement equations for "minimal-state" h.v.d.c. 
link realization 
For the rectifier side of the h.v.d.c. link, measurement equations are: 
(1) Qfm "" Qfm 
(2) Pl-2 "" 13 a V K12 (a V costjJ 2. + a V costjJ costjJ ) IRd m m m m m 0. n 0. m c 
... 
(3) Ql-2 ... 13 a V K12 (a V costjJ + a V costjJ ) sintjJ IRd m m m m m 0. n 0. m c 
(.4 ) I l _ 2 ... a Kl2. (a V costjJ + a V m m m mo.o. costjJ )/Rd 0. c 
. (5) E ... (R 2. a 4 B 2. V 2. + a 2 Kt (a V costjJ + a V costjJ) 2. 
m dc m m m m mm mo.o. n 
+ 2 a Rd B Kl2. V (a V costjJ + 
m cm mmm m 
a v costjJ »)1 
n 0. 0. 
(R 2. ::! 2. B 2. ) dc m m 
(6) PZ- 3 ... 13 a V Kl2. (a V. costjJ 2. + a V costjJ cosljJ )/Rd m m m m m 0. n 0. m c 
(7). QZ-3 "" 13 (a 2.K12 (a V cosljJ + a V cosljJ ) m m m m n 0. 0. 
+ R 2. a 3 K 2. B V (a V cosljJ + a V cosljJ ) sintjJ ) I dc m 1 m m m m m n 0. n m 
a2. B 
m m 
R 2-
dc 
(8) I 2_3 = Kl2. (a V costjJ + a V costjJ ) IRd m m m 0. n n c 
(9) a 
"" 
a 
m m 
(10) coso. ". (Rd a V eostjJ + K2 X (a V costjJ + a V eostjJ ) I a V m c m m m m m m m n n n n n 
(11) Ydm "" K1 a V eosljJ m m m 
(12) Ide ". K1(a V costjJ + a V costjJ )/Rd m m m n n n e 
(13) Pdc "" K 2 (a 2. V 2. cos2.ljJ - + a a V V costjJ costjJ )/Rd 1 m m m m n m n m n c 
Measurement equations for the inverter side are identical, and are 
found by replacing m by n, 1-2 by 5-6, 2-3 by 4-5 and coso. by coso, 
m n 
P,.oi 
C'la-Jl 
I,,,,,oi 
Em 
P2-3 
Q2-3 
I2-3 
am 
Coco;;, 
VotIm 
rdm 
Pdm 
P5-6 
C:ia5-G 
I~H;' 
en 
~-s 
Q~-s 
I~_5 
On 
CQ~f'I 
Vdn 
I'Jn 
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x X 
X IX 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X IX 
X X 
X X 
X X 
iX X 
X IX 
X X 
X IX 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
lX 
rx 
rx 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
lX 
X )K IX 
X IX I'x 
X ~ 15< 
)< IX X 
!X X X 
IX X- X 
IX X X 
X X lX 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
>< X ')< 
X ~ X 
X X )( 
X rx X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
• Denotes measurement equation 
contains no approximation error 
Figure 7.3 R.v.d.c. link Jacobian structure 
for minimal state realization 
(122 non-zero elements). 
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-11 h.v.d.c. link state state realization will be used to model the 
h.v.d.c. link in the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator. This 
realization also allows geographic partitioning of Idcinto Idm and Idn 
and allows separate estimation of each a.c. system and its associated 
converter terminal. 
7.3 PERFORMANCE OF THE COMBINED MULTI "A.C. H.V.D.C." STATE ESTIMATOR 
The multi a.e. -h.v.d.c. power system used in the following tests 
is shown in Figure 7.4. It consists of two identical 5 bus a.c. systems 
that are connected by an h.v.d.c. link. Parameters for the a.c. and 
h.v.d.c. systems are given in Table 7.4. Measurement data for the 
multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. test system is listed in Table 7.5. 
Vl5 
F\'sPIS JXfm hvd.c... link. Xfm~ 
A.C.5Y5iEM 
N92,. 
AC.SY5TE:.M 
N121 
Figure 7.4 Multi a.c.-h.v.d.c. test system. 
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Table 7,4 
A.C. SYSTEM PARAMETER D.C. LINK PARAMETERS 
BOSBAA(p-q) I-MPEDANCE LINE CHANGING - , G- -+jB' - (Bish/2) PARAMETER RECTIFIER INVERTER 1.::1 l.J 
11-12 O.02+jO.06 jO.030 Filter reactance 2.100 1 • .590 16-17 Xfm (p.u.) 
11-13 O.O~HjO.24 jO.02S Transformer 16-1S Reactance 0.126 0.0728 
12-13 O.06+jO.1S jO.020- X (p.ll. ) 17 .. 18 m 
12-14 D.C. Link 
17-19 0.06+jO.1S jO.020 Resistance 0.0033 ohms 
12-15 
Rae 
17-20 O.04+jO.12 jO.01S 
13-14 O.0l+jO.03 jO.010 17-19 
14"15 O.08+jO.24 jO.02S 19-:20 
Line par~ters for a.c. systems 1 & :2 are identical 
Table 7.5 
A.C. SYSTEM 1 A.C. SYSTEM 2 !i.V.D.C. LINK 1 Ii.V.D.C. LINK 1 (RECTIFIER SIDE) (INVERTER SIDE) 
LOCATION VALUE -r;ocATION VALUE LOCATION VALUE LOCATION VALUE (P.O.) (P.O.) (P .0.) (P.o.) 
Vll 1.060 V16 1 .. -060 Pl - 2 0.S86 PS-6 .. 0.5853 
Pll- 12 1.38647 1\6-17 0.3830S 1.l1 -:2 0.1S9504 1:25- 6 0.168S 
1:211- 12 -0.20966 1:216- 17 0.07154 
1
1
_
2 0.6018S 
1
5
_
6 0.S818 
Pn -13 0.54120 P16-1S 0.31410 E o .9735S E 0.97238 m n 
1:211- 13 -0.01S17 1:216- 18 0.03514 
I
2
_
3 0.61909 
1
4
_
6 0.61914 
P12 0.2000 
t:l 0.2000 Q2-3 0.141206 Q4-6 0.14093: "17 
1:212 0.22080 1:217 -0.54150 a 0.9722 a 0.93974 m n 
P12- 1,S 0.972's1 J:\ 7-20 0.56466 Vdm, 1.2782 Vdn -1.21668 
1:212- 15 -0.07759 Q17-20 0.06883 cosa 0.9926 cos6 -0.98481 m fi 
V13 1.02300 VIS 1.02400 Pdm, 0.5860 Pdn -0.58526 
P13 -0.4's00 P18 -0.4's00 Idc '" O",4~.S\:$ 
1:213 -0.1500 Q18 -0.1500 
P13- 14 0.32776 1:'18-19 0.140SS 
Q1.3-14 -0.109S4 Q1S-19 -0.03226 
P14 -0.4000 P19 -0._4000 
Q14 -0.0500 Q19 -0.0500 
Vt5 1.02300 V20 1.01800 
1:'15 -0.58600 1:'20 -0.6000 
Ql~ -0.10000 Q20 -0.1000 
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7.3.1 Effect of retaining a.c. system slack (reference) buses 
Measurement and pseudomeasurement equations in Section 7.2 are 
derived on the assumption that the phase angle of the h.v.d.c. link 
convertor terminal current is zero. This assumption results in simpler 
h.v.d.c. equations. It also results in an a.c. terminal bus voltage 
phase angle, ~ , referred to the convertor current of the h.v.d.c. link. 
m 
All voltage phase angles in the a.c. systems can be referred to the 
convertor current and any a.c. system reference (slack) bus bars 
eliminated. When all a.c. voltage phase angles are referred to the 
convertor current, the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator converges 
in 12-13 iterations to a tolerance <0.00001 p.u. 
Alternatively the a.c. system reference bus bars can be retained. 
Two a.c. terminal voltage phase angles result at each a.c. terminal bus. 
One angle, ~ , is the a.c. terminal voltage phase angle referred to the 
m 
convertor cunrent and the other, 6 
m' 
is the a.c. terminal voltage phase 
angle referred to the a.c. system reference bus, V.LO. Convergence of 
1. 
the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator improves to 4-5 iterations to 
a tolerance of 0.00001 p.u. This is roughly the same number of 
iterations that is required for a.c. state estimation. Similar 
improvements were noted in multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. load flow studies 
(Arrillaga and Bodger, 1977). 
The resulting a,c. voltage phase angle estimates can be converted 
from the a.c. reference to the convertor current reference by using 
~i (6. - 6 ) + ~ 1. m m (7.21) 
a.c. a.c. 
7.3.2 Minimum h.v.d.c. link observability conditions 
If the a.c. terminal active and reactive injected power is 
measured and sufficient redundancy is present in the a.c. system to 
observe V (V) then the h.v.d.c. link is fully observable. R.v.d.c. 
m n 
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link states 1 1_2 , ~m' (I5-6'~n) are observable from the a.c. system 
measurement~ of Pm and ~, given by equations (7.18) and (7.19) 
respectively. v (V ) and the a.c. states in 
m n 
are "fixed" by the a.c. system's redundancy. 
L: P . and L: Q. 
js{a} m] jda} m] 
Thus the above 
expressions for (7.18) and (7.19) contain only two unknowns: 11_2 
and ~m (15_6 and ~n). Seven states remain unobserved: 
{ Vdm, a , cosa , Id ' Vd ' a , cosa } m m c n n n 
However, seven pseudomeasurements, given by equations (7.1)-(7.7), 
are present. Thus it appears that all 11 h.v.d.c. link states may be 
observable even in the absence of "physical" h.v.d.c. link measurements. 
This was verified using the test system shown in Figure 7.4. However 
the presence of bad data in the a.c. terminal injection measurements, 
P or Q , can adversely affect the quality of the h.v.d.c. link 
m m 
estimates. Table 7.6 shows the estimates that result when bad data 
of various size is present in the a.c. terminal measurement of P , 
m 
i.e. P1S ' It is thus unlikely, however, that a utility could operate 
a multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. link state estimator with a minimal observability 
measurement set. 
7.3.3 Additional pseudomeasurements 
Usually h.v.d.c. links are operated under constant d.c. power 
control, constant current, or constant extinction angle control. 
Operators could "feed" these control specifications into the state 
estimator as pseudomeasurements if actual measurements are not present. 
7.3.4 Geographic partitioning of the h.v.d.c. link 
Multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimation with two or more 
separate a.c. systems, as in Figure 7.4, requires all measurements 
to be co-ordinated to a central location to allow state estimation. 
Table 7.6 
ESTL"1ATES ~e·u·l 
I
S
_
o 
Ide 
VC!m 
a 
III 
COliC. 
m 
IjIm 
15-6 
Vdn 
an 
co...s 
n 
IjIn 
8 15 
V15 
e2, 
V;z 
COW£lil.GENCE 
NO. 011' rl'u. TO 
COW£lil.GJl: IUDHN 
0.00001. p.u. 
0.0001 13.11. 
0.001 (l.u. 
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Effect of bad data in a.c. terminal measurement, P1S' 
on the quality of the approximate model h.v.d.c. link 
estimates at minimal observability conditions. 
NO JW) 1lArA. !W) IlAU JW) DArA. IW) DATA 
I 
lW) DATA 
BAD DAl'A SIZE 1a SIZE Z.5a SIZE: Sa SIZE lOa SIZE ~O.J 
m P1S tN PiS IN PIS IN I'IS IN 1'15 IN P15 
0.00190 0.oU2l 0.&2520 0.04859 0.09558 0.790.2;' 
0.44898 1.79774 2.78878 3.91830 5.52309 1.79792 
1.30501 0.33150 0.11907 0.l6230 0.12419 0.101.1i9 
0.99267 0.15175 0.10600 0.12:!51 0.09325 0.u750;' 
0.99103 '1.57506 Z.41836 3.7:'108 0.12213 10.01Zo9 
0.31225 0.30n4 0.30024 0.18910 0.26906 0.:3017 
0.58UH 0.58181 0.58181 0.58181 0.58181 0.58101 
-1.30359 -0.32551 -0.20981 -0.14931 -0 .10591. -0.07505 
0.95954 0.23964 0.15448 0.10995 0.07800 0.0552';' 
-0.98371 -1.329S0 -1.i:l4817 -2.71263 ..... ':'4155 -7.1:19939 
2.86035 2.86035 1.86035 2.86035 2.86035 2.860.35 
-0.18973 -0.18973 -0.18973 -0.18971 -0.18973 -\).18973 
~ 
1.02298 1.02298 1.02298 1.02298 1.02298 1.02298 
-0.01881 -0.01881 -0.01881 -0.01881 -0.01881 -0.0181:11 
1.04711 l.04711 1.04111 1.04711 1.04711 l.04111 
9 12 12 10 12 12 
9 12 11 10 12 12 
8 12 11 10 Ll 11 
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In New Zealand, the h.v.d.c. submarine link interconnects a.c. systems 
in separate Islands. Each Island has its own a.c. system's control 
centre. Geographic partitioning of the h.v.d.c. link would allow 
simpler implementation and reduce the number of measurements required 
at each regional state estimato~, as shown in Figure 7.5. 
Figure 7.5 Partitioned h.v.d.c. link equivalent circuit. 
The h.v.d.c. link can be partitioned by splitting the link down 
the middle. The only h.v.d.c. state that is common to the rectifier 
and inverter side of the h.v.d.c. link. I dc ' is partitioned into two, 
states: Idc and Idc. Pseudomeasurement s7 given by equation (7.7) 
m n 
is no longer applicable since it requires a knowledge of both Vdm and 
Vdn , The loss of one pseudomeasurement and the creation of two new 
states from Idc means that at least one "physical" h.v.d,c. link 
measurement per side must be present to allow the h.v.d.c. link state 
estimates observability. The geographically partitioned estimator is 
1.'55. 
sub-optimal. 
However, the effect of this on a "full" h.v.d.c. link measurement 
set is negligible as shown in Table 7.7. Estimates with and without 
geographic partitioning are shown. For the "exact" measurement set 
. 
that is noise-free, given by Table 7.5, estimates are identical. 
However, when these measurements are corrupted by random measurement 
noise <3cr «0.03), the estimates still agree to within 0.001 p.u. for 
a convergence tolerance of less than 0.00001 p.u. These results appear 
quite acceptable. When no bad data is present in the h.v.d.c. link 
measurements, I dm should be approximately equal to I dn • If not, bad 
data should be suspected. 
The basic convertor terminal representation can be used as a 
building block when modelling multi terminal h.v.d.c. links that have 
convertor terminals connected in series or parallel. 
7.3.5 Performance results 
The performance gf the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator on 
the test system, shown in Figure 7.6, comprising three a.c. systems 
and two h.v.d.c. links is now investigated. Three hundred and sixty-nine 
measurements and 92 states are present. 
Figure 7.6 3 a.c. - 2 h.v.d.c. link test system. 
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Table 7.7 Comp.arison of h.v.d.c. link estimates with 
and without geographic partitioning. 
NOISE F-mE MEASUREMENTS - MEAStmEMENTS wrl'H NOISE "36" 
WITHOUT PARTITIONING WITH PARTITIONING WITHOUT PARTITIONING WITH PARTITIONING 
V f 1.02305 1.02305 1.02614. 1.02597 
m 
a f -0.18970 -0.18970 -0.113883 -0.18884. 
m 
1
1
_
2 0.60194; 0.60194· 0.60478, 0.60403 
Vdm 1.27818 1 .. 27818 1.28172' 1.28021 
a 0.97228' 0.972213- 0.97066. 0.97048' 
m 
cosa 0.99257 0.99256 0.99189 0.99126 
m 
Wm 0 • .31270' 0.:31270' 0.32461. 0.32506 
I
S
_
6 0.58179 0.58179' 0.57724 0.57800 
Vdn -1.27668. ,,1.27669. -1.28479 -l.28628 
a 0.93968 0.93969. 0.947:36, 0.94754 
n 
coso .. 0.98479 -0.98479: "0.98285 -0.98342 
n 
Wn 2.86071. 2.860n 2.85224 2.85273 
I ) 0.45845: ) 0.45486· dCm} I dc=O·4584S ) I dc"'0.45736. 1dcn ) 0.45844 ) 0.45991 
V 11 1.04707 1.04707 1.05091. l.05107 
n 
e iI -0.018131 -0.01881 -0.01935 .. -0.01933. 
n 
\ .. : t , 
f Rectifier a.c. terminal bus estimates. 
11 Inverter a.c. terminal bus estimates. 
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A breakdown of states and measurements present is shown in Table 7.8. 
The state estimator converted in five iterations to a tolerance less 
than 0.00001 p.u. from the flat start described in Table 7.9. This 
state estimation toqk 40 seconds on a Burroughs B6700 time-shared 
computer. The execution time includes time spent in reading-in 
measurement data, power system structure and parameters, storing 
pointers, building up graphs and other housekeeping tasks. In 
comparison, estimation of the three separate a.c. systems without, 
h.v.d.c. links takes 32.5 seconds. Two hundred and ninety-seven 
measurements and 63 states are present. Thus the extra time spent in 
computing additonal h.v.d.c. link states is small. If a convergence 
tolerance of 0.00002 p.u. is acceptable, the"multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state 
estimator converges in four iterations. This would reduce the 40 second 
execution time quoted above, further. 
7.4 FAST DECOUPLED MULTI "A.C. -H.V.D.C." STATE ESTIMATION 
Techniques for P-6, Q-V fast decoupling a.c. measurement Jacobian 
elements have been widely used to halve the number of non-zero elements 
in the Jacobian and make the remaining elements state independent 
(constant) (Schweppe and Handschin, 1974; Bermundez and Brameller, 1978). 
A review of such techniques was made in Chapter 4 and the stable, modal 
P-8,Q-V se~~ential fast decoupling technique developed by Bermundez and 
Brameller (:978), Mafaakher et ale (1979) and Bermundez (1977), which fast 
decouples a.c. Jacobian elements on both sides of the W.L.S. state 
estimation algorithm, will be used in the tests. 
The measurement set ~ can be partitioned into active line flow 
and injection power measurements, Z , reactive line flow, injected power 
-p , 
and voltage magnitude measurements, Z " and h.v.d.c. link measurements 
-q 
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'!able 7,8 
MEASUREMENT - 1 SYSTEM J fc'V.D.C'. TYPE A.C. SYSTEM A.C. SYSTEM :2 A.C. LINK 1 H.V.D.C:-LINX :2 
IVil , 5 14 14 
12 h.v.d~c. link measurements/ 
P .. 14: 40 40 side 
1) + J pseudomeasurements/side 
Qij 14 40 40 
Pi S 14 14 "" total of 48 h.v.d.c. link 
2i 5 14 14 
measurements plus 12 pseudo-
measurements • 
ilL •• 
-
5 5 
1.) 
NUMBER OF 9 27* 2''''' 6 h.v_d.c. link states/side = STATES Total of 24 h.v.d.c. link state!!: 
Includes S transformer taps. 
Table 7.9 A.c.-h.v.d.c. flat start "conditions". 
STATES SYSTEM 1: A.C. SYSTEM 2 A.C. SYSTE.'1 :3 Ii.V.D.C. LINK'S 1 is .2 AoC~ RECTIFIER ) INVERTER (p.Y< 
States Voltage magnitudes = 1 p.u. I l
_
2 '" 1 
I
5
_
6 "" 1 
0 0 Idm '" 0 Idm "" 0 as Voltage phase angles 
'" 
Vdm '" 1 Vdn '" -1 
shown 
a "" 1 a '" 1 m n 
cosa 
"" 
1 cos a 
"" 
-1 
m n 
l/Jm '" 0 1/In '" 3.0 (:cad) 
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Zd ' Similar partitioning of ~, ~ and ~, discussed in Chapter 2, 
-- oeo 
follows. The state vector x can be partitioned into a,c, voltage 
phase angles, ~, a,c. voltage magnitudes, Y, and h,v.d,c, link states, 
~dc' The observation equation (2.14) becomes: 
Z_ h (~, Y, ~dc) n 
-p -p -p 
Z I = h 1(8, y, ~dc) + n 1 
-q -q - -q 
Z 
-dc ~dc(~' y, ~dc) n -dc 
Thus 
dh (x) dh (x) dh (x) 
-E - -E - -E -
d~ dV d~dc 
d~(~'Y'~dc) dh ' (x) dh '(x) dh '(x) 
-1 ~(~) -9 - -9 - -g -= d(~'Y'~dc) = d§ dV d~dc B 
d~dc(~) d~dc (~) d~dc (~) 
d8 dV d~dc 
where 
Since 8 does not appear in the h,v,d.c. measurement and 
pseudomeasurement equations: 
'" 0 
P-8, Q-V decoupling assumes that 
and 
dh (x) 
-E -
dV 
dh I (x) 
-9 -
d§. 
:= Q 
Q. 
(7.22) 
R -1 0 0 
-p -
0 -1 RI 0 
- -q 
0 0 -1 R 
- - -dc 
(7,23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
(7,26) 
(7,27) 
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Fast p-e, Q-v decoupling assumes that: 
dh (x) dh (x) 
H 
"" 
-E - :::! -}2 -
-p ae de 
- - ~ =0 0 y=l p.u,s 
and 
ah '(x) ah '(x) 
H I "" 
-£1 - :::! -g -
-q av av y = 1 § =00 
- -
p. u, , 
and 
ah (x) 
H 0 -E -
-p a~dc 
ah 'ex) 
!!(~) = 0 H , -£1 - (7.28) 
-q a~dc 
0 
a~dc (~) a~dc (~) 
- av a~dc 
A unified fast decoupled multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimator, 
using Jacobian !!(~) in (7.28) in the algorithm given by (2.22) is quite 
complex. All state dependent derivatives in the Jacobian, (7.28), 
require re-evaluation at each iteration. However the Jacobian can be 
simplified to make the off-diagonal block elements, a~p(~)/a~dc' 
ahq'(~)/a~dc' and a~dc(~)/ay become equal to zero. The terminal a.c. 
voltage magnitudes, V and V , can be treated as parameters, not states, 
m n 
when evaluating h.v.d.c. link measurement equations. This results in 
d~dc(~) / ay becoming equal to zero. A.c. terminal, real and reactive 
power measurements (7.18) and (7.19) are the only measurements that have 
non-zero partial derivatives with respect to ~dc' These measurements 
can be modified to remove the effect of the h.v.d.c. states 11_2 and 
~. Thus for the rectifier side: 
m 
p -+ p , =: 
m m 
p . 
m] (7.29) 
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V 2 
Q
m 
-+- Q
m 
I L: Qmj m ---jdO'J Xfm 
(7.30) 
and 
dh (x) dh I (x) 
-p - 0 and -q - 0 :=: dX d?Sdc 
-de 
(7.31) 
P and Q can be modified to P I and Q ' in three different ways. 
m m m m 
7.4.1 Method 1 
Monitor measurement pairs (Pm and P l - 2) and (Qm and Ql-2) , then 
form pseudomeasurements: 
(7.32) 
(7.33) 
7.4.2 Method 2 
Monitor only P and Q and transform these measurements using: 
m m 
P I 
m 
Q I ='Q _ 13 V I sin~~ 
m m ffik 1-2k --K 
(7.34) 
(7.35) 
These equations (7.34) and (7.35) must be updated at each iteration. 
7.4.3 Method 3 
Monitor only P and Q , and treat the h.v.d.c. link states in 
m m 
equations (7.18) and (7.19) as parameters: 
dP dP dQ dQ 
m m m m 
d~m :=: d1
1
_2 :=: d~m = d1 1_2 
o (7.36) 
Fast decouple by setting 
and 
o 0 y "" 1 p. u.. ~ = 0 , ~dc:=: ~dc (7.37) 
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In each case, the Jacobian H(x) in (7.2~) has zero off diagonal 
elements, and the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm becomes: 
- ... 
HTR-1H 0 0 8,8 HT 0 0 R- 1 0 0 
-p-p -p - - -p - -p -
0 ~TR-IH' 0 8,V 0 IT 0 0 '-I 0 :::: H R 
-q-q -q - -q - -q 
o o 
This algorithm can be solved sequentially as follows: 
~k+l = 
Yk+1 
x 
-dck+1 
where 
and 
~k + 
Yk + 
(H T -1 H )-1 R 
-p -p -p 
(H'T '-I ' -1 R H ) 
-q -q -q 
!!dc(~) = 
HT -1 (Z - h (~k' Yk , ?5dc » R -p -p -p -p k 
IT 
-1 (Z' - hi (~k+l' Yk , ?5dc » H R -q -q -q -q k 
Z -h (x) 
-p -p -
ZI-h<'(x) 
-q -q -
(7.38) 
(7 .39) 
(7.40) 
(7.41) 
All a.c. matrices are now fast decoupled. In effect, equation 
(7.39) is an extension of the sequential fast decoupling technique of 
Bermundez and Bramellar (1978) to a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimation. 
The three suggested methods for modifying the a.c. terminal 
injections were tested using the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. power system shown 
in Figure 7.4. The performance of each of the schemes proved equally 
acceptable (see Table 7.10). - Of course, method 1 can be used only when 
PI-2 and Ql-2 are measured. As expected, a.c. fast decoupling affects 
only the quality of the a.c. estimates, which are accurate to within 
6 t 
m 
v t 
m 
a 
m 
coso. 
m 
a 
n 
coso 
n 
v 1< 
n 
Number of 
Iterations 
Required 
Total 
Execution 
Time $ 
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Table 7.10 Comparison of various fast decoupled a.c.~h.v.d.c. 
state estimation schemes. 
SEQUENTIAL FAST DECOUPLED A.C.-H.V.D.C. SOLUTION 
TERMINAL INJECTIONS 
TREATED VIA 
METHOD (1) 
-0.18954 
1.02240 
0.60217. 
1.27808 
0.97271. 
0.99264' 
0.31269: 
0.58175: 
-1.27666 
0.93960, 
-0.98477 
2.86072 
0.45845. 
-0.0188T 
1.04718. 
66-Sv-S dc<O.OOOOl 
S6-4v-4 dc<O.OOOl 
36-3v-3 dc<O.OOl 
5.387 sec. 
TERMINAL INJECTIONS 
TREATED VIA 
METHOD (2) 
-0.18954 
1.02241 
0.60217' 
1.27808' 
0.97271' 
0.99264· 
0.31269' 
0.58175 
-1.27666 
0.93960 
-0.98477, 
2.86072 
0.45845 
-0.01887 
Se-Sv-S dc<O.OOOOl 
4e-Sv-4 dc<O.OOOl 
3e-4v-4 dc<O.OOl 
5.144 sec. 
TERMINAL INJECTIONS 
TREATED VIA 
METHOD (3) 
-0.18941 
1.02241 
0.60217 
1.27808. 
0.97270 
0.99264. 
0.31270 
0.58180' 
-1.27664 
0.93969 
-0.98479: 
2.86073 
0.45845. 
-0.0188~ 
1.04763' 
66-6v-6 dc<O.OOOOl 
56-4v-4 dc<O.OOOl 
46-4v-4 dc<O.OOl 
5.443 sec. 
EXACT W.L.S. 
A.C.:-H.V.D.C. 
SOLUTION 
(NO DECOUPLING) 
-0.18970 
1.02305 
0.60194. 
1.27818 
0.97228 
0.99257 
0.31270 
0.58179 
-1.27668 
0.93968 
-0.98479· 
2.86071 
0.45845 
-0.01881 
1.04707: 
4 iterations<O.OOOOl 
4 iterations<O.OOOl 
3 i terations<O. 001 
7.444 sec. 
t 
;, 
Rectifier a.c. terminal bus estimates 
Inverter a.c. terminal bus estimates 
$ Total execution time includes time spent storing' pointers and 'compiling graphs on a 
"time-shared" Burroughs B6700 computer. 
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0.001 p.u. anyway. Fast decoupled multi a.c. ~h.v.d.c. state estimation 
has speed advantages over the undecoupled version even for the small 
2x5 bus a.c. test system shown. Greater speed advantages are likely 
wi.th much larger systems. 
7.5 CONCLUSION 
A method for including h.v.d.c. links in a.c. power system state 
estimation has been presented and tested. Both the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. 
and the a.c. state estimators have similar convergence properties. Both 
require 4-5 iterations to converge to a tolerance of 0.00001 p.u. The 
introduction of h.v.d.c. links causes only a slight increase in state 
estimator execution time. Minimum observability requires only 
measurement of the a.c. terminal injected power at both ends of the 
h.v.d.c. link. 
A method of geographically partitioning the h.v.d.c. link has 
been outlined and tested. Although the me~hod is suboptimal, the 
degradation in the estimates is less than 0.001 p.u. in the presence of 
measurement noise «3cr). Partitioning allows separate state estimation 
to be carried out in each a.c. system. All measurements no longer need 
focussing to one central state estimator. 
Sequential "fast decoupled a.c." - h.v.d.c. state estimation 
is possible without any degradation in convergence occurring, when 
compared to a.c. sequential fast decoupled state estimation. Both 
require 5-6 iterations to converge to a tolerance of 0.00001 p.u. 
No degradation of the h.v.d.c. estimates occurs. Fast decoupled a.c. 
state estimates agree with the undecoupled values to within 0.001 p.u. 
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CHAPTER 8 
ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF COMMUTATION OVERLAP 
IN keC e - H. V.D .C. STATE ESTIMATION AND LOAD FLOWS 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter the "standard" model for the h.v.d.c. 
link representation was outlined and tested. However in this 
"approximate" model for the h.v.d.c. link only the firing angle, a. , 
m 
and the extinction angle 0 are used to describe convertor switching. 
m 
The model assumes the convertor switching to be instantaneous. In 
practice, however, sufficient reactance is present in the a.c. power 
system to limit the rate of change of current from one valve to another 
and delay the commutation. This delay in switching of current from one 
valve to another, after firing, is called the commutation overlap angle, 
u~ Four independent variables: a. , 0 ,a. and 0 , are thus required 
m m n n 
to model converter switching accurately. 
In this chapter an accurate, "exact" h.v.d.c. link model is 
included in a.c. power system state estimation and load flow analysis, 
and ways of improving stability and convergence discussed. 
8.2 ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN THE DERIVATION OF THE APPROXIMATE 
H.V.D.C. LINK MODEL 
The exact h.v.d.c. link model equations derived by Kimbark (1971) 
to describe convertor operation are, for the rectifier side: 
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(COSCi. + coso J 
I 0 ::::; 1 1_ 2 - am Kl 
I m m 
sl· dc 2 cos¢ 
m 
(Cos(Y'm + COSOm) s I 0 ::::; V - a Kl V 2 dm m m 2 
o := 
Kimbark then makes the approximation that 
cos¢ ~ 
m 
COSCi. + coso 
m m 
2 
and as a result sl' and s2' become 
a = Vd - a Kl V cos¢ m m m m 
Similar expressions hold for inverter operation 
[cosa + coso 
s ' a := 15_6 - a 
KIn n 
4 n 1 dc 2 cos¢ ~ 
n 
s ' a = v - a Kl Vn 
[cosan 2 + cosOn 1 
5 dn n 
Approximate 
cosCi. + coso 
cos¢ ~ 
n 
n n 
2 
results in s ! and s ' becoming 4 5 
a 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
1 (8.7) 
(8.8) 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
(8.12) 
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Together with the relationship that 
9 1 - s7 completely describes convertor operation in the approximate 
h.v.d.c. link. model, being identical to '(7.1) - (7.7) in Chapter 7. 
(8.13) 
Note that the approximate h.v.d.c. link model expressions, sl' 9 2, s4 
and s5' are more linear than their exact forms sl', s2', s4' and 9 5 '. 
As a- result the approximate h.v.d.c. link model Jacobian elements will 
be more linear, and convergence will be more stable. This is because a 
Taylor series linearization is used in deriving the W.L.S. state 
estimation algorithm in Chapter 2. 
Because 0 and a do not appear in the approximate h.v.d.c. link 
m n 
model state space, 
~.v.d.c. = [~ , 11 2' Vd ' a , cosa 1 m - m m m Idc ~ , IS 6' Vdn , a , coso n - n n 
Ad-hoc techniques involving (8.4) and (8.10) are usually used to find 
"rou ...... ly" the value of 0 and a from the estimates of cosa ,,10 coso &' m n m o/m' n 
and ~ . 
n 
8.3 ERROR EFFECTS IN THE APPROXIMATE MODEL R.V.D.C. LINK REPRESENTATION 
The approximation given by (8.4) and (8.10) is only valid when the 
commutation overlap angle, u, = 00 , o According to Kimbark., when u "'" 30 
the maximum approximation error is 1.1% and when u=60o the ma-~imum error 
increases to 4.3%. Figure 8.1 shows in more detail the approximation 
error in IjJ , due to (8.4), for normal rectifier steady state operating 
m 
conditions. Normal steady state operating conditions for the rectifier 
corre~pond to having 00 < a < 90 0 and 00 < u < 60 0 • 
m m 
{EII.I\QR 
2.5 
V. 
2.3 
2.2 
2.1 
2.Q 
t 
18 
11 
tIi 
1S 
U. 
13 
12 
11 
10 
119 
0.8 
117 . 
Oli 
IlS 
0..:. 
0.3 
III 
0.1 
11 
. -0.1 
-ill 
-IlJ 
-Qt. 
-0. 
-0.6 
-ill 
-0.3 
-119 
-1 
-n 
-t2 
-13 
-t4 
-i.-
-1 : 
-17 
-Ill 
-t: 
-r 
IN )1fI> ~ 
168~ 
ERROR IN Vl.lUE GF +m AT NOR:-'.AL 
RECTIFIEiI Q?tfl:'IING CC11:mo::s. 
o 2 7 12 17 2Z 27 3Z 37 42 ~7 52 :'7 62 57 72 77 az 87 92 97 102 i07 TIZ i17 1ZZ 127 132 137 1/.2 11.7 i:Z 1,7 iir2 
Figure 8.1 Error in value of ~m at normal rectifier operating conditions. 
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The approximation error was found by comparing the estimates of 
I/J
m
, given by the "approximate" expression (8.4) above, with the estimate 
of I/J given by the following expression which describes the true 
m 
interaction between a ,0 and I/J , i.e. (Kimbark~ :S71). 
m m m 
20 - 2a + sin2a sin20 o = -:tanl/J + __ ~m~ __ ~m~ ____ ~~m~ ______ ~n 
m cos2a - cos20 (8.14) 
m m 
A similar expression holds for the inverter side of the h.v.d.c. link. 
Za - 20 + sin20 - sin2a o = - tanl/J + __ ~n~ __ ~n~ ______ ~n~ ______ -=n 
n cos20 - cos2a (8.15) 
n n 
The commutation process from one phase to another is shown in 
Figure 8.2. The commutation area, oA, is fixed by the power system 
reactance, X. This area, <5A,remains the same at any operating point 
c 
of the convertor. Thus when the firing angle, a , is small, the overlap 
m 
angle u becomes large to accommodate the area <5A in the commutation 
process. However when the firing angle a is large, say, greater than 
m 
o 60 , the overlap angle, u, required to accommodat.e the same area, oA, 
is much smaller. It can be seen from Figure 8.1 that errors of more 
o than 2 can occur in the evaluation of I/J , using (8.4), when a is small 
m 
and u is large, while errors of less than 0.5 0 will occur when a is 
large and u is small. 
Note that Figure 8.1 can also be used to find the approximation 
error in I/J
n 
due to (8.10), under normal inverter operating conditions, 
if I/J is replaced by (180 0 -\jJ), <5 by (180 0 -a.), and a by (180 0 -0). 
m n m n m n 
Normal steady state operating conditions for the inverter correspond to 
000 having 90 < a < 180 and 0 < 180 • where 0 := U +0.. For instance, 
n n n n n 
when \jJ := 1480 and 0 "" 1580 , a-ccording to (8.10) \jJ '" 152.580 and the 
n n n 
error in this approximate value of \jJ 
n 
o is 0.139 . 
V()U~g~ 
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8.4 INCLUSION OF EXACT R.V.D.C. LINK MODELS IN A.C. POWER SYSTEM 
STATE ESTIMATION 
In Section 8.3 the approximation error due to the assumption 
implicit in (8.4) and (8.10) was evaluated at a large number of 
possible operating conditions. The two variables, a and 0 , were 
. m m 
specified and the third, ~ , was computed approximately and exactly, 
m 
and the results compared. In state estimation, however, depending on 
measurement redundancies present, only one variable may be fixed and 
the approximation error may affect the two other variables. The 
approximation given by (8.4) and (8.10) was used four times in deriving 
the approximate h.v.d.c. link model equations, sl' s2' s4 and ss' The 
resulting approximation error present in the state estimator may combine 
additively or tend to cancel, and the true method of gauging the effect 
of approximation error on state estimates is to compare the results of 
an "a.c. -exact h.v.d.c. link model" state estimator with the results 
of an "a.c, -approximate h.v.d.c. link model" state estimator. The 
analysis of approximation error, in Section 8.3, can only serve as a 
guide to the possible effect the error has on state estimates. 
A suitable state vector to describe the exact h.v.d.c. link model 
is to augment the approximate h.v.d.c. link state space, by including 0 
m 
and a , i.e. 
n 
~.v.d.c. = 
cosa , 
m 
coso , 
n 
The same h.v.d.c. link measurement equations, on and about the convertor 
terminals, presented in Secti~n 7.2 still apply. The only difference in 
the convertor pseudomeasurement relationships used are those of 8 1 ', s2', 
8 i 
4 Equations s8 and s9 are 
172, 
included to represent accurately the interaction between ~ ,a and 0 , 
m m m 
and ~ ,a and 0 . Non<zero partial derivative Jacobian elements for 
n n n 
these exact h.v,d.c. link model convertor relationships are presented 
in Table 8,1, 
8,4.1 Performance results 
The 5 bus a,c. -h.v.d.c. link - 5 bus a.c. test system 
presented earlier in Section 7.3 was used in tests to compare the 
performance of both the exact and approximate h.v.d.c. link model in 
multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimation. A total of 69 measurements, 
in addition to pseudomeasurements, were present to estimate 31 states. 
A description of the measurements and their locations is given in 
Table 7.5. Estimates resulting from the exact and approximate h.v.d.c. 
link model state estimation are shown in Table 8.2. Differences in the 
estimates resulting from these exact and approximate h.v.d.c. link model 
based a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimators are noticeable; particularly in the 
estimates for a , 0 ,a and O. These differences are caused by the 
m m n n 
approximation error. 
Consider the rectifier side of the h.v.d.c. link. When 
o ~ =17.82 , the error between the exact and approximate state estimates 
m 
for a is 1.110 or 14%. Similarly, for the inverter side of the 
m 
h.v.d.c. link, when ~ =163.930 the error between the exact and 
n 
approximate h.v.d.c. link estimates, for a , is -0.3620 or 0.22%. 
n 
Convergence is not degraded when exact h.v.d.c. link models 
are included in a,c, power system state estimation, provided moderate 
measurement redundancy is present. 
8.4.2 Minimum h.v.d.c. link observability conditions 
Minimum observability conditions for the approximate h.v.d.c. 
link model correspond to monitoring only the terminal a.c. power 
Table 8.1 
(1) 
(2) 
s' 1 
s' 2 
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Non-zero Jacobian elements for exact h.v.d.c. link 
model convertor pseudomeasurement relationships. 
as'/aa :: 1 m 
as'/aI = 1 dc 
-K I m m 
[
coset +cosa J 
1 de. 2costjJ 
m 
K 
[
coset +coso 1 
-a m m 
m 1 2cosljl 
m 
-a K1Id(costjJ +coso )sintjJ m ~ m m m 
2 2cos tjJ 
m 
-a K V 
m 1 m 
2 
a K1V sino <lS'/ao = m m m 
2 m 2 
aSj/aV
m 
= -K1amcosCtm 
as 3/aam = -K1VmcosCtm 
3S3/<lVdm = 1 
aS 3/acosam = -K V a 1 m m 
(cos2a -cos20 ) (2-2cos20 )-(20 -2a +sin2a -sin20 ) (2sin20 ) 
m m m m m m m m 
(cos2et -cos20 )2 
m m 
2«cos2a -cos20 ) (1-cos2a )-(20 -2a +sin2a -sin20 )sin2a ) 
m m m m m m m m 
ass/acosa
m 
=: --------~----s7i~n-a~(c-o-s-2~a~-~c-o-s~2~0~)~2~~----~----~~--~~ 
m m m 
Jacobian partial derivatives for the invertor side can be found by replacing 
m by n, 1-2 by 5-6, cosa by coso , 0 by a and X by -X
n 
and re-eva1uating 
f ' d' • m .n m n m (1)-(4) to ~n 84 , S5' S6 and.. S9' 
(5) 87 Cls 7/aVdm = 1 
a8 7/aVdn = 1 
aS 7/3r. =: -R~ ac 
Table 8.2 
ESTIMATES (p.u.) 
1
1
_
2 
Ide 
Vdm 
a 
m 
coset 
m 
1/Im 
15 
m 
1
5
_
6 
Vdn 
a 
n 
coso 
n 
SPECIFIC 
ESTIMATES 
CONVERGENCE 
NO. OF ITERATIONS 
TO CONVERGE 
WITHIN 
0.00001 p.u. 
0.0001 p.u. 
0.001 p.u. 
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Comparison of exact model h.v,d.c. link and approximate model 
h.v.d.c, link estimates with and without exa~t residuals. 
with moderate measurement redundancy present. 
LOADFLQW USING STATE ESTIMATES STATE ESTIMATES 'STATE ESTIMATES WITH 
APPROXIMATE 
HVDC LINK 
MODEL 
17.920 
7.000 
24.44°", 
163.91° 
160.000 
170.00° 
WITH APPROXIMATE FROM 'EXACT 
MODEL HVDC LINK MODEL HVDC LINK 
0MEAS=OpSEUDO=O.Ol °MEAS=O.Ol 
0pSEUDO= 0.001 
0.60194 
0.45845 
1.27818 
0.97228 
0.99257 
0.31270 
0.58179 
-1.27668 
0.93968 
-0.98479 
2.86017 
163.91° 
170.00° 
5 
4 
3 
0.60176 
0.45911 
1.27684 
0.97368 
0.99003 
0.31103 
0.43266 
0.58191 
-1.27534 
0.93977 
-0.98372 
2.86119 
2.78093 
17.820 
8.100 
24.790 
163.93° 
159.34° 
169.65° 
4 
4 
3 
EXACT RESIDUALS AND 
APPROXIMATE HVDC LINK 
MODEL 
0MEAS=O .01 
°pSEUDO=O.OOl 
0.60177 
0.45917 
1.27685 
0.97367 
0.99008 
0.31108 
0.43264 
0.58192 
-1.27535 
0.93977 
-0.98373 
2.86121 
2.78094 
17 .81° 
8.80° 
24.79° 
163.94° 
159.34° 
169.65° 
6 
5 
4 
* Load flow values of 0 and a evaluated after load flow converged by using 
m n 
coso = 2cos~ -cosa and cOSet = 2cos~ -coso • 
m m m n n n 
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injections Pm' Q
m
, P
n 
and Qn~ provided sufficient a.c. measurement system 
redundancy is already present. Monitoring P , Q ,P and Q observes 
m m n n 
P = P + P ::::: L: P +l3v 11_2 cosl/Jm m m ~.v.d.c. jc:{a} mj m a.c. 
(8.16) 
V 2 
Qm ::::: Qm + ~.V.d.C. = L: Q. _-.!!L+ 13 V 11_2 sinl/J js{a} m] Xfm m m a.c. (8.17) 
Similar relationships hold for the inverter side. 
Seven states, {Vdm ' am' cosa , 1d ' Vd ' a , coso } remain m c m n n 
unobservable, but seven pseudomeasurements, s 1 - s7' are all present in 
the approximate h.v.d.c. link model based state estimator. Thus the 
measurement set is minimally observable. 
The same conditions apply for the minimal observability 
of the exact h.v.d.c. link model state estimator. After monitoring P , 
m 
Qm, Pn and Qn , nine states, {Vdn ' am' cosam, om' I dc ' Vdn ' an' coso n , 
an}' remain unobserved, but nine pseudomeasurements '. s 1', s2 I, s 3' s 4' 
S5" S6' S7' s8 and s9' are present in the exact h.v.d.c. link model 
state estimator. Minimal observability follows. 
8.4.2.1 Performance results. 
Table 8.3 shows the estimates that result from approximate and 
exact h.v.d.c. link model representation in a.c. -h.v.d.c. state 
estimation, at minimum h.v.d.c. link observability conditions. The 
approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimator converges in nine 
iterations to within 0.00001 p.u.,whereas the exact h.v.d.c. link model 
is unstable, oscillating wildly about suspect values after the tenth 
iteration. The wild oscillations are caused by the extremely non-linear 
exact model h.v.d.c. link pseudo~easurement equations sl', s2', s4', s5',· 
s8 and s9 and their associated Jacobian elements. Such extreme 
Table 8.3 
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Comparison of exact h.v.d.c. link and approximate model 
h.v.d.'c. link estimates with and without exact residuals 
at minimum observability conditions. 
STATE ESTIMATES STATE ESTIMATES STATE ESTIMATES WITH 
FROM APPROXIMATE FROM EXACT EXACT RESIDUALS WITH 
. MODEL HVDC LINK HODEL HVDC LINK APPROXIMATE HVDe LINK 
o =0 =0.01 o =0.01 MODEL MEAS PSEUDO oMEAS =0 001 
°MEAS=O.Ol PSEUDO • 
O'pSEUDO=O.OOl 
ESTIMATES (p.u.) ~ 'i 1::.]£ (lOth iteration) ~ 
I
l
_
2 0.60190 0.60190 -0.00000* 0.60190 
Ide 0.44898 -1.33623 -0.01707 0.44899 
Vdm L 30507 -0.44131 0.00402 1.30507 
a 0.99267 0.68382 -0.35184 0.99557 
m 
eosa 0.99103 -0.61523 -0.04291 0.98816 
m 
lJim 
0.31225 0.31225 -0.00000* 10TH 0.31225 
0 -4.59476 0.38145 ITERATION 0.42848 
m VALUES I
5
_
6 0.58181 0.58181 -0.00000* 0.58182 
Vdn -1.30359 0.43690 -0.00407 -1. 30359 
a 0.95954 -0.43475 -6.07626 0.96068 n 
coso -0.98371 1.14336 0.14346 
-0.98256 n 
lJin 
2.86035 2.86035 0.00000* 2.86036 
a -71. 78571 -0.04798 2.78361 
n 
SPECIFIC ESTIMATES 
lJim 
17.890 17.89° 
a 7.68° 8.83° 
m 
0 24.55° 
m NO CONVERGENCE 
Wn 163.91° IN 10 ITERATIONS 163.89° 
a 159.49° 
n 
163.99° 169.28° 
CONVERGENCE 
NO. OF ITERATIONS 
TO CONVERGE WITHIN 
0.00001 p.u. 9 >10 17 
O.COOI p,u. 9 >10 14 
0.001 p.u. 8 >10 11 
h.v.d.c. link states estimated by the a.c. system redundancy 
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non-linearities degrade convergence. 
8.5 EXACT R.V.D.C. LINK ESTIMATES FROM APPROXIMATE R.V.D.C. LINK 
MODEL STATE ESTIMATION 
The approximate model h.v.d.c. link representation has the 
advantage of having a stable convergence because non-linearities in 
the Jacobian elements are not extreme. A simple modification can be 
made to the approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimation algorithm 
to yield exact model h.v.d.c. link estimates. In essence, exact 
h.v.d.c. link model residuals, sl', s2', s4' and ss' are computed 
and used in place of the approximate h.v.d.c. link model residuals 
sl' s2' s4 and sS· After each iteration, k, of the approximate h.v.d.c. 
l' k k link model state estimator, estimates of u
m 
and an ' the two states 
that do not form part of the approximate h.v.d.c. link space are 
found as follows. The approximate model h.v.d.c. link estimates for 
k k k k k k 
cosa ,~ ,coso and ~ are treated as parameters, and ° and a 
m m n n m n 
are estimated by solving relations s8 and s9using an iterative Newton 
Ralphson technique. The Newton Ralphson formulation is 
(i) (i-I) 
x = x 
f(x(i-1» 
f'(x Ci- 1» 
and when Ix(i) - x(i-1) I is less than a specified tolerance, the 
(i) k 
estimator has converged and x == x . 
For the rectifier side of the h.v.d.c. link 
x = 
k 
om I k k ~ ,cosa 
m m 
treated as parameters 
and 
o 
2 2 k . 2 k k x - a + Sln a -
_ tan ~ + ___ ---:;;m'------:;--_--'-m.o.-___ _ 
m cos2a k _ cos2x 
sin2x 
f(x) 
m 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
17S, 
f(x) is easily shown to be a smooth, monotonically increas~ng function 
in the interval et k < 'IT (see Appendix A.I0). Hence (S. 20) has at most 
m 
one root in this interval. It is found that convergence to within 10-5 
rad of this root generally occurs after two iterations if the initial 
o guess x is chosen to be 
o -1 
x = cos (2cos~ - coset ) 
m m 
where 
A similar formulation can be found for the inverter side if 
coset k is replaced by coso k , ~ k by ~nk, and 0 by et . 
m n m m n 
Residuals corresponding to I I I d I th sl ' s2 ,s4 an s5 are en 
k k k k 
coset ,~ and et ,coso and 
m m n n 
1 d · . fs:k eva uate uS1ng est1mates 0 u , 
m 
The partial derivatives in the approximate h.v,d.c. link model state 
estimator Jacobian remain unchanged, corresponding to those of sl' s2' 
The procedure outlined is repeated after each iteration until the 
hybrid-approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimation algorithm with 
exact residuals converges (see the flow diagram in Fig. 8.3). 
Convergence to the optimum exact h.v.d.c. link estimates is not 
guaranteed however. The exact h.v.d.c. link model state estimator can 
be written as 
(S.21) 
where ~E(~) represents the exact h.v.d,c. link model Jacobian. The 
hybrid approximate h.v.d.c. link model state e'stimator with exact 
residuals amounts to modally modifying the exact h.v.d.c. link model 
Jacobian on both sides of (8.21) to become 
(8.22) 
Figure 8.3 
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IN ITlAL ~UE.SS OR I,iERATlVE. 
~TATE. ESTIMA1ES"p~, C.OS~") 
FINO a~1!J uSlNCr A Ne.Wi'ON-
RALPHSON ITERATIVE n:a;NIQ\JE 
TREAT1NGr""m(lC.) AND CosOlom(k.) 
AS CONSTAN1S. 
COMPUTE EXACT R~IOUALS, 5,1, 
52,1, S4 A.NO 5s· , USlNC!r ~ f.kA, 
CosOllm{1o.) J 1m (IQ AND SU~TlrurE. 
THE ~1J"S INil-IE ~IAATE 
H. V.D.C. LINK. srATE ESllMATOR 
FOR. S, ,St.S4 AND Ss 
NO 
R£efTEAATE STATE. 
ESilMATOR AlOCd~JTHM 
Flow diagram for approximate h.v.d.c. link model 
a.c.-h.v.d.c. state estimation algorithm with 
exact residuals. 
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where ~A (~) is the approrlma:te h.v.d~c. link model Jacobian. 
However, modal p-6, Q-V decoupling applied to the Jacobian matrix 
on both sides of (2.22) has been shown in Chapter 4 to produce stable, 
near-optimal estima~es. It can be expected that similar near-optimal 
estimates wil~ result from modally modifying (8.21) to give the hybrid 
approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimator with exact residuals, 
as summarised by (8.22). This is confirmed by the computational results 
presented below. 
8.5.1 Performance results 
8.5.1.1 Redundant measurement conditions. 
Table 8.2 shows estimates resulting from approximate h.v.d.c. 
link model state estimation with exact model h.v.d.c. link residuals 
when 69 measurements are processed to estimate 31 states. The hybrid 
, state estimation technique with exact residuals generates similar 
estimates to the exact h.v.d.c. link model a.c. -h.v.d.c. state 
estimation algorithm outlined in Section 8.4. No degradation in 
convergence occurs as a result of enforcing exact residuals in the 
approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimator algorithm. 
8.5.1.2 Minimum h.v.d.c. link measurement observability conditions. 
Thirty-eight a.c. measurements including Pm' ~, Pa and ~ are 
monitored. Seven h.v.d.c. link pseudomeasurement relationships are 
present in the state estimator, Estimates are shown in Table 8.3. 
The hybrid a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimation technique with exact. 
residuals is stable and converges to the correct estimates at minimum 
observabi~ity conditions. 
8.5.1.3 Multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. load flow conditions. 
Minimum h.v.d.c. link'5bservability conditions rely on redundancy 
being present in the a.c. system.' A.c. -h.v.d.c. load flow analysis 
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requires no a.c. system redundancy. As many a.c. measurements as 
a.c. system states must be present. Thus, four h.v.d.c. link control 
specifications (measurements to the state estimator) are required to 
formulate the non-redundant load flow (Arrillaga and Bodger, 1977; 
Arrillaga et al., 1980). For the 5 bus a.c. -h.v.d.c. link - 5 bus 
a.c. test system. nine a.c. states are present for each a.c. system. 
The following a.c. measurement data is used in the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. 
load flow: 
2 voltage magnitudes 
3 reactive power injections 
4 active power injections 
and specified in each a.c. system. Seven pseudomeasurements are 
present to describe the 11 approximate h.v.d.c. link model states, 
and the four control specifications included are: 
coset spec 
= coset 
m m 
cos o spec = cosO n n 
p spec 
= Pdm dm 
P dnspec = P dn 
Load flow estimates based on the approximate h.v.d.c. link model, with 
and without exact residuals, are shown in Table 8.4. A slight 
improvement in convergence occurs when exact residuals are incorporated 
in the approximate h.v.d.c. link model state estimation. Significant 
differences appear in the estimates of ~ and ~. These differences 
m n 
are due to approximation error. 
For the rectifier side of the h.v.d.c. link, the error between 
the exact and approximate stat:e estimates of ~ is 0.66 0 or 3.6%. The 
m 
discrepancy in estimates of ~ are shown in Table 8.4. Similarly, the 
m 
error between the exact and approximate state estimates of ~ is 0.29 0 
n 
Table 8.4 
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Comparison of exact model h.v.d.c. link Newton Ralphson 
representation in approximate h.v.d.c. link state 
estimation algorithm and approximate h.v.d.c. link 
state estimation for a loadflow measurement set. 
ESTIMATES (p.u.) 
AC1 Qll 
Vu 
9 12 V12 
Q13 
V13 
E-'l14 
V14 
(915 
VIS 
AC2 ~1 
VI 
~2 
V2 ~3 
V3 
194 V4 
S5 
V5 
1
1
_
2 I 
vdc dIU 
a 
m 
coso. 
1/I
m 
m 
c5 
m I
5
_
6 
Vdn 
a 
d5so 
1/In 
n 
a. 
n 
SPECIFIC ESTIMATES 
Wm 
a. 
om 
W
m 
n 
a. 
on 
n 
CONVERGENCE 
NO. OF ITERATIONS 
TO CONVERGENCE TO 
WITHIN 
0.00001 p.u. 
0.0001 p.u. 
0.001 p.u. 
STATE ESTIMATES 
WITH APPROXIMATE 
MODEL HVDC LINK 
0.0 
1.06000 
-0.07812 
1.04665 
-0.11896 
1.02300 
-0.12929 
1.02273 
-0.18953 
1.02229 
0.0 
1.06000 
-0.01876 
1.04682 
-0.06480 
1.02400 
-0.06903 
1.02326 
-0.07922 
1.01734 
0.60411 
0.47354 
1.23748 
0.94465 
0.99255 
0.31211 
0.58283 
-1.23591 
0.91137 
-0.98481 
2.85516 
17.74° 
7.000 t 
25.15° 
163.87° 
159 02°* 
170:000 t 
10 
9 
9 
STATE ESTIMATES ~ 
FROM EXACT RESIDUALS 
IN APPROXIMATE 
HVDC LINK ALGORITHM' 
0.0 
1.06000 
-0.07818 
1.04685 
-0.11894 
1.02300 
-0.12931 
1.02283 
-0.18969 
1.02311 
0.0 
1.06000 
-0.01879 
1.04693 
-0.06479 
1.02400 
-0.06903 
1.02329 
-0.07924 
1.01742 
0.60138 
0.47354 
1.23748 
0.94391 
0.99255 
0.30969 
0.43901 
0.58191 
-1.23592 
0.91127 
-0.98481 
2.86019 
2.77543 
18.40° 
7.000 t 
25.15° 
163.59° 
159.02° 
170.000 t 
9 
8 
7 
-I< Aonroximate values of 0 and a. evaluated after load flm'l 
d b ' ~m n d converge Y uSlng Cos'jm=2costjlrn-cosam an cosa.rn=2cos~n-coson 
t Load flow control specifications. 
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or 0.18%. 
Note that for the non-redundant load flow, the technique 
presented, having exact h.v.d.c. link model residuals in approximate 
h.v.d.c. link model state estimation, gives precisely the same estimates 
as exact h.v.d.c. link model state estimation. This is because at the 
solution, ~~+1+Q and (8.21) and (8.22) become 
(8.23) 
and 
(8.24) 
Since the Jacobians ~E(~) and ~A(~) are both square and 
non-Singular, in both cases (~ - ~(~))+2, which implies convergence 
to the same value of x. 
8.6 VALIDITY OF CONVERTOR RELATIONSHIPS UNDER FAULT CONDITIONS 
WHEN u > 60 0 
The convertor relationships described in the previous section are 
only valid when the overlap angle u is less than 60 0 • Under some fault 
o 
conditions u may become greater than 60 . Measurements may be taken at 
the instant of a fault, for which the convertor pseudomeasurements may 
be invalid. Faults are cleared on the h.v.d.c. link by pumping the power 
in the h.v.d.c. link out to the neighbouring a.c. system by changing the 
firing angle from rectification to inversion. The h.v.d.c. link is then 
slowly re-energized after the fault is cl~ared. The time for the h.v.d.c. 
link tore-attain normal operation is usually less than 400 milliseconds 
(Arrillaga and Heffernan et al., 1980; Heffernan et al., 1980; Heffernan, 
1980). This time interval is-much less than the cycle time between 
successive measurement scans of the on-line state estimator. In the 
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unlikely event of monitoring measurements made during a fault, when 
o 
u> 60 , the best policy, if a fault is suspected. is to wait for the 
next measurement scan to arrive before processing the h.v.d.c. link 
measurements. The a.c. measurements obtained during the fault can 
still be processed to yield accurate a.c. state estimates. 
8.7 CONCLUSIONS 
Multi a.c.-h.v.d.c. state estimation will possibly be required 
to track a wide range of operating conditions. The "approximated" 
h.v.d.c. link model, which removes the effect of commutation overlap 
angle, will hold with varying accuracy at the different operating 
points. The largest errors result when the firing angle is small 
and the commutation overlap angle is large. Tests carried out showed 
o that the error in the state estimate of a exceeded 1 (or 14%). Thus 
for accurate a.c.-h.v.d.c. state estimation, the h.v.d.c. link without 
any approximations should be used. However the exact representation for 
the h.v.d.c. link proves potentially unstable in practice when little 
measurement redundancy is present. The lack of stability of the 
exact-model h.v.d.c. link representation's convergence is due to 
extreme non-linearities in unapproximated convertor relationships and 
their associated Jacobian values. A modification to the approximate 
h.v.d.c. link model a.c.-h.v.d.c. state estimator algorithm, enforcing 
exact h.v.d.c. link model residuals at each iteration without changing 
the approximate h.v.d.c. link model Jacobian structure, was tested, 
which generated stable, near exact estimates. The technique was also 
tested with a minimum observability measurement set and with a load flow 
configuration, and the method proved to be stable. The technique can 
easily be incorporated in existing a.c.-h.v.d.c. load flow programs 
to generate exact h.v.d.c. link estimates. 
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CHAPTER 9 
USE OF AVAILABILITY DATA IN STATE ESTIMATOR OPERATION 
AND OPTIMAL METER PLACEMENT DESIGN 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of a real-time, on-line state estimator is to provide 
reliable estimates of power system states from noisy redundant 
measurement data. These estimates must be free from bad data rather 
than necessarily optimally filtered. Corruption of the data base, 
buffered by the state estimator, can occur when measurements containing 
noise >3a, bad data, are processed by the estimator. Bad data 
"detection" tests on the estimates are performed after each estimation. 
Identification tests can then be used to isolate and remove the suspect 
bad data. In this way a reliable data base is maintained and faulty 
metering and communication equipment can be isolated and repaired after 
failure or drift occurs. 
Metering and communication equipment will randomly fail and 
after certain failure combinations, certain nodes within the power 
system will be unobservable to the state estimator. The expected outage 
time per year which individual nodal estimates will be unavailable 
depends on the data acquisition system availability and on the metering 
configuration chosen. 
Availability is defined by Shooman (1968) to be 
(9.1) 
where ~. is the mean time to repair, and A. is the mean time to failure. 
~ ~ 
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Few authors account for the time varying nature of the measurement 
system when considering state estimation or designing for optimal meter 
placement. Rather, they assume that what equipment is present when the 
state estimator is commissioned will always be available. Methods that 
do inciude availability and equipment outage rates do so through 
simulations. Ariatti et ala (1975) studied the effect random loss of 
communication and metering equipment has on the observabi1ity and 
filtering properties of state estimates. Le Roy and Villard (1975) 
employ a similar technique. Masiello and Horton (1979) simulate the 
effect that loss of communication links has on estimate observabi1ity. 
Phua and Dillon (1977) use a similar technique to evaluate the effect 
that loss of communication links has on estimation error. However, 
simulation methods are time a consuming , cannot guarantee to check the 
effect of all possible combinations of measurement outages, particularly 
adverse ones since they have a low probability of occurrences, and are 
usually only used to check the validity of a chosen measurement set. 
With the exception of Ariatti et al. (1975), none of the meter 
placement methods generates quantitative availability data that describes 
the probability of nodes being unobservable. 
In this chapter, a simple analytical method for evaluating the 
probability (availability) of generating observable nodal estimates 
and the probability of retaining the observable nodal estimates after 
the loss or removal of suspect measurements, when identifying bad data, 
is considered. The use of Markov chain probability theory allows one 
to determine what effect maintenance policies, influencing the mean time 
to repair, for individual measurement and communication link equipment, 
have on the availability of the observable nodal estimates. Optimal 
meter placement design techniques which choose the "best" set of 
measurements to make on the power system with regard to their individual 
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cost, placement and type, are reviewed and their shortcomings considered. 
An optimal meter design technique, based on availability analysis 
concepts, is proposed and its advantages and disadvantages with regard 
to other methods later examined. 
9.2 REVIEW OF MINIMUM OBSERVABILITY CRITERIA FOR POWER SYSTEM 
STATE ESTIMATION 
The probability (availability) of observing state estimates 
depends on the avai"lability of the measurement and communication 
equipment of the data acquisition system and on the observability 
of the measurement data that reaches the state estimator. When 
insufficient measurements reach the state estimator to allow estimation 
of all or a portion of the states, the measurement set is said to be 
unobservable. 
For a measurement set or subset to be observable, at least one 
nodal voltage magnitude must be monitored, and the real and reactive 
line-flow and injection power measurements must span the network tree 
or subtree of the monitored power system. The observability of combined 
"line-flow and injection" measurement sets can be checked by grouping 
the "line-flow plus voltage" measurements into a subportion of the 
network tree. If this subportion does not span the network tree, the 
estimator is only partially observable in each "line-flow plus voltage" 
subset. For the injection measurements now "added", to be observable, 
they should: 
(i) Completely span any unobservable islands, meshing these islands 
with the observable "line-flow plus voltage" subportions. 
Note that an injection measurement "spansli all nodes connected 
by lines to that node at which the injection measurement is made. 
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(ii) There should be at least as many injection measurements as 
unobservable states. 
Consider the 5 bus system shown in Figure 9.1a. Ten measurements are 
present. The "line-flow plus voltage" subtree is shown in Figure 9,lb, 
This observable island observes 5 states at nodes 1, 2 and 3 (vI' 82 , 
v2 ' 83, v 3). Four states (8 4 , v4 ' 85 and v5) remain unobserved. 
Adding the two injection measurement pairs, s4 and s5' makes the 
measurement set completely observable. Consider the observability of 
the measurement set shown in Figure 9.2a. The "line-flow plus voltage" 
subtree observable island is shown in Figure 9.2b. Three nodes 
(6 states: 82 , v2 ' 84 , v4 ' 85 , v5) remain unobserved. Only two 
injection measurement pairs, s4 and s5' are to be added and hence only 
states vl' 83 and v3 are observable. 
9.3 AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS 
For large-scale systems, it is easier to calculate the 
availability for each node i of generating observable estimates rather 
than calculating the availability of all or some nodes being observable. 
Local redundancy effects simplify such nodal availability calculations. 
In order to calculate the availability that a given node i will 
be observable, producing satisfactory estimates; 
(i) "Remove" the node and its nearest neighbours from the large 'scale 
system. Observability to the node, i, is maintained by any real 
and reactive line-flow and injection measurements made at node i, 
any injection measurements made at neighbouring nodes k ... ~ and 
any line-flow measurements made at neighbouring nodes on lines 
connected to node i. Simultaneous loss of all these "link" 
measurements will constitute the smallest loss combination which 
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must occur before node i becomes unobservable. 
(ii) As well as maintaining the measurement "link" to node i, 
a voltage reference measurement must also be maintained. 
Only one voltage measurement is required when monitoring 
measurements on a power system. This is because real and 
reactive injection and line-flow measurements spanning the 
nodes of the power system "link" the voltage reference (as 
described in section 9.2). In practice, however, usually more 
than one nodal voltage measurement is made. Node i will "lose" 
its voltage reference when all link measurements are lost, as 
in (i), or when all nodal voltage measurements are simultaneously 
unavailable. The likelihood of this happening to the I.E.E.E. 14 
bus. "optimal meter" configuration of Handschin and Bongers 
(1975), shown in Figure 9.3, is small because such a loss 
requires simultaneous failure of seven independent communication 
links, assuming each node in the power system is linked to 
systems control by its own communication link. 
Note: The presence of a voltage measurement at node 9 only 
guarantees to observe the voltage magnitude, not the 
phase angle, and thus the arguments in (ii) are still 
valid. 
Consider the availability of node 12 producing observable 
estimates for the LE.E.E. 14 bus test system with the "optimal meter" 
configuration shown in Figure 9.3. Node 12 and its nearest 
neighbours, isolated from the rest of the system, are shown in Figure 
9.4. Link measurement pairs s13-12' s13' s6-12 and s6 are present. 
The unavailability of node 12 producing observable estimates is, from 
Appendix All, 
Figure 9.3 
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S6-12 
Figure 9.4 Node 12 and its nearest neighbours. 
A(node 12 observable) = (9.2) 
where, for example, A denotes the unavailability of the real and 
s6 
reactive injected power measurement at node 6, and A denotes the 
s6 
availability of the real and reactive injected power measurement at 
node 6, where 
(9 3) 
It can be seen from (9.2) that the loss or removal of the four 
link measurement pairs s13~12' s13' s6_12 and s6 will cause node 12 
to become unobservable. Thus node 12 has a non-zero probability 
(availability) of producing observable nodal estimates after the 
simultaneous removal of any three measurement pairs. Node 12 has a 
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non-zero possibility of identifying any three mUltiple bad data points 
and thus has an identification capability of three. 
In general, if a node is attached to other nodes by n link 
measurement pairs, the multiple bad data identification capability of 
that node is (n - 1) • 
Figure 9.5 Node 4 and its nearest neighbours. 
Consider node 4 and its nearest neighbours, shown in Figure 9.5. 
Seven link measurement pairs are attached to node 4. Thus the 
unavailability of node 4 producing observable estimates is 
A (node 4 observable) (9.4) 
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using the arguments in Appendix All. However the voltage reference is 
lost when all seven voltage measurements present in the metering 
configuration are simultaneously lost. Thus 
A (node 4 observable) 
(9.5) 
From Appendix All it can be shown that AI = 1. 
Node 4 has a non-zero probability of being observable after 
removal or loss of any six measurements, and thus has an identification 
capability of six. 
Table 9.1 summarizes the number of link measurement pairs 
surrounding each node of Handschin and Bongers "optimal meter" 
configuration which must be lost before the node becomes unobservable. 
The multiple bad data "identification capability" which has a non-zero 
probability of identifying bad data is shown also. The number of 
measurements about the node which are affected by a communication link 
failure to the link (which transports all measurements made at the node) 
is also summarized. Communication link failure constitutes a "wors t-
case" failure. The nodes at which measurements are made are assumed to 
have their own independent communication link. With the exception of 
node 8, all nodes have a non-zero probability of remaining observable 
after a fault causing the loss of the communication link. Simultaneous, 
adjacent communication link failure has an extremely low probability Df 
occurrence and is not considered when evaluating Table 9.1. 
The eff~ct of communication link outages on measurement data, 
monitored at two nodes and transmitted in the same communication link, 
is considered in Table 9.2. All nodal combinations are given. Nearly 
half of the nodal combinations, particularly when nodes are adjacent, 
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Table 9.1 Nodal availabilities for "optimal meter configuration", 
14 bus I.E.E.E. test system and effect of communication 
link failure (one link per node). 
~ COMMON MODE 
BAD DATA AS LOCAL 
MULTIPLE BAD DATA A RESULT OF REDUNDANCY 
NO. OF LINK IDENTIFICATION COMMUNICATION (Hands chin a 
NODE MEASUREMENTS CAPABILITY LINK FAILURE t Bongers, 197 
1 3 2 2 2.40 
2 7 6 3 2.56 
3 4 3 0 3.17 
4 7 6 5 1.83 
5 7 6 0 3.78 
6 6 5 5 1.80 
7 6 5 0 2.50 
8 2 1 2* 1.25 
9 5 4 2 2.20 
10 4 3 3 1.83 
11 4 3 0 3.00 
12 4 3 0 3.00 
13 5 4 3 2.25 
14 3 2 0 1.83 
* Denotes mUltiple bad data identificati'on capability is less than the 
number of measurements lost as a result of communication link failure, 
t Includes only loss of real and reactive injection and line-flow 
pair terms. 
nd 
5) 
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Table 9.2 Effect of communication link failure when measurements 
from two nodes are transmitted through the same link. 
"Optimal meter configuration" 14 bus LE.E.E. test 
system. 
NODES TRANSMITTED 
THROUGH COMMON 
COMMUNICATION LINK 
1,2* 
1,4 
1,8 
1,9 
1,10 
1,6 
1,13 
2,4* 
2,8 
2,9 
2,10 
2,6 
2,13 
4,8 
4,9* 
4,10 
4,6 
4,13 
6,8 
6,9 
6,10 
6,13;'> 
8,9 
8,10 
8,13 
9,10* 
9,13 
10,13 
* Denotes adjacent nodes. 
EFFECT OF LOSS OF COMMUNICATION LINK 
Node 1 unobservable, 2 observable 
Nodes 1 and 4 observable 
Node 1 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 1 and 9 observable 
Nodes 1 and 10 observable 
Nodes 1 and 6 observable 
Nodes 1 and 13 observable 
Nodes 2 and 4 observable. 3 unobservable 
Node 2 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 2 and 9 unobservable 
Nodes 2 and 10 observable 
Nodes 2 and 6 observable 
Nodes 2 and 13 observable 
Node 4 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 4 and 9 observable 
Nodes 4 and 10 observable 
Nodes 4 and 6 observable 
Nodes 4 and 13 observable 
Node 6 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 6 and 9 observable 
Nodes 6 and 10 observable, 11 unobservable 
Nodes 13, 12 and 6 unobservable 
Node 8 unobservable, 9 observable 
Node 8 unobservable, 10 observable 
Node 8 unobservable, 13 observable 
Node 9 observable, 10 unobservable 
Nodes 9 and 13 observable, 14 unobservable 
Nodes 10 and 13 observable 
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result in loss of observability after communication link failure. 
Without parallel, redundant communication paths, such a scheme is 
unlikely to be used in practice. 
The number of link measurement pairs surrounding each node of 
Handschin and Bongers' (1975) "first meter" configuration, shown in 
Figure 9.6, is summarized in Table 9.3. Although eight link measurement 
pairs surround node 6, only seven voltage magnitude measurements are 
monitored in the power system, thus limiting the multiple bad data 
identification capability of node 6 to six. From Table 9.3, it can be 
seen that three nodes, 8, 10 and 13, will become unobservable after a 
fault affecting the communication link. The effect of outages on 
communication links carrying measurement data from two nodes is shown 
in Table 9.4. Nearly all of the possible nodal combinations, 
particularly the adjacent nodes, result in loss of observabi1ity due 
to failure of the link. 
9.3.1 Inclusion of zero injection pseudomeasurements 
Most optimal metering design techniques do not take special 
account of zero injection pseudomeasurements. Zero injection pseudo-
measurements have a high accuracy, unity availability and cost nothing 
to monitor. In practice, as many as 40% of the injection measurements 
possible on a power system can be considered as zero injection pseudo-
measurements. When included in an availability based optimal metering 
design, their presence can be relied upon and the capital resource 
available for the data acquisition system can be spent improving the 
availability of estimation at nodes which are "less secure" and are not 
influenced by the zero injection pseudomeasurements. The optimal 
metering configuration of Handschin and Bongers' (1975) contains a zero 
injection at node 7 that is not accounted for in their design. 
Figure 9.6 
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NODE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Table 9.3 
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Nodal availabilities for "first meter configuration", 
14 bus I.E.E.E. test system and effect of 
communication link failure (one link per node). 
COMMON MODE BAD DATA 
NO. OF LINK . 
MULTIPLE BAD DATA 
IDENTIFICATION 
CAPABILITY 
AS A RESULT OF 
COMMUNICATION LINK FAILUREt MEASUREMENTS 
5 4 3 
9 8 5 
4 3 0 
5 4 4 
7 6 0 
8 5 4 
2 1 0 
1 0 1 i~ 
3 2 0 
3 2 3 * 
4 - 3 0 
4 3 0 
6 5 4 * 
2 1 0 
* Denotes mUltiple bad data identification capabilities less than the 
number of measurements lost as a result of communication link failure. 
t Includes only loss of real and reactive injection and line-flow 
pair terms. 
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Table 9.4 Effect of communication link failure when measurements 
from two nodes are transmitted through the same link~,~-'~ 
"First meter configuration" 14 bus I.E.E.E. test system. 
NODES TRANSMITTED 
THROUGH COMMON 
COMMUNICATION LINK 
1.2* 
1,4 
1,8 
1,10 
1,6 
1,13 
2,4* 
2,8 
2,10 
2,6 
2,13 
4,8 
4,10 
4,6 
4,13 
6,8 
6,10 
6,13* 
8,10 
8,13 
10,13 
* Denotes adjacent nodes. 
EFFECT OF LOSS OF COMMUNICATION LINK 
Node 1 unobservable, 2 observable 
Nodes 1 and 4 observable 
Node 1 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 1 and 10 observable 
Nodes 1 and 6 observable 
Nodes 1 and 13 observable, 14 unobservable 
Node 2 observable, 4 and 3 unobservable 
Node 2 observable, 8 unobservable 
Nodes 2 and 10 observable 
Nodes 2 and 6 observable 
Nodes 2 and 13 observable, 14 unobservable 
Node 4 observable, 8 and 7 unobservable 
Node 4 observable, 10 and 9 unobservable 
Nodes 4 and 6 observable 
Nodes 4 and 13 observable. 14 unobservable 
Nodes 6 and 8 unohservable 
Node 6 observable, 11 and 10 unobservable 
Nodes 6, 12, 13 and 14 unobservable 
Nodes 8 and 10 unobservable 
Nodes 8 and 14 unobservable, 13 observable 
Nodes 10 and 14 unobservable, 13 observable 
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The presence of this zero injection modifies the availability of the 
estimates at nodes 4, 7, 8 and 9. From Figure 9.1 
However, A = 0 . 
s7 
Thus 
A(node 7 observable) = A(node 9 observable) = A(node 8 observable) 
(9.6) 
(9.7) 
Since the link measurement, A ,is always available, loss of 
s7 
observability for estimates of nodes 4, 8, 7 and 9 depends only on losing 
the voltage reference to the state estimator. The estimates can be 
generated for nodes 4, 8, 7 and 9 after the removal of any type of bad 
data in the vicinity of these nodes. However, removal which causes loss 
of the voltage reference cannot be tolerated. The revised Table 9.1, 
including the zero injection of node 7, is shown in Table 9.5. All 
nodal estimates now have a non-zero probability of being observable 
after communication link failure. 
9.3.2 lILocal redundancy" versus lIno . of link measurements" 
The concept of 1I1ocal redundancy" as a means of determining 
meter coverage can be useful but misleading. The "local redundancy" 
about each node is found by summing up the number of measurements made 
on the node and at adjacent nodes, and dividing by the number of 
unknowns on and at adjacent nodes. Thus voltage measurements are 
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Table 9.5 Nodal availability for "optimal meter configuration" 
NODE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 bus I.E.E.E. test system and effect of communication 
link failure (one link per node) when zero injection 
pseudomeasurement at node 7 is included. 
NO. OF LINK 
MEASUREMENTS 
3 
7 
4 
7 
7 
6 
6 
2 
5 
4 
4 
4 
5 
MULTIPLE BAD DATA 
IDENTIFICATION 
CAPABILITY 
2 
6 
3 
7 * 
6 
6 
6 * 
2 1c 
5 
* 
3 
3 
3 
4 
COMMON MODE BAD DATA 
AS A RESULT OF 
COMMUNICATION LINK FAILUREt 
2 
3 
0 
5 
0 
5 
0 
2 
2 
3 
0 
0 
3 
0 
* Denotes effects of the zero injection pseudomeasurement at node 7 
on the multiple bad data identification cavabilities at nodes 4, 7, 8 
and 9. 
t Includes only loss of real and reactive injection and line-flow 
pair terms, 
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included in the figure of merit as well as measurements made at the 
adjacent nodes. to other nodes which provide no links to the node in 
question. As an example, the local redundancy for nodes 6 and 12 of 
the Handschin and Bonger (1975) optimal metering configuration is 1.8 
and 3 respectively, whereas the number of link measurements present 
is 6 and 4 respectively. Node 6 will have a 'greater nodal estimate 
availability than node 12, even though the "local redundancy" of node 6 
is less than node 12. 
9.4 DETAILED NODAL ESTIMATE - AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS 
In the previous section, the availability concept of producing 
observable nodal estimates and bad data identification capability were 
outlined. A more detailed approach can be taken if Shooman's (1968) 
definition of availability is used (equation 9.1). 
After each state estimation or series of state estimations, the 
probability of generating observable nodal estimates and the possible 
level of bad data identification capability can be computed. Depending 
on the equipment availabilities, the maintenance policies which determine 
the mean time to repair, ]l" can be altered to give the best "coverage". 
~ 
If particular nodes have poor probability of bad data identification 
then the maintenance policy for measurement failures in the vicinity of 
such nodes can be geared to rapid repair. However, failures at nodes 
where zero injection pseudomeasurements are made in the vicinity do not 
need such stringent maintenance policies. Thus a hierarchical repair 
strategy, based on having observable nodal estimates, can be evolved to 
handle failure of meter and/or communication links. This repair 
strategy changes and evolves in time. Figure 9.7 shows possible changes 
in the probability of generating an observable estimate for node 1, 
during the change from measurement scan at time k to the measurement 
Node 1 observable 
Figure 9.7 
Node 1 unobservable 
K(node 1 observable)=As As As· 1 1-2 2 
effects involving vI and v 2 are 
not considered since they only 
constitute low probability, 
high order effects (see Appendix 1). 
Transition diagram for node 1. 
All measurements made 
of nodes 1 and 2 are 
transmitted through 
the same communication 
link. 
N 
o 
~ 
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scan at time (k+1). Measurements may remain unrepaired and unavailable 
for a large number of measurement scans. A definition of probabilities 
in the Markov transition diagram follows (Lipschutz, 1965). 
o. = probability that having been present at state i, at time k6t, the 
~ 
"probability of generating an observable estimate" for: node 1 remains 
unchanged, remaining at state i, at time (k+1)6t 
A. = probability that having been present at state i, at time k6t, an 
~ 
additional measurement is lost and the "probability of generating 
an observable estimate" for node 1 decreases, to state j, at time 
(k+1)6t. 
~i = probability that having been present at state i, at time k6t, a 
repaired measurement is re-introduced into service and the 
('probability of generating an observable estimate"for node 1 
increases to state ~ at time (k+1)6t. 
Only single measurement or communication link failures are 
considered in the state transition diagram. Communication link failure 
causes the simultaneous loss of measurements sl' sl_2 and s2' taking the 
estimate "availability" to state 8 at time (k+1)6t, from any state i, 
at time k6t. The probability of multiple measurement failure during the 
time scan from k6t to (k+1)6t is extremely low and can be neglected. 
The Markov transition diagram contains no absorbing states 
(states that can be entered but not left), so long-term expected 
probabilities can be influenced by suitable choices of A. and ~., The 
~ ~ 
probability of failure, A., can be reduced by selecting high availability 
~ 
equipment or the use of alternate, redundant communication links during 
the design of the data acquisition system. The probability of failure, 
A., thus remains largely fixed. The choice of ~., the meant time to 
~ ~ 
repair, can be varied and determined by the operator. If measurement sl 
fails, taking the estimate "availability" for node 1 from state 1 to 
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state 2, the "availability" of the estimate is still high and the 
estimate will still be observable after further measurement failures. 
The meantime to repair the measurement of sl is not crucial. However, 
if failure of measurement sl takes the estimate "availability" for node 
1 from state 2 to state S then the mean time to repair, ~,. becomes 
1. 
crucial if secure operation is to be maintained. Further measurement 
failure will cause loss of observability to node i. 
The transition matrix P for the Markov chain is shown below. 
P forms a stochastic matrix where the rows are probability vectors; 
each entry of P is non-negative and the sum of the entries in each row 
is unity. P is also in regular matrix because all the entries of Pare 
positive. 
P 
1 
o 
o 
2 
o 
~4 
~S 
o 
3 
~6 
o 
~7 
4 
~8 
~9 
S 6 7 8 
o o o A 
c 
o A 
c 
A 
c 
A 
c 
o 
o 0 °7 A6 
~10 ~11 ~12 °8 
A4 Ai + Ac 
AS :::: A2 + Ac 
\ :::: A3 + \ 
Let ~(o) =P. be the initial probability distribution of the 
-1. 
(9.8) 
system at time k~t or when the state estimator is initialized. The 
initial probability vector, ~(o). indicates the availability of 
measurements to the state estimator when estimation begins. The 
probability distribution one scan later is given by ~.~. and the 
lin-step" probability distribution, n steps later at time (k+n) ~t , 
. . b (n) (o)pn 
1.S gl. ven y.l2 ::::.l2 _ The unique fixed point long-term probability 
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vector, ~, can also be found. The sequence, p, £2, £3 ••. of powers of £ 
approaches the matrix T whose rows are each the fixed point vector t. 
Also if ~ is any probability vector, then the sequence of vectors 
.p. ~, .p. ~ 2, .p.f 3 approaches the long-term probability fixed point vector 
~, and ~ :::: t P . Thus the expected long-term probability of residing in 
anyone of the Harkov states depends only on the transition matrix ~ and 
not on the initial probability vector ~(o) at which the ~tate estimator 
began scanning (Lipschutz, 1965). The long-term probability vector ~, 
indicating the availability of measurements influencing the state 
estimation of node 1, needs only evaluation once for a given A., O. and 
1. 1. 
11 .. 
1. 
If the long-term expected probability of being in Markov state 8 
(where node 1 becomes unobservable) is too great, then maintenance 
policies affecting 11. and O. should be modified and the long-term 
1. 1. 
expected probabilities of generating observable estimates recomputed 
until a satisfactory result is obtained. 
Note that the long-term expected probability of being in Markov 
state 8 should be numerically the same as the unavailability of node 1 
generating observable estimates, found by using the methods of section 
9.3. This is because the analysis in section 9.3 is based on long-term 
availability data while the analysis in this section is based on the 
availabilities of a measurement between successive scans. 
9.5 REVIEW OF OPTIMAL METER PLACEMENT METHODS 
Complete optimal filtering in power systems state estimation is 
not economically feasible since it would require the monitoring of all 
possible measurements. All nodal voltages, injected powers and line 
power flows would need monitoring, thus making data acquisition costs 
prohibitive. Rather, the problem is to choose the best set of 
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measurements to make on the power system, with regard to their 
individual cost, placement and type, to give the best coverage for a 
given capital expenditure. This is called the "optimal meter placement" 
problem. Coverage is taken to mean, by most authors, the degree of 
"noise-filtering" that occurs in the estimator as a result of the 
measurement set present. Most optimal meter placement designs minimize 
criteria involving the error co-variance matrix or its inverse, the 
information matrix. Schweppe at ale (1971, 1974) suggest using the 
trace of the error co-variance matrix when determining meter placement. 
Fetzer and Anderson (1975) apply observability theory to the information 
matrix in order to select the best "new" measurement to add to an existing 
measurement set. Edelmann (1975) uses condition numbers to access the 
degree of noise filtering for different metering configurations. Ogawa 
(1978) uses a similar criterion to assess the best way of expanding an 
existing measurement set. Koglin (1975), using a similar criterion to 
Schweppe, evaluates the degree of filtering of "quantities of interest" 
rather than the filtering of the estimates themselves. Arriatti at ale 
(1975) simulates the effect of meter and communication link outages by 
noting how the error co-variance is affected) and when nodes become 
unobservable due to insufficient measurement data reaching the state 
estimator. Le Roy and Villard (1975) extensively simulate the effect 
random metering errors have on the error co-variance matrix, and compare 
results with theoretical expectations asa way of selecting optimum meter 
placement. Phua and Dillon (1977) use information theory to validate 
Schweppe's (1970) idea that the amount of filtering in the estimate 
given by the trace of the error co-variance matrix, Phua and Dillon 
then perform an inequality constrained minimization, based on the 
trace of the co-variance matrix, to select the optimal meter placement. 
Constraints on the total available capital and lower bounded inequality 
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constraints on measurement accuracy are also included, 
More recently, some authors have realized that the primary role 
of a power system state estimator is to rapidly update and maintain a 
reliable data base, free from bad data, rather than necessarily 
maintaining an optimally filtered one, In such a role, the bad data 
detection and identification capabilities of the state estimator become 
more important. Handschin and Bongers (1975) and Mafaakher et al. (1979) 
optimize the "power function of the J(x) test" which relates to the 
detection of bad data, The method used by these authors only accurately 
represents the detection of a single bad data point, Multiple common 
mode bad data can confuse criteria used in determing the "power function 
of the J(x) test", as shown in Appendix A6. 
Bad data detection does not involve the removal of measurement 
data and hence has the same observability as the state estimation process. 
Bad data identification, however, involves grouping suspect bad data, 
removing it, and re-estimating. If insufficient measurement redundancy 
remains after removal of the suspect bad data, estimates may not be 
observable and the suspect bad data cannot be identified and the 
integrity of the data base cannot be maintained. Thus to an on-line 
state estimator)whose primary function is to maintain a reliable data 
base, free from bad data, identification is the most important function 
performed when considering optimal meter placement. The ability of the 
state estimator to identify bad data, after the suspect measurements 
have been removed, can be exp~essed as a probability or availability 
that sufficient measurements will still be present to generate 
observable estimates. This probability of bad data identification will 
depend on the availability of measurement and communication link 
equipment within the data acquisition system and on the observability of 
measurements that remain in the state estimator after the suspect 
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measurements are removed, An optimal meter placement method based on 
availability analysis is presented in the next section, 
9,6 OPTIMUM METER PLACEMENT 
Unavailabilities for the nodal estimates of the 14 bus test system 
are shown in Table 9,6. 
9,6.1 Optimization constraints 
The availability, A., of a measurement or communication link 
~ 
increases with cost, The cost, c. , 
~ 
z 
of providing metering equipment 
with availability A. is 
~ 
z 
C. 
l. 
Z 
(9,9) 
and the cost, c. , 
~ 
of installing a communication link, with availability 
A. , is 
~ 
c 
c 
c. 
~ 
c 
= c. A. 
~2 ~c 
where c. and c. are constants of proportionality, 
~1 ~2 
(9,10) 
Thus the availability of a measurement arriving at the state 
estimator, A. ,is 
~SE 
A. 
~SE 
:: A. Q A. 
~ ~ 
z c 
and the cost associated with this measurement, 
+ c. 
~ 
c 
Communication links can either be of "single" or parallel 
redundancy, In the case of two parallel links 
A. 
~ 
c 
(9.11) 
(9,12) 
(9,13) 
Table 9.6 
NODE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
211. 
Probability of generating ob8ervable e8timates for 
the 14 bU8 optimal meter configuration. 
PROBABILITY OF HAVING UNOBSERVABLE NODAL ESTIMATES 
A A A 8 1_2 8 1 8 2 
A A A A A A A A 8 2 8 2_5 82_4 82_3 sl 81_2 84 84_7 
A A A A 8 2 8 2_3 84 84_ 3 
A A A A A A A 
* 84 
8
4
_3 84
_
2 84
_5 84_7 89 8 2 
A A A A A A A 8 1 8 2 8 2_5 84 84_1 86 86_5 
A A A A A A 86 86_5 86- 11 86- 13 86- 12 8 13 
A A A A A A 
* 89 
89_7 84 84
_
7 88_7 88 
A A .,~ 88 88_7 
A A A A A 
* 89 
89_7 8 10_9 8 10 84 
A A A A 8 10 810- 11 8 10- 9 89 
A A A A 86 86_11 8 10 8 10- 11 
A A A A 8 13 8 13- 12 86- 12 86 
A A A A A 
813 8 13- 12 8 13- 14 86 86_ 13 
A A A 813 8 13- 14 89 
* Probability of unob8ervable nodal e8timate8 at node8 4, 7, 8 and 9 
equa18 zero when zero injection p8eudomea8urement at node 7 i8 
taken into account. 
ZIZ. 
where A. is the availability of one of the two links, 
11 
A. is the availability of the other link. 1 Z 
For the duplex link 
C. ::::: c. A. 
1C 12 11 
+ c. A. 
13 12 
where c. is a constant of proportionality. 
13 
Note that if a zero injection exists at node i 
and c. ::::: 0 
lSE 
and 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
Consider the availability of observable nodal estimates at node 1 
when a duplex link is used. From Table 9.6 
where A 
A (node 1 observable) ::::: A A A 
s s s 
s 1-2SE 
::::: [l-A 
1-ZSE lSE 2SE 
sl_Z 
z 
Similar expressions hold for A 
sl 
Thus 
A(node 1 observable) ::::: [1 - A
Sl
_
2 
(1- (l-AU )(l-A1Z»)] [1-As1 
z z 
(1-(l-Al1)(l-A12))] [1-A (l-(l-A )(l-A »)] Sz 21 22 
z 
Note that: 
(9.16) 
(9.17) 
(i) if only one communication path is present, A12 ::::: AZ2 ::::: 0, and 
(ii) if the two communieation paths have the same availability, 
A similar. analysis can be used to determine the availability of 
the observable nodal estimates, at other nodes, based on the individual 
measurement and communication link availability data. 
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9.6.2 Statement of the minimization problem 
Minimize the total data acquisiton measurement and communication 
system costs, cT' subject to minimum observable nodal estimate 
availability constraints, A. ,where 
1.min 
A. > A. 
1.SE - lmin 
(9.18) 
and where A. results from the individual metering and communication 
1. • 
m1.n 
link availability data, i.e. equation (9.17). 
9.6.3 Steps in the optimum meter placement design 
1. Allot minimum permissible nodal estimate occuracies, 
and availabilities, A. • 
1. • 
m1.n 
2. Postulate a data acqusition measurement system. 
r. 1. . 
m1.n 
3. Modify the accuracy of the metering equipment, r., until the 
1. 
accuracy of the nodal estimates is sufficient (r > r. ) . 
- 1. . 
m1.n 
The accuracy of the nodal estimates (i.e. the degree of filtering 
necessary) is given by the trace of the inverse of the information 
matrix evaluated at the estimate. That is, 
a 
x. 1. 
Compute the cost, c
a
' of obtaining metering equipment to give 
this accuracy. 
(At this stage, if desired, a minimization to work out the 
individual meter accuracies to give the'minimum cost of c can 
a 
be done using any of the optimal meter placement techniques 
described in section 9.5.) 
(9.19) 
4. Postulate a communication link metering pattern linking the nodes 
in the power system to the control centre. Either single or 
parallel redundant communication paths can be considered in the 
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analysis. 
5. Minimize the total data acquisition system cost, cT' subject to 
the minimum nodal estimate availability constraints. 
(Although stated, the problem was not solved using test examples 
in this study. Since contraints are linear, the Sequential 
Linearly Constrained Minimization Technique (SLCMT) used by Phua 
and Dillon (1979) would be a suitable minimization technique, or, 
if all the availabilities are similar, an integer programming 
approach could be used.) 
6. Repeat (4)-(5) with different communication link patterns until 
all "reasonable" possibilities have been tried. 
7. Choose the scheme which gives the least data acqusition system 
availability cost. The total data acquisition system costs include 
both the availability costs and the accuracy cost. 
8. Repeat steps (3)-(7) using different data acquisition measurement 
systems. 
9. Choose the data acquisition system which had the least total cost 
to satisfy the minimum availabilities and accuracy constraints. 
Ensure that the total cost is less than the total resource 
available. If desired, raise or lower the minimum permissible 
nodal estimate accuracies and availabilities, and repeat (1)-(9). 
9.7 COMPARISON BETWEEN "THE POWER OF TIlE J(x) Ii TEST AND 
AVAILABILITY-BASED METER PLACEMENT DESIGN 
Limitations of the "power of the J(~)" test, which aims to 
optimize the detection capability of a data acquisition system and 
give an even coverage of detection capability> (Appendix A6), result 
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because the test only models distortion in J(~) caused by single and 
multiple non-interacting bad data, It cannot give any information about 
multiple interacting bad data, Another limitation of the power of the 
J(~) test is that it does not model the changing membership of the data 
acquisition system, with time, as meter and/or communication links fail 
and are repaired, 
The availability based meter placement scheme, on the other hand, 
gives the identification capability of each node, which is the largest 
number of measurements about the node that can simultaneously be removed 
without resulting in a "zero-probability" of producing an observable 
nodal estimate when the remaining measurements are processed. However 
the availability approach assumes that having an observable estimate is 
the same as having sufficient bad data detection capability. Some 
observable estimates may have poor bad data detection capability, thus 
the availability based approach to meter placement is a "necessary but 
not sufficient" condition for detecting multiple bad data, It is a 
"necessary and sufficient" condition for generating observable 
estimates after the removal of mUltiple bad data. To relate the 
observable estimates to bad data detection capability, the power of the 
J(~) test should be used, Thus both the power of the J(~) test and the 
availability based meter placement design are complementary and should 
be used together during optimal meter placement design. No test has yet 
been found which accurately lllodels distortions caused by multiple 
interacting bad data and can be used in the design of metering systems, 
9,8 CONCLUSION 
The primary task of an on-line state estimator is to provide 
reliable estimates, free from bad data, As a result, the most important 
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property of the state estimator is its ability to identify single 
and multiple interacting and non-interacting bad data and thus 
maintain a "clean" data base for monitoring and control purposes. 
Availability aspects of generating observable nodal estimates 
are more important than optimal filtering of the esti~ates, particularly 
for on-line state estimation. Availability aspects can be accounted 
for by defining the "identification capability" of each node, to be 
the largest number of measurements about the node that can be 
simultaneously removed from the state estimator without resulting in 
a "zero-probability" of producing observable nodal estimates when 
the remaining measurement set is processed. Meter placement can be 
decided using "identification capability" and availability aspects. 
Advantages of the design method include the following: 
Most of the design can be done without recourse to a computer. 
Most data acquisition systems commissioned augment existing data 
acquisition equipment that may be of a different vintage, and 
have a lower accuracy and availability. In some cases, measurement 
C.T's may have been previously used for relays. The meter 
placement design technique can account for these different 
availab Hi ties. 
Zero injection pseudomeasurements can be used in the design, 
Zero injection measurements are highly accurate and highly 
available (100%) pseudomeasurements that do not require monitoring, 
Other optimal meter placement designs do not account for the 
speCial qualities of the zero injections. Availability based 
optimal meter placement can pivot other measurements away from the 
h~ghly available pseudomeasurements to spread the nodal estimation 
availabilities evenly, 
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Availability based meter placement design is a "necessary but not 
sufficient" test of multiple and single bad data detection and 
identification capability. It is a "sufficient" test of nodal estimate 
observability. The availability based meter placement design should be 
used in a "complementary,1 manner with the power of the J(i) test optimal 
meter placement design which accurately models the detection of single 
and multiple non-interacting bad data, but assumes all measurements 
present in the data acquisition system will always be present, and 
cannot handle multiple interacting bad data. 
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CHAPTER 10 
HIERARCHICAL STATE ESTIMATION OF A COMBINED ELECTRICAL HYDROTURBINE 
AND OPEN CHANNEL HYDRO CANAL SYSTEM - FEASIBILITY INVESTIGATIONS 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
The concept of "energy-system" state estimation involving the 
estimation of composite power systems - , hydro, electrical and/or 
mechanical - was first suggested by Peterson (1977) but as yet no 
practical large scale applications have appeared. 
Consider the role of the area computer located at Twizel, which 
monitors a portion of the South Island power system. Twizel is the 
control centre of the Upper Waitaki power development. The quantities 
monitored are electrical power and voltages at and around nodes within 
the area, water height and pseudomeasurements of flow within the open 
channel power canals linking the generating stations, and measurements 
on the generating units. The data base within the area computer is then 
used to aid the operator in remotely controlling the power output etc. 
of the generating stations. A "possible" configuration of high voltage 
electrical measurements to be made on the Upper Waitaki system is shown 
in Figure 10.1. Figure 10.2 indicates local 33 kV power board and 
service supplies. Measurements made on the Tekapo B power canal are 
shown in Figure 10.3. 
The canal as shown is about 25 km long, with only five monitoring 
points where the depth is measured. At the generating stations at each 
end of the canal, the flow is computed by interpolating between values 
in a 9x9 look-up table which describes the station's stored discharge-
head relationship. 
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Note the nature of the Tekapo B canal is such that the water 
in the canal would overflow its banks if both Tekapo A and B generating 
stations were shut down simultaneously. When shutting down the canal, 
Tekapo B must pass water (through either a bypass valve or generation) 
until the settled level of the remaining water is lower than the height 
of the canal. Thus it would be of some advantage to use a state 
estimator to check the consistency of the open channel flow and height 
and the hydrogenerator measurements, as well as those of the electrical 
systems. 
In this chapter, the feasibility and performance of a combined 
electrical-mechanical-hydraulic, static, dynamic hierarchical state 
estimator is investigated. 
10.2 STRUCTURE OF THE COMBINED ELECTRICAL/HYDRAULIC STATE ESTIMATOR 
Because the mathematical equations describing open channel flow 
and turbine dynamics are time dependent, containing "inertia" effects, 
any state estimator which is to estimate the hydro or mechanical states 
must be dynamic. Little published work has appeared involving the 
estimation of generation units status (Handschin and Galiana, 1973; 
Galiana and Handschin, 1972; Miller and Lewis, 1971, Ljubojevic, 1979) 
and no work has appeared concerning the dynamic estimation of hydro canal 
states, other than papers reviewing the problem or solving only the open 
channel flow dynamics (Chiu and Isu, 1978; Moore, 1973; Longham, 1971; 
Yeh and Becker, 1973). Also, the work published on generating unit 
estimation only models thermal unit behaviour. Handschin and Galiana 
(1973) use a linear formulation of the Kalman filter to dynamically 
estimate the thermal units states. Updated electrical generation 
measurement data is received from a central, tracking, static W.L.S. 
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state estimator which estimates the state of the electrical system, 
The measurement scan rate of this w global static state estimator 
is much slower than that of the local dynamic state estimators, 
Consequently the local dynamic estimators can detect more precisely 
and rapidly,anomalous system behaviour in their area before the global 
tracking state estimator. If a disturbance does occur, more detailed 
information can be co-ordinated, when required, from the local state 
estimator to the systems control centre to aid decision making, 
Transmitting all of the measurements all of the time to the global 
state estimator would require large, expensive, central computers 
(Hands chin and Galiana, 1973). 
Such a hierarchical estimation structure can be applied to the 
functions of area computers controlling hydrocanals and hydroturbines, 
as shown in Figure 10.4. Generation busbar states v(tk ) L 8(tk ) 
are co-ordinated to the local dynamic state estimator after each 
global tracking state estimation has been completed, Detection and 
identification of any electrical power system bad data occurs before 
the busbar state estimates are transmitted, to ensure that v(tk) L8(tk) 
are free from bad data and can be treated as parameters in the local 
estimators. Note that if communication between the central control 
centre and the area computer is unreliable, then the local state 
estimator can also estimate the electrical states within its "area", 
The hierarchical estimation concepts as outlined could also be 
extended to model large loads or interconnected neighbouring systems, 
as shown in Figure 10,5 (Hands chin and Galiana, 1973). However, in this 
study only combined estimation of electrical, hydrogenerator and open 
channel hydro state is considered. 
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Figure 10.4 Two-level "static-dynamic" state estimator of 
network, hydrocanal and power plant states, 
when s hydro canals and ill hydrogenerators are 
present. 
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CONTROL CENTRE 
Hierarchical estimation scheme with centralized 
tracking estimator and local dynamic estimators 
for thermal power plant (1), large loads (2), 
tie lines (3), hydropower plant (4), and hydro-
canal states (5). 
10.3 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM TRACKING STATE ESTIMATOR 
The central electric power system tracking state estimator uses 
the conventional W.L.S. formulation described in Chapter 2, where 
equation (2.22) now becomes 
(10.1) 
No satisfactory mathematical model is available to predict the change 
of the electric power state with time, and so the tracking state 
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estimator always lags behind the actual state of the power system 
(Hands chin and Galiana, 1973). Information about hydrocanal or hydro',,:,:~ 
turbine states cannot be obtained from a knowledge of ~E(tk+1)' 
10.4 MODEL FOR THE HYDROTURBINE PORTION OF A HYDROGENERATING UNIT 
Models for thermal turbine units have been suggested by Galiana 
and Handschin (1972), Handschin and Galiana (1973) and Ljubojevic (1979) 
and used for state estimation purposes. However, the role of a hydro 
station in a power system differs somewhat from that of the thermal 
station. Hydro stations usually follow peak load variations whereas 
the thermal units usually provide "base load" power. Thus the hydro-
generator is more responsive than the thermal unit; more rapidly 
changing its state between global static state estimate measurement 
scans. As a result it may be desirable to have local dynamic state 
estimation of the hydrogenerator. Models for hydroturbine and governor 
plant have been published in Sterling (1979), Wylie and Streeter (1978), 
Hovey (1962), Schleif and Wilbur (1966), Thorne and Hill (1975), 
Dhaliwal and Wichert (1978), Hagihara et ai. (1979), Rame~ and 
Skooglund (1970), Chaudry (1970), Brekke (1974) and Simpson (1976). 
The models presented in these references vary in complexity. The papers 
presented by Brekke (1974), Chaudry (1970) and Streeter and Wylie 
(1978) contain hydroturbine models which include the effects of water 
hammer in the penstocks, in addition to modelling the influence of 
turbine characteristics, the governor, and the influence of the 
generator and load. Ramey and Skooglund's paper does not model water 
hammer, however, but includes a penstock-turbine transfer function. 
If such hydroturbine models which include penstock effects, particularly 
water hammer, were used, dynamic state estimation of the combined hydro-
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canal-turbine would be possible rather than the separate dynamic 
estimation of the hydro canal and hydroturbine, as shown in Figure 10.4. 
For the purposes of this study, however, the separate estimation of 
canal and turbine "only" will be attempted. The hydroturbine model 
chosen for the study is taken from the paper of Dhaliwal and Wichert 
(1978) and actually models the Kettle generating station of the Maintoba 
hydro system. 
The block diagram for the Kettle turbine and governor equipment is 
shown in Figure 10.6. Included in the model is a load self-regulation 
factor, a. 
LOAO SELF 
REGULATOR 
Kd S 0<-
PILOT DISTRIBUTING GATE 
SERVO VALVE SERVO TURBINE 
VIr It) • + 1 
-'-
1 _1_ 
Kp Tp S 1.TvS S 2 HkS Xi X, 
Pel{:) 
Ki XI 
S 
Figure 10.6 "Kettle" hydroturbine and governor. 
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Assumptions made in deriving the state variable formulation are: 
(1) A linear system representation is used. This implies that 
only small signal disturbances are to be considered. 
(2) The relationship between mechanical torque and gate is 
given by 
T 
mech 
:::: 
1 - T ·S W 
. Gate (10.2) 
(3) All damping torques due to the prime mover, generation and load 
are negligible. 
The model of the Kettle turbine and governor includes a 
proportional, integral and derivative (P.I.D.) control, with gain 
constraints, K , K. and Kd . The frequency deviation of the hydroturbine p ~ 
generator is summed, together with the reference frequency deviation and 
the governor steady state spread droop, cr, and the resulting signal is 
then fed to the P.I.D. controller. The output of the P.I.D. controller 
drives a pilot servomechanism which operates the distributing valve 
and the gate servo. The pilot servo and the distributing valve have 
time constants, T and T respectively. The gate servo then operates p v 
the hydraulic turbine, with time constant, TW ' and the output of the 
k 
turbine, summed with the load demand P (t) and the load self regulating 
e 
effect with gain D, induces the rotor to produce the required electrical 
power. The rotor output is the frequency deviation of the generator, 
and the inertia constant of the rotor is 2~. 
Using the state space representation of Figure 10.6, a linear 
model of the form 
(10.3) 
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can be obtained for the hydrogenerator, where! represents the natural 
dynamics of the free system, 
0 0 0 -K.a 
° 
... K. 
1 1-
1 -K a -K a -K -[~ - nKd ] -1 ' d -L d T T T T 211cTp 211cTp P P P P 
0 1 -1 - 1 
° ° A T 
T' T 
v v v 
° 
0 1 
° ° ° 
° ° 
-2 2 -2 0 
Twk Twk 
° ° 
a a 1 -a 
2Hk 211c 
~G(t) is the state vector describing the hydrogenerator 
~G(t) [~1 (t), ~2(t) T = ~6 (t)] 
b [0, 
Kd 
0, 0, 0, __ l_]T 2~Tp , 2Hk 
K 
0] T [K. , --E. 0, 0, 0, 
1. T c 
P 
and 
d = [0, 0, 0, 0, 
where P (t) represents the incremental electric power demand 
e 
with time; 
w (t) represents 'a control input, specified in terms of 
r 
the reference frequency deviation, 
;. (t) 
r 
and 
= 
a 
at w (t) r 
wet) is a stochastic disturbance describing model 
inaccuracies and system noise. 
(10.4) 
(10.5) 
(10.6) 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
(10.9) 
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The dynamic model in (10,3) describes the power plant variations 
about a nominal operating point (i.e, incremental changes), Assuming 
steady state operating conditions at time t =0, the initial condition 
of (1 ° ,3) is ~G ( t) = 2· 
The stochastic disturbance, ~(t), is modelled as a white noise 
process, with zero mean, i,e. 
~(t) E{~ (t)} = ° (10.10) 
and covariance 
T E{~(t) ~ (t + o)} = 9. 0 (T) 
where OCT) is the delta dirac function. 
Consider the case when only the frequency deviation is measured: 
zf(t) = H ~G(t) + vfe t ) = x6 (t) + vf(t) 
T 
since H = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1] , 
(10.11) 
The observation error, vf(t) is modelled as a white noise process 
wi th zero mean: 
and covariance 
where 
and 
R =0 2. 
f ' 
is the standard deviation of the measurement error. 
10.4.1 Local hydroturbine dynamic estimation 
(10.12) 
(10.13) 
The same approach as used by Handschin and Galiana (1973) for 
thermal turbine dynamic estimation can be used for hydro1;:urbine dynamic 
estimation. A linear Kalman filter can be derived to estimate the 
hydrogenerator state, ~G(t), based on the dynamic model (10.3), the 
observation equation (10.11), and on the statistical noise properties 
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o ~G(t) = A~G(t) + ~ Pe(t) + ~ wr(t) 
+ ~ [zf(t) - E ~G(t)] 
+ d ~ (t) 
- r (10.14) 
where K is the linear Kalman gain matrix, 
(10.15) 
and 
(10.16) 
where (10.16) is solved using the standard program solutions to the 
Riccarti equation involving a Kleinmann iterative technique (Kleinmann, 
1968; Bartels and Stewart, 1972; Puripanjavanant, 1980; Sandel et al.~ 1972). 
In the local estimation-, the electrical power demand, P (t), and 
e 
the control signals which represent the reference frequency deviation, 
(wr(t) and ~r(t»), are treated as known inputs. Their observation 
errors can be taken into consideration through the random process wet). 
10.4.2 Local residual analysis 
Again using Handschin and Galiana (1973) results, the filter 
residual ef(t) is defined to be the difference between the actual (zf) 
and the estimated (~f) measurement: 
(10.17) 
Residual analyses are used because their statistical properties 
are well defined and sensitive to changes. The residual process ef(t) 
is a white noise process with zero mean and co-variance 
(10.18) 
Thus the frequency deviation'residual can be used to detect on-line 
plant disturbances, such as changes in mechanical power. Various 
statistical tests can then be used, based on (10.18), to detect these 
changes (see Handschin and Galiana, 1973). Network disturbances such 
as load changes cannot be detected using (10.18), only plant changes. 
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10,5 MODEL OF THE ELECTRICAL PART OF A HYDROGENERATOR UNIT 
A transient electrical model of the hydro generating unit is 
required when studying the behaviour of a generating unit within 
seconds after a network level disturbance (such as a sudden change in 
electrical pow~r demand, Pe) or a disturbance on the generating level 
(such as a sudden change in mechanical power) (Ljubojevic, 1979), 
The interaction between the power plant and transmission network 
is modelled by a transient complex voltage E' behind a transient 
reactance xd' , as shown in Figure 10.7, 
8 Pe --Xd 
'" fE'Ld VLe f NETWORK 
-'--
Figure 10,7 Transient model of the electrical 
part of a generating unit, 
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The electric power P (t) delivered from the generator to the 
e 
transmission network is 
P (t) "" 
e 
E'v(t) 
x' d 
sin [oCt) - Set)] 
where ·v(t)L.S(t) is the complex voltage of the generator bus; 
(10,19) 
oCt) is the internal rotor angle w.r.t. the reference 
generator; and 
Xd is the transient reactance of the generating unit. 
The rotor angle oCt), in radians, is given by 
. 
O(t)=21Tf [f(t)-f f(t)] 
o re 
where f is the nominal frequency (50 Hz); 
o 
f is the frequency deviation of the generating unit, 
(10.20) 
f
ref is the frequency deviation (slip) of the reference generator 
in per unit: 
f (t) f 
re 0'. W (t) 
r 
1 
10.5.1 Rotor angle estimation 
Using the approach of Handschin and Galiana (1973), under the 
assumption that the electrical power demand P (t) is measured, 
e 
z (t) 
p 
where 
and 
P (t) + v (t) E'v(t) 
e p 
E{v (t)} := 0 
p 
Xi 
d 
sin [oCt) - Set)] + v (t) p 
E{v (t) v T(t + T)} := a 2 OCT) p p p 
(10.21) 
(10.22) 
An extended Kalman filter approach would generally be required 
to handle the non-linear dynamic estimation problem given by (10.21) and 
(10.22), However, Handschin and Galiana use a different approach, using 
the frequency deviation measurement (see Appendix AI3), to derive the 
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following rotor angle estimator 
. 
A 
o (t) 
where °wf a p 
zf(t) = measurement of relative rotor angle oCt) of a 
a 2 
wf = 
generator w.r.t. the swing generator; 
Of = standard deviation of the error associated 
with the measurement of zf(t); and 
(10.23) 
(10.24) 
(10.25) 
where e f (t) is the sixth element of the difference vector between the 6 
actual (~G(t») and estimated (~G(t») state vectors, i.e. 
(10.26) 
and 
T E[~(t) ~ (t + T)] = f OCT) (10.27) 
The value of (10.27) is found by solving the steady state solution of 
the Riccarti differential equation (as in section 10.4.1) •. 
Thus measurements of P (t) and f(t) are monitored for hydro-
e 
turbine estimation. Estimation of the generator internal rotor angle, 
oCt), requires a knowledge of Pe(t), f(t), ~G(6) and the centrally 
estimated nodal voltage V(tk) L 8(tk). 
10.6 TEST SIMULATION RESULTS 
The electrical 5 bus test system model of Stagg and El-Abiad 
(1968) was used in the tests, with generation present at nodes 1 and 2. 
The generator at bus 1 is the stack generator where the internal rotor 
angle is arbitrarily zero (01 (t) = 0) and where the reference frequency 
deviation f f(t) is measured. The test system which includes a hydro-
re 
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canal is shown in Figure 10.8. 
RlSERVOIR 
L 
Figure 10.8 
;=:=======::{ RESE.RVOIR 
OPEN CHANNEL 
HYDRO CANAL 
Sample network with two hydrogenerators, 
three loads and one hydrocanal. 
Table 10.1 summarises the voltage profile, power infeeds 
and loads at the beginning of the dynamic simulation. Numerical 
values for the hydrogenerator parameters are given in Table 10.2. 
Note also that 
diag 9. 0.00001 
diag R 0.0001 
Table 10.1 
Node 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Initial conditions for power system simulation. 
Voltage v L e Power P + j e 
p.u. rad. p.u. 
1.060 L - 0.1154 1. 294 - 0.0.75 
.' 
1.047 L - 0.1643 0.205 - 0.199 
1.024 L - 0.2027 -0.452 - 0.145 
1.024 L. - 0.2084 -0.400 - 0.053 
1.018 L. - 0.2228 -0.600 - 0.100 
I 
Table 10.2 Power station parameters. 
PARAMETER GENERATORS 1 AND 2 
a 0.872 
K. 0.50 
~ 
T 0.20 
P 
Kd 0.75 
(J 0.03 
1\ 4.00 
T 1.00 
v 
Twk 1.00 
K 2.50 
P 
. 
* Note: More typical values of 
Tp and TV are 0.04 and 0.2 
respectively. 
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Integration of the dynamic hydroturbine-generator model is based 
on am implicit trapezoidal integration (Law, 1972). In the simulation, 
step lengths, TTT, are varied between 0.2 and 0.10 seconds. 
Law (1972) showed the trapezoidal method of integration to be, 
in some cases, more stable than explicit Runga-Kutta methods when 
solving transient stability problems where the step length is less than 
0.02 sec. Since the sma:llest time constant in the hydrogenerator state 
estimation problem is much greater than the smallest time constant in a 
transient stability study, step lengths of TTT > 0.02 should still prove 
stable. Implicit trapezoidal integration is reviewed in.Appendix A14. 
Measurements arrive from the centralized tracking, static state 
estimator at 10 second intervals. Although the tracking state estimator 
calculates the network states less often in practice, the small time 
interval is chosen to keep the overall simulation time small. 
10.6.1 Example 1 
In order to study the local hydrogenerator estimation performance, 
a change in the electrical power demand, 6P (t) =+0.2 p.u., is simulated, 
e 
at bus 1, after one second. The control signals w (t) and; (t) are set 
r r 
to zero and the estimator is assumed to have reached stable tracking 
conditions at t =0. The resulting frequency deviation profile over a 
30 second interval is shown in Figure 10.9 for the case where Tp =O.2 and 
no measurement noise is present. Different numerical integration single 
step (TTT=0.02, 0.05 and 0.10 sec) and multi steps (TTT=0.02 x 2=0.04, 
TTT ::: 0 .02 x 5 "" 0 .10 sec) were simulated. In the multi step scheme, where 
the step length is n ::: 0.02, the process is repeated m::: 5 times before 
the next measurements arrive, to give an overall integration step length 
of 0.10 sec. All schemes gave the same numerical accuracy. However it 
is likely that for TTT > 0.10, "multi-stepl! numerical integration will 
prove more accurate. 
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When measurement noise is included in the Kalman filter 
observations, the resulting frequency deviation profile is as shown 
in Figure 10,10, Note that the accuracy of the simulation is only 
slightly dependent on the numerical integration step length when the 
size of the step is less than 0,10 sec, 
The same test was repeated with Tp == 1.0 and measurement noise 
present during the Kalman filter observations, The resulting frequency 
deviation profile is shown in Figure 10.11, The frequency deviation 
due to the change in load is much greater than in the case where 
T, =0.02, and oscillations are still present after 30 seconds. Accuracy 
is only slightly dependent on the numerical integration step length when 
the size of the step is less than 0.10 sec. However, multi-step length 
integration schemes can be expected to give improved accuracy when the 
step length is larger. Note that Handschin and Galiana (1973) performed 
the same tests on a thermal turbine generating unit and got a similar 
shaped frequency deviation profile. 
10.6.2 Example 2: Rotor angle estimation. 
The relative rotor angle, 02(t), can be estimated, provided the 
local dynamic estimator obtains an estimate of V(tk ) from the tracking 
estimator, a measurement zf(t) of the reference frequency deviation 
A 
f f(t) at the swing bus, and an estimate f(t), the frequency deviation 
re 
obtained at the local estimator. The control signals w (t) and ~ (t) 
r r 
are set to zero, and the estimator is assumed to have reached stable 
conditions at t =0. At t =0, the rotor angle estimator receives the 
measurement V 2 L 82 ::::: 1.047 L -0 .18 radians from the tracking state 
estimator. At t == 3 seconds, the demand at the slack bus suddenly 
increases (~P (t) = + 0.2 p.u.), forcing P (t) from 1.291 p.u. to 
e e1 
1.491 poU. This change in demand causes the frequency deviation of 
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generator 1 to alter. The next "update" for Vz L 8Z is received after 
10 seconds, and during this time interval other system changes may 
have occurred. At t=10 seconds, the measurement VZ L8 Z =1.047L-O.170 
is received from the global static state estimator and this flupdated" 
information used in the rotor ang1e estimation. The estimated rotor 
angle deviation is shown in Figure 10.1Z and has a similar profile to 
Handschin and Galiana's -results. Accuracy of the rotor angle estimate 
is only slightly dependent on the size of the numerical integration step 
when TTT <0.10 sec. 
10.5 MODEL FOR AN OPEN CHANNEL HYDRO CANAL 
Open channel flow can be complex and have many different modes 
of propagation. Flow can be uniform, where the slope and cross-section 
do not vary along the direction of the flow; turbulent, where the 
frictional characteristics become independent of the Reynolds number 
and only dependent on the channel roughness; gradually varied 
(non-uniform) steady flow where the depth, cross-sectional area, 
bottom slope and roughness change slowly along the channel; gradually 
varied unsteady flow where the discharge and depth change with time; 
and rapidly varied unsteady flow. Rapidly varied unsteady flow is 
caused by abrupt changes in the supply or demand for water. Four types 
of rapidly varied unsteady flow are possible, as shown in Figure 10.13 
(Chow, 1959). The type A surge usually results from a dam break or 
flood while the type B surge occurs in power channels serving hydraulic 
turbines. Type B surge is known as a "rejection surge II and this is 
due to a sudden decrease in power output. Type C flow is generally 
caused by a sudden decrease in the supply of flow upstream, for example 
due to a headgate in a channel or at the tailrace of hydroplant~ while 
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type D is a demand surge which occurs in power channels serving 
hydraulic turbines when the demand at the lower end is suddenly 
increased. (Chow, 1959), 
fOCUS of wove front 
~ -......... ..-=-
V - IT; -,- ... ------1__ ---l -r-:::.=: 
---l. 
-.... 
Type A - advancing downstream 
Locus of wove front 
Type C - retreating downstream 
Figure 10,13 Rapidly varied unsteady flow (Chow, 1959), 
Note that, when generated, surges have steep wavefronts which, 
on meeting other surges or channel "open" and "closed" ends, can reflect 
and sum together to generate large amplitude disturbances, Damping, 
however, usually ensures the rapid decay of the steep wavefront surges, 
In this chapter, only gradually varied unsteady flow is 
considered when deriving the dynamics for the hydrocanal state estimator, 
Events causing rapidly varied unsteady flow must occur either at the 
top or bottom of the open channel and are caused by hydropower station 
operation. Any sudden lowering or raising of headgates etc. can be 
noted by the computer, and anomalies between the estimate and the 
measurements treated with caution for some small period after the event. 
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However, most operations involving changes in the flow in and out of 
the hydro canal will be gradual. 
10.7.1 Open channel transient flow 
The momentum and continuity equations for gradually varied. 
unsteady open channel flow, derived in Appendix A12, are: 
T ~ + aQ 
at ax = 
where Q is the flow rate; 
o 
s - s 
o 
= o 
g is the gravitational constant (= 9.806); 
A is the cross-sectional area of the water; 
00.28) 
(10.29) 
T is the width of the canal at the top of the water level; 
s is the channel resistance; and 
n 2 p4/3 
So c 2 AlO/3 
m 
where n is the manning number (roughness); 
c is a constant (= 1 for SI units); and 
m 
P is the wetted perimeter. 
Wylie and Streeter (1978) provide two programs, one based on the 
method of characteristics and the other based on an implicit Newton method 
which uses a finite difference formulation to solve (10.28) and (10.29). 
The method of characteristics gives the more exact result, but allows 
only the time or distance step, 6t or 6x, to be fixed, while the other's 
variation is fixed by the characteristics. The implicit method uses a 
Newton formulation and allows both 6x and 6t to be specified. To give 
some feel for the treatment of the problem, the implicit method of 
solving the open channel dynamics will be reviewed. 
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10.7.2 Implicit method for solving open channel flow dynamics 
The partial differential equations (10.28) and (10,29) which 
describe the unsteady flow dynamics can be placed in finite difference 
form, for y, if, referring to Figure 10,14, the following substitutions 
are made (Wylie and Streeter, 1978). 
Q~ 
, 
YA 
t + D.( 
1. 
! QA YA o 
I 
Figure 10.14 
y = 
[y , ljJ A : YB ') 
~ ljJ(YB' - Y ') A 
ax 
~ (y I + Y I) A B 
"" at 
tu 
Q; 
Y~ 
! 
+ f· D.t' 
I I '" = D.( Q8 D.( 
I i YA 
L 
Discretization of the open channel 
(Hylie and Streeter, 1978). 
+ 
[y + y ] (1 - ljJ) A 2 B 
+ (1 -ljJ) (YB - YA) 
t:.x 
- (YA + YB) 
(10.30) 
(10.31) 
(10.32) 
t:.t' 
where ljJ "" Tt is a weighting factor. The implicit method o'f solving 
the open channel flow is stable provided 0.5 < ljJ<1,0 and unstable for 
ljJ < 0.5, 
Similar substitutions can be made for A, T, P and Q, 
When the finite difference-equivalents are used to replace all 
the variables in (10.28) and (10.29). the momentum and continuity 
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equations become 
[1 - ;2A~ 1 [~(YB' - Y;') + (1 -~) (YB - yA)l 
+ 2. Q [1/J(QB' - QA' ) + (l - 1/J) (QB - QA)] g X2 
~ ' +Q' 1 A B g A 2 . 2 -4/3 + n ~x P QIQI _ s 6x c 2 A10/ 3 0 
m 
-T [
y '+ y ') A B 
2 
(10.33) 
o 
= 0 
(10.34) 
Equations (10.33) and (10.34) constitute a set of non-linear algebraic 
equations in four independent unknowns, y;' , YB I, Q;' and QB'. When 
the channel is partitioned into N cells there are 2N equations and 
2(N+l) unknowns. Boundary conditions at each end of the hydro canal 
provide the necessary additional equations so that a unique solution 
can be obtained. A Newton Ralphson procedure is used by Wylie and 
Streeter (1978) to simultaneously solve the set of non-linear equations. 
10.7.3 A dynamic model suitable for a Kalman filter 
In the above section it has been shown that the application of 
finite difference equations results in a "linearized" system difference 
model if Q, X, T and P are treated as constant parameters during each 
iteration. However for "real time" implementation, a time dependent 
form of dynamics must be used, i:e. 
(10.35) 
The corresponding Kalman filter equation is: 
~(t) = A'x(t) + B u(t) + K(z - hex») 
..... -~ -- -'""""-""'" 
(10.36) 
A time dependent model can be found by substituting difference 
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approximations only for ~ and t in the momentum and continuity 
equations, (10.28) and (10.29). A different "discretization" scheme 
for the distributed parameter hydrocanal system can be used to realize 
the Kalman filter (cf. the method outlined in section 10.7.2). This 
scheme is shown in Figure 10.15. 
Figure 10.15 Discretization of the open channel 
for Kalman filter implementation. 
States Yi and Yi+l are specified at the end of each cell, i, whereas 
state Qi is specified at the middle. Input and output flow, QIN and 
QOUT ' are treated as "input", ~(t), to the state estimator and are 
continually updated. Differential terms describing the open channel 
flow dynamics now become 
[~~)~ A [I 
[:~ -4/3 + 6x gA p A1O / 3 
~ Y i) ~ 
2 ( 2Q ) 26xA 
(Q I ~ Q ' ) 
3 1 
Q' 2 
-2 - ) Q T 
--::3 (y 3 
g A 
IQI]QJ] 
~ Y2) + ( 2Q _ ) (Q 
26xA 3 
- g A So] 
(10.37) 
~ Q ) 1 
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where the last term involving Y3' Y2' Q3' Q1' Q2 and So forms the 
driving input, ~(t), and the first three terms describe the "dynamic" 
model. Similarly, 
(2YJ .L (0 I Q ') _ (1 -l/J) (Q _ Q ) crt 2 "" - Tllx >2 - 1 T llx 2 1 (10.38) 
where the last term involving Q2 and Q1 formthe driving input ~(t), and 
T "" b + 2 'zy 
A = ~ Y (2b + 2 zy) (10.39) 
P = b + 2 Y (~2) 
where b is the bottom width of the canal; and 
z is the slope. 
For the N cell example, shown in Figure 10.15, the dynamic model 
equations are: 
[d
Q1] _ 
dt --
[a ~~J = 
-2-
( Q1 T l -
2J 1 - ---"'-- (y' 
- 3 2 g A1_2 
-y , ) 
1 
n 1-2 
[ 
2 -p 4/3 1 
c 2 A 10/3 1<\1 Q1' 
m 1-2 
(10.34) 
[:~nJ "" __ g_A~(=n)<:-_-->.(=n+~1:..<...)_1); r 1 _ llx \ <\ T(n)-(n+1»)CY' _y' )_(' 2 Qn 1); J A- (n+1) (n) llx A( )_( +1) g (n)-(n+1) n n 
( 2 P 4/3 1 
- g A(n)_(n+1)1); In (n)-(n+1) I§ 1 Q ' 
C 2 A 10/3 n n 
m (n)-(n+1) 
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where Q1 := I/J Q I + (1 ~ I/J) Q1 1 
[";;J 2 I/J (Q I I ) and := - Q1N 
Tl t::.x 
1 
[a;; 1 2- I/J = (Q ' - Q I) (10.41 ) 
!2 t::.x 
2 1 
[ "Y~ill ,2 I/J ( QOUT' - Q I) 
Tn+l t::.x 
n 
These dynamic equations are integrated by using an iterative numerical 
trapezoidal integration technique (see Appendix AI4). During each 
integration time step, y, A, P, Q and T are treated as constants, but 
after the integration-iterative step these parameters are updated 
using 00.39) and held "constant" for the next integration iterative 
step, Thus the system dynamic model is linear at each iteration step, 
but updated between steps. Tests outlined later show the dynamic model 
to be stable when estimating the 2N+l hydrocanal states after fixing 
0, QIN and QOUT,The 2N+l hydrocanal states are: 
x = {y' Y I 
- l' 2 . .. y n+ l' Q I' .•. Qn
l 
}. 
10.7.4 Structure of the linearized hydrocanal Kalman filter 
A linearized dynamic hydrocanal model and Kalman filter was 
chosen because, if feasible, it requires the least on-line computation. 
If the "linearized" approach does not work sufficiently well, extended 
Kalman filter techniques can be used CLjubojevic, 1979), but require 
more storage and regular updating of the Kalman gain. 
In the linearized Kalman filter approach, last scan estimates, 
{Y1 ... Yn+l' Q1 ..• Qn}' and last scan data, QIN and QOUT ' together 
with the latest data, QIN' and QOUT' , are treated as inputs, ~(t), to 
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the Kalman filter. The model for the "linearized" dynamic Kalman filter 
is given by (10.36). 
10.8 PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
10.8.1 Accuracy of the dynamic hydrocanal model 
In this section t,he accuracy of the various schemes (method 
of characterists, implicit method, and trapezoidal integration) 
for solving the open channel flow dynamics will be assessed. 
The method of characteristics and the Newton Ralphson method 
for solving the hydrocanal dynamics,outlined in section 10.7.1, 
agree to within 1% for the hydro canal problem on page 369 of Wylie 
and Streeter (1978). Estimates for yare shown in Table 10.3 
and represent the estimated water height after 19.168 minutes have 
elapsed. 
Table 10.3 Accuracy of the method of characteristics 
and the implicit Newton method. 
POSITION 
ALONG 
CANAL, X o m 300m 600m 900m 1200m 
IMPLICIT T=19.167 2.713 2.705 2.680 2.630 2.594 
minutes 
CHARACTERISTICS T = 19.168 2.714 2.712 2.692 2.642 2.609 
minutes 
PROBLEM I. Consider the flow situation shown in Figure 10.16. 
lS00m 
2.621 
2.644 
Initially the flow is zero, but after t =0, the discharge linearly 
increases according to the relationship 
Q = 
Q 
O<t<t 
- f 
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and continues until all water has drained out. 
Figure 10.16 Initial flow conditions for problem 1. 
In the following example, Q1 = 0 m
3 /sec and Qf equals 40 m3 /sec 
after t f = 120 seconds. The trapezoidal channel has OX = 150 m, b = 10 m 
wide side slopes, z = 0.5 horizontal to 1 vertical, Manning roughness 
n =0.016, and bottom slope s =0.0002. 
o 
When this problem is solved, using the trapezoidal numerical 
integration technique outlined in section 10.6.3, with the step length 
equal to 0.1 second, t/J = 0.6 and N = 3, the resul ts are as shown in 
Table 10.4. 
Table 10.4 Comparison of the accuracy of the method of characteristics 
with the accuracy of the trapezoidal integration method. 
POSITION ALONG 
CANAL, X o m 150 m 300 m 450 m 
TRAPEZOIDAL T =.600 sec 2.779 2.795 2.728 2.509 
CHARACTERISTICS T = 600 sec 2.782 2.811 2.694 2.519 
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A comparison with the method of characteristics shows an agreement 
to within 1.23%. Thus the method involving the trapezoidal numerical 
integration appears to give ~cceptable results even for small N. 
10.8.2 Dependence of the Kalman filter gain on the flow conditions 
In this section the Kalman filter gain for the hJdrocanal will be 
calculated at various flow conditions and an attempt at assessing 
how dependent the gain is on the flow will be made. Kalman gains were 
calculated using the iterative Klienman technique described in section 
10.4, with 
diag 9 0.00001 
diag R = 0.00001 
in the following calculation of filter gain. 
10.8.2.1 Variation of K with measurement set composition (~=0.6) for 
the stable hydrocanal flow condition of the start of problem 1. The 
canal is divided into three cells, and Kalman gains found for the 
following measurement combinations: 
(i) All measurements possible are monitored (7X7) , i.e. 
{ ' , , 'Q' Q' Q'} Yl' Y2' Y3' Y4' l' 2' 3 
(ii) Four out of seven measurements are monitored (7x4), i.e. 
(iii) One out of seven measurements are monitored (7 xl): 
The resulting gains are shown in Table 10.5. 
PROBLEM 2. Consider the constant flow situation shown in Figure 10.17. 
Initially the flow is at Q = 40 m3 /sec, but after t = a the discharge I 
linearly decreases according to the relationship 
Q := Qr + (QF - Qr) t~ 
Q := QF 
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until at t f :: 120 sec, Qf := 30 m
3 /sec. 
Figure 10.17 Initial and final flow conditions 
for problem 2. 
The canal dimension and parameters are the same as those in 
problem 1. 
10.8.2.2. The variation of K with measurement set composition (~=0.6) 
for the constant flow condition at the start of hydro canal problem 2. 
The canal is divided into three cells, and Kalman gains are found for 
the following measurement combinations: 
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Table 10.5 Kalman filler gain for the initial 
conditions of problem 1 (",:::: 0.6). 
(i) 7x7 
0.89894 0,42603 0.07535 0.06001 0.01847 0.01393 0.00720 
0.42603 1.61577 -0.36551 -0.22432 -0.04645 -0.03413 -0,01426 
0,07535 -0,36551 0.84075 0.38290 0.06458 0.04689 0.01902 
0.06001 -0.22432 0.38290 1. 59168 --0.38135 -0.22644 -0.06157 
0.01847 -0.04645 0.06488 -0.38135 0.83910 0.37051 0.07755 
0.01393 -0.03413 0.04689 -0.22644 0.37051 1.63565 -0.43113 
0.00720 -0.01426 0.01902 -0.06157 0.07755 -0.43113 0.89619 
(ii) 7x4 
0.99997 0.01853 0.00017 0.04590 -0.00004 0.09958 0.00009 
0.00017 -0.52825 0.99961 0.64930 0.00023 -0.04424 -0.00004 
-0.00004 0.03224 0.00023 -0.67728 0.99959 0.64384 0.00024 
0.00009 -0.09916 -0.00004 -0.00114 0.00024 -0.22545 0.99985 
(iii) 7x 1 
0.77635 2.12927 -0.64338 35.01063 -0.13710 -3.76615 -0.06456 
Table 10.6 Kalman fitter gain for the initial 
conditions of problem 2 (y= 0.6). 
(i) 7x7 
0.91646 0.39069 0.06534 0.04880 0.01368 0.01005 0.00448 
0.39069 1.50705 -0.34419 -0.19264 -0.03702 -0.02618 -0.00968 
0.06534 -0.34419 0.86483 0.35217 0.05613 0.03883 0.01371 
0.04880 -0.19264 0.35217 1.47975 -0.35415 -0.19128 -0.04682 
0.01368 -0.03702 0.05613 -0.35415 0.86481 0.34241 0.06538 
0.01005 -0.02618 0.03883 -0.19128 0.34241 1. 50467 -0.39110 
0.00448 -0.00968 0.01371 -0.04682 0.06538 -0.39110 0.91639 
(ii) 7x4 
1.00031 -0.54840 -0,00002 0.09238 0.00005 0.01983 0.00000 
-0.00002 -0.30675 0.99991 -0.18251 -0.00002 0.03793 0.00005 
0.00005 -0.03702 -0.00002 0.18063 0.99993 0.31526 -0.00002 
0.00000 -0.01918 0.00005 -0.09411 -0.00002 0.54910 1,00038 
(iii) 7x1 
0,75923 2.02525 -0,99419 46,60576 0.07944 -6.91119 -0.19581 
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(i) All measurements possible monitored (7 x7), i.e. 
(ii) Four out of seven measurements monitored (7x4). i.e. 
(iii) One out of seven measurements monitored (7x l): 
0,90279 
0.41854 
0.07494 
0.05631 
0.01699 
0.01215 
0.00523 
{Q I} 
1 
The resulting gains are shmVIl in Table 10,6, 
Table 10,7 Kalman filter gain and co-variance 
described by problem 3 (~ = 0,6). 
OPTIMAL GAINS 
0.41854 0.07494 0.05631 0.01699 0.01215 
1.59769 -0.36563 -0.20953 -0.04281 -0.02913 
-0.36563 0.85095 0.36148 0.06030 0.04024 
-0.20953 0.36148 1.52689 -0.37122 -0.19484 
-0.04281 0.06030 -0.37122 0.86139 0.33200 
-0.02913 0,04024· Q.19~84 0.33200 1.47916 
-0.01030 0.01382 -0.04657 0.06132 -0.38419 
CO-VARIANCES 
0.00523 
-0.01030 
0.01382 
-0.04657 
0.06132 
-0.38419 
0.91958 
0.0000090 0.0000042 0.0000007 0.0000006 0.0000002 0.0000001 0.0000001 
0.0000042 0.0000160 -0.0000037 -0.0000021 -0.0000004 -0.0000003 -0.0000001 
0.0000007 -0.0000037 0.0000085 0.0000036 0.0000006 0.0000004 0.0000001 
0.0000006 -0.0000021 0.0000036 0.0000153 -0.0000037 -0.0000019 -0.0000005 
0.0000002 -0.0000004 0.0000006 -0.0000037 0.0000086 0.0000033 0.0000006 
0.0000001 -0.0000003 0.0000004 -0.0000019 0.0000033 0.0000148 -0.0000038 
0.0000001 -0.0000001 0.0000001 -0.0000005 0.0000006 -0.0000038 0.0000092 
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PROBLEM 3. For this problem, flow conditions at the previous and 
present scans are: 
Y1' 2.780 Y1 2.782 
Q I 
1 0.095 Q1 0.032 
y , 
2 2.676 Y2 2.681 
Q2' = 8.222 Q2 7.935 
y , 
3 2.533 Y3 2.538 
Q ' 3 17.694 Q3 17.389 
Y' 4 2.288 Y4 2.297 
These conditions are fed to the Kalman gain algorithm and 
represent a varying flow condition. 
10.8.2.3. Varying flow condition. 1/1 = 0.6. The Kalman filter gain 
and co-variance matrix for the varying flow condition of problem 3 is 
calculated when all seven measurements are monitored (7x7). 
The resulting gain and co-variance matrix are shown in Table 10.7. 
10.8.2.4. Effect of varying 1/1. In 10.8.2.1 to 10.8.2.3, the value of 
was maintained at 0.6. Some of the test cases are repeated with 1/1 = 1.0. 
Cases evaluated include: 
(i) The flow conditions present at the start of problem 1 and 
when all measurements are present (7x7). 
(ii) The flow conditions present at the start of problem 2 and 
when all measurements are present (7x7) , 
(iii) The flow conditions present at the start of problem 2 and 
when only four out of seven measurements are present (4x7), i.e. 
The resulting gains are shown in Table 10-8. 
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Table 10.8 Kalman filter gain for flow conditions described 
by problems 1, 2 and 3 when W = ~.O. 
(i) 7x7 Problem 1 
0.82580 0.53840 0.11050 0.10780 0.04067 0.03212 0.02297 
0.53840 2.10604 -0.42972 -0.33863 -0.07617 -0.06349 -0.03289 
0.11050 -0.42972 0.75439 0.46557 0.09359 0.07644 0.04154 
0.10780 -0.33863 0.46557 2.05751 -0.46348 -0.34068 -0.10989 
0.04067 -0.07617 0.09359 -0.46348 0.75275 0.43430 0.11301 
0.03212 -0.06349 0.07644 -0.34068 0.43430 2.13543 -0.54248 
0.02297 -0.03289 0.04154 -0.10989 0.11301 -0.54248 0.82243 
(ii) 7x7 Problem 2 
0.84952 0.50600 0.10072 0.09471 0.03299 0.02655 0.01671 
0.50600 1.94390 -0.41565 -0.30308 -0.06522 -0.05372 -0.02551 
0.10072 -0.41565 0.78180 0.43823 0.08442 0.06848 0.03308 
0.09471 -0.30308 0.43823 1. 88779 -0.44183 -0.30129 -0.09112 
0.03299 -0.06522 0.08442 -0.44183 0.78177 0.41239 0.10084 
0.02655 -0.05372 0.06848 -0.30129 0.41239 1.93871 -0.50704 
0.01671 -0.02551 0.03308 -0.09112 0.10084 -0.50704 0.84931 
(iii) 7x4 Problem 2 
1.00018 -0.20195 0.00029 0.13865 -0.00002 0.20037 0.00018 
0.00029 -0.73437 0.99908 0.96637 0.00057 -0.07625 -0.00007 
-0.00002 0.04062 0.00057 -1.04065 0.99884 1.02577 0.00061 
0.00018 -0.19805 -0.00007 -0.02164 0.00061 -0.30980 0.99967 
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By comparing the results of similar test cases (Tables 10.5 -
10.8), the following observations can be made: 
(i) For test cases containing the same number of measurements, the 
Kalman gain is ~elatively independent of variations in canal 
flow or in the value of ~. 
(ii) The Kalman gain is very dependent on the composition of the 
measurement set. 
10.8.2.5. Large scale system Kalman gain. In the cases above, the 
hydrocanal has only been divided into three units (7 states). However 
when the canal is discretized into 20 units (or cells), 41 states 
result. Use of Kleinman's (1968) iterative technique to calculate the 
gain for a system of this size occasionally proved numerically unstable, 
especially wh,en less measurements than states were present, and a 
problem of this size also invoJ;ves large amounts of computation. The 
Kalman gain was calculated for the initial flow conditions present at 
the start of problem 2, when all 41 measurements were present (41x41). 
The resulting Kalman filter gain has an extremely sparse, band-like 
structure, with roughly the same sparsity as the "dynamic model", 
matrix A. In order to lower the burden on computation and storage, the 
41x41 Kalman filter gain matrix will be approximated by the sparse 
band structured matrix shown in Table 10.9. 
10.8.3 Kalman filter tracking results 
In this section it will be shown that hydro canal Kalman filtering 
is possible, and various simulation tests will be carried out to test 
the sensitivity of the resulting estimates to "approximate" Kalman 
filter gains (perhaps valid for some other flow condition, or 
"diagonalised"). The performance of the Kalman filter when less 
measurements than states are present will also be investigated, as well 
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Table 10.9 "Approximate" large scale Kalman filter gains 
for problems 1 and 2. 
APPROXIMATE 
KALMAN GAIN 
( 41 x41) PROBLEM 1 PROBLEM 2 
K(1., 1) 0.9800 0.8988 
K(1,2) 0.3870 0.3600 
K(2,1) 0.3870 0.3600 
K(41,41) 0.9160 0.8712 
1=:2,4, ••• 40 K(I,I) 1.4942 1. 7955 
K(I,I+1) -0.3410 -0.3900 
K«+l,I) -0.3410 -0.3900 
I = 3,5 •..• 39 K(I,I) 0.8571 0.8700 
K(I,I+1) I 0.3490 0.3600 
K(I+1,I) 0.3490 0.3600 
as the "maximum permissible time between measurement scans" the 
trapezoidal integration scheme can tolerate and still give reasonable 
estimates. In the following simulation, unless stated, the level of 
canal discretization is N = 3. 
10.8.3.1 Simulation 1 (¢ = 1.0). Consider simulating the flow dynamics 
as described by problem 1. Initially the water level is horizontal, 
wi th no flow. and after t = 0 sec the flow linearly increases to t = 120 
sec, when the flow is rated at 40 m3 /sec. 
The initial conditions of the flow are: 
Yi =: 2.63 m 
However, the Kalman filter starts with the initial guess 
and y. =: 0.5 m 
~ 
All measurements are assumed monitored: 
{ 'Q' 'Q' 'Q' I} Yl' l' Y2' 2' Y3' 3' Y4 
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and the Kalman gain found in 010.8.2.4, (i), is used in the state 
estimator. 
Since. 
diag Q 0.00001 
and 
diag ~ 0.00001 
the "measurements" to the Kalman filter are found by observing the 
true dynamic state and corrupting the result by a weighted random 
number, W, where 
W :::: 0.00316xRN 
and where RN is a gaussian random number lying between + 3.0 and - 3.0. 
Results of the tracking estimation are shown in Table 10.10 
for a 2.33 minute (140 second) simulation. The integration step length 
of the Kalman filter is TTT:::: 0.10 seconds. 
A comparison of the difference between the true state, x , the 
-t 
estimate, g, and corrupted measurement! is shown at T = 140 seconds. 
It can be seen that I g -.!!t I is less than I ~ - ~t I, thus indicating that 
filtering is occurring. 
10.8.3.2. Simulation 2 (~=1.0). The same problem as in (10.8.3.1) is 
simulated, however in order to reduce storage, only the diagonal of the 
gain ~ is used in the dynamic Kalman filter simulation when the 7x7 
measurement set is processed. 
Resul ts of the tracking estimation are shmm in Table 10.10 for 
a 2.33 minute (140 seconds) simulation. The integration step length of 
the Kalman filter is TTT =0.10 sec. 
Good agreement between the actual system state, ~t' and the 
estimate still holds. 
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Table 10.10 Open channel flow estimate using problem 1 
when the Kalman gain is modified. 
Time 
(sec) Y1 
0.0 xt 2.7820 
A 0.5000 XS1 
A 0.5000 xS2 
20.0 Xt 2.7820 
A 2.7817 XS1 
A 2.7816 xS2 
40.0 xt 2.7819 
A 2.7819 XS1 
A 2.7823 xS2 
60.0 Xt 2.7791 
A 2.7792 XS1 
A 2.7793 xS2 
80.0 xt 2.7633 
A 2.7628 XS1 
A 2.7629 xS2 
100.0 Xt 2.7089 
A 2.7087 XS1 
A 2.7088 xS2 
120.0 Xt 2.5935 
A 2.5935 XS1 
A 2.5938 xS2 
140.0 xt 2.4211 
z ~~ 2.4199 
A 2.4201 XS1 
A 
xS2 2.4201 
Flow in m3 /sec. 
Height in metres. 
Q1 
0.0000 
3.0000 
3.0000 
0.0002 
0.0030 
0.0030 
0.0231 
0.0244 
0.0247 
0.1965 
0.2968 
0.2970 
1. 4567 
1.4625 
1.4629 
3.9419 
3.9510 
3.9510 
6.9606 
6.9668 
6.9664 
8.9339 
8.9378 
8.9376 
8.9374 
Y2 Q2 Y3 Q3 
2.8120 0.0000 2.8420 0.0000 
0.5000 3.0000 0.5000 3.0000 
0.5000 3.0000 0.5000 3.0000 
2.8120 0.0205 2.8396 0.9138 
2.8103 0.0189 2.8390 0.9191 
2.8104 0.0186 2.8391 0.9192 
2.8101 0.5427 2.8106 5.7705 
2.8100 0.5445 2.8107 5.7874 
2.8096 0.5448 2.8106 5.7868 
2.7951 3.0024 2.7268 13.5578 
2.7961 3.0143 2.7262 .13.5780 
2.7964 3.0137 2.7261 13.5787 
2.7470 8.1690 2.6013 20.7581 
2.7458 8.1839 2.6000 20.7722 
2.7455 8.1832 2.6009 20.7732 
2.6546 14.6336 2.4719 26.1131 
2.6538 14.6487 2.4710 26.1228 
2.6541 14.6486 2.4711 26.1233 
2.5270 20.1011 2.3553 30.5875 
2.5266 20.1099 2.3560 30.5999 
2.5263 20.1103 2.3557 30.5999 
2.3792 23.2700 2.2371 34.8978 
2.3763 23.2654 2.2396 34,8930 
2.3773 23.2736 2.2361 34.9063 
2.3777 23.2739 2.2364 34.9065 
Y4 
2.8720 
0.5000 
0.5000 
2.8073 
2.8065 
2.8068 
2.6600 
2.6600 
2.6599 
2.5092 
2.5089 
2.5090 
2.3798 
2.3795 
2.3793 
2.2400 
2.2398 
2.2394 
2.0577 
2.0573 
2.0575 
1.8973 
1. 8955 
1.8972 
1. 8971 
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10.8.3.3. Simulation 3 (ljJ:::: 1.0). The flow dynamics described by problem 
2 are now simulated. Initially the flow is constant at Q. =40 m3/sec~ 
1. 
at t::::: 0, and then the flow is linearly decreased to 30 m3 /sec~ at t :::::: 120 
seconds. 
The initial conditions of the flow are: 
Q. :::::: 40 m3 /sec 
1. 
y. :::::: 2.63 m 
1. 
However the Kalman filter starts with the initial guess 
Q. ::::: 43.0 m3 /sec and y. = 2.0 m. 
1. 1. 
All measurements are assumed monitored 
{ ' Q f f Q I I Q j I Q'} Y1' l' Y2' 2' Y3' 3' Y4' 4 
and the Kalman gain found in 10.8.2.4 (ii) is used in the state 
estimator. Since 
diag 9 0.00001 
diag g. ::::: 0.00001 
the measurements to the Kalman filter are formed by observing the 
true dynamic state and corrupting the result by a weighted random 
number, as described in 10.8.3.1. Results of the tracking estimation 
are shown in Table 10.11 for a 2.33 minute (140 second) simulation. 
The integration step length of the Kalman filter is TTT::::: 0 .10 sec. 
A comparison of the difference between the true state x , the 
-t 
estimate 2 and the corrupted measurement ~ is shown for T =140 seconds. 
It can be seen that I ~ - ~t I is less than I y - x I, thus showing that 
- -t 
filtering has occurred. 
10.8.3.4. Simulation 4 (ljJ =1.0). The same problem as in 10.8.3.3 
is simulated, however in order to reduce storage, only the diagonal of 
~ is used in the dynamic Kalman filter, when the 7x7 measurement set 
is processed. Results of the tracking estimation are shown in 
264, 
Table 10.11 Open channel flow estimates using problem 2 when th", 
Kalman gain or number of measurements present is modified. 
Thl@ 
(soe) 
0,00 
20.00 
40.00 
60.00 
80.00 
100.00 
120.00 
140.00 
Flow 1n ml/sec.. 
Height in metres. 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.00(10 
2.0000 
2.6300 
2.6306 
2.6303 
2.6302 
2.6302 
2.6269 
2.6303 
2.6301 
2.6306 
2.6307 
2.6311 
2.630:-' 
2.6299 
2.6307 
2.6310 
2.6304 
2.6304 
2.6302 
2.6305 
2.6289 
2.6304 
2.6301 
2.6299 
2.6295 
2.6296 
2.6296 
2.6287 
2.6295 
2:6295 
2.6292 
2.6292 
2.6293 
2.6295 
2.6283 
2.6292 
2.6293 
2.6323 
2.6327 
2.6330 
2.6326 
2.6318 
2.6327 
2.6325 
2.6498 
2.6493 
2.6494 
2.6496 
2.6475 
2.6493 
2.6493 
2.6486 
40.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
b.oooo 
43.0000 
43.0000 
40.0000 
39.9846 
39.9873 
39.9872 
39.9873 
40.9334 
39.9874 
39.9937 
40.0052 
40.0064 
40.0067 
40.0070 
41.8085 
40.0063 
40.0251 
40.0157 
40.0146 
40.0149 
40.0142 
41.1155 
40.0147 
40.0147 
40.0366 
40.0377 
40.0381 
40.0370 
40.8460 
40.0378 
40.0219 
39.9999 
40.0011 
40.0011 
40.0005 
40.8802 
40.0011 
39.9989 
39.6234 
39.6212 
39.620B 
39.6221 
40.8169 
39.6211 
39.6221 
38.5999 
38.5976 
38.5973 
38.5966 
40.2660 
38.5976 
38.5924 
38.6038 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.6300 
2.6301 
2.6284 
2.6265 
2.6261 
2.6286 
2.6284 
2.6284 
2.6302 
2.6300 
2.6297 
2.6294 
2.6295 
2.6300 
2.6296 
2.6303 
2.6314 
2.6317 
2.6321 
2.6320 
2.6314 
2.6319 
2.6336 
2.6326 
2.6323 
2.6333 
2.6327 
2.6326 
2.6321 
2.6478 
2.6414 
2.6476 
2.6481 
2.6488 
2.6474 
2.6476 
2.6807 
2.6808 
2.6804 
2.6798 
2.6824 
2.6808 
2.6810 
2.7299 
2.7265 
2.7290 
2.1295 
2.7316 
2.7285 
2.7287 
2.7271 
40.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
40.0000 
39.9684 
39.9667 
39.96/15 
39.9676 
42.5994 
39.9667 
39.9984 
40.0031 
40.0019 
40.0023 
40.0038 
41.9255 
40.0019 
40.0198 
39.9489 
39.9505 
39.9499 
39.9482 
40.8340 
39.9504 
39.9554 
39.3599 
39.3566 
39.3561 
39.3534 
39.0122 
39.3567 
39.3511 
37.8329 
37.8273 
37.8272 
37.8250 
36.2081 
37.8273 
37.8217 
35.5835 
35.5755 
35.5760 
35.5787 
32.7402 
35.5755 
35.5762 
33.4582 
33.4526 
33.4527 
33.4487 
29.5690 
33.4525 
33.4166 
33.4536 
2.6300 
2.0000 
1.0000 
2.0000 
1.0000 
2.0000 
2.6300 
2.6299 
2.6293 
2.6294 
2.6268 
2.6282 
2.1>293 
2.6293 
2.6331 
2.6335 
2.6332 
2.6316 
2.6311 
2.6335 
2.6332 
2.6504 
2.6501 
2.6500 
2.6529 
2.6463 
2.6501 
2.6491 
2.6879 
2.6871 
2.6879 
2.6903 
2.6830 
2.6871 
2.6877 
2.7372 
2.7368 
2.7369 
2.7392 
2.7309 
2.7368 
2.7368 
2.7826 
2.7837 
2.7833 
2.7806 
2.7765 
2.7837 
2.1830 
2.8169 
2.8163 
2.8165 
2.8201 
2.8087 
2.8163 
2.8163 
2.8194 
'hl.OOOO 
~J.OOOO 
4),0000 
43.0000 
4).0000 
/.3.0000 
40.0000 
39.9554 
39.9536 
39.9538 
39.9529 
44.6882 
39.9537 
39.9890 
39.2115 
39.2078 
39.2071 
39.2082 
45.3314 
39.2078 
39.2511 
31.3413 
37.3358 
37.3366 
37.3354 
44.8562 
37.3358 
37.3930 
34.9869 
34.9800 
34.9810 
34.9798 
43.7934 
34.9799 
35.0702 
33.0766 
33.0707 
33.0713 
33.0716 
42.9027 
33.0707 
33.1568 
31. 7889 
31.7874 
31. 7874 
31.7862 
42.3172 
31. 7875 
31.7871 
30.5707 
30.5668 
30.56 i2 
30.5683 
41.4429 
30.5668 
30.6869 
30.5658 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.6300 
2.6472 
2. 6ft 69 
2.1>471 
2.6415 
2.6519 
2.6468 
2.6471 
2.6931 
2.6935 
2.6937 
2.6930 
2.7000 
2.6935 
2.6937 
2.7461 
2.7463 
2.1464 
2.7459 
2.7542 
2.7463 
2.7465 
2.7879 
2.7880 
2.7877 
2.7885 
2.7968 
2.7880 
2.7878 
2.8186 
2.8189 
2.8185 
2.8184 
2.8288 
2.8189 
2.8187 
2.8513 
2.8514 
2.8516 
2.8518 
2.8625 
2.3513 
2.8520 
2.8757 
2,8759 
2.8757 
2.8753 
2.8870 
2.8759 
2.8758 
2.8739 
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Table 10.11 over the 2.33 minute (140 second) simulation, Use of the 
diagonalised K appears to cause little degradation in the quality of 
the estimate. 
10.8.3.5. Simulation 5 (~= 1.0). The same problem as in (10.8.3.3) 
is simulated. However the wrong value of K is used, valid for the 
starting conditions of problem 2 but evaluated with t/J =0.6, not t/J = 1.0 
(i.e. case 10.8.2.1(i»). All measurements are processed (7x 7). 
Results of the 140 second "track are shown in Table 10.11. Use of 
the wrong value of K again caused little degradation in the estimate 
quality. 
10.8.3.6. Simulation 6 (~=1.0). The same problem as in (10.8.3.3) 
is simulated. However, only four measurements are made along the canal 
and the gain from 10.8.2.4.(iii) is used in the tests when the 7x4 
measurement set is processed 
Results of the tracking estimation are shown in Table 10.11 
over a 2.33 minute (140 second) time scan. The integration step length 
of the filter is 0.10 seconds. The results show little agreement 
between estimates and the known dynamics, particularly of locations 
which have not been monitored. However, running the state estimator for 
4000 seconds showed all the estimates and known dynamics to be in 
agreement after 800 seconds. Filtering was. shown to take place at 
Yl' Y2' Y3 and Y4 once the Kalman filter had "stabilized" or initialised 
from the close start of QINITIAL=43.0 m3 /sec and YINITIAL =2.0 m. 
10.8.3.7. Simulation 7 (~= 1.0). The same problem as in (l0.8.3.3) is 
simulated. However, the wrong value of ~ is used, given by 10.8.2.4,(i), 
which is valid for the starting conditions of problem 1 rather than 
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problem 2, when the 7x7 measurement set is processed. Results of the 
140 second "track" are shown in Table 10.11. Use of the wrong value of 
~ causes little degradation in the quality of the estimates and implies 
that ~ will rarely need re-evaluating when flow changes, if all 
measurements are present. 
10.8.3.8. Simulation 8 (~=1.0). The same problem as in (10.8.3.7) is 
simulated, however the state estimator starts with an exact guess. 
Results of the tracking estimation are shown in Table 10.11 over a 
2.33 minute (140 second) time scan. Close agreement between estimates 
and the known dynamics results, particularly at locations where 
measurements are monitored. Thus, once the filter settles, after 
initialization, to the correct estimate it faithfully tracks the 
changing dynamics when only four out of seven measurements are present. 
10.8.3.9. Simulation 8 (~=1.0). In the previous simulations the 
integration step length of the Kalman filter has been held constant 
at TTT =0.1 seconds. This means the canal measurements must be updated 
at 0.1 second intervals. Tests will now be carried out to find the 
maximum "permissible overall step length" which is possible without 
degrading the estimates. The step length is now changed and the same 
problem as in (10.8.3.3) is simulated when all measurements are present, 
wi th TTT = 0.5 seconds. Results of the 140 second "track" are shown in 
Table 10.12. Little or no degradation is caused by using the larger 
step length. Each trapezoidal integration step also takes less than 
25 iterations (i.e. usually 3-6 iterations). 
10.8.3.10. Simulation 9 (~= La). The same problem as in (10.8.3.9) 
is solved, but the integration step length is increased to TTT= 1.0 
second. Results of the 140 second simulation are shown in Table 10.12. 
However, after 100 seconds the simulation stopped because the integration 
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Table 10.12 Open channel flow estimates using problem 2 
when the integration step length is modified. 
0.00 
20.00 
40.00 
60.00 
80.00 
100.00 
120.00 
140.00 
lit 
!tSg 
RulO 
R"ll 
xeu 
i/s13 
lit 
Rsg 
118 10 
RaU 
11612 
1<8 13 
"t 
X69 
RSlO 
2S11 
XS 12 
Slsl) 
"t 
SI"9 
SIs 10 
RsU 
x0 12 
i"13 
"t 
"59 
XSlO 
lIoU 
2812 
i/s 13 
"t 
XS9 
XSlO 
illIH 
ilS12 
2S13 " 
"t 
ils9 
ilSlO 
IIsU 
i/Ol2 
28 13 
Flow in ml/acc. 
Depth 1n ructres. 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.6306 
2.6298 
2.6327 
2.6321 
2.6328 
2.6314 
2.6306 
2.6316 
2.6295 
2.6297 
2.6307 
2.6358 
2.6304 
2.6311 
2.6310 
2.6310 
2.6366 
2.6365 
2.6299 
2.6293 
2.6314 
2.6318 
2.6391 
2.6374 
2.6292 
2.6289 
2.6309 
2.6319 
2.6449 
2.6442 
2.6323 
2.6325 
2.6354 
2.6630 
2.6624 
2.6498 
2.6513 
2.6533 
2.6544 
2.6843 
2.6926 
40.0000 
63.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
39.9846 
39.9874 
39.9940 
39.9927 
39.9904 
40.0050 
40.0052 
40.0069 
40.0075 
40.0074 
40.0026 
40.0073 
40.0157 
40.0174 
40.0164 
40.0156 
40.0153 
40.0165 
40.0366 
40.0387 
40.0393 
40.0378 
40.0317 
40.0241 
39.9999 
39.9998 
39.9887 
39.9879 
39.9426 
39.8659 
39.6234 
39.6039 
39.5792 
39.4153 
39.1773 
36.5999 
38.5385 
38.5584 
38.5110 
38.2332 
37.8559 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.6301 
2.6292 
2.6274 
2.6283 
2.6320 
2.6302 
2.6302 
2.6305 
2.6288 
2.6293 
2.6344 
2.6368 
2.6303 
2.6304 
2.6298 
2.6306 
2.6408 
2.6444 
2.6336 
2.6318 
2.6351 
2.6370 
2.6537 
2.6561 
2.6478 
2.6464 
2.6503 
2.6531 
2.6747 
2.6785 
2.6807 
2.6801 
2.6863 
2.7106 
2.7196 
2.7299 
2.7309 
2.7325 
2.7336 
2.7507 
2.7610 
40.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
39.9684 
39.9636 
39.9662 
39.9688 
39.9727 
39.9788 
40.0031 
40.0025 
39.9982 
39.9968 
39.9992 
39.9996 
39.9489 
39.9428 
39.9369 
39.9358 
39.8586 
39.7372 
39.3599 
39.3274 
39.2834" 
39.2880 
39.0433 
38.6879 
37.8329 
37.7658 
37.6872 
37.6978 
37.2785 
36.7103 
35.5838 
35.5064 
35.4339 
34.9663 
34.4153 
33.4582 
33.3787 
33.4001 
33.3431 
33.0097 
32.6579 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.6299 
2.6311 
2.6291 
2.6292 
2.6339 
2.6343 
2.6331 
2.6343 
2.6360 
2.6373 
2.6456 
2.6518 
2.6509 
2.6505 
2.6498 
2.6527 
2.6677 
2.6762 
2.6879 
2.6882 
2.6921 
2.6931 
2.7044 
2.7124 
2.7372 
2.7373 
2.7445 
2.7431 
2.7400 
2.7498 
2.7826 
2.7807 
2.7833 
2.7806 
2.7878 
2.8169 
2.8127 
2.8190 
2.8157 
2.8122 
2.8204 
40.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
43.0000 
39.9554 
39.9482 
39.9386 
39.9398 
39.8678 
39.7203 
39.2115 
39.1644 
39.1171 
39.1251 
38.8221 
38.3774 
37.3413 
37.2678 
37.1801 
37.1939 
36.7247 
36.1328 
34.9869 
" 34.9142 
34.8300 
34.8417 
34.4161 
33.9129 
33.0766 
33.0285 
32.9704 
32.9773 
32.6889 
32.3520 
31. 7889 
31. 7492 
31. 7136 
31.4655 
31.1443 
30.5707 
30.5238 
30.5328 
30.4972 
30.2877 
30.0633 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.0000 
2.1>472 
2.6495 
2.6483 
2.6480 
2.6549 
2.6612 
2.6931 
2.6956 
2.6978 
2.6956 
2.6927 
2.7037 
2.7461 
2.7460 
2.7486 
2.7446 
2.7338 
2.7442 
2.7879 
2.7880 
2.7907 
2.7869 
2.7714 
2.7797 
2.8186 
2.8164 
2.8230 
2.8199 
2.8011 
2.8115 
2.8513 
2.8532 
2.8485 
2.8347 
2.8441 
2.8757 
2.8803 
2.8780 
2.8747 
2.8544 
2.8618 
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step took more than 100 iterations to converge. Agreement between 
estimates and dynami'cs seems reasonable. 
10.8.3.11. Simulation 10 (~'" 1.0). In the previous two problems 
a "single step" integration process was used in the Kalman filter. 
However a multi-step process, where the step length is n =0.5 and 
the process is repeated m = 2 times to give an overall step length 
(or "time between measurement scans") of TTT:::: 2xO.5:::: 1.0, the same as 
in 10.8.3.10. Results of the 140 second simulation are shown in 
Table 10.12. Each integration step length now takes less than 
25 iterations to converge, and better agreement than in 10.8.3.9 
exists between the estimate and the dynamics. 
10.8.3.12. Simulation 11 (~:::: 1.0). The simulation (10.8.3.11) is 
repeated with n :::: 0.5 and m = 10, to give an overall step length of 
TTT =5.0 seconds. Results of the 140 second simulation are shown in 
Table 10.12. Each "trapezoidal" integration step length takes less 
than 25 iterations to converge, and reasonable agreement exists between 
the estimates and the true system dynamics. 
10.8.3.13. Simulation 12 (~= 1.0). The simulation (10.8.3.11) is 
repeated with n = 0.5 and m:::: 20, to give an overall step length, or 
time between successive scans, of TTT =10.0 seconds. Results of the 
140 second simulation are shown in Table 10.12. Each trapezoidal 
integration step length takes less than 25 iterations to converge, and 
reasonable agreement to within less than 1% exists between the dynamics 
and the estimates. 
10.8.3.14. Large system Kalman filter tracking results. Using the 
approximate diagonalised Kalman gains, suggested in section 10.8.2.5, 
problems 1 and 2 were simulated, when all measurements are present, 
over a 140 second time scan. The step length was set at TTT '" 0.1 
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Table 10.13 Open channel flow estimates for problem 1 
when a 20 cell resolution is used. 
TIME 
(SEC) 
0.00 xt A 
x 
20.00 Xt 
A X· 
40.00 Xt 
A 
x 
60.00 x t 
x 
80.00 xt 
x 
100.00 xt 
x 
120.00 xt 
x 
140.00 xt 
x 
* Flow in m3 /sec 
Height in metres. 
Y4 
2.8420 
0.5000 
2.8420 
2.8422 
2.8420 
2.8413 
2.3420 
2.8416 
2.8420 
2.8410 
2.8420 
2.8416 
2.8420 
2.8424 
2.8420 
2.8420 
Q4 Y12 Q12 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
3.0000 0.5000 3.0000 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
0.0003 3.0829 0.0009 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
-0.0009 3.0828 0.0015 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
-0.0004 3.0832 -0.0027 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
0.0031 3.0824 -0.0030 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0000 
-0.0013 3.0822 0.0004 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0009 
0.0022 3.0823 0.0008 
0.0000 3.0820 0.0080 
-0.0013 3.0812 0.0056 
Y20 
3.3220 
0.5000 
3.2607 
3.2594 
3.1250 
3.1242 
2.9979 
2.9973 
2.8955 
2.8942 
2.7811 
2.7809 
2.6319 
2.6310 
2.5275 
2.5279 
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Table 10.14 Open channel flow estimates for problem 2 
when a 20 cell resolution is used. 
Time 
(sec) 
0.0 xt 
A 
x 
20.00 xt 
A 
x 
40.00 x t 
A 
x 
60.00 x t 
A 
x 
80.00 x t 
A 
x 
100.00 x t 
A 
x 
120.00 x t 
A 
x 
140.00 x
t 
A 
x 
Flow in m3 /sec. 
Height in metres. 
Y4 
2.6300 
2.0000 
2.6300 
2.6301 
2.6300 
2.6292 
2.6300 
2.6296 
2.6300 
2.6292 
2.6300 
2.6297 
2.6301 
2.6305 
2.6301 
2.6300 
Q4 Y12 Q12 Y20 
39.9954 2.6300 39.9954 2.6300 
43.0000 2.0000 43.0000 2.0000 
39.9944 2.6300 39.9944 2.6478 
39.9947 2.6310 39.9949 2.6473 
39.9935 2.6300 39.9935 2.6941 
39.9928 2.6308 39.9950 2.6938 
39.9927 2.6300 39.9926 2.7468 
39.9922 2.6311 39.9899 2.7465 
39.9921 2.6300 39.9918 2.7879 
39.9951 2.6303 39.9894 2.7869 
39.9920 2.6300 39.9911 2.8181 
39.9909 2.6302 39.9913 2.8182 
39.9928 2.6300 39.9903 2.8504 
39.9947 2.6302 39.9903 2.8500 
39.9942 2.6300 39.9897 2,8744 
39.9928 2.6292 39.9874 2.8749 
-
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and ~ =1.0, and the number of cells in the canal was set at 20, 
resulting in 41 states and 41 measurements being available. Results 
of the tracking simulation are shown in Tables 10.13 and 10.14. 
Reasonable agreement to within less than 1% exists between the 
dynamics and the Kalman filter estimates. The "approximate" large 
scale Kalman gain causes little degradation in the estimates. 
The simulations have shown: 
Estimates are relatively insensitive to Kalman gains which are 
valid for "different" flow conditions. 
When fewer measurements than states are present, initialization 
from a close start takes longer than when all measurements are 
present. 
Time between measurement scans to the Kalman filter can be 
10 seconds or less, before any degradation in estimates results 
from the numerical trapezoidal scheme. 
Eigenvalue calculations have shown that some of the open loop 
eigenvalues of the Kalman filter are positive. However, it 
appears that fixing the input and output QIN and QODT suppresses 
these unstable eigenvalues. If only YIN and QIN were fixed, 
the dynamic hydrocanal representation becomes unstable. 
Large scale Kalman filter estimation of open channel flow 
seems feasible. 
10.9 CONCLUSION 
Hierarchical state estimation using local dynamic estimators 
for hydroturbine and hydrocanal estimation has been shown to be feasible 
in tracking the state of the combined energy systems. Simulations 
have shown the "hydroturbine and generator" Kalman filter to give an 
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acceptable performance, generating similar results to Handschin and 
Galiana's (1973) "thermal turbine and generator" Kalman filter profiles. 
Simulations have shown the "discretized" representation of the 
distributed parameter hydrocanal system to be stable, and a Kalman 
filter can be built using this gradually varied, unsteady flow model. 
It has been shown that the resulting estimates are relatively 
insensitive to changes in gain, as the flow conditions vary, and thus 
the linearized Kalman filter approach appears to be a good one. The 
filter has also been shown to faithfully track the changing state of 
the hydrocanal system when less measurements than states are present. 
Large scale open channel Kalman filter "implementation", where the 
level of discretization is 20 or so, will require better methods of 
calculating the Kalman gain than those used in the study. However it 
has been shown that when an "approximate-band structured" Kalman gain 
was used, the estimates were accurate to within 1% of the true dynamics. 
Thus it appears that combined hydrogenerator-canal dynamic estimation 
is feasible and worthy of further study. 
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CHAPTER 11 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES IN LOADFLOW STUDIES 
11.1 SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES IN LOADFLOW STUDIES 
Stochastic and probabilistic loadflows can account for the 
variation or "spread" of nodal generation and loads over a long time 
period. These statistical loadflows are useful in evaluating expected 
power flows and their variance or "spread" down existing or planned 
a.c. transmission lines. Such loadflows are useful during the planning 
of network expansions. Planning of network expansions can be carried 
out by performing a series of deterministic loadflows (DFL) in the hope 
of highlighting extreme conditions of transmission line power flow. 
However there is no guarantee that anyone of the postulated nodal 
generation-load conditions, selected for the DFL, will cause an extreme 
power flow condition down the transmission line or lines of interest. 
One statistical loadflow can replace the large number of DFL required 
to cover every possible contingency in the long-term planning of network 
expansions. 
Two different approaches have been advocated to represent 
statistical effects in loadflow studies. These are the probabilistic 
loadflow (PLF) and the stochastic loadflow (SLF). The PLF approach was 
first suggested by Borkowska (1973) and allows the representation of 
gaussian, discrete or binomial nodal probability distribution function 
(p.d.f.). Initially only a d.c. loadflow representation was used, 
together with sensitivity co-efficients and probabilistic convolution 
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techniques (Borkowska, 1973; Allan et al., 1974; Allan, Gregg and 
Al-Shakarchi, 1976). Later the technique was extended to a.c. 
load flow analysis by Allen et ale (1976) and the accuracy improved 
by linearizing about estimates obtained from a deterministic loadflow 
and treating these estimates as the expected values of the P.L.F. 
(Allan and Al-Shakarchi, 1976, 1977). The a.c. P.L.F. can also b€ 
p-e. Q-v decoupled in or'der to reduce the computation burden (Allan 
and Al-Shakarchi, 1977). P.L.F. techniques have been extended to 
represent linear nodal dependence and correlated data, and the loadflow 
results are used in operational decision making and expected network 
outage calculations (Allan et al., Dec. 1976; Allan et al., June 1977; 
Allan et al., 1979). Other authors have used different approaches to 
represent the gaussian, discrete or binomial p.d.f.'s (Heydt, 1975; 
Heydt and Sauer, 1976; Jottrand, 1978). Sauer and Heydt (1978) use 
the method of moments to represent the different types of p.d.f.'s. 
The S.L.F. approach for representing statistical effects in 
loadflow studies was first suggested by Dopazo et ale (Dopazo et al., 
1975; Van Slyck et al., 1973). The method uses the same algorithm as 
state estimation, but with the problem redefined. The uncertainty of 
the input data to the W.L.S. state estimation algorithm can be 
considered from two points of view: "aposteriori", uncertainty of the 
past or present state of the system; and "apriori", uncertainty in 
specifying the future state of the power system (Dopazo et al., 1975), 
The aposteriori uncertainty is treated by state estimation methods 
while apriori uncertainty is treated by a S.L.F. The S.L.F. method is 
fast when compared with the P.L.F. and can easily be performed by 
utilities that already have a state estimation algorithm. However 
the disadvantage of the S.L.F. is that it can only process gaussian 
p.d.f.'s, and non-gaussian p.d.f.'s such as the discrete or binomial 
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p.d.L must be "approximated ll by a gaussian p.d.L 
The concept of the S.L.F. has been extended to represent 
correlated nodal data (Aboyles and Cory, 1975) and P-8, Q-v decoupling 
(Flann and Sasson, 1977; Hayes, 1977). Optimal S.L.F. techniques have 
also been investigated (Kothari and Gupta, 1978; Sobierajski, 1979). 
11.2 REVIEW OF STOCHASTIC LOADFLOW CONCEPTS 
The long-term nodal generation or load is assumed to vary about 
an expected value, z. At any operating point, the expected generation 
or load is related to the state of the power system, ~ (nx1) , at that 
operating point, via (Dopazo et ai., 1975) 
(11.1) 
The vector n (mx1) represents the error between z (mx1) and 
hex) (mx1). The vector n can be described statistically as a random 
variable with a mean and a variance, o. The variance reflects the 
likely spread of generation over a long period of time, about its mean 
value, z. For the S.L.F., the expected value of error is assumed zero. 
E(n) = 0 (11.2) 
and T E(~ ~ ) = R (11.3) 
where ~ ,is an (mxm) matrix of gaussian variances, 0, and E is the 
expectation operator. When R is a diagonal matrix, the expected long-
term nodal generation and load data is uncorrelated. The weighted 
least squares (WLS) criterion is to minimize 
(11.4) 
It was shown, in section 2.3, that the solution to (11.4) is to 
iteratively solve 
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(11.5) 
until convergence. 
Nominally the loadflow problem is singular, with the dimension 
of z being the' same as that of ~, i.e. m "" n. Nodal data contained in 
z is of two types: either "Pv" generation data or "PQ" load data. In 
a deterministic loadflo~, one of the generation busbars is selected to 
be the slack or reference busbar, where the voltage phase angle is 
specified as zero. However in the S.L.F., constraints on the total 
system load are required to avoid large uncertaintites; variations in 
power flow about the expected values appear on lines in the vicinity of 
the slack busbar. A constraint on the total system load is enforced by 
specifying the active slack bus power, P , as well as the voltage, v . 
s s 
Also, the loadflow estimate for slack bus nodal voltage is kept fixed 
to its actual value, v , as the loadflow iterates. The uncertainty in 
s 
forecasting the "total system load plus losses" is then distributed 
among the variances of the generation active power equations, thus 
making all generators compensate for forecasting errors rather than 
solely the slack bus generator. 2N measurement equations and (2N-l) 
states now define the S.L.F. The presence of an overdetermined 
measurement set has been shown to cause negligible filtering of the 
S.L.F. estimates. 
A 
The S.L.F., given by (11.5), converges to x, the long-term 
expected value of the state. The variation about this expected state 
can be found by evaluating the co-variance matrix about ~, 
where the co-variance of state xl = diag .. (cov(~») 
11 
i.e. 
(11.6) 
(11.7) 
The expected long-term uncertainty about "quantities of interese', 
~, such as real and reactive line power flows, nodal voltages and some 
power injection, can be found by evaluating (Dopazo et al., 1975), 
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(11,8) 
where the quantities of interest, s, and the long-term expected values 
of the states are related via the non-linear measurement equations. 
(11,9) 
and where 
(11,10) 
11,3 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, statistical loadflow methods have been 
summarised. The two methods of statistical loadflow analysis are 
the S,L,F, and the P.L.F. The S.L.F. only handles gaussian p.d.f.'s 
while the P.L.F. handles all kinds of p.d.f. distributions. The 
statistical properties of the S.L.F. have been reviewed and it has 
been shown that the S.L.F. is merely a "redefinition" of the state 
estimation problem, and the same algorithm as outlined in Chapter 2 
can be used. 
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CHAPTER 12 
REPRESENTATION OF NON-GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
IN STOCHASTIC LOAD FLOW STUDIES BY GAUSSIAN SUM APPROXIMATIONS 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter it was noted that the S.L.F. can only 
model gaussian p.d.f's whereas the P.L.F. can model all types of 
p.d.f's; gaussian, discrete and binomial. Long-term p.d.f's that are 
gaussian occur at nodes of domestic loading where demand is dependent 
on weather conditions, etc. Large, continuous loads like smelters 
or other industrial plant can give rise to discrete p.d.f's. Binomial 
and non-gaussian p.d.f's result from outage effects at generation 
busbars which contain more than one generator of a similar rating. 
It is thus a disadvantage of the S.L.F. that it cannot model non-
gaussian p.d.f. long-term nodal variations. Borkowska (1973) points 
out that approximating a non-gaussian p.d.f. by a single gaussian, in 
order to perform a S.L.F., can result in overdesign in the long-term 
planning of transmission lines by quite a significant amount. 
A gaussian sum approximation technique is advocated in this 
chapter to include non-gaussian p.d.f's in S.L.F. studies and thus make 
the S.L.F. capable of performing a P.L.F. The benefit of this approach 
is that the state estimator-type S.L.F. algorithm which can be used is 
readily available to a number of utilities having state estimation 
programs. The results of the gaussian-sum approximation S.L.F. study 
can be as accurate as required; in the limit achieving the same or better 
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results as the P.L.F. Such accuracy is likely to be required when 
expanding the transmission line capability in a sensitive-location 
or when generating reliability outage data. 
12.2 GAUSSIAN SUM APPROXIMATION 
A non-gaussian distribution P(y) can be approximated by a nth 
order gaussian summation, P (y), where (Sorenson and Alspach, 1971; 
n 
Alspach and Sorenson, 1972; Alspach, 1978; Anderson and Moore, 1979): 
n 
P (y) = r a i N (y - II i) 
n i=1 cr i 
(12.1) 
where Ncr. (y - lli) is the ith component normal distribution of the 
1 
summation, having variance cr i and expectation lli; and 
a. is the weighting of the i th normal distribution. 
1 
n 
r 
i=1 
a. 
1 
= 1 and a > 0 i- for all i 
When gaussian sum approximations are used to represent 
non-gaussian nodal p.d.f's in the S.L.F.; all convolutions of the 
(12.2) 
individual gaussian sum components, with those of other nodes, must be 
taken into account with the correct weighting factor~. 
Consider a two node example where the non-gaussian nodal p.d.f's, 
at each node, are replaced by a two component gaussian sum approximation. 
At node 1, the non-gaussian p.d.f., sl' is replaced by 
while at node 2 the non-gaussian p.d.f., s2' is replaced by 
s2 + a21 Ncr (y - 1121) 21 
, a22 Ncr (y - 1122) 22 
where all = 1 - a12 ; and 
a21 = 1 - a22 • 
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All gaussian sum approximation convolution components are shown 
in Table 12.1, together with their respective weightings. When using 
the S.L.F. to perform a P.L.F., sl and s2 must be replaced, sequentially, 
by a combination from columns 1 and 2 until all combinations have been 
evaluated, in the S.L.F., and the results added, together with the 
weighting shown in column 3 of Table 12.1, 'to give the non-gaussian 
p.d.f. results. 
Table 12.1 Convolution components and their weightings 
CONVOLUTION 
sl s2 TOTAL WEIGHTING COMBINATION ai 
1 sl1 s21 a 1 
:::: (all) (a21 ) 
2 sl1 s22 a 2 = (all) (a22 ) 
3 s21 s21 a 3 
:::: (a 12 ) (a21 ) 
4 s12 s22 a 4 
:::: (a 12 ) (a22 ) 
Thus for the 2 bus example the S.L.F. must be evaluated 
(2)(2) =4 times, each time with a different gaussian sum combination 
from Table 12.1. The individual results are then recombined with the 
correct weightings to give the non-gaussian p.d.fis. 
For a P.L.F. study containing N busbars, the number of repeat 
evaluations of the S.L.F. required to evaluate all gaussian sum 
approximation-convolution components is given by 
where r. ~is the number of gaussian components which sum to 
1.. 
represent the real power p.d.f. at bus i; and 
(12.3) 
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qi is the number of gaussian components which sum to represent 
the reactive power or voltage p.d.f. at bus i. 
N 
If Pi,Qi are completely correlated, (12.3) reduces to TI i =l 
12.3 TEST SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
r .. 
~ 
The LE.E.E. 14 bus - 20 line test system is used. The same 
test system and probabilistic data were used by Allan and AI-Shakarchi 
(1976, 1977) to evaluate the performance of the P.L.F. All of the 
generator "PV" busbars in Allan and Al-Shakarchi's example have nodal 
real and reactive injected power data as well as the nodal voltage 
magnitude. In order to handle such combined "PV" and "PQ" generation 
data in the S.L.F., the generation busbars, 2, 3, 6 and 8, are split 
by connecting them to fictitious busbars, 15, 16, 17 and 18, respective-
ly, by near-zero impedance lines. 
The creation of these fictitious busbars enables the combined 
"PV and PQ" generation characteristics to be separated into "PV" 
characteristics at nodes 2, 3, 6 and 8 and "PQ" characteristics at 
nodes IS, 16, 17 and 18. Thus for generation node 2, 
P2 
::::: P 
201d 
v2 v2 
old 
PIS ::::: 0.0 p.u. 
Q ::::: Q 
15 20ld 
and similar partitioning occurs at 3-16, 6-17 and 8-18. Line and nodal 
data for the expanded 18 bus test system is shown in Table 12.2, and 
nodal probabilistic data used in the evaluation is shown in Table 12.3. 
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Table 12.2 Deterministic data for the expanded IEEE 14 bus test system 
DETERMINISTIC DATA FOR IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM 
Busbar Active powers (MW) 
Voltage Load reactive 
Number Type p.u. Generation Load powers MV ARr 
1 slack 1.0600 230.00 
2 PV 1.0450 40.04 
3 PV 1.0100 0.00 
4 PQ 47.80 -3.90 
5 PQ 7.60 1.60 
6 PV 1.0700 0.00 
7 PQ 0.00 0.00 
8 PV 1.0900 0,00 
9 PQ 29.50 16.60 
10 PQ 9.00 5.80 
11 PQ 3.50 1. 80 
12 PQ 6.10 1.60 
13 PQ 13.50 5.80 
14 PQ 14.90 5.00 
15 PQ 21. 74 12.70 
16 PQ 94.20 19.00 
17 PQ 11.20 7.50 
18 PQ 0.00 0.00 
LINE DATA FOR IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM 
Busbar 
·1 Resistance Reactance Susceptance Transformer Sending Receiving p.u. p.u. p.u. tap 
1 2 0.01938 0.05917 0.02640 90 
1 5 0.05403 0.22304 0.02640 
2 3 0.04699 0.19797 0.02190 
2 4 0.05811 0.17632 0.01870 
2 5 0.05695 0.17388 0.01700 
3 4 0.06701 0.17103 0.01730 
4 5 0.01335 0,04211 0.00640 
4 7 - 0.20912 - -2.2 
4 9 - 0.55616 - -3,1 
5 6 
-
0.25202 - -6.8 
6 11 0.09498 0,19890 -
6 12 0.12291 0.25581 -
6 13 0.06615 0.13027 -
7 8 - 0.17615 -
7 9 - 0.11001 -
9 10 0.03181 0.08450 -
9 14 0.12711 0.27038 -
10 11 0.08205 0.19207 -
12 13 0.22092 0.19988 -
13 14 0,17093 0.34802 -
9 9 - -5.26000 -
1 15 0,00100 0,00100 -
2 16 0.00100 0.00100 -
3 17 0.00100 0.00100 -
4 18 0.00100 0.00100 -
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Table 12,3 Probabilistic data for the expanded IEEE 14 bus test system 
1, Normal distributions 
Busbar Active power Reactive power 
Voltage ]J cr ]J cr 
Number Type p,u. MW % MVAR % 
3 PV 1.010 0.00 0,00 .- -
4 PQ - -47,80 11,00 3,90 9.7 
5 PQ - -7.60 5.00 -1.60 5.0 
6 PV 1.070 -11.20 6.00 - -
7 PQ - 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.0 
8 PV 1.090 0.00 0.00 - -
10 PQ - -9.00 10.00 -5.80 10.0 
11 PQ - -3.50 9.50 -1.80 9.5 
12 PQ - -6.10 7.60 -1.60 8.6 
l3 PQ - -l3.50 10.50 -5.80 9.5 
14 PQ - -14.90 8.60 -5.00 8.6 
15 PQ - -21. 74 9.00 -12.70 9.2 
16 PQ - -94.20 10.00 -19.00 10.5 
17 PQ - -11. 20 6.00 -7.50 6.3 
18 PQ - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 
2. Binomial distributions 
Busbar 
Voltage Unit rating Forced No. of ]J cr 
Number Type p.u. (MW) outage rate units MW MW 
1 Slack 1.060 25.0 0.08 10 230.00 21.450 
2 PV 1.045 22.0 0.09 2 40.04 8.903 
3. Any discrete distribution 
Busbar 
Voltage Active power Reactive power 
Number Type p.u. MW prob. MVAR probe 
9 PQ - -l3.4 0.10 -7.5 0.10 
-19.6 0.15 -11.0 0.15 
-30.2 0.30 -17.0 0.30 
-34.8 0.25 -19.6 0.25 
-37.3 0.20 -21.0 0.30 
]J (MW) cr (MW) ]J (MVAR) cr (MVAR) 
-29.50 7.74 -16.60 4.38 
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Most of the nodal p.d.f's are gaussian and can be handled by the S.L.F, 
without any sum approximations. The binomial distributions at nodes 1 
and 2, expanded into their individual components, are shown in Table 
12.4. 
The binomial distributign for the active power generated at 
node 1 has 11 discrete components. The mean and standard deviation 
for this distribution is 
].1 = np = 230 MW (12.4) 
and 
a :::: ~ :::: 21.45 MW (12.5) 
However if only the four largest components are included 
229.15 MW (12.6) 
and 
( 4 2)~ a':::: 2: p.(x.-].1') :::: 
. 1 J. J. J.= 
20.53 MW (12.7) 
If the 11 component binomial p.d.f. is replaced by only the four 
largest components, the error in the expected value is less than 0.4% 
while the error in the standard deviation is less than 4.5%. Thus an 
accurate gaussian sum approximation to the binomial can be made about 
the four largest discrete components by replacing each component with a 
gaussian type delta function where aN.' the standard deviation of the 
J. 
gaussian, is very small and the weighting factor, a, equal to the 
probability of the generation occurring at that point. Each gaussian 
delta function is centred with ].1. on one of the four largest discrete 
J. 
components ~ r 1 '" 4, Note that the order of a discrete distribution is 
the number of discrete components present. As long as the order is 
unchanged when the non-gaussian p,d.f, is replaced by gaussian type 
delta functions, no loss in accuracy will occur. 
Table 12.4 Individual components of the binomial probability distributions 
NO. OF UNITS GENERATION AVAILABILITY OF 
OPERATIONAL (MW) OCCURRENCE 
Active generation @ node 1 10 units, rating = 25 MW, forced outage rate = 0.08 
1 10 out of 10 250.0 0.43439 
2 9 out of 10 225.0 0.37773 
3 8 out of 10 200.0 0.14781 
4 7 out of 10 175.0 0.03427 
5 6 out of 10 150.0 0.00522 
6 5 out of 10 125.0 0.00054 
7 4 out of 10 100.0 0.0000394 
8 3 out of 10 75.0 0.0000020 
9 2 out of 10 60.0 0.000000064 
10 1 out of 10 25.0 0.000000001 
11 0 out of 10 0.0 0.0 
Active generation @ node 2 2 units, rating = 22 MW, forced outage rate = 0.09 
1 2 out of 2 44.0 0.8281 
2 1 out of 2 22.0 0.1638 
3 0 out of 2 0.0 0.0081 
N 
00 
lJ1 
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The binomial distribution for the active power generation at 
node 2 contains only three states. The mean and standard deviations 
for this binomial distribution are 40,04 MW and 8.904 MW respectively. 
It is easily shown, using (12.6) and (12.7), that all components of 
the binomial must be retained in order to preserve accuracy. The 
three discrete components of the binomial distribution at node 2 can 
be replaced by three gaussian type delta functions with near zero 
variance and with ~i' 0 i and aN. selected in a similar manner to those 
~ 
variables used in the gaussian sum approximation of the active power 
p.d.L at node 1, r 2 = 3. 
The discrete p.d.f. at node 9, for real and reactive power, 
contains five states respectively. The mean and standard deviations 
for the discrete real and reactive power distribution are -29.50 MW 
and -16.60 MVAR, and 7.74 MW and 3.38 MVAR, respectively. All five 
components of the discrete distributions must be retained in order 
to preserve accuracy. The five component discrete p.d.f. for both 
real and reactive power can be replaced by five gaussian type delta 
functions, respectively, each with ~. centred on one of the discrete 
~ 
components ° ~ 0 and with the weighting factor, a., equal to the i ~ 
probability that particular generation level occurs. Thus r9 =5 
and q9 :::: 5. 
The specification of voltage magnitude at generator busbars 
2, 3, 6 and 8 can be regarded as a single component discrete 
distribution and replaced by a single gaussian delta function, centred 
on the sPE7cified value of voltage; with 0 i =0 and a i =1. Thus q1' q2' 
The number of repeat evaluations of the S.L.F. required to 
evaluate all convolution combination terms and generate P.L.F. is is 
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18 
1T i=1 (ri ) (qi) := (4) (1) (3) (1) 
r 1 ql r 2 q2 
(1) (5) (5) (1) , .• (1) 
= 300 separate evaluations. 
r q 
The revised probability data to be used in the series of 
stochastic loadflows is shown in Table 12.S. A summary of the data 
required for the nodes at which gaussian sum approximations are present 
is given in Table 12.6. Note also that for the test purposes, Dopazo's 
percentage total load constraint is set to zero. 
After all 300 of the convolution components have been evaluated 
the results are recombined, for any quantity of interest, such as a 
nodal voltage, injected reactive power or the reactive and active power 
flows down a transmission line. Summing the 300 individual contribution 
gaussian p.d.f's, taking account of each mean, ~ , variance a and 
n m 
weighting factor a , at the point of interest, results in reconstructing 
m 
the non-gaussian p.d.f. statistics for the point of interest. That is, 
300 
Non-gaussian p.d,f. :::: L: 
Point of interest m=1 
a N 
m a 
m 
(x -~ ) 
m Point of interest 
(12.8) 
Gaussian sum p.d.f. reconstructions for v4 , PS-6' Q7-9 and Q3 
are shown in Figures 12.1 to 12.4, together with Allan and Al-
Shakarchi's (1977) results for the P.L.F. Very close agreement between 
the gaussian sum approximation S.L.F. and the P.L.F. reconstructions 
for PS-6 and Q7-9 is evident. The gaussian-sum reconstruction for Q3 
cannot be compared with Allan and Al-Shakarchi's result because bus Q3 
was split into generation, at bus 3, and load at bus 17. Very crudely, 
the form of the curve can be compared by finding Q3 ', where 
= (12.9) 
::: (12.10) 
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Table 12.5 Probabilistic data for the S.L.F.: Expected values 
and variances 
BUSBAR VOLTAGE ACTIVE POWER REACTIVE POWER 
1 
II 0 II 
J 
0 Jl I NUMBER TYPE (p.u.) (p. u.) (MW) % (MVAR) 
1 PV 1.060 0.0001 
* 
0.01 -
2 PV 1.045 0.0001 * 0.01 -
3 PV 1.010 0.0001 0.0 0.01 -
4 PQ - - -47.80 11.00 3.90 
5 PQ - - -7.60 5.00 -1.60 
6 PV 1.070 0.000] -11.20 6.00 -
7 PQ - - 0.00 0.01 0.00 
8 PV 1.090 0.0001 0.00 0.01 -
9 PQ - - ole 0.01 .,~ 
10 PQ - - -9.00 10.00 -5.80 
11 PQ - - -3.50 9.50 -1.80 
12 PQ - - -6.10 7.60 -1.60 
13 PQ - - -13.50 10.50 -5.80 
14 PQ - - -14.90 8.60 -5.00 
15 PQ - - -21.74 9.00 -12.70 
16 PQ - - -94.20 10.00 -19.00 
17 PQ - - -11.20 6.00 -7.50 
18 PQ - - 0.00 0.01 0.00 
* For value of the gaussian sum approximation, see Table 12.6. 
All values above, except at *, have weighting factors, a, =1. 
1 
0 
% 
-
-
-
9,70 
5.00 
-
0.01 
-
0.01 
10.00 
9.50 
8.60 
9.50 
8.60 
9.20 
10.50 
6.30 
0.01 
I 
2890 
Table 12.6 Gaussian sum approximation component values 
and their weightings 
GAUSSIAN SUM DELTA FUNCTION APPROXIMATION COMPONENTS 
NODE AND TYPE J.l i cr. a. ~ 1. 
1 PI 1 250.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.43439 
(Binomial) 2 225.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.37773 
3 200.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.14781 
4 175.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.03427 
2 P2 1 44.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.82810 
(Binomial) 2 22.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.16380 
3 0.00 MW 0.01 MW 0.00810 
3 P9 1 -13.40 MW 0.01 MW 0.10 
(Discrete) 2 -19.60 MW 0.01 MW 0.15 
3 -30.20 MW 0.01 MW 0.30 
4 -34.80 MW 0.01 MW 0.25 
5 -37.30 MW 0.01 MW 0.20 
4 Q9 1 -7.50 MVAR 0.01 MVAR 0.10 
(Discrete) 2 
-11.00 MVAR 0.01 MVAR 0.15 
3 -17.00 MVAR 0.01 MVAR 0.30 
4 -19.60 MVAR 0.01 MVAR 0.25 
5 -21. 00 MVAR 0.01 MVAR 0.20 
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and comparing the profile with that of Allan and Al-Shakarchi's 
for Q3 (see Figure 12,5), Both curves have a similar profile. 
Q3 ' may have greater spread than Allan and Al-Shakarchi's Q3 because 
(12,10) assumes Q3 and Q17 are independent. If not, then 
= a 2 + a 2 + 2 Cov (Q3' Q17) Q3 Q17 
(12.11) 
Gaussian sum approximation S.L,F, and the P,L,F, reconstruction 
for v4 have a similar shape and spread (variance), but are centred at 
slightly different mean values. Allan and Al-Shakarchi "linearize" 
the P.L,F, about the solution of the conventional loadflow, then compute 
non-gaussian profiles using probabilistic convolution and using the 
redundant loadflow data of Table 12.3, However the method used above, 
involving a series of gaussian sum approximation S.L,F. 's, involves 
300 separate linearizations, using the redundant measurement data 
of Table 12.3 at different operating points. As a result, the effect of 
linearization error, mentioned by Sauer and Heydt (1978), is likely to 
be random and the error will disappear. The only linearization error 
effects will appear during the recombination of the gaussian sum 
components using (12,8), As a result the gaussian sum approximation-
S,L.F. method of performing the P,L,F, will likely to be more accurate 
than Allan and Al-Shakarchi's. If redundant, long-term nodal data is 
present and available, as in Table 12.3 with the binomial probability 
distribution specified for Pl' the slack bus, as well as v l , then use 
this "extra" information and linearize about this point rather than 
requiring a loadflow solution point, Redundancy in such future planning 
data will generate better long-term estimates and there is no reason 
to remain with a non-redundant loadflow solution. 
The majority of the 300 convolution-combination S.L.F. terms 
have extremely low probabilities of occurrence. In fact, the majority 
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of the terms can be discarded without affecting the accuracy of the 
reconstruction. Figures 12.1 to 12.4 show gaussian-sum p.d.f. 
reconstructions for v4 , P5-6' Q7-9 and Q3 for the following. 
(i) . All components of the convolution having weighting factors 
~. <0.001 are discarded from the summation. 143 components 
~ 
out of the 300 possible are used in the reconstruction. 
(ii) All components of the convolution having weighting factors 
a. <0.002 are discarded from the summation. 105 components 
~ 
out of the 300 possible are used in the reconstruction. 
(iii) All components of the convolution having weighting factors 
a. <0.005 are discarded from the summation. 59 components 
~ 
out of the 300 possible are used in the reconstruction. 
It can be seen from the figures that generally when one third to one 
half of the 300 convolution components are present, no loss of accuracy 
occurs. This is particularly true of the upper and lower bounds of the 
distribution which may be used in assessing the maximum long-term flow 
through a proposed transmission line. This is an advantage of the 
gaussian delta function sum approximation approach to the P.L.F.; 
the weighting factors can be evaluated before carrying out the series 
of S.L.F.'s, and convolution combinations having a low weighting which 
are not among the third largest do not need evaluating. 
The execution'time for each S.L.F. run is 21.5 seconds on a 
Burroughs B6700 time-shared computer, and performance would improve 
dramatically if the program was run on a more powerful computer. The 
execution time includes computing (11.8) for 154 different quantities, 
18 v. + 18 p. + 18 Q. + 50 p .. + 50 Q .. , Note also that the program 
1. ~ ~ ~J ~J 
used and evaluated all of the elements of the covariance matrix for 
quantities of interest, i.e. (154x154) elements in this case. 
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Computation time could thus be improved greatly by only evaluating the 
trace of the covariance matrix for quantities of interest, given by 
(11.8), and only evaluating selected quantities of interest rather than 
all 154 possibilities, as was done in this study. 
Total execution time to evaluate all 300 convolution components 
of the gaussian-sum approximation based S.L.F. took approximately 
6450 seconds. When only 105 components were used in the non-gaussian 
p.d.f. reconstruction, total execution time decreases to 2257 seconds, 
However the P.L.F. is only required to run off line, and most utilities 
with their own computers could run it overnight when the machine would 
otherwise be idle. As a general rule of thumb for utilities who have 
state estimation algorithms, each S.L.F, run will take approximately 
lYz-2 times the execution time of a single state estimation. 
12.3.1 Comparison between probabilistic and stochastic loadflow results 
The above results show that the P.L.F. can be carried out by a 
series of gaussian-sum approximation S.L.F. IS. However the original 
idea behind Dopazo et al.'s (1975) S.L.F. was to replace a non-gaussian 
p.d.f. by a single gaussian p.d.f. approximation. The data from the 
S.L.F, would then be used in the design and long-term planning of a new 
transmission line, Of particular importance was the expected maximum 
long-term power flow through the proposed transmission line. Once this 
has been found, ratings can be established for the circuit breaker 
equipment and the transmission line loading. The best method of choosing 
the single gaussian approximation to the non-gaussian p.d,f. is to match 
the spread, determining the upper and lower bounds, and to match the 
central value. That is, match 
= 
(12.12) 
= 
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where G stands for gaussian p.d.f.; and 
NG stands for non-gaussian p.d.f. 
When applied to PI' P2 , P9 and Q9 in order to match the non-
gaussian p.d.f's of the test system at these nodes, the resulting 
gaussian S.L.F. results are shown in Table 12.7. 
LOCATION 
P5- 6 
P4- 7 
P3- 4 
Table 12.7 Comparison of upper and lower limits 
of S.L.F. and P.L.F. results 
NON-GAUSSIAN P.D.F. SINGLE GAUSSIAN P.D.F. 
LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT LOWER LIMIT (30) UPPER LIMIT 
35.57 MW 50.27 MW 36.52 MW 51. 44 MVJ 
18.47 MW 33.88 MW 17.69 MW 38.29 MW 
-42.80 MW 0.65 MW -36.17 MW -10.38 MW 
(30) 
V4 1.0138 p.u. 1.0262 p.u. 1.0132 p.u. 1. 0243 p.u. 
Q7-4 8.98 MVAR 13.75 MVAR 8.47 MVAR 13.71 MVAR 
Q3 -1.00 MVAR 40.00 MVAR 11.08 MVAR 35.56 MVAR 
Q7-9 -0.54 MVAR 9.42 MVAR -0.88 MVAR 12.45 MVAR 
Clearly, from Table 12.7, upper and lower bounds for voltage and power 
flow can be 20-25% greater than the non-gaussian P.L.F. upper and lower 
bounds (see also Figures 12.6 and 12.7 for a comparison of non-gaussian 
P.L.F. p.d.f, and the single gaussian p.d.f resulting from the S.L.F. 
for P4-7 and P3- 4). Application of the S.L.F. using only a single 
gaussian approximation leads to about 20% over-design of the maximum 
expected power flow in the case of P4- 7, and under-design by about 15% 
in the maximum expected absolute power flow, !P!3-4' Benefits appear 
to be gained by carrying out a P.L.F. study, using a series of S.L.F. 's 
rather than a single S.L,F. study. 
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12.3.2 P-S, Q-v decoupling 
Allan and AI-Shakarchi (1977) P-8, Q-v decoupled the P.L.F .. 
P-8, Q-v decoupling can be applied to the convolution-combinations of 
the S.L.F. when processing gaussian sum approximation data for 
non-gaussian p.d.f.'s. The coruvolution process is partitioned into 
a separate P.L.F. evaluation only involving uncertainty in the active 
injected powers (p-8) , and a separate P.L.F. evaluation only involving 
uncertainty in the reactive injected powers or the terminal voltages 
(Q-v). The S.L.F. algorithm is not affected when the decoupling occurs; 
only the convolution-combinations that require evaluation are decoupled. 
When analysing the p-8 decoupled P.L.F., all terminal voltage 
and reactive power loadflow nodal data is set to its expected value 
and its variance set to near zero. Thus, each such nodal reactive power 
or voltage distribution is replaced by a single gaussian delta function 
distribution, centred on the mean value of the p.d.f. As a result, 
the series of S.L.F. only takes into account the uncertainty in active 
power nodal p.d.f.'s when computing the expected active line-flow power 
and its variance, for transmission lines of interest. The number of 
decoupled convolution component S.L.F. runs required in the evaluation 
of the p-8 decoupled P.L.F. is given by 
N 
'IT", 1 (r.) 
1.= 1. 
(12.13) 
For the expanded 14 bus test system, the value of Q9 is replaced 
by Q = -16.60 MVAR, and all nodal voltage and injected reactive power 
9AV 
variance data is reset to 0.0001 in Tables 12.5 and 12.6. The number 
of p-8 decoupled convolution combinations requiring evaluating using 
the S.L.F. are 
(4) (3) (1) (1) (5) (1) 60 
123 8 9 10 
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Results of the p-8 decoupled P.L.F. for line power flows 
P 5-6 and P 4-7 .are shown in Figures 12.8 and 12.9. No appreciable 
degradation in the non-gaussian p.d.f. profiles occurs when p-8, Q-v 
is used for the active line power flow estimation. Note also when all 
components of the convolution, having weighting factors a. <0.01, are 
1. 
discarded. leaving only 22 out of the 60 possible decoupled components 
to be used in the p.d.£.' reconstruction, no degradation in profile 
occurs. A similar decoupling can be applied to the Q-v uncertainty 
data shown in Tables 12.5 and 12.6. All active power injection data 
is replaced by a single gaussian type delta function centred on the 
expected value of the nodal active power p.d.f. As a result the series 
of decoupled S.L.F. 's only accounts for the long-term uncertainty in the 
reactive power and voltage nodal p.d.f's when computing the expected 
nodal voltage and reactive power and line-flow reactive power, and 
their variance, at points of interest. The number of decoupled 
convolution component -S.L.F. runs required to evaluate terms in the 
Q-v decoupled P.L.F. is given by 
(12.14) 
For the expanded 14 bus test system, the values of PI' P2 and 
P 9 are replaced by P 1 '" 230 MW, P 2 '" 40.04 MW and P :::: -29.50 MW, 
AV AV qAV 
and the active injected power variances are all reset to near zero, 
i.e. 0.00001 p.u. in Tables 12.5 and 12.6. The number of Q-v decoupled 
convolution combinations requiring evaluation using the-S.L.F. are 
(1) ." (1) (5) (1) ..• 5 
1 8 9 10 
Results of the Q-v decoupled P.L.F. for the reactive power flow 
Q7-9 and nodal voltage v4 are shown in Figures 12.10 and 12.11. 
Decoupling of reactive and voltage nodal data (Q-v) produces different 
p.d.f. profiles. However the bounds of the distribution, the upper 
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and lower limits, are still similar. Upper bounds of the p.d.f. are 
used in designing ratings for planned transmission lines, etc. 
Note, however, that the Q-v decoupled non-gaussian profiles 
for v4 and Q7-9 are different from the decoupled versions that result 
from Allan and AI-Shakarchi's method of deco~pling. This may be due 
to the following. 
(i) Allan and AI-Shakarchi fully decouple their P.L.F. algorithm, 
whereas the decoupling applied to the series of gaussian sum 
approximation-S.L.F. 's only affects the component selection, 
not the S.L.F. 
(ii) Allan and AI-Shakarchi linearize around the conventional loadflow 
solution and then use redundant data to compute the non-gaussian 
p.d.f. profiles. The technique, based on a series of gaussian 
sum approximation-S.L.F. 's, on the other hand linearizes about 
the redundant data set randomly, at five different points. 
When the expected value resulting from each Q-v decoupled 
~ 
gaussian sum approximation S.L.F. convolution component is replaced 
by a value resulting from a non-redundant loadflow at the same point 
(but excluding P1) and summed together with the variance, this yields 
the same profile, for Q7-9' as the P.L.F. of Allan and Al-Shakarchi 
(see Figure 12.12). 
12.3.3 Effect of nodally dependent real and reactive injection 
non-gaussian p.d.f.'s 
Both the real and reactive power discrete distributions at 
node 9 have a similar appearance. In the analysis of 12.3.1 it was 
assumed that the possible variation of P9 was totally independent of 
Q9' However the variations could be modelled as being dependent 
so that P9 and Q9 occur, together with the probabilities, as shown 
in Table 12.8. 
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Table 12.8 Dependent combinations of P9 and Q9 
DEPENDENT VALUES OF 
NO. P9 AND Q9 PROBABILITY 
. 1 -13.0 MW -7.5 MVAR 0.10 
. 
2 -19.6 MW -11.0 MVAR O.lS 
3 -30.2 MW -17.0MVAR 0.30 
4 -34.8 MW -19.6 MVAR 0.2S 
S -37.3 MW -21.0 MVAR 0.20 
The number of nodally dependent convolution component S.L.F. runs 
required to evaluate terms of the nodally dependent P.L.F. is given by 
where m. is the number of nodally dependent gaussian components 
1. 
which sum to represent the p.d.f. at bus i, where 
m. = r.q. if the real and reactive nodal data is 
1. 1. 1. 
uncorrelated and m. = rwhen correlations exist. 
1. i 
(12.15) 
Thus, for the expanded 14 bus test system the number of convolution 
combinations requiring evaluation using the S.L.F. are 
(4) (1) (2) (1) ... (1) (1) (S) (1) (1) 60 
1 1 2 2 8 8 9 10 10 
Results of the nodally dependent P.L.F. for V4 , PS- 6 ' Q7-9 
and Q3 are shown in Figures 12.13 to 12.16, together with the more 
exact results from section 12.3.1 which assume no dependence. It can 
be seen from the figures, that provided the node or line in question is 
not a part of or attached to a "dependent" node, like node 9, no 
degradation in the profile of the p.d.f results. The absence of the 
cross-coupling terms in the profile for the p.d.f. of Q7-9 can be seen 
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in Figure 12.16 since the troughs between the "peaks", discrete states 
of Q9' are no longer filled in. 
12.4 LOWER ORDER GAUSSIAN SUM APPROXIMATIONS 
In section 12.3.1 the non-gaussian distribution was replaced 
by a gaussian delta funGtion approximation of the same order. Thus 
if the discrete distribution has three components, three gaussion delta 
functions were specified to model the discrete p.d.f. accurately. In 
order to reduce the amount of computation, lower order gaussian sum 
approximations could be used. Thus instead of, say, the three gaussian 
delta functions, two gaussian sum components could be used. The problem 
is to choose the "best fit" of these two gaussian components, with 
regard to their location, variance and weighting factors. Selection 
by trial and error is unreliable and can take some time. It is also 
better to fit the expected values and higher moments of variance about 
this expected value, because the limits of the p.d.f. are of interest in 
the design of new transmission lines. Thus the best way of selecting 
the parameters of the gaussian sum approximation is to match these to 
moments of the non-gaussian p.d.f. The number of independent variables 
that need matching, for the 2-gaussian sum approximation to the non-
gaussian nodal data are the two means, u1 , u2 , the two variances, 01 
and °2 , and one of the weightings, 0. 1 ' since 0. 2 "" 1 - 0. 1 . Thus if a 
n-gaussian sum approximation to the non-gaussian nodal data is used, 
then the number of independent parameters to be matched are equal to 
k =: 3n - 1. 
These independent parameters can be found by matching the first 
k = 5 moments of the non-gaussian distribution to the gaussian sum 
approximation having two components. 
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Thus for the expanded 14 bus test system, the non-gaussian 
p.d.f's at nodes 1, 2 and 9 are replaced by a 2-gaussian sum 
approximation for PI' P2 , P9 and Q9' and hence the number of convolution 
combinations requiring evaluation using the S.L.F. are 
(2) (1) (2) (1) (1) (2) (2). (1) ••• ::: 16 combinations 
1 122 8 9 9 10 
For each 2-gaussian sum approximation the first five moments, 
mI'" m5 , require matching. The first moment of the non-gaussian 
p.d.L can be found by evaluating 
N 
]l = ~G1 = L: x. P. 
i=l ~ ~ 
(12.16) 
and the 2nd e e e 0 5th order moments can be found from 
[~G. 
J 
N . 
L: (x. - ]l)J P.] 
. 1 1 ~ . 2 5 ~= J= , •• 
(12.17) 
These non-central non-gaussian moments, ~G .. , ~G ' are found 
1 5 
analytically and matched to the non-central non-gaussian moments of each 
of the 2-gaussian approximations for PI' P2 ' P9 and Q9 , Normalized 
non-central moments m1 , •. m5 for the binomial and discrete probability 
distributions at PI' P2 ' P9 and Q9' from Table 12.3, are summarized in 
Table 12.9. 
Table 12.9 Normalized non-central moments for non-gaussian 
distributions for PI' P2 ' P9 and Q9 
NORMAL-
ISATION ~G1 m ~G3 ~G4 ~G5 LOCATION FACTOR NG2 
PI 100 MW 2.3 5.331017 13 .120176 30.815459 72 .803736 
P2 lOMW 4.004 16.824808 72.285012 314.216943 1374.112091 
P9 10 MW -2.95 9.302100 -30.548193 102.869815 -352.131548 
Q9 10 MVAR -1.66 2.947150 -5.450322 10.335979 -19.924446 
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A 2-gaussian sum approximation is represented by 
(12.18) 
Non-central moments are found by solving 
m.~ - m 
-N.G -GA (12.19) 
where 
mGA == a 1 (11 1) + (l - ( 1) (11 2) 1 
mGA == a 1 (11~ + 0'1 2) + (1 - a ) (11 2 + 0' 2) 2 1 2 2 
mGA == a 1 (u~ + 30'12111) + (l - ( 1) (1123 + 30'22112) 3 (12.20) 
mGA == a 1 (111
4
+ 60'121112 +30'1 4) +(1-a1)(1124+60'221122 + 30' 24 ) 
4 
Originally it was intended to solve (12.19) using a Newton-Ralphson 
iterative formulae, but the method was found to be highly unstable. 
Conversion of ~G and ~GA to centralised moment data did not stabilize 
the convergence either. 
A simulation was carried out, altering aI' 111 , 0'2' 112 and 0'2 
computing the error 
E == 
r 
+ 
(12.21) 
and identifying regions of probability space which minimize (12.21). 
Minimum values identified for a1, 11 1 , 0'1' 112 and 0'2' at P1' P2' P9 and 
Q9' and their errors are shown in Table 12.10. These values were used 
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as the two component-gaussian sum approximations to PI' P2 , P9 and 
Table 12.10 Minimum values of aI' ~1' 01' ~2 and 02 (normalized) 
NORMALIZATION 
LOCATION FACTOR a 1 ~1 °1 ~2 °2 
ERROR. 
Er 
I 
PI 100 MW 0.71 I 2.31 0.20 2.35 0.25 0.0321071 I I 
P2 10 MW 0.31 2.95 0.66 4.50 0.00001 0.0070031 
P9 10 MW 0.59 -3.50 0.14 -2.15 0.63 0.0014350 
Q9 10 MVAR 0.92 -1.75 0.30 -0.60 0.65 0.0067348 
Results of the lower order gaussian sum approximation S.L.F. for 
P3- 4 , P4- 7 , P5- 6 , Q7-9' V4 and Q3 are shown in Figures 12.17 to 12.22. 
Very good agreement is obtained with the 300 component reconstructs of 
section 12.3 and the 16 component lower order gaussian sum approximation 
S.L.F. for V4 , Q3' P5- 6 and P4- 7 . The lower order gaussian sum 
approximation for P3- 4 is slightly more accurate than the single 
gaussian approximation, section 12.3.1, but the reconstruct for Q7-9 
does not have very good agreement. It appears that a 3rd order gaussian 
sum approximation may be required to approximate P9 and Q9' 
12.5 SELECTION OF NON-GAUSSIAN LONG-TERM PROBABILITY GENERATION DATA 
The specification of normal and discrete p.d.fis for domestic 
and large industrial loads follows patterns observed in practice. 
However the specification of long-term generation patterns using unit 
ratings and availability data appears rather dubious, particularly when 
applied to the slack bus which is designed to- absorb line losses in the 
loadflow problem. 
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The 11 component discrete-component binomial distribution for 
generation at node 1 actually represents the continuous curve p.d.f. 
profile equivalent, shown in Figure 12.23. This continuous distribution 
may be easily represented by lower order gaussian sum approximations, 
as described in section 12.4. 
p.d.f. 
-
0-4344 
0-377; 
20 40 60 BO 100 120 /40 160 180 200 22.0 240260 280 MW 
Figure 12.23 "Continuous equivalent" of a discrete binomial p.d.L 
For a power system which has been operational for many years, 
the long-term expected nodal generation data can be found by examining 
past records of generation. It is unlikely, however, that such 
generation will have the same characteristics as the "availability 
data based binomial distribution" used by Allan and Al-Shakarchi. 
Although large amounts of generation may be available, it does not 
mean in fact that all units will be used. In extreme cases the 
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generation from some stations may be expensive, due to transmission loss 
and/or high maintenance costs, and as a result such generation will be 
used sparingly, never exceeding 50 MW, although according to the 
binomial distribution describing its availability, the station has the 
expected "potential" of producing 230 MW. Such arguments are 
particularly true when considering the slack bus, which in the problem 
postulated by Allan and Al-Shakarchi and analysed here, takes up the 
long-term expected losses in the system. In such cases, having the 
generation equal to the generation "availability" at the slack busbar 
is impossible in practice. Thus when postulating generation statistics, 
past records rather than availability statistics should be used. The 
use of past records will also mean that smoother generation curves 
that can easily be approximated by lower order gaussian sums will 
likely be present if past record generation data is used. Thus it 
appears that the advantages of the lower order gaussian sum 
approximation will be greater when the data used in the P.L.F. becomes 
more realistic. 
Another approach to accurately modelling the generation would 
be to formulate the W.L.S. minimization problem, which is the basis 
of the S.L.F., as an inequality constrained minimization where p.d.f. 
distributions are specified for the loads, either discrete, gaussian 
or binomial, and the generation is specified as an inequality 
constraint, less than or equal to the maximum possible value. Such 
a stochastic inequality constrained minimization would be difficult to 
solve in practice however. 
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12.6 CONCLUSION 
It has been demonstrated that a series of gaussian sum 
approximation S.L.F. runs can reproduce the results of the P.L.F. 
It also has been shown that for certain nodal or line-flow p.d:f's 
a single gaussian approximated S.L.F. can cause over- or under-design 
of the expected long-term maximum power flow through a planned 
transmission line by about 20-25%. Thus it is advantageous to have 
in some cases the more accurate P.L.F. results for long-term planning 
or design. The P.L.F. technique using the series of gaussian sum 
approximated S.L.F. 's can easily be adopted by utilities that have 
existing state estimation algorithms with very little modification. 
Tests have shown that only a third of the convolution combination, 
having the highest weighting factors, needs evaluating when reconstruct-
ing the non-gaussian p.d.f. nodal or line-flow data. 
Decoupling of the convolution-combination process has been 
investigated and tested and shown to produce near identical results to 
those of the decoupled P.L.F. No decoupling of the S.L.F. algorithm 
occurs, only of the convolution-combination process. Decoupling does 
not degrade the p.d.f. profiles for active line-flow pairs. Other 
methods to reduce, the burden of computation, nodally coupling similar 
real and reactive power distributions, have been shown not to degrade 
p.d.f. profiles except on lines allowed to the dependent nodes. 
Reduced order gaussian sum approximations that had a lower order 
sum than the number of discrete components of the p.d.f. were 
investigated, and ways for selecting the best reduced order 
approximation via the method of moments outlined. Using a 2 order 
gaussian sum approximation for non-gaussian nodal data, 16 convolution 
components can replace the 300 components required for an "exact" 
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study, In most cases the curve reconstructions are reasonably accurate 
for determining the upper load limits of a proposed transmission line, 
The computational burden required to carry out P,L,F, studies 
using a series of gaussian sum approximation S,L,F,'s will reduce when 
the nodal generation data is realistically defined in terms of past 
yearly records rather than discrete binomial availability statistics, 
The use of availability statistics, particularly to specify generation 
profiles at the slack busbar can only be regarded as an extremely bad 
long-term forecast. 
The formulation of the long-term planning study does not have to 
be non-redundant. Indeed, if any long-term predictions on line power 
flow or slack bus generation are available from past records, these 
should be used and the algorithm linearized about such redundant data. 
On the other hand, in cases where a new transmission line is being 
planned, long-term expected line-flow data or slack generation based 
on previous years' data may not be very accurate since inserting the 
"proposed" transmission line will change the slack generation and 
line power flows. 
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CHAPTER 13 
INCLUSION OF R.V.D.C. LINKS IN A.C. STOCHASTIC LOADFLOW STUDIES 
13.1 INTRODUCTION 
R.v.d.c. links have been included in a.c. loadflows and in a.c. 
state estimation in Chapters 7 and 8. The h.v.d.c. link can also be 
included in a.c. S.L.F. studies. The h.v.d.c. link representation that 
was used to model converter operation in Chapter 8 can be used as the 
basis for the multi a.c.-h.v.d.c. stochastic loadflow study. 
Converter relationships and measurement equations from Chapters 
7 and 8 can be reformated to describe loadflow conditions. 
13.2 SPECIFICATION OF A MULTI A.C. -R.V.D.C. STOCHASTIC LOADFLOW 
The approximate h.v.d.c. link representation with exact residuals, 
outlined in section 8.5, can be used to model the h.v.d.c. link in the 
multi a.c.-h.v.d.c. S.L.F. A.c. nodal data is specified according to 
whether the node is a load, "PQ", or a generation busbar, "Pv or slack" 
busbar, as outlined in section 11.2. 
The h.v.d.c. link part of the multi a.c. -h.v.d,c. power system 
becomes non-redundant when the seven converter relationships, sl -s7' 
are included together with four additional variables that act as control 
specifications, s8 -s10' The non-redundant h.v.d.c; link loadflow 
specifications are summarized in Table 13.1, where 
{sa' sb' s c' sd} 6 {CoSei. , cosO , Pd ' Vd ' Id ,a , a } m n m n c m n (13.1) 
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Table 13.1 R.v.d.c. link loadflow specifications 
R.V.D.C. LINK LOADFLOW SPECIFICATIONS 
For the rectifier 
sl 0 = 1 1_2 - a K Idc m 1 
s2 0 = Vdm a K1 V cos"lfi m m m 
s3 0 = Vdm a K1 cos"lfim - K2 X Idc m m 
and for the inverter 
s4 0 = 15_6 - a K1 Idc n 
s5 0 = V - a K1 V cos"lfi dn n n n 
s6 0 = V - a K1 coso n + K2 X Idc dn n n 
Across the h.v.d.c. link 
s7 0 = Vdm - Vdn + Rdc Idc 
Together with control specifications 
s8 0 = sP - s a a 
s9 0 = sP - sb b 
s10 0 sP s c c 
sl1 0 = sp - sd d 
Eight possible combinations of the control specifications are 
shown in Table 13.2. 
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Table 13.2 Possible combinations of h.v.d.c. link 
control specifications. 
~" 
CONTROL 
sp p p P SPECIFICATION s2 8 3 s4 COMBINATION 1 
1 Pdm cost/J . Vdn coso m n 
2 Pdm cost/J Vdn a m n 
3 Pdm a Vdn a m n 
4 Pdm a Vdn coso m n 
5 Pdm a a coso m n n 
6 Pdm a cosa coso m m n 
7 Idc a V dn coso m n 
8 Vdm a Pdn coso ill n 
The long-term expectation and variance for possible h.v.d.c. 
quantities of interest, sh d ' can be found after the convergence of 
- v c 
"-the multia.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. to its expected long-term state, ~, 
where 
Quantities of interest include 
::!hvdc 
coso, t/J ,Id } (13.2) 
n n c 
(13.3) 
where s is defined by equation (11.9), and the variation of "spread" 
about the expected value)for quantities of interest,is given by 
equation (11.8). 
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13.3 USES FOR THE MULTI A.C. -H.V.D.C. STOCHASTIC LOADFLOW"" 
Multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. stochastic loadflows can be used in the 
following: 
(i) When planning or designing an h.v.d.c. link between a.c. system/so 
The multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. allows the designer to establish 
what effect the ,expected long-term a.c. power generation or 
loads, and their variances, together with the expected long-term 
values of the h.v.d.c. control specifications and their variances, 
have on the variance and expected value of h.v.d.c. quantities of 
interest given by either (13.2) or (13.3). 
(ii) When planning a new a.c. transmission line/s in the vicinity of 
an existing h.v.d.c. link. The long-term expected variations in 
h.v.d.c. link operation, together with the expected nodal a.c. 
generation or load long-term fluctuations, can be accounted 
for in the prediction of maximum power flow conditions down the 
proposed transmission line. 
The multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. stochastic loadflow can also be used 
as an "operations" tool to set upper and lower limits of variation for 
the control specifications. For a given set of postulated h.v,d.c. 
control specification "operating limits", and with the expected a.c. 
nodal generation and load variation, the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. 
estimates and quantities of interest can be found. If the resulting 
variation in the h.v.d.c. quantities of interest, sh d • is too great, 
- v c 
the allowed variation about the control specifications can be reduced 
and the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. re-evaluated until suitable bounds 
of uncertainty are obtained about the "quantities of interest". Thus 
the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. can be used to obtain suitable long-term 
limits on the uncertainty of the operating constraints. 
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13.4 MULTI A.C. -H.V.D.C. STOCHASTIC LOADFLOW TEST RESULTS 
13.4.1 Uncorrelated multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. l~adflow data 
For the purposes of this section, all loadflow data is treated as 
uncorrelated, i.e. independent. When the S.L.F. data is uncorrelated, 
the ~ matrix, shown in (ll.S), becomes diagonal and the W.L.S. type S.L.F. 
algorithm can be easily implemented using sparsity techniques. 
The multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. test power system consists of two 
identical S bus a.c. systems connected by a single h.v.d.c. link, 
as shown in Figure 13.1. Parameters for the a.c. and h.v.d.c. test 
systems are summarised in Table 7.S. A.c. nodal S.L.F. data and 
expected possible h.v.d.c. control specificiations are given in 
Table 13.3. 
Table 13.3 
A.C. SYSTEM 1 
VALUE 
LOCATION (p. u.) 
Vll 1.06000 
Pll 1.92767 
P12 0.20000 
Q12 0.22080 
V13 1.02300 
P13 -0.45000 
P14 -0.40000 
Q14 -O.OSOOO 
PIS -0.S8600 
QlS -0.10000 
Expected values of a.c. and h.v.d.c. long-term 
operating data. 
A.C. SYSTEM 2 H.V.D.C. LINK CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS 
VALUE VALUE 
LOCATION (p.u.) LOCATION (p. u.) 
V 16 1.06000 coset 0.99260 m 
P16 0.69718 Pdm 0.S8600 
P17 0.20000 coso -0.98481 n 
Q17 -0.S4150 Vdn -1.27668 
V 18 1.02400 a 0.93974 n 
P18 -0.45000 a 0.97220 m 
P19 -0.40000 IdC 0.4S8S0 
Qi9 -0.05000 Pdn -0.58526 
P20 -0.60000 
Q20 -0.10000 
I 
I 
Pl1-12 
1111-12 
At SYSTEM 
l!.:1 
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h.v.d.c. link 
A.C SYSTEM 
IT 
Figure 13.1 Multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. stochastic loadflow test system. 
2 a.c. systems 
1 h.v,d.c. link. 
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Note that for the test purposes, the percentage total load constraint 
uncertainty is assumed to be zero. Long-term uncertainties about the 
nodal a.c. voltage data are considered small, with cr = 0.0001 p.u., 
vac 
while the uncertainty in the a.c. nodal real and reactive power 
injections is considered to be greater, with cr 0.01 p.u. The 
s 
ac 
seven h.v.d.c. convertor relationships, sl -s9' are treated as being 
near exact, with cr = 0.00001 p.u., while the expected deviation of the 
c 
h.v.d.c. link constraints around the specified values is more uncertain, 
having a variance of cr =0.01 p.u. The effect of choosing different 
s 
sets of h.v.d.c. link operating constraints on the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. 
stochastic loadflow results is shown in Table 13.4. Uncertainties in 
the power flows connecting the a.c. terminal busbars of the h.v.d.c. 
link are invariant to the choice of the h.v.d.c. link constraint set. 
On and around the h.v.d.c. link, however, uncertainty depends on the 
initial uncertainty and nature of the control specifications chosen. 
Since the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. is used for long-term planning 
or design, if highly accurate results are required, each of the 
operating specification combinations given by Table 13.1 should be used 
in the S.L.F. study and the S.L.F. evaluated eight times. This is 
because all of the operating constraint combinations in Table 13.1 are 
likely to be enforced at some stage during the long time scale of the 
S.L.F. study. 
Table 13.5 summarises the uncertainties which occur at a.c. 
terminal busbars and on the h.v.d.c. link when: 
(i) The uncertainty associated with the h.v.d.c. link control 
specification is reduced to cr =0.00001 p.u. while other 
s 
variance data remains the same as in Table 13.4. Test 
results are shown in the first four columns of Table 13.5. 
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As expected, the overall uncertainty associated with quantities 
of interest on the h.v.d.c. link is greatly reduced. This drop 
in uncertainty is also felt in the neighbouring a.c. systems. 
(ii) Uncertainty conditions are the same as in (i), however, the 
uncertainty associated with the expected a.c. nodal voltages is 
increased to cr =0.01 p.u. 
v 
a.c. 
Increasing the uncertainty 
associated with the nodal a.c. voltage data causes a sharp 
increase in the uncertainty of the S.L.F. quantities of interest, 
both on the a.c. systems and on the h.v.d.c. link (see Table 
13.5). 
(iii) Uncertainty conditions are maintained the same as in (ii), with 
the exception that the uncertainty associated with the expected 
value of the h.v.d.c. control specifications is increased to 
cr. =0.01 p.u. An even greater degree of uncertainty appears in 
1. 
both the h.v.d.c. link and a,c. system SoL.F. estimates (see 
Table 13.5), 
(iv) Uncertainty conditions are kept the same as in (i). with the 
exception that the uncertainty associated with the expected value 
of the h.v.d.c. link control specification and converter 
relations is increased to cr, =0.01 p.u, and a =0.01 p.u, The 
1. s 
uncertainty increases in the S.L.F. results but the rise is not 
as great as that in (ii) or (iii) (see Table 13.5). 
13,4,2 Correlated multi a. c. ~ h. v, d, c. loadflow data 
Correlation between different nodes in the a.c, system can occur, 
for example, due to: 
(i) Hydro generating stations being fed by the same river. Any 
increase in flow rate, due to rain run-off or snow melting, may 
cause an increased generation output from all stations along the 
Table 13.4 
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S.L.F. results (uncorrelated data and different 
h.v.d.c. link control specifications) . 
. :.-----,----r---------------------
CONTROl. ~1'EClFlCATli\N SET CORR~:L.An:D 
DATA 
"e 1 (TER.'iINAL) 
°15 
V15 
1'15 
Ql~ 
1'15-12 
Ql~-12 
1'15-14 
QI5-14 
RECTIFIER 
1
1
_
2 
Ide 
Vdm 
III 
III 
eOS<lm 
"'111 
1'1-2 
Ql-2 
Em 
1'2-3 
Q2-3 
1
2
_
3 
I'dm 
Qfm 
I fm 
INVERTER 
15-6 
Vdn 
IIIIn 
cason 
I/In 
1'5-6 
Q5-6 
En 
1'4-5 
Q4-5 
1
4
_
5 
Pdn 
QEn 
I rn 
-0.18979 
1.02366 
-0.58598 
-0.10000 
-0.93801 
0.15355 
-0.23395 
0.06301 
0.59954 
0.45845 
1.27819 
0.97174 
0.99255 
0.30182 
0.58599 
0.18244 
0.97446 
0.58599 
0.13447 
0.61698 
0.58598 
-0.49899 
0.48746 
0.58101 
-1.27668 
0.93969 
-0.98481 
2.86544 
-0.58529 
0.16587 
0.97259 
-0.58529 
0.13804 
0.61829 
-0.58529 
-0.68950 
0.65852 
AC 2 (TERMIllAL) 
917 
V17 
1'17 
Q17 
1'17-16 
QI7-16 
1'17-28 
Q17-18 
1'17-19 
QI7-19 
P17-20 
Q17-20 
-0.01883 
1.0470S 
0.20000 
-0.54150 
-0.38030 
-0.12886 
0.28841 
0.02228 
0.31251 
0.01947 
0.56467 
0.06924 
0.0011~ 
0.00262 
0.01213 
0.02360 
0.00703 
0.01633 
0.00439 
0.00931 
0.01203 
·0.00748 
0.00999 
0.01387 
0.00999 
0.03248 
0.00845 
0.02122 
0.01059 
0.00845 
0.02097 
0.01010 
0.00841 
0.00256 
0.00125 
0.01068 
0.01000 
0.01241 
0.01000 
0.03588 
0.00840 
0.02290 
0.01126 
0.00840 
0.02279 
0.01010 
0.00839 
0.00115 
0.00055 
0.00050 
0.00088 
0.01186 
0.02300 
0.00704 
0.01533 
0.00339 
0.00518 
0.00342 
0.00409 
0.00634 
0.00673 
0.00114 
0.00262 
0.01213 
0.02360 
0.00703 
0.01633 
0.00439 
0.00931 
0.01203 
0.00748 
0.00999 
0.01387 
0.00999 
0.03248 
0.00845 
0.02122 
0.01059 
0.00845 
0.02097 
0.01010 
0.0084i 
0.00256 
0.00125 
0.01134 
0.01000 
0.01000 
0.01191 
0.04337 
0.00840 
0.02753 
0.00842 
0.00840 
0.02722 
0.01011 
0.00839 
0.00132 
0.00063 
0.00052 
0.00100 
0.01186 
0.02760 
0.00705 
0.01752 
0.00339 
0.00589 
0.00342 
0.00467 
0.00635 
0.00684 
1 4 ~ 
0.00117 
0.00251 
0.01202 
0.02390 
0.00705 
0.01625 
0.00436 
0.00923 
0.01163 
0.00749 
0.00999 
0.01000 
0.01024 
0.03399 
0.00844 
0.021'13 
0.00712 
0.00844 
0.02142 
0.01011 
0.00841 
0.00250 
0.00122 
0.01134 
0.01000 
0.01000 
0.01191 
0.04337 
0.00840 
0.02754 
0.00842 
0.00840 
0.02722 
0.01011 
0.00839 
0.00132 
0.00063 
0.00052 
0.00100 
0.01186 
0.02760 
0.00705 
0.01752 
0.00339 
0.00589 
0.00342 
0.00467 
0.00635 
0.00684 
0.00111 
0.00257 
0.01202 
0.02390 
0.00705 
0.01625 
0.00436 
0.00923 
0.00126 
0.00361 
O.OIHS 
0.03300 
0.00705 
0.02311 
0.00438 
0.01310 
0.01163 0.01454 
0.00749 0.01000 
0.00999 0.02052 
0.01000 0.01000 
0.01024 0.01447 
0.03399 0.04996 
0.00844 0.00845 
0.02193 0.03227 
0.00712 0.00898 
0.00844 0.00845 
0.O~141 0.03090 
0.01011 0.01352 
0.00841 0.00841 
0.00250 0.00352 
0.00122 0.00172 
0.01067 
0.01000 
0.01241 
0.01000 
0.03588 
0.00840 
0.02289 
0.01127 
0.00840 
0.02279 
0.01011 
0.00839 
0.00116 
0.00055 
0.00050 
0.00088 
0.01186 
0.02300 
0.00704 
0.01534 
0.00339 
0.00518 
0.00342 
0.00409 
0.00634 
0.00673 
0.01090 
0.02055 
0.01000 
0.01000 
0.03783 
0.00840 
0.02413 
0.00110 
0.00840 
0.02337 
0.01352 
0.00839 
0.00120 
0.00058 
0.00050 
0.00091 
0.01187 
0.02420 
0.00705 
0.01597 
0.00339 
0.00539 
0.00342 
0.00426 
0.00634 
0.00674 
(, 
0.00116 
0.00~85 
0.01:17 
0.02580 
0.00703 
0.01783 
0.00440 
0.01016 
0.01263 
0.01094 
0.02293 
0.01000 
0.01000 
0.03605 
0.00845 
0.02352 
0.01219 
0.00845 
0.02191 
0.01477 
0.00841 
0.00278 
0.00136 
0.01072 
0.02295 
0.01899 
0.01000 
0.03599 
0.00840 
0.02299 
0.01908 
0.00840 
0.02282 
0.01476 
0.00839 
0.00116 
0.00055 
0.00050 
0.00088 
0.01187 
0.02310 
0.00705 
0.01538 
0.00339 
0.00519 
0.00342 
0.00410 
0.00634 
0.00673 
The "",,,n val"es from the cightdHCercnt seta of coostmnts are accurate to v!thln 0.001 p.u. 
0.00127 
0.00249 
0.01306 
0.02340 
0.00763. 
0.01S93 
0.00465 
0.00902 
0.01203 
0.00785 
0.00974 
0.01000 
0.01036 
0.03397 
0.01025 
0.02145 
0.00702 
0.01025 
0.02119 
0.01059 
0.01022 
0.00242 
0.00118 
0.01216 
0.00974 
0.01238 
0.01000 
'0.03587 
0.01021 
0.02297 
0.01117 
0.01021 
0.02284 
0.01059 
0.01019 
0.00116 
0.00055 
0.00051 
0.00088 
0.01302 
0.02300 
0.00720 
0.01537 
0.00353 
0.00519 
0.00)56 
0.00410 
0.00648 
0.00673 
s 
0.00118 
0.00257 
0.01203 
0.02390 
0.00705 
0.01626 
0.00436 
0.00923 
0.01165 
0.00751 
0.00999 
0.01000 
0.01024 
0.03401 
0.00845 
0.02195 
0.00712 
0.00845 
0.02143 
0.01014 
0.00842 
0.00250 
0.00122 
0.01068 
0.01001 
0.01242 
0.01000 
0.03588 
0.00841 
0.02289 
0.01128 
O. 00841 
0.02279 
0.01014 
0.00840 
0.00116 
0.00055 
0.00050 
0.00088 
0.01187 
0.02300 
0.00705 
0.01534 
0.00339 
0.00518 
0.00342 
0.00409 
0.00635 
0.00673 
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river. 
(ii) Domestic loads in the same geographical area may be correlated 
due to weather. All loads in the same area will experience 
similar temperature fluctuations. 
Normally, correlations ,are not included in a. c. ·S. 1. F. I S because the 
diagonal R matrix, shown in (11.5), will become square, complicating 
the implementation of the W.L.S. type-S.L.F. algorithm. However, the 
"integrity" of the S.L.F. study will increase if a.c. loadflow nodal 
correlation effects are included. 
Correlations on the h.v.d.c. link clearly exist and must be 
accounted for. In normal operation, the h.v.d.c. link ,(a controllable 
transmission line) ,is highly correlated. During normal h.v.d.c. link 
operation, the total active power flowing into the link is much the 
same as that flowing out the inverter. 
Consider the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. test system shown in Figure 
13.1. A.c. nodal correlations are assumed to exist between: 
(i) All generators in the same a. c. system, i. e. betw'een nodes 11 
and 13 in a.c. system 1 and between nodes 16 and 18 in a.c. 
system 2. 
(ii) All loads in the same a.c. system, i.e. between nodes 12, 14 and 
15 in a.c. system 1 and between nodes 17, 19 and 20 in a.c. 
system 2. 
The percentage "total load" constraint forecasting uncertainty, 
to be spread amongst all the generators, is set to zero. Consider a 
multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. when the h.v.d.c. link control specifications 
selected are Pd ' cosa ,Vd and coso. The physical correlations m m n n 
between these variables are: 
Table 13,5 S.L,F. test results (uncorrelated data and different 
initial loadflow data uncertainties). 
UNC!:RTAlNry 
SIZE 
I 
(, At I (TERMINAl.) 
GIS -0.18979 
VIS 1.02366 
PiS -0.58598 
QIS -0.10000 
P15-12 -0.93602 
Q15-12 0.15355 
PIS- 14 -0.23396 
Q15-14 0.06300 
RECTIFIER 
1
1
_
2 
ld 
Vdm 
"m 
cosa 
.. 
1/1 .. 
PI- 2 
QI-2 
E 
.. 
1'2-3 
Q2-3 
1
2
_
3 
I'd .. 
Qfm 
lfm 
INVERTER 
1
5
_
6 
l1dn 
" n 
coso 
'/In 
PS- 6 
Q5-6 
Eo 
1'4-5 
Q4-5 
1
4
_
5 
I'do 
Qfn 
I fo 
o 
0.59956 
0.45846 
1.27819 
0.97174 
0.99255 
0.30182 
0.58600 
0.18244 
0.97446 
0.58600 
0.13449 
0.61699 
0.58600 
-0.49899 
0.48745 
0.58102 
-1.27668 
0.93969 
-0.98481 
2.86544 
-0.58531 
0.16587 
0.97259 
-0.58531 
0.13804 
0.61831 
-0.58531 
-0.68950 
0.65852 
Ae 2 (TERMIllAL) 
011 -0.01883 
1117 1.04705 
1'17 0.20000 
Q17 -0.54150 
1'17-16 -0.38029 
Q17-16 -0.12887 
1'17-18 0.28841 
Q17-18 0.02228 
'11-19 0.31251 
Q17-19 0.01947 
'17-20 0.56468 
Q17-20 0.06924 
'~AC e 0.0001 
SAC QO,OI 
<1"c eO,OOOOI 
0"8 a 0,00001 
0.00093 
0.00119 
0.00695 
0.00990 
0,00572 
0.00101 
0.00359 
0.00408 
0.000715 
0.000009 
0.000014 
0.001155 
0.000010 
0.000048 
0.000024 
0.000031 
0.000031 
0.000024 
0.000031 
0.000016 
0.000010 
0.001158 
0.000566 
0.000258 
0.000010 
0.000416 
0.000010 
0.000053 
0.000019 
0.000033 
0.000024 
0.000020 
0.000033 
0.000017 
0.00001l 
0.000583 
0.000278 
0.00041 
0.00044 
0.00894 
0.00004 
0.00670 
0.00760 
0.00309 
0.00262 
0.00311 
0.00208 
0.00606 
0.00655 
~AC rnO.O\\OI 
"AC mO • OI oe m o.onool 
0d m 0.00001 
0.00093 
0.00121 
0.00895 
0.01000 
0.00572 
0.00714 
0.00359 
0.00416 
0.000195 
0.000605 
0.001689 
0.000010 
0.000010 
0.000340 
0.000026 
0.000225 
0.001223 
0.000026 
0.000101 
0.000816 
0.000010 
0.001181 
0.000577 
0.000261 
0.001691 
0.001251 
0.000010 
0.000227 
0.000020 
0.000143 
0.001262 
0.000020 
0.000074 
0.000816 
0.000011 
0.000583 
0.000278 
0.00041 
0.00044 
0.00894 
0.00010 
0.00670 
0.00760 
0.00309 
0.00262 
0.00311 
0.00208 
0.00606 
0.00655 
~AC sO.OOOI 
"Ae sO.OI 
Vc m 0,00001 
<1" •• 0.00001 
"'VAC Q 0.01101 
\TUAe mO.OI 
O'"c m 0,00001 
<1"m m 0,00001 
(fVI\C m 0.01 
O'"I\C mO.OI 
O"c m O.IIMOI 
cr .. sO.OOOOI 
CONTROL SrECIFICATION SET 
8 
0.00094 
0.00097 
0.00892 
0.00911 
0.00573 
0.00581 
0.00358 
0.00337 
0.000018 
0.000010 
0.000014 
0.000010 
0.000967 
0.003116 
0.000022 
0.002001 
0.000709 
.0.000027 
0.002001 
0.000017 
0.000014 
0.000950 
0,000464 
0.000258 
0.000010 
0.000416 
0.000010 
0.000053 
0.000021 
0.000258 
0.000024 
0.000021 
0.000033 
0.000017 
0.000014 
0.000583 
0.000278 
0.00041 
0.00044 
0.00894 
0.00004 
0.00670 
0.00760 
0.00309 
0.00262 
0.00311 
0.00208 
0.00606 
0.00655 
0.00094 
0.00096 
0.00892 
0.00921 
0.00573 
0.00584 
0.00358 
0.00338 
0.000017 
0.000009 
0.000010 
0.000010 
0.000973 
0.003039 
0.000020 
0.001962 
0.000720 
0.000020 
0.001962 
0.000016 
0.000011 
0.000955 
0.000467 
0.000258 
0.000014 
0.000416 
0.000010 
0.000052 
0.000019 
0.000033 
0.000025 
0.000019 
0.000033 
0.000017 
0.000016 
0.000563 
0.000278 
0.00041 
0.00044 
0.00894 
0.000C4 
0.00670 
0.00760 
0.00309 
0.00262 
0.00311 
0.00208 
0.00606 
0.00655 
0,00390 
0.00815 
0.01024 
0,01011 
0.00601 
0.02077 
0.00399 
0.01864 
0.004904 
0.000009 
0.000014 
0.007920 
0.000010 
0.000048 
0.000128 
0.000050 
0.000187 
0.000128 
0.000048 
0.000024 
O.OOOOlO 
0.007946 
0.003881 
0.004213 
0.000010 
0.006805 
0.000010 
0.000053 
0.000197 
0.000065 
0.000320 
0.000197 
0.000064 
0.000018 
0.000011 
0.009538 
0.004555 
0.00207 
0.00729 
0.01018 
0.00121 
0.00707 
0.09823 
0.00327 
0.04663 
0.0J)~r1 
0.03725 
0.00613 
0.01958 
The IDe3n values of ~h~ eight different conatraine sets are identical to vithtn 0.001 p.u. 
~'AC &0.01 (1'~AC m 0.01 
O'"c & 0.01 
0;. m 0.00001 
0.00390 
0.00847 
0.0130~ 
0.02370 
0.00726 
0.02541 
0.00471 
0.02042 
0.012887 
0.007488 
0.009988 
0.015922 
0.009999 
0.032483 
0.008454 
0.021222 
0.010601 
0.008454 
0.020975 
0.010107 
0.008414 
0.008254 
0.004032 
0.011479 
0.010000 
0.014150 
0.010000 
0.035876 
0.008409 
0.022899 
0.011274 
0.008409 
0.022789 
0.010109 
0.008394 
0.009589 
0.004579 
0.00207 
0.00728 
0.01284 
0.02301 
0.00741 
0.09919 
0.00355 
0.04684 
0.00347 
0.03741 
0.00642 
0.01964 
~VI\C m n.( 
"IIC m n.( 
ITe mO.\ 
IT" & 0.( 
0.00139 
0.003~7 
0.01433 
0.0]220 
0.00814 
0.02219 
0.00499 
0.01258 
0.015705 
0.008271 
0.014027 
0.017903 
0.009999 
0.047419 
0.011853 
0.030315 
0.014179 
0.011853 
0.029947 
0.013704 
0.008682 
0.003388 
0.001655 
0.014716 
O. 010000 
0.014627 
0.010000 
0.052539 
0.012591 
0.033008 
0.012992 
0.012591 
0.032817 
0.013805 
0.009518 
0.001565 
0.000,47 
0.00057 
0.00119 
0.0146~ 
0.03311 
0.00741 
0.02066 
0.00373 
0.00692 
0.00377 
0.00547 
0.0061>8 
0.00692 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
"coset _ P II. 
m dm Sign (+). 
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As coset increases, et tends to zero 
m m 
and the average d.c. voltage, Vdn ' increases, causing an increase 
lip - V II dm dn· Sign (-). As Pdm increases, Pdn increases in 
magnitude and the value of Vdn becomes more negative. 
lip - coseS ". dm n Sign (-). As Pdm increases, Pdn increases in 
magnitude, causing eS to tend toward 1800 and thus making coseS 
m n 
more negative. 
"coset - V " 
m dn 
and (2). 
"coset - coseS " 
m n 
and (3). 
"coseS -V". 
n dn 
Sign (-). Because of the arguments given in (1) 
Sign (-). Because of the arguments given in (1) 
Sign (+). As eS tends toward 1800 , coseS becomes 
n n 
more negative, causing the average d.c. voltage, Vdn , to become 
more negative. 
All correlations are symmetric so that the correlation data for 
"coset - Pd " is the same as that for lip - coset". The converter m m dm m 
relationships, sl - s7' are treated as uncorrelated and highly accurate, 
by making 0" =0.00001 p.u. 
s 
Weightings given to the correlations between a.c. system 
variables are shown in Table 13.6, while the weightings given to the 
h.v.d.c. link control specification correlations are shown in Table 
13.7. Two classes of a.c. correlation are considered, those that are 
"decoupled", i. e. real and r'eactive nodal quantiles are not correlated, 
and those which are fully correlated. R.v.d.c. link correlations are 
considered to be either all positive (magnitude-only) or signed 
according to the previous discussion. 
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Table 13.6 A.c. correlation weightings (~ij). 
A.C. CORRELATION 
P-8, Q-v DECOUPLED ~ 
A.C. CORRELATION DATA A.C. CORRELATION DATA 
GENERATOR P-v Bij B-ij 
vll - Vu o .000000010 0.000000010 
Vu - vl3 0.000000005 0.0000000013 
vl3 - vl3 0.000000010 0.000000010 
Vu - Pll - 0.000000002 
vB - Pll - 0.00001 
.1~ Vu - Pl3 - 0.000000001 
vl3 - Pl3 - 0.000000002 
Pu - Pll 0.00010 0.00010 
Pll -Pl3 0.00005 0.00005 
Pl3 - Pl3 0.00010 0.00010 
LOAD p-8 CORRELATIONS 
P12 - P12 0.00010 0.00010 
P12 - P14 0.00008 0.00008 
P12 - PIS 0.00006 0.00006 
P14 - P14 0.00010 0.00010 
P14 - PIS 0.00007 0.00007 
PIS - PIS 0.00010 0.00010 
P12 - Q12 - 0.00003 
P12 - Q14 - 0.00002 
P12 - Q15 - 0.00001 
P14 - Q14 - 0.00003 
P14 - Q15 - 0.00002 
PIS - Q15 - 0.00003 
, 
Q12 - Q12 0.00010 0.00010 
Q12 - Q14 0.00008 0.00008 
Q12 - Q15 0.00006 0.00006 
Q14 - Q14 0.00010 0.00010 
Q14 - Q15 0.00007 0.00007 
Q1S - Q1S 0.00010 0.00010 
P14 - Q12 - 0.00002 
PIS - Q12 - 0.00001 
PIS - Q14 - 0,00002 
Correlations can be found by replacing prefix 11 by 16 .... 15 by 
20 etc. 
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Table 13.7 R.v.d.c. link data correlation weightings (R .. ) 
1J 
R.V.D.C. LINK SET A SET B 
CORRELATIONS R .. R .. 
1J 1J 
coso. - coso. 0.00010 0.00010 
m m 
coso. - P 0.00005 ... 0.00005 
m dm 
coso. - cosO 0.00005 -0.00005 
m n 
coso. - V 0.00005 -0.00005 
m dn 
P -dm Pdm 0.00010 0.00010 
P - coso 0.00003 -0.00003 dm n 
P -dm Vdn 0.00003 -0.00003 
coso - coso 0.00010 0.00010 
n n 
coso - V 0.00050 0.00005 
n dn 
Vdn - V dn 0.00010 0.00010 
Table 13.8 summarises the results of the correlated multi 
a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. for various choices and combinations of 
correlated data. Inclusion of correlation data generally causes 
only a slight decrease in the variance or "spread" of the S.L.F. 
results over the uncorrelated case shown in column 1 of Table 13.4. 
Thus, if the inclusion of correlated a.c. and h.v.d.c. link loadflow 
data is to be attempted, identification techniques must be employed 
to estimate accurately the magnitude of the off-diagonal values of 
R .. and make the study meaningful. 
1J 
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Table 13.8 Multi a.c. ~h.v.d.c. link S.L.F. results 
when correlated data is present. 
I 
At I (TERMI NAL) 
Q15 -0.18979 
"15 
PI!) 
li lS 
1'15-12 
Q15-12 
PtS- 14 
Q15-14 
RECTIFIER 
11_2 
Id 
Vdm 
~ 
e(lSOm 
"'01 
1'1-2 
QI-2 
Em 
1'2-3 
Q2-3 
12-3 
Pdm 
Qfm 
Ifm 
INVERt:ER. 
15-6 
Vdn 
3 n 
COSO 
"'0 
1'5-6 
Q5-6 
En 
1'4-5 
Q4-5 
1
4
_
5 
Pdn 
QCn 
I rn 
n 
1.02366 
-0.58598 
-0.10000 
-0.93801 
0.15355 
-0.23395 
0.06301 
0.59954 
0.45845 
1.27819 
0.91174 
0.99255 
0.30182 
0.58599 
0.18244 
0.97446 
0.58598 
0.13447 
0.61698 
0.58599 
-0.49899 
0.48746 
0.58101 
-1.27668 
0.93969 
-0.98481 
2.86544 
-0.58529 
0.16587 
0.97259 
-0.58529 
0.13804 
0.61829 
-0.58529 
-0.68950 
0.65852 
At 2 (TERMINAL) 
QI7 
Vll 
1'17 
Q17 
1'17-16 
Q17-16 
1'11-18 
Q17-18 
1'17-19 
Q17-19 
P17-20 
Q17-20 
-0.01883 
1.04705 
0.20000 
-0.54150 
-0.38029 
-0.12886 
0.28841 
0.02228 
0.31251 
0.01947 
0.56468 
0.06924 
H.V.D.C. 
LINK 
(SET A) 
0.00121 
0.00222 
0.01176 
0.02081 
0.00709 
0.01439 
0.00431 
0.00816 
H.V.D.C. 
Llh'K 
(SET A) 
0.00122 
0.00232 
0.01171, 
0.02181 
0.00709 
0.01510 
0.00430 
0.00855 
0.00899' 0.00909 
0.00821 0.00661 
0.00985 0.00986 
0.01541 0.00988 
0.00961 0.00961 
0.02945 0.03132 
0.00842 0.00841 
0.01812 0.01929 
0.01246 0.00741 
0.00842 0.00841 
0.01883 0.01932 
0.01106 0.00893 
0.00839 0.00839 
0.00217 0.00227 
0.00106 0.00111 
0.01193 
0.00986 
0.00911 
0.00986 
0.03633 
0.00839 
0.02378 
0.00800 
0.00839 
0.02326 
0.01108 
0.00838 
0.00118 
0.00056 
0.00052 
0.00089 
0.01195 
0.02391 
0.00708 
0.01571 
0.00340 
0.00535 
0.00342 
0.00422 
0.00634 
0.00673 
0.00926 
0.00986 
0.00904 
0.00986 
0.03569 
0.00839 
0.02216 
0.00799 
0.00839 
0.02206 
0.00893 
0.00838 
0.00114 
0.00055 
0.00048 
0.00087 
0.01176 
0.02221 
0.00701 
0.00339 
0.01497 
0.00342 
0.0050) 
0.00398 
0.00635 
0.00627 
A.C. 
DEC(l~.!PI..tf) 
11,14,15 
11,19,20 
0.00106 
0.00274 
0.01084 
0.,02371 
0.00590 
0.01639 
0.00355 
0.00931 
0.01258 
0.00792 
0.00999 
0.01389 
0.00999 
0.03249 
0.00909 
0.02127 
0.01060 
0.00909 
0.02099 
0.01069 
0.00904 
0.00267 
0.00130 
0.01121 
0.01000 
0.01242 
0.00999 
0.03588 
0.00904 
0.02293 
0.01127 
0.00904 
0.02281 
0.01069 
0.00902 
0.00127 
0.00061 
0.00052 
0.00097 
0.01022 
0.02302 
0.00729 
0.01686 
0.00284 
0.00569 
0.00251 
0.00382 
0.09505 
0.00663 
COI\RIU.ATt:D OATA 
A.C. 
Dr.COlIPU;O 
12,14,15 
A.C. 11,13 
12,14,15 17 ,19,20 
17.19,20 16,18 
0.00103 0.00112 
0.00272 
0.01083 
0.02352 
0.00589 
0.01625 
0.00356 
0.00931 
0.01253 
0.00792 
0.00999 
0.01389 
0.00999 
0.03249 
0.00908 
0.02127 
0.01060 
0.00908 
0.02099 
0.01069 
0.00904 
0.00265 
0.00130 
0.01l22 
0.01000 
0.01242 
0.00999 
0.03588 
0.00903 
0.02293 
0.01127 
0.00903 
0.02281 
0.01069 
0.00902 
0.00127 
0.00061 
0.00051 
0.00097 
0.01021 
0.02302 
0.00727 
0.01675 
0.00284 
0..00568 
0.V02S0 
0.00382 
0.00502 
0.00660 
0.00275 
0.01121 
0.02371 
0.00619 
0.01639 
0.00368 
0.00931 
0.01265 
0.00798 
0.00999 
0.01390 
0.00999 
0.03249 
0.00917 
0.02128 
0.01060 
0.00917 
0.02099 
0.01077 
0.00912 
0.00268 
0.00131 
0.01127 
0.01000 
0.01242 
0.00999 
0.03588 
0.00911 
0.02294 
0.01127 
0.00911 
0.02281 
0.01077 
0.00910 
0.00128 
0.00061 
0.00053 
0.00097 
0.01060 
0.02302 
0.00748 
0.01682 
0.00256 
0.00566 
0.00223 
0.00)80 
0.00522 
0.00663 
A.C. 
12,14,15 
11,13 
17 ,19,:0 
16,18 
0.00111 
0.00266 
0.01113 
0.02352 
0.00612 
0.01622 
0.00370 
0.00940 
0.01258 
0.00798 
0.00999 
0.01388 
0.00999 
0.03249 
0.00916 
0.02128 
0.01060 
0.00916 
0.02099 
0.01077 
0.00912 
0.00260 
0.00127 
0.01130 
0.01000 
0.01242 
0.00999 
0.03588 
0.00911 
0.02294 
0.01127 
0.00911 
o .OZZSI 
0.01077 
0.00910 
0.00121 
0.00058 
0.00060 
0.00092 
0.01066 
,0.02302 
0.00755 
0.01686 
0.00257 
0.00600 
0.00223 
0.00403 
0.00516 
0.00653 
n .. , "",an v3lue. of thQ 8ctO above agree with thOBC in column I to \lithin O.UOI p.u. 
UnleH8 mentioned oehe.",iH", all other data 10 80fJun..,d uncorrclatcd. 
A.C. DECOl!I'I.ED 
1~,14. 
15,11,13.17 
19,~O.lb,18 
II. V .D.C. LINK 
(SET B) 
0.00120 
0.00245 
0.01072 
0.02201 
0.00628 
0.01521 
0.00356 
0.00863 
0.00946 
0.00703 
0.00992 
0.00995 
0.00978 
0.03175 
0.00913 
0.01942 
0.00742 
0.00913 
0.01952 
0.00949 
0.00911 
0.00239 
0.00117 
0.00971 
0.00992 
0.00905 
0.00992 
0.03586 
0.00910 
0.02219 
0.00799 
0.00910 
0.02211 
0.00949 
0.00910 
0.00126 
0.00060 
0.00051 
0.00096 
0.01048 
0.02231 
0.00745 
0.01649 
0.00255 
0.00551 
0.00223 
0.00367 
0.00522 
0.00663 
A.C. 
12, If" 15 
11,13,17 
19,20,lb,IB 
II. V.U.c. L1 
(SU II) 
0.00120 
0.00242 
0.010b5 
0.02200 
0.00621 
0.01528 
0.00359 
0.00873 
0.00939 
0.00703 
0.00992 
<).00997 
0.00978 
0.03175 
0.00912 
0.01942 
0.00742 
0.00912 
0.01950 
0.00948 
0.00911 
0.00236 
0.00115 
0.00974 
0.00992 
0.00904 
0.00992 
0.03586 
0.00910 
0.02219 
0.00799 
0.00910 
0.02211 
0.00949 
0.00910 
0.00117 
0.00056 
0.00058 
0.00089 
0.01053 
0.02233 
0.00752 
0.01625 
0.00256 
0.00588 
0.00223 
0.00395 
O. OO~ 16 
0.00(,56 
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13.5 CONCLUSION 
A multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. has been formulated and tested, 
both with and without correlated a.c. and h.v.d.c. link loadflow data. 
The technique advocated in Ch~pter 12 for including non-gaussian 
p.d.f.'s in S.L.F.'s can be used with the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. S.L.F. 
to generate multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. P.L.F.'s. The multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. 
S.L.F. can be used as a tool in long-term planning or design of h.v.d.c. 
links, or expansion of a.c. transmission line capability in the vicinity 
of existing h.v.d.c. links. The results of the multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. 
S.L.F. gives upper and lower bounds on the long-term likely values of 
quantities of interest, such as line power flows. The inclusion of a.c. 
and h.v.d.c. link data correlation has been shown to slightly reduce 
the long-term uncertainties in the S.L.F. study. However, identification 
techniques will need to be employed to identify the size of any 
correlations before undertaking a study using correlated data. 
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CHAPTER 14 
CONCLUSIONS 
The introduction of automated data acquisition and computerised 
data storage is a trend in power systems which will rapidly increase. 
State estimators can be used to buffer a data base from raw measurements 
made on the power system. These raw measurements may contain bad data. 
The state estimation algorithm is designed to detect and locate any bad 
data present in the measurement set. The weighted least squares 
approach to state estimation was used in the study because it is 
extremely versatile, being able to handle all types of measurements 
including zero injection pseudomeasurements. In practice, however, 
W.L.S. state estimation had proved to be computationally "slow" from 
an on-line, tracking point of view. Indeed many utilities have 
implemented the less versatile A.E.P. state estimation algorithm which 
processes only line-flow measurements. Zero-injection pseudomeasurements 
which have 100% availability, high accuracy and involve no monitoring 
costs, were not included in the original A.E.P. formulation. Yet it is 
uneconomic to neglect these pseudomeasurements. Two factors can improve 
the speed of W.L.S.: 
(1) A pseudo line-flow creation technique was advocated, which makes 
the density of non-zero elements in the information matrix constant, 
with an admittance-like structure similar to the A.E.P. algorithm, 
when processing injection measurement mixes. When pseudo line-flow 
creation from injection measurements is included in W.L.S., speed 
improvements by a factor of 3-4 can result and optimality can be 
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retained if required. 
(2) Fast decoupling can be applied to make the Jacobian matrix in 
W.L.S. state independent, with only half the number of non-zero 
elements remaining that were originally present. A theoretical 
eigenvalue-convergence analysis technique was presented and used 
to identify potentially unstable decoupling and fast decoupling 
schemes which, when coupled with test simulations, identified the 
sequential fast decoupling scheme advocated by Bermundez and 
Brameller (1978) as being most promising for implementation. The 
degradation in the optimality of the state estimates was shown 
to be less than 0.001 p. u. when this sub-optimal method was used. 
When pseudo line-flow creation from injection measurement data 
was used in fast decoupled W.L.S., an extremely fast, stable, sparse, 
constant-matrix state estimator was realized with a similar structure 
to the A.E.P. algorithm. This hybrid algorithm is recommended for rapid 
on-line state estimation because it generates near-optimal estimates 
and handles all types of measurement data. 
Bad data detection and identification concepts were discussed 
with reference to their suitability for use in an on-line manner. 
A method was proposed to mathematically remove the presence of suspect 
measurements in the estimator, by setting the residuals at the suspect 
measurements to zero. Mathematical removal of bad data was shown to , 
generate the same estimate as the physical removal of the suspect bad 
data from the measurement set. Mathematical removal, however, does not 
change the dimension of matrices in the state estimator while physical 
removal does. Consequently, the physical removal of suspect bad data, 
and re-estimation, a traditional method of identifying the bad data, 
requires all matrix terms to be re-numbered and re-calculated, while 
mathematical removal does not. As a result, the use of mathematical 
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removal of suspect bad data, coupled with the weighted residual method 
of detecting bad data, results in an extremely fast state estimation 
bad data detection and identification scheme, suitable for on-time 
purposes. 
The inclusion of h.v.d.c. link representations in.a.c. state 
estimation was also considered and shown to be a practical possibility. 
Both multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimators and fast decoup1ed multi 
a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimators were tested and found to cause little 
increased burden in the computation. Two, general h.v.d.c. link 
representations were analysed: an "approximate" h.v.d.c. link model, 
without the effect of the commutation angle overlap which occurs after 
convertor switching; and the other an "exact" h.v.d.c. link model which 
includes the effect of commutation angle overlap. The "exact" h.v.d.c. 
link model was shown to have highly non-linear measurement equations 
and an unstable convergence of minimum observabi1ity. A method 
was advocated to generate exact h.v.d.c. link model estimates from the 
stable, "approximate" h.v.d.c. link model by enforcing exact residuals 
in the approximate model estimator, at each iteration. This method 
for obtaining "exact" estimates was shown to be stable and applicable 
to both multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. state estimation and 10adf10w analysis. 
Optimal meter placement design techniques for selecting the 
"best" metering pattern, with regard to the individual meter type, 
location and accuracy, were reviewed and a new approach using time 
dependent availability analysis presented. Inclusion of availability 
factors in the design and operation of state estimation allows the 
expected long-term metering pattern, in the presence of measurement 
failure and repair, to be considered rather than just including all 
meters, valid only when the state estimator data acquisition system is 
commissioned. During operations, sensitive meter-failure locations 
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can be identified and maintenance repair policies modified in the 
vicinity to maintain the required nodal estimate availabilities. The 
availability based meter placement design was shown to be a "necessary 
but not sufficient" test to detect and identify single and multiple 
bad data and therefore needs to. be used in conjunction with the 
Handschin et ale IS (1975) "Power of the J(x) test" which accurately 
models only the detection of single and multiple non-interacting bad 
data but assumes all measurements are always available, and cannot 
handle multiple interacting bad data. 
The structure of small, regional state estimators to process 
measurements from a combined electrical hydrogenerator and hydrocanal 
system were considered and discrete Kalman filtering techniques were 
used to track the changes in the hydraulic turbine and water flow in 
the canal. Co-ordination to the local, dynamic hydroturbine and 
hydro canal estimators is from a central static tracking state 
estimator which estimates the electrical status of the power system. 
It was found that the input and output flow of the hydrocanal must be 
specified before a stable dynamic model could be realized. Fixing 
only the input causes the dynamics of the hydrocanal to diverge. 
Hydrocanal dynamic state estimation was shown to be feasible, but its 
"real time performance" needs evaluating. 
Long-term planning and design of new transmission lines has 
also been considered. It was shown that the W.L.S. state estimation 
algorithm, which accounts for present "apostiori" measureme!).t 
uncertainties, can be redefined to account for future "apriori" 
generation-load prediction uncertainties in future planning, and 
perform a stochastic loadflow. Present statistical loadflow methods 
used in long-term planning were reviewed, comprising either a 
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probabilistic loadflow or a stochastic loadflow study. In a statistical 
loadflow, the long-term expected nodal generation-voltage or load is 
specified, together with the long-term variations about these mean 
values, The statistical loadflow is then solved, generating the long-
term expected power flow, and variation or "spread" about these expected 
values, for transmission lines of interest. Stochastic loadflows only 
handle gaussian nodal pcobability distributions while probabilistic 
loadflows can handle any type of nodal probability distribution; discrete 
binomial or gaussian, and therefore result in a more accurate study, 
Any discrete or binomial probability distributions present must be 
replaced by a single gaussian distribution and an approximate study 
using the S.L.F. attempted. Errors in the maximum values of some of 
the line-flow probability distributions can exceed 20%. As a result, 
the expected long-term ratings for proposed transmission lines can be 
over or underdesigned by as much as 20%. 
A gaussian sum approximation technique was proposed to model 
non-gaussian nodal probability distributions and handle them by a series 
of stochastic loadflows. The computed results were shown to be near 
identical in most cases to Allan et al.'s (1976) probabilistic loadflow 
results for the I.E.E.E. 14 bus test system. Methods of approximating 
the probability distribution profile to lower the computational burden 
were also investigated and it was found that only half to one third of 
the most significant convolution-combination components usually need 
evaluating in the study. P-8, Q-v decoupling was also applied to reduce 
the computational burden. The use of gaussian sum approximations in a 
series of stochastic loadflows means that the more accurate 
probabilistic loadflow can be performed by utilities already possessing 
state estimation programs, with little or no modification. 
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Probabilistic loadflow results are very useful for assessing long~term 
reliability margins and operating decisions. 
The inclusion of h.v.d.c. links into a.c. stochastic loadflow 
studies, using both correlated and uncorrelated data, was also 
considered. Multi a.c. -h.v.d.c. stochastic loadflows can be useful in 
the planning and design of new h.v.d.c. links or new a.c. transmission 
lines near existing h.v.d.c. links. 
Further works needs to be spent in finding "equivalents" for 
remote parts of a.c. systems to allow stochastic or probabilistic 
loadflow assessment for lines or nodes of interest in large power 
systems. Nodal loadflow uncertainty data, remote from the transmission 
line of interest, may be able to be replaced by an I'equivalent
"
. Work 
could also be spent interfacing the local dynamic hydro turbine-canal 
state estimator to an "actual" small regional control centre computer 
such as the one described at Twizel. A program that allows large scale 
computation of Kalman gain also needs to be written to interface to 
measurements and the hydrodynamics of the canal system. 
A study also needs to be carried out to assess if any benefits 
can be gained from using a three phase a.c. state estimation program. 
Like all state estimators that have been advocated, the present work 
is a single-phase representation. In the South Island a.c. system of 
the New Zealand Electricity, over half the total power generated is 
rectified and this proportion is likely to increase as new aluminium 
smelters are built. Transposition of a.c. transmission lines is not 
used in New Zealand. As a result, the South Island a.c. system has 
some degree of imbalance and a higher than normal harmonic content. 
341. 
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APPENDIX A.1 
OPTIMALITY OF ESTIMATES OBTAINED FROM PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION 
To show that no degradation in the optimality of the estimates 
occurs when pseudo line-flows are created from injection measurements, 
consider a single injection measurement at node i. Node i is connected 
to only nodes j and k via transmission lines. For simplicity, assume a 
linear system model. Thus: 
2 
L: 
n=l 
= h ·x + h ·x 
Pij - Pik-
(A1.1) 
(A1.2) 
Pseudo line-flows created from the injection measurement are: 
(Al.3) 
The condition for a minimum using the pseudo line-flow 
injections is given by the R.H.S. of equation (3.10), i.e. 
-1 0 z . ~ - h .. ·x T Rl [h h 1.J 1.J - 0 ·x • x] 
Pij - Pik -1 , h'k· x 0 RZ Zik - 1. -
(A1.4) 
Using the relationships for z I and z 
Pij Pik 
in equation (Al.3), (Al.4)+ 
-1 0 Z, - h, ·x T T Rl [(h 1. 1. -= .~) , (h ·x)] Pij' Pik - -1 0 RZ z. - h, ·x 1. 1. -
= 0 (A1. 5) 
355. 
T -1 T -1 
"" [(hp e~) RI (Zi -hi·~) + (hp .~~) R2 (Zi -h1.'·~)] '" 0 ij ik 
(AL6) 
= [(h oX)T R-1
1 + (h oX)T R- 1] • (Z. - hoax) "" 0 
Pij - Pik - 2 1. 1. - (ALl) 
If RI = R2 = R, then equation (Al.7) becomes 
(AL8) 
Using equation (AI.3) above, this becomes 
T _1 
= [(h .• x) R (z - h .• x)] = 0 1. - 1. - (AI.9) 
This is the same condition for the minimum as given by W.L.S. 
without pseudo line-flow creation. Pseudo line-flow creation therefore 
does not modify the minimum variance properties of W.L.S. estimates. 
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APPENDIX A. 2 
PROPERTIES OF ESTIMATES RESULTING FROM PSEUDO 
LINE-FLOW CREATION USING METHOD (2) 
The estimation algorithm is 
(HT(x.)T R- 1 H (x.»)Llx. = HT(x.) R- 1 [z' - h (x.)] 
-a -L -a -a -L -L -a L -a a -L 
The requirement for a minimum is that 
H T (x) R -1 [z I - h (x)] == Q 
-a - -a -a -
"-
A2.1 Estimation error, 0 
x 
A 
X X 
Since 
hex) 
- p .. 
= Z LJ 
p. hex) 
L - Pi 
hex) 
- Pi,Q, 
z P; h(x)p. 
.... - L 
z = z 
Pik Pi 
and consider injection measurements only in the state estimation 
-1 
Z i = Z • h (x)· h (x) 
- -P -a -
and 
Substituting (A2.5) into (A2.4) gives 
(A2.1) 
(A2.2) 
(A2.3) 
(A2.4) 
(A2.5) 
(A2.6) 
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Substitute (A2,6) into (A2,2) 
Assume that o~ is small, and set 
h (x) = h (x) + H (x) Ox 
-a - -a - -a -
i.e. 
( T -1 ) H (x)R H (x) Ox 
-a - -a -a - -
i.e. 
Ox = (~! (~) ~:1 !!a (~) ) -I!!! (~) ~: 1~a (~) [(~ (~) ~; 1 (~) _ n + ~; 1 (~) .~] 
(A2.7) 
Thus the estimation error clearly depends on both state and 
measurement uncertainties in a complicated manner. 
Compare for exact W,L.S., 
A2.2 Variance of x 
Clearly from (A2,7) 
E{O~O~T} = t!(?£)E{(~(~)~;l(~) -1> + b;l(~)D.}{(1!(~)~;l(~) -1) +~p(~):::]}Tt:!(~) 
where M(x) = (H T (X)R- 1 H (x»)-l HT(x) R- 1 h (x) 
- - -a - -a -a - -a - -a -a-
T -1-1 E{ox ox } = ~(~) ~p (~) R (A2.8) 
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A2.3 Expectation of x 
From (A2.7) 
E{8x} "" E{;:!(?!) [!!(~)!!pT (?!) - 1) + !!~l (?!)lJ.,] 
= ~(~) (~(~) ~;l(~) _ 1) (A2.9) 
That is, E{8~} ~ 0, thus estimator is biased. This fact can also be 
shown from a "linearized analysis", i.e. 
and 
(A2.2) 
(A2.4) 
where 
linearize 
linearize 
and since 
H (x) -+ H 
-a - -a 
h (x) 
-a -
-+ H • x 
-a -
HTR-1(Z' 
- H ~) Q 
-a -a - -a 
z I :::: Z (K ·x·H ·x) 
- - - -a -
~(~) -1 = h (~) 
-p 
z = H·x + n 
- - -
Z I == (!!"?! + n) K·x H ·x 
- - -a -
Re-arrange (A2.10) results in 
A (H T R- 1 H )-1 H T R- 1 (!!"?! K"x H ·x + x 
-
-a -a -a -a -a - - -a -
Le. 
E{x} (H T R- 1 H )-1 T -1 (!! .~ K'x H ·x) == H R 
-
-a -a -a -a -a - - -a -
since 
E{g} ~ ~, so estimator is biased. 
(A2.10) 
(A2.11) 
n-K·x H ·x) 
- - - -a -
(A2.12) 
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APPENDIX A.3 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
The following analysis is similar to Schweppe and Masiello's 
(1971) analysis-for conditions on stability, based on the ~ gain. 
Schweppe and Masiello's stability concepts are extended to allow 
convergence analysis. 
Consider the general form of the state estimator 
(A3.1) 
thus 
(A3.2) 
(A3.3) 
where 
= - (A3.4) 
Let x be the value of x which minimizes J(~) so 
(A3.5) 
Define 
o = ~ - x (A3.6) 
-k -K -
A Taylor series about c(x) about ~, yields 
(A3.7) 
That is, 
(A3.8) 
since 
(A3.9) 
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Note from (A3.3) 
a C(x..) =-
- -I.< ax 
::; - (a: ~(~) J ~(~) - Q(~) !!(~k) + (a~ Q(~) J ~ 
= - Q(~) !!(~) + (a~ ~(~) J (~- ~(~)) 
since (~- h(~») will tend to zero at the minimum. Thus (A3.12) 
becomes 
~i+1 ~ 
(A3,10) 
(A3.11) 
(A3.12) 
(A3.13) 
(A3.14) 
(A3,1S) 
(A3.16) 
Ignoring higher order terms of the Taylor series expansion, (A3.7); the 
rate of convergence, for the general form of the state estimator, is 
given by the eigenvalues of (! _~-l(~) Q(~) !!(~»). Fast convergence 
occurs as the eigenvalues approach zero, while instability occurs when 
the eigenvalues exceed unity, 
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APPENDIX A4 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF W.L.S. WITH AND WITHOUT 
PSEUDO LINE-FLOW CREATION OR INFORMATION MATRIX MODIFICATION 
A4.1 W.L.S. STATE ESTIMATION 
Consider W.L.S. estimation without pseudo line-flow creation or 
information matrix modification. The form of the algorithm is 
(A4.1) 
Using the convergence-eigenvalue expression, (A3.16), the 
convergence rate for W.L.S. depends on the eigenvalues of 
(A4.2) 
= I - I (A4.3) 
That is, the eigenvalues are 2, a 
Convergence is thus very rapid. In practice, "line-flow only" 
measurement sets in W.L.S. converge in three iterations to a tolerance 
of 0.00001 p.u. while "injection-only" measurement sets converge in 
four iterations to within 0.00001 p.u. The slight difference in 
convergence is due to higher order effects in the Taylor series 
expansion which were ignored. For most purposes however such 
discrimination, involving the higher order terms, is unnecessary. 
A4.2 METHOD 1 
Consider W.L.S. state estimation when pseudo line-flow creation 
is used via method 1. The form of the algorithm is 
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(A4.4) 
The rate of convergence depends on the eigenvalues of 
(A4.5) 
These eignevalues are not zero. 
A4.3 METHOD 2 
Consider W.L.S. state estimation when pseudo line-flow creation 
is used via method 2. The form of the algorithm is the same as method 
1. However in the calculation of the convergence eigenvalues, from 
Appendix A3, 
(A4.6) 
where (A4.7) , 
Clearly the convergence eigenvalue expressions will nOH depend 
on the measurement properties, ~, as well as on the state~. That is, 
= -
(A4.8) 
and the convergence is given by the eigenvalues of 
~i+l (A4.9) 
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A4.4 METHOD 3 
Consider W.L.S. state estimation when method 3 is used 
to form the information matrix. The form of the algorithm is 
(A4.10) 
The rate of convergence .for this method depends on the eigenvalues of 
(A4.11) 
Using the identity that 
- A + B (A4.12) 
(A4.11) can be rewritten as 
These eigenvalues are not zero. 
A4.S METHOD 4 
Consider W.L.S. state estimation when method 4 is used to modify 
the information matrix 
(~T(~) ~-l ~(~)Jop 6~+1 = ~T(~)~-l(~ _ ~(~») (A4.14) 
where ~T(~) R- 1 ~(~)Jop = ~T(~k)~-l~(~) if Yij f 0 
= 0 otherwise. 
The rate of convergence for this method depends on the eigenvalues of 
(A4.1S) 
or using the matrix identity, (A4.12); (A4.15) can be rewritten as 
(~T(~) ~-l~(~k»)OpJ-l[(~T(~k) ~-l ~(~k») _ (~T(~) ~-l~(~»)] 
(A4.16) 
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APPENDIX A.S 
INVARIANCE OF COUCH ET AL. SIMULTANEOUS UPDATE (1.4.1) DECOUPLING 
WITH RESPECT TO VARIATIONS IN THE RATIO OF R- 1 TO R- 1 
-p --q 
The convergence eigenvalues for Couch et al. simultaneous update, 
(1.4.1) are given by 
~ T -1 o (~1l ~p _ (h T R- 1 h )-l(h T R- 1 h ) -22 -q -22 -22 -q -12 (AS .1) 
It remains to show that when the R/X ratio of all lines within 
the power system are constant, equal to a, 
~1l = a ~21 
and 
~22 = a ~12 
-1 - 1 
and so (AS.l) becomes invariant of the ratio of R : R . 
-p -q 
Consider P, , 
1J 
Diagonal elements (~11) 
P" = V ,2. G,. + c .. 
1J 1 11 1J 
dP, , 
-1:J.. - d 
"8. - ., 
a 1 .1J 
dP .. 
-1:J.. "" - d 
"'8 .. 
a k 1J 
off-diagonal elements (~21) 
dP .. 
1J 2 V ,2. G .. + c. , 
vi dV i = 1 1J 1J 
(AS.2) 
(AS.3) 
(AS.4) 
(AS.S) 
(AS.6) 
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of .. 
V --1::.l. == i ov. c .. J ~J 
where in cartesian component s, v := e. + j f 
- ~ 
::::: V L e. i ~ 
c .. :::: - e.a .. - f.b .. 
~J ~ ~J ~ ~J 
d .. = e.b .. - La .. 
~J ~ ~J ~ ~J 
a .. 
~J 
e.G ... 
J ~J 
f .B .. 
J ~J 
b .. == e.B .. + f.G .. 
~J J ~J J ~J 
When all lines have the same R/X ratio, a, 
B .. == - aGo . 
~J ~J 
(AS:10) and (AS. 11) become 
c .. :: e. G.. + f. aG .. 
~J J ~J J ~J 
b .. = - ae G + f. G .. ~J j ij J ~J 
while (AS.8) and (AS.9) 
c .. 
~J 
e . e . G. . e . f . aG.. + f. e . aG .. 
~ J ~J ~ J ~J ~ J ~J 
and 
Lf.G .. 
~ J ~J 
d.. == - e. e . aG.. + e. f . G .. 
~J ~ J ~J ~ J ~J 
f.e.G .. - f.f.aG .. 
~ J ~J 1. J 1.J 
== ac .. + (e.f. - f.e.)(l + a 2 )G .. 
1.J ~ J 1. J 1.J 
Consider Q., 
1.J 
where 
Q1.' J' == - 2 v. 2 B.. + d, ' 
1. ~1. 1.J 
B " :::: B.. + B h == - aG,. + B. h 1.1. ~J is ~J 1S 
Diagonal elements (~22) 
oQ .. 
v -2::.l. :::: -2V,2 B., + d .. 
i ov. 1. ~1. ~J 
1 
(AS.7) 
(AS .8) 
(AS.9) 
(AS .10) 
(AS,l1) 
(AS,12) 
(AS .13) 
(AS.14) 
(AS.1S) 
(AS.l6) 
(AS .17) 
(AS.l8) 
CAS.l9) 
CAS.20) 
dQ •. 
v.~=d .. J av. ~J 
J 
Off-diagonal elements (~12) 
aQ .. 
--.J:J. == 
"e c .. a. ~J 
~ 
aQ. , 
--.J:J. = - c ae, ij 
J 
Thus the condition that 
and 
occur when: 
(i) doo :::: ac. , 
~J 1.J 
This requires that (e.f, 
1. J 
(ii) 2v,2 Boo « doo 
1. 1.1. 1.J 
(iii) 2V,2 G., « c., 
1. 1.J 1.J 
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(A5.22) 
(A5.23) 
(A5.24) 
(AS .25) 
f ,e.) (l +a2)G .. be small, and 
1. J ~J 
in (A5.20) and 
in (AS. 6) 
when conditions (i) - (iii) hold for p,. and Q .. they also hold for P. 
~ ~ 1. 
and Q. since 
1. 
and 
P. 
1. 
Q. '" 
1. 
z:: p .. 
jda} 1.J 
(AS .26) 
Z Q .. j€ (a} 1.J 
(A5.27) 
When not all lines have the same R/X ratio, the convergence-eigenvalues 
given by (AS.I) are bounded by the smallest R/X ratio of the test power 
system. i.e. 
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where a is a vector of R/X ratios, then 
and 
since 
~11 ~ aminl!I~21 
~22 ~ aminl~I~12 
a . I II <a 
ml.n -
(AS .28) 
(AS.29) 
(AS.30) 
(AS.31) 
(AS.32) 
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APPENDIX A6 
EFFECT OF MULTIPLE BAD DATA ON THE Ew AND EN TESTS 
6.1 SINGLE BAD DATA 
Consider a single bad data point, present in the ith measurement. 
0 
+ where 0 (A6.1) v = v e. a e. a = a say 
-z -l -l 1 
0 
The value of J(2) is given by 
A AT '-1 A T -1 J(x) = r R r 
'" 
v R W v 
- - (A6.2) 
T -1 T -1 2 T -1 
= V R' W v + 2ae. R W v + a e. R W e. 
-z - - -z -l - - -z -l - - -l 
where v is the normal component of measurement error «3a.) ; 
-z l 
A 
- l!(§); r is the residual vector, r '" z and 
- - -
W is the residual sensitivity matrix. 
As the number of measurements present, K, become large, it can 
be shown (Handschin et al., 1975) that J(x) approaches a normal 
distribution with mean ~J and variance aJ
2 
a 2 
~J = K +--W .. 
2 ' II 
a. 
1 
and a 2 J 
4a 2 
=2K+--2 W .. ai '11 
a 2 The distortion, ---2 W .. comes from the multiplication of 
a i II 
2 T -1 
a e. R W 
-l -
0 T 
a 2 
0 
1 
0 
e. , 
-1 
-1 
R1 
0 
0 
0 
i.e. 
0 0 
-1 
R2 0 
0 
-1 
R3 
0 0 
0 I Wu w12 w13 w14 0 0 a 2 w21 w22 w23 w24 0 =-w 
a 2 33 ~'J w31 w32 w33 w34 1 3 R4 w41 w42 w43 w44 0 
(A6.3) 
(A6.4) 
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Standardized variables, El and EZ' are calculated from ~J and OJ' where 
0/1 
ZK 
and (A6.5) 
El and E2 are used in calculating the power of the J(~), which reflects 
the capability of the EN test. This test accurately detects and 
identifies single bad data because it can be shown that for single bad 
data present in measurement i, 
(A6.6) 
6.2 MULTIPLE NON-INTERACTING BAD DATA 
Consider multiple non-interacting bad data present (at i = 1,2 and 
3) 
k 
where E 
i=l 
The product 
e. a. = 
-1. -1. 
T (a e.) 
-1. 
v = v + 
-z 
1 
0 
a l + a 2 0 
0 
_1 
W(a e.) R 
- - -1. 
0 
1 
+ a 3 0 
0 
now becomes 
a 2 a 2 a 2 
(_l_Wll 2 3 +-WZ2 +-W33 o 2 o 2 0 2 
1 2 3 
0 
0 
say 1 (A6,7) 
0 
J (A6,8) 
Provided the bad data locations are not clustered around any 
one node, the power of the J(~) test will still accurately reflect the 
distortion in the estimates because it will hold at the individual bad 
data locations, and the EN test will locate such bad data. 
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6.3 MULTIPLE INTERACTING BAD DATA (at i = 1, 2 and 3) 
Bongers does not represent the detection of mUltiple interacting 
bad data. Multiple interacting bad data represents a worse-case failure 
and can happen when all the measurements from one switchyard are 
transmitted over the same communication channel, or when several power 
flow meters use a common potential transformer (Handschin et al., 1975). 
Also, due to the random nature of bad data, multiple interacting bad 
data can be represented by 
where ea. = 
:1. 
v=v + ea, 
-z -:1. 
The produce (e a.) T R- 1 W( a e.) now becomes 
-:1. - - -1. 
+ 
(A6.9) 
(A6.1O) 
When multiple interacting bad data is present, off-diagonal 
values of W may become negative and can be of greater magnitude than 
diagonal values, and the r test no longer holds 
n 
6.4 EXAMPLE INVOLVING THE EN AND Ew TESTS 
Tests were performed on the 5 bus 7 line system (Stagg and 
EI-Abiad, 1968), shown in Figure 3.5, to evaluate the effectiveness 
of Ew and EN tests in the presence of single and multiple bad data. 
Measurement system 2, outlined in section 6.3, having 1 voltage 
magnitude, 2 real and reactive line-flow measurements, and 5 real 
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and reactive injection measurements was used as the basis for the tests. 
Table A6.1 shows the normalized and weighted residuals that result with 
and without the bad data present. A portion of the residual sensitivity 
matrix, with and without the bad data present, is shown in Table A6.2. 
The inclusion of a single bad data point, of size lOa, at P11' is easily 
identified by both Ew and EN tests. Little change occurs in the values 
of the residual sensitivity matrix when a single bad data is present, 
However the inclusion of multiple bad data of size lOa, at Q1' Ql-2 
and Ql-3' distorts the residual sensitivity matrix. Terms differ and 
off-diagonal terms may exceed diagonal values, e.g. WQ1 ,Q2 >WQ1 ,Q1' 
In such cases the residual sensitivity matrix cannot be calculated 
off-line and stored, ready to be used to calculate EN' Both the EN test 
and the Ew test identify the same measurements as being bad data, Some 
of these measurements contain bad data, while others do not (i.e., Q2)' 
If suspect measurements are ordered according to the size of their 
normalised or weighted residuals, the Ew test gives a more correct 
ranking (Ql-3' Ql-2' Q2' Q1) than the ranking (Ql-3' Q2' Ql-2' Q1) 
given by the EN test. 
J 
(1) 
PI 
Pz 
Ql 
(2) 
PI 
P2 
Ql 
Q? 
(3) 
PI 
P2. 
Ql 
Q2 
Table A6.1 
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Comparison of EN and EW values for 
single and multiple bad data present. 
NO BAD DATA SINGLE BAD DATA, MULTIPLE BAD DATA, 
MEASUREMENT P.RESENT SIZE 100' AT PI SIZE IOcr, AT Ql-2' 
LOCATION QI-3 AND Q1 
rN I r rN I r rN I r w w W 
. VI ' 0.000 0.000 0.26835 0.11421 2.08139 1.16191 
. PI - 2 " " -4.52873 3.79133 0,12774 0.10554 
P l - 3 
II II 1.47011 1.42289 0.07689 0.07477 
P2- 3 " 
II 0.65543 0.63072 0.03248 0.03146 
P2- S 
.. 
" 1.01767 0.88631 0.11300 0.10002 
P 3- 4 " " 0.43413 0.36726 0.06699 0.07066 
P4- 2, " " 0.69999 0.67493 0.03863 0.03742 
P5- 4 
.. .. 0.07926 0.07563 0.08864 0.08426 
Ql-2 " " 0.11349 0.09482 5.49278 3.95224 
QI-3 " " 0.08225 0.07937 12.11488 11.68607 
Q2-3 " " 0.03464 0.03332 0.19929 0.19176 
Q2-5 .. II 0.05997 0.05206 1.68754 1.48558 
Q3-4 " " 0.08173 0.06878 0.87264 0.87790 
Q4-2 " " 0.12164 0.11675 0.14783 0.14328 
Q5-4 .. " 0.00000 0,00000 0.39626 0.37975 
Pl II II 6.91334 4.78683 0.26525 0.18127 
Pz " " 2.50025 1.45855 0.05651 0.03755 
P3 .. " 2.42499 1.58813 0.07635 0.07848 
P" .. It 1. 71941 1.11780 0.06375 0.05431 
Ps " .. 1.12293 0.77643 0.10659 0.13657 
Ql " Ii 0.25372 0.17216 1. 793 84 2.26417 
Qz " " 0.45191 0.24513 8.58880 3.75687 
Q3 It " 0.43163 0.26610 0.63651 0.50765 
Q" " n 0.30114 0.18449 0.36434 0.37599 
Qs " .. 0.27771 0.18406. 2.26939 1.56496 
Table A6.2 Selected segments of the residual sensitivity matrix 
Hith .?nd H:tthout sin~le and multiple bad data present~ 
SAMPLE ELEMENTS OF THE RESIDUAL 
K SENSITIVITY MATRIX WJ,K 
PI P2 P3 P" Ps Ql Qz 
No Bad Data Present 
0.47802 0.14390 0.15771 0.13084 0.07859 -0.01676 -0. 
0.14390 0.34313 0.17709 0.16148 0.16132 -0.00797 -0.00920 
-0.01676 -0.00799 0.00651 0.00511 -0.00117 0.45923 0.12168 
-0.24466 -0.00919 0.00049 0,00927 0.00371 0.12168 0.29459 
Single Bad Data, size IOcr and PI 
0.47942 0.14394 0.15813 0.11284 0.07796 -0.01663, -0.02505 
0.14394 0.34031 0.17611 0.16268 0.16349 -0.01099 -0.00844 
-0.01663 -0.01098' 0.00550 0.00816 -0.00121 0.46045 0.11774 
-0.02505 -0.00844 0.00283, 0.00499 0.00477 0.11774 0.29423 
Multiple Bad Data, size IOcr and Ql-2' Ql-3' Q1 
0.46762 0.16591 0.00379 0.23375 0.10294' -0.28613 0.37148 
0.16591 0.44157 0.34344 -0.06913 0.10436 0.56924 -0.68220 
-0.28613 0.56924 -0.03442 -0.18928 -0.06934 0.22308 0.37496 
0.37148 -0.68220 -0.27712 0.54052 0.02995 0.37496 0.19133 
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APPENDIX A.7 
MATHEMATICAL "REMOVAL" OF MEASUREMENT DATA 
Mathematical "removal" is equivalent to physical "removal" of 
suspect bad data. The mechanism behind the mathematical removal of 
measurement data can be explained by reference to the 4 x 2 matrix H 
and the 4 x 1 column vector, !2, shown below, where 
hll h12 D1 
H 
h21 h22 
D 
D2 (A7.1) = 
h31 h32 D3 
h41 h42 D4 
Enforcing equation (6.10) at each iteration amounts to setting an 
element, i, of vector ~ - ~(~) equal to zero. Consider when D3 equals 
zero, mathematical "removal" of D3 corresponds to 
HTD 
hll h21 h31 
= 
h12 h22 h32 
Physical removal of D3 
h41 D1 
h42 D2 
0 
D4 
corresponds to 
h11 Dl + h21 D2 + h41 D4 
h21 Dl + h22 D2 + h42 D4 
h11 Dl + h21 D2 + h41 D4 
h12 Dl + h22 D2 + h42 D4 
(A7.2) 
(A7 . 3) 
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Both "removal" methods generate the same R.R.S. in the state 
estimator equation. As a result they both converge to the same solution. 
This is because the matrices on the L.R.S. of the state estimator 
equation, equation (2.22), act only as a gain (Schweppe et al., 1970). 
Extensive simulation shows that convergence is unaffected by 
"mathematical" removal of bad data. 
A consequence of .the mathematical "removal" technique is that 
the structure of lists and pointers in the state estimation algorithm 
can initially be set up to contain all the measurements that are 
available to the estimator. During operation, some pseudomeasurement 
will be unavailable due to presence of bad data, failure and/or 
maintenance. The presence of these "absent" measurements can be 
suspended from the state estimator simply by invoking the relationship 
in (6.10). No "dynamic" updating or re-ordering of lists is necessary 
to reduce the order of the system. The information matrix remains 
unchanged. When measurements become available the suspension can be 
lifted. 
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APPEND IX A. 8 
DERIVATION OF MEASUREMENT EQUATIONS FOR Em' P2- 3 , 
Consider the lossless, purely reactive tap transformer 
representation shown in Figure 7.l. For this representation 
I . 2B -jaB V 
-Pr Ja 
-Pr 
= (A8.1) 
I -jaB jB V 
-sec -sec 
where the subscripts Pr and sec refer to the transformer primary and 
secondary windings respectively. 
For the h.v.d.c. link shown, I =1 1 2LO and I =12 3L.O. This is -pr - -sec -
due to the fact that the phase angle of the convertor current is defined 
to be zero. Also, 
v = V LljJ and V = E L<1> 
-Pr m m -sec m m 
From equation (A8.1) 
12_3 = 0 = - a V cosljJ + E cos<1> m m m m m I 
(A8.2) 
E = - a V 
-m m -m 
(A8.3) 
r r 
From equation (A8.1) 
1
2
_
3 == 
2 B V sinljJ + B E sin<1> - a a 
m m m ,m m m m m 
r 
(A8.4) 
I + 2 B V a 
-1-2 m m -mI E r 
-mI a 
(A8.5) 
m 
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Since the transformer is lossless and 12~3 has a phase angle of 
zero, I2~3L.O, f l - 2 also has a phase angle of zero. 
I :::: Il~2 
-1-2 
r 
1 
and E :::: (E 2 + E 2)~ 
m -m -~ r 
a 1+ B 2 V. 2 + 2 + 2 a 2 B II 2 V simp 
E m 
m m 
1
1
_
2 m m - m m 
m 2 B 2 a 
m m 
Also 
I B V B E sin<P -2-3 :::: a 
r 
12_3 m m m sin1/! -m m m m 
= a B 
m 
Substitute (A8.5) for E 
-~ 
and hence 
P2-3 :::: 13 12_3 
Q2-3 :::: 13 12_3 
V 
m-~ 
E 
a 
m 
-m 
r 
E 
-~ 
- B E 
m -mI 
= 13 II 2 V cos1/! 
- m m 
:= 13 II 2 V sin1/! 
- m m 
(AS.6) 
(AS.7) 
(A8.8) 
(A8.9) 
(A8.10) 
(A8.11) 
(AS .12) 
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APPENDIX A.9 
DERIVATION OF H.V.D.C. LINK "MINIMAL-STATE" 
REALIZATION MEASUREMENT EQUATIONS 
The "minimal state" - space is given by 
[1jJ, a, 1jJ, a 1 
m m n n 
These states are in addition to the a.c. terminal bus magnitude states 
V and V . 
m n 
The "minimal approximation error" h.v.d.c. link measurement 
equations are modified by re-arranging (7.2) and (7.5) 
Vdm = K a V cos1jJ 1 m m m (A9.1) 
Vdn = K a V cos1jJ 1 n n n (A9.2) 
Re-arrange (7.7) 
and substitute (A9.1) and (A9. 2) for V dm and V dn 
(A9 .3) 
Re-arrange (7.3) 
COSCX :::: (Vd + K2 X I d ) / K1 a V 'm m m c mm 
and substitute (A9.1) and (A9. 3) for V dm and Idc 
(A9.4) 
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Re-arrange (7.1) and substitute 
and substitute (A9.1) and (A9. 2) for V dm and V dn 
(a V costjJ + a V costjJ) / Rd 
mm m nn n c 
(A9.S) 
Substituting (A9.5) in (7.10), (7.12), (7.13). (7.14). (7.15) 
and (7.16) gives the entries of Table 7.3 for Pl - 2 , Ql-2' Em' P2- 3 , 
Q2-3 and 12_ 3 , Finally, substitute (A9.1) and (A9.3) for Vdm and Idm 
in (7.17), which gives the expression for Pdm in Table 7.3. 
Inverter measurement equations can be derived in a similar 
fashion by replacing prefixes m by n, 1-2 by 5-6, 2-3 by 4-5, cosa by 
m 
coso and X by -X. The four pseudomeasurements which contain the 
n m n 
approximation error are now fully merged in the measurement set. Only the 
measurement equation for a and a do not contain approximation error 
m n 
effects. In some cases, approximation error equations have been used 
four times in reducing the original measurement equation to the form 
above, i.e. (A9.4). 
Thus 
f I (x) = 
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APPENDIX AIO 
TO SHOW THE EXACT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN a ~ AND 8 
IS MONOTONICALLY INCREASING FOR a < x < 1T -a 
The exact relationship between a , ~ and 0 is given by 
f(x) 2x - 2a + sin 2a - sin 2x = - tan"" + -----:::--------::----
cos 2a - cos 2x 
(AlO.I) 
(cos2a - cos2x) [2 - 2cos2xl - (2x - 2a +sin2a - sin2x) (2sin2x) 
(cos2a - cos2X)2 (AIO.2) 
substituting 2 - 2cos2x = 4 sin2 x 
and 2 sin 2x = 4 sinx cosx 
results in 
f' (x) r= 4 sinx 1 (cos2a sinx - cos2a sinx - (2x - 2a) cosx 
licos2ct;. - cos2x) ~ 
- (2x-2a) cosx + 2cos(a+x) sin(x-a)cosx) (AIO.3) 
= r= 4sinx ) (2sin(a + x) sin(x -·a) sinx - 2 - (2x - 2a) cosx 
licos2a - cos2x) ~ 
+ 2cosx(a +x) sin(x -a) cosx) (AIO.4) 
r= 4sinx 1[(2sin(x-a) cos(2x+a) -2(x-a)cosx)l (AIO.S) 
li cos2a - cos2x) ~ 
- r= 4sinx 1 (2cosa sin (x - a) - 2 (x - a) cosx) 
- licos2a - cos2x) ~ 
4sinx is positive for 0 < x < 1T 
(cos2a - cos2x) 2 
(AIO.6) 
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and (2cosa sin(x - a) - 2 (x - a) cosx) can be shown to be positive for 
a < x < TI - a. That is, since a> 0, both terms in 
2cosa sin(x - a) - 2 (x - a) cosx (AiD 07) 
TI 
are >0 for "2 < x < TI , 
Equation (A10.7) can be rewritten as 
2cosa cos (x - a) tan(x - a) - 2 (x - a) cosx 
= (cosx + cos (x - 2a» tan(x - a) - 2 (x - a) cosx. 
TI Now tan(x - a) > (x - a) in the interval a < (x - a) < "2 and 
cos(x - 2a) > cosx > 0 TI for a < x < 2 Hence, expression (Ala.7) is 
greater than a for a < x < ~ Thus f' (x) > a for a < x < ~ 2 
The function can be shown to be monotonically increasing by 
noting that 
(i) At x = a, and applying L'Hospitals rule 
f (a) 2 - 2cos2a 2sin2a tana - tanljJ 
TI Since for a < "2' a < ljJ as the iteration scheme proceeds 
(since physically ljJ is always greater than a) . 
Thus f(a) < a 
(ii) At x = TI - a, from (A10,1), 
f(TI - a) -+ co 
Thus the function is monotonically increasing since f'(x) is 
greater than zero. The probable profile of the function, f(x), is 
shown in Figure Ala,l, 
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F(x) 1 
r 
I 
Figure AIO.I "Monotonic increasing" profile of f(x). 
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APPENDIX All 
APPROXIMATE NODAL ESTIMATE UNAVAILABILITY, Ai 
Consider the a.c. system shown in Figure Al1.l and the availability 
of node 12 being observable. Node 12 and its nearest neighbours, 
isolated from the rest of the a.c. system, are shown in Figure All.2. 
Table All. 1 details the effect that measurement loss within the a. c. system 
has on the observabi1ity of node 12. The smallest combination of 
measurements that must be simultaneously unavailable to render node 12 
unobservable is two, when measurement of s13-l2 and s6 is lost from the 
state estimator. It remains to show that the approximate unavailability 
for node 12, given by 
A (node 12 observable) (All, 1) 
is sufficiently accurate. 
Measurement unavailability combinations which cause a loss of 
observabi1ity to node 12 and contain AS13_l2,As6 are marked with a "*" 
in Table Al1.1. Measurement combinations which cause a loss of 
observabi1ity to node 12, as a result of the loss of voltage reference, 
~ .~.~ ,are marked with a "+". No other measurement/loss of 
13 6 14 
measurement combinations can cause a loss of observability to node 12. 
From Table All.l, A(node 12 observable), 
+---------------------------(i) -----------------------+ 
+ ~13·~6·~14 (all combinations involving s13' s6 and 8 14 ) 
+--------------------------(ii)------------------------+ 
(combinations occurring in both (i) and (ii» (All, 2) 
383, 
Figure All,l Sample a,c, system, 
Figure All. 2 
1I[5T Of 
A-C SYSTEM 
Node 12 and its nearest neighbours 
isolated from the a,c, system, 
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Table AII.I Effect of measurement unavailability 
on the observability of node 12. 
IS lWOE 12 
MF~SURL~~7S UKAVAlLABLE OBSERVABLE? 
o (lrd~r 
(I) 
lat order 
(6) 
2nd order 
(15) 
3rd order 
(20) 
No measurements lost 
"13 lost 
913-12 lost 
v6 
96 
"14 
"14 .. 
"13 and 813-12 
v13. v6 lost 
v13· s 6 
v13· 5 14 
v13' v14 
513-12· v6 lost 
BI3-12· 5 6 
513-12·"14 
"13-12' "14 
v6,s6 lost 
"6·"14 
"6' "14 
86. 814 .. 
66·v14 " 
"14,vI4 
"13.513-12 and 
lost 
v6 lost 
"13.813-12,96 lost 
"13. 8 13-12,814 .i 
v13· 8 13-12,vI4 " 
"13'''6. 8 6 lost 
"13'''6,94 
"13·"6·"14 
v13,06· BI4 .. 
"13,86'''14 
.. 
"13,814,vI4 
813-12."6.86 loot 
"13-12'''6. 8 14 
"13-12·v6,"14 
813_12,86,BI4 
813-12.°6,"14 
813_12,8\4."14 lost 
"6."6.814 lose 
"6,814."14 1.08t 
"6'''14'''14 
Yes 
Yes 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
'\'es 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
No '" 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No'" 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No· 
Yes 
Yes 
lio" 
No· 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yell 
Yee 
MEASUI\DIEl\iS UNAVAILABLE 
4th order vll·sI3_12. v6· s6 lost 
OS) 
vI3,913_12. v6. 8 14 
vI3. 6 13_12. v6. v I4 
vI3. 8 13-12. 8 6. 8 14 
vI3· 9 13-12. 8 6. v I4 
vI3. 8 13-12.514.v I4 lost 
v13.v6. 8 6. 8 14 lost 
vI3. v6. 8 6. v I4 
v13,v6. 8 14.v I4 
v!3.s6 ,s 14. v14 
s 13-12, v6 ,86. s 14 lost 
"13-12, v6 ,s6, vl4 
813-12,v6,514,v14 " 
EI3-12 ,86. 5 14. v14 
v6. s6. s 14.vI4 
5th order vI3,513-12.v6. 5 6. 5 14 lost (6) 
vI3. 5 13-12.v6. s6,vI4 
vI3. 813-12.v6,sI4.v I4 
vI3. 5 13-12. 5 6,914,vI4 
~13.v6,s6.s14,v14 lost 
813-12,v6.56.514,vI4 lost 
6th order vI3.513-12.v6.56"14.vI4 lost (1) 
IS NOPE 12 
ORS ER\' AIItE? 
NoA 
Yes 
110+ 
No· 
NoA 
Yes 
Yes 
No+ 
No+ 
Yes 
No~ 
No* 
Yes 
No" 
Yes 
No· 
No* + 
No+ 
No* 
No+ 
No· 
No* + 
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It is easily shown that 
and from Table AIl.l, (all combinations occurring in both (i) and (ii) ) 
= Av 13 
A Av6 As Av14 (As14 + As14) s13-12 6 
~13 A ~6 As ~14 s13-12 6 
Thus (All.2) becomes 
A (node 12 observable) = A A + A A A 
s13-12 s6 '~13 '~6 '~14 
(All. 3) 
The terms appearing due to the loss of voltage reference, A A A .~ 13 -'y 6 -'y 14' 
are third order and above in availability. Since availabilities of 
A =0.97-0.999 are usually present (Arriatti et al., 1975), A ~0.03 
v v 
and the third order terms can be neglected and 
A (node 12 observable) = As As 
13-12 6 
(All. 4) 
is a good approximation. 
For larger systems, such as the 14 bus test system, seven voltage 
measurements must be simultaneously lost before the voltage reference of 
the state estimator is lost.' Terms appearing due to the loss of voltage 
reference would be seventh order and higher. rather than third order as 
in the example above. Consequently the error in neglecting the 
unavailability due to the "loss of voltage reference" ~vould be even 
smaller. 
Note also that the assumption of independence made above, i.e. 
and 
386, 
A (all voltage measurements) = A A A 
--., 13 --"6 --"14 
v13' v6 and v14 
A (link measurements) = 
s13-12 and s6 
As As 13-12 6 
is, in practice, valid only for voltage measurements. This is because 
voltage measurements are scattered around the system, and their multiple 
failure would likely be 'caused by a series of independent events. 
whereas the link measurements are all made in the neighbourhood of node 
12 and may be correlated, particularly if all link measurements use the 
same communication path. 
Thus 
A (link measurements) = A (S6 unavailable given 
s13-12 J 
s and s s13-12 is unavailable 
=: A A [S6 Is l3_12) (All. 5) s13_12 
If measurements s6 and s13-12 are completely correlated, then 
and 
A (link measurements) =: 
s13-12 and s6 
If measurements s6 and s13-12 are uncorrelated 
Thus in practice the unavailability of n link measurements should be 
higher than the unavailability of n voltage measurements, if the link 
measurement correlation effects are included. As a result, discarding 
the loss of voltage terms is even more realistic and the approximation, 
given by (Al1.4), can be re-written to include correlations if they are 
assumed to exist. 
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A (node 12 observable) = A (link measurements) 
s13-12 and 8 6 
(A11.6) 
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APPENDIX A12 
ROTOR ANGLE ESTIMATION 
The following rotor angle estimator-derivation follows that of 
Handschin and Galiana (1973). A rotor angle estimator can be designed 
for the dynamic equation (10.20) and the observation equation (10.21), 
The difference e(t) between actual (~G(t») and estimated 
(~G(t») state vectors, i.e, 
is a white noise process 
E{~(t)} = 0 
and E{~(t) eT (t+T)} '" ~ OCT) 
(A12,1) 
(A12.2) 
(A12.3) 
where the numerical value of (A12.3) can be found from the steady state 
solution of the Ricatti equation (as in section 10.4.1). Since ~ is 
known, the actual frequency deviation f(t) in the generator is 
where ef(t) is the sixth element of (A12.1). 
Assuming the frequency deviation f f(t) is measured 
re 
(A12.4) 
(A12.5) 
(A12.6) 
Substituting (AI2. 6) and (A12. 4) into (10.20) yields the following 
differential equation for the rotor angle oCt) 
. 
oCt) = 2 1T fo [f(t) + ef (t) ~ zf (t) + vf(t)] (Al2.7) 
:= 21T fo [f(t) ~ zf(t)] + Wf(t) (A12.S) 
where Wf(t) : E{wf(t)} ::::: 
and E{Wf(t) WfT (t + T)} 
where o 2 
wf 
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o 
(A12,9) 
(A12.10) 
since vf(t) and ef(t) are independent gaussian white noise processes. 
The estimator for rotor angle o(t) is based on the dynamic 
equation (A12.8) and the observation equation 
z (t) = E'v(t) sin [o(t) - 8(t)] + v (t) 
p xd' p (A12.11) 
and takes the form 
~(t) ::::: 2ITf (f(t) -zf(t)] + K [z (t) - E'v(t) sin(6(t) -8(tk»)J o 0 p Xd' 
In order to compute the Kalman gain, K0 , linearize the observation 
equation (A12.11) according to 
E' 
z (t) ~ - [o(t) - 8(tk)] + vp(t) p x ' d 
(A12.13) 
and together with (A12.8) the optimal "linearised" filter gain, K0 , is 
obtained as 
= o f / 0 w p (A12.14) 
Note that the only linearization that is involved is when finding the 
Kalman gain, K0 . 
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APPENDIX AI3 
DERIVATION OF UNSTEADY OPEN CHANNEL FLOW MOMENTUM 
AND CONTINUITY EQUATIONS 
The following derivation is taken from Wylie and Streeter (1978). 
In the derivation, the assumption is made that cosa ~ 1. This condition 
is usually met in power channels serving hydroturbines. A further 
assumption is made in that hydrostatic conditions prevail 
along any vertical line in the fluid (i.e. vertical accelerations are 
not considered). Figure A13.1 shows a control volume enclosing an 
elemental strip of liquid, the x-direction <!if which is taken along the 
channel bottom while the y direction is measured normal to the bottom. 
Figure A13.1 
r- _ -l pq/1x 
I --, 
c.Y. I I 
I 
-yA I1x sin Q( 
Concrol volume for unsteady-momentum equation 
(Wylie and Streeter, 1978). 
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In the application of the unsteady momentum equation, the nett hydro~ 
static force on the two faces is 
- v( ~) !::.x A dX 
when cos a= 1 , and 
where V unit weight of fluid or shear strain ~~ 
A = cross-sectional area of the flow. 
The shear force on the wetted area is given by 
- T P!::.x 
a 
where P is the wetted perimeter of the trapezoidal canal; and 
T is the shear stress. 
a 
The gravity force in the x-direction is given by 
V A !::.x s in a = V A !::.x s 
a 
where a is the channel slope; and 
s is the slope of the hydraulic grade line. 
a 
The net efflux of momentum in the (+)x direction is 
.1.. (p V2 A) o!::.x dX 
where P is the mass density; and 
V is the instantaneous relativity of the fluid. 
(AI3.1) 
(Al3 .2) 
(Al3.3) 
(AI3.4) 
The time rate of increase of x momentum within the control 
volume is 
d at (p A V !::.x) (AI3.5) 
Assembling the terms results in 
-V*!::.x A - To P!::.x + VA!::.x sina= d: (p V2 A) + ddt (p AV !::.x) 
(Al3.6 ) 
and after expanding and dividing through, by the mass of the element 
P A !::.x, 
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~ + ~ _ g sina + 2V oV + y2 aA + V dA + oV 
ax p R ax A ax A at at o (Al3.7) 
where g is the gravitational constant; and 
R is the hydraulic radius 
R A = p (Al3 .8) 
The continuity equation can also be applied to the control 
volume, and yields 
p q 6x - a: (p A V) 6x = a: (p A 6x) (An.9) 
where q is the lateral inflow per unit length of channel. 
By expanding and dividing by p 6x 
q (Al3.10) 
Equation (A12.7) can be simplified by subtracting (A13.10), 
when multiplied by ~ , from it. The Manning equation can also be 
used to express 
where 
Then 
S = 
T 
o 
pR = g S 
where n is the Manning roughness factor; and 
c is an empirical constant equal to 1.0 
m 
in SI units. 
ov . + V aV + ,aVo + _V q g ~ + g S - g s~n a ax at A o 
and equation (A13.10) can be written 
(A13.l1) 
(A13,12) 
(A13.13) 
(A13.14) 
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since aA aA ~ TlY. 
ax 
=: 
ay ax ax 
and aA aA ~ T~ at =: ay :::: at at 
when (A12.7) and (A12.l0) are written in terms of 
as the dependent variables, the equations become 
T~ + lQ. :::: 0 
at ax 
- s 
o 
::: 
discharge and depth 
o (A13.l5) 
(A13.l6) 
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APPENDIX A14 
IMPLICIT TRAPEZOIDAL NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Implicit integration using the trapezoidal rule allows 
differential equations to be algebaized, has been shown to be 
numerically stable and can be used with step lengths greater than the 
smallest time constant of the dynamic model, without instability or 
excessive error resulting (Law, 1972). 
A14.1 SINGLE STEP INTEGRATION 
Consider integrating the area under the curve, shown in Figure 
A14 .1, between t1 and t 2 . The integration step length is TTT = t2 - t 1, 
and the trapezoidal integration scheme is 
where h(t) = dX(t) dt 
(A14.1) 
(A14.2) 
However, since in our case x(t2) is unknown, initially put 
and iterate (A14.1) until the algorithm converges, when 
(A14.3) 
A14.2 MULTI STEP INTEGRATION 
In the single step integration case above, the integration is 
done in one "shot". However the same interval can be integrated in a 
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series of small steps, repeated until the interval t2 - tl is spanned 
(see Figure A14.2). The same technique as in (A14.1) is used to 
integrate each small interval. The step length chosen is such that 
m x n TTT ::: (A14.4) 
where m is the number of sub-integrations; and 
n is the step length of each sub-integration. 
Generally, multi-step integration is preferred for large step lengths 
because it gives a more accurate result. 
He>l) 
TIME 
Figure A14.1 Single step trapezoidal integration. 
He,,) 
Figure A14.2 Multi step trapezoidal integration. 
